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FOREWORD 
In this book- The Education of the Whole .\Ian- the well known 
educator of the United States, :\lr. Ralph Borsodi, has asked us to 
take a fresh look at the problems of education. :\11 systems of edu-
cation aim at the education of the whole man though in practice 
they lay undue emphasis on physical elliciency or intellectual alert-
ness or spiritual poise. These are not exrlusive of each other. They 
are e>sential ingredients of a true system of education. The Upanisad 
tells us that we should aim at the play of life- pranarama, the 
satisfaction of mind - manaananda and the fullness of tranquility 
-- santi samrdha. The sickness of our society can be traced to a 
one-sided development of education. 
All knowledge is indivisible. Science and technology, literature 
and art, philosophy and religion are ,·aricd manifestations of the 
spirit of man. They do not contradict one another but complement 
one another. The spirit in man sits in judgment on nature, dis-
covers its secrets and increases our knowledge of nature. In art 
and literature the same spirit deals with the moods and passions, 
the intense experie.nces of the human individual, speciarly his inner 
being. The same spirit probes into the mystery of the world, tries 
to understand a little of it. Science and technology are a dialogue 
of the human spirit with nature. Literature and art arc a dialogue 
of the spirit with oneself. Philosophy and religion are a dialogue of 
the spirit with the Supreme Mystery which underlies the universe. 
'Vhen people speak of a conflict between science and religion, they 
do not appreciate the spiritual character of science and the rational 
character of religion. 'When properly understood, science and 
religion help each other. 
In the name of science and rationalism many of our societies 
have broken off their connection with the past tradition. Their 
lives have become rootless. 'Ve have to grow our roots again. 
'Yc han: to combine ancient tradition with modern knowledge. Ir 
we wish to have an open society we should have open minds. 
The human being through a bal~nced education should become 
a work of art capable of quality and beauty of its own apart fi·om any 
practical purpose to which his skills and powers arc put. 
The development of the human individual makes for the um-
qucncss of the individual. This uniqueness contributes to the 
fellowship of human beings. It leads one to the creative realisation 
of the unity of mankind. There is no contradiction between seeing 
the truth in solitude and engaging in human affairs. 
We arc grateful to the Sarclar Vallabhbhai Vidyapccth for the 
publication of this important book. 
RashtrafJati Bhavan 
New Delhi 
the 24th February I 963 
S. RADHAKRISHNAN 
• 
PREFACE 
I feel very happy in presenting to the educational world this 
very first publication of the Sardar Vallabhbhai \'idyapeeth on 
the subject of education viz. 'Education of the "'hole 7\tlan' by :\Ir. 
Ralph Borsodi. :Mr. Borsodi has been an eminent thinker and 
writer and after spending a life time in education he came to India 
after_ retirement. While this Vni,·crsity was considering the ques-
tion of the introduction of 'general education' i1i its cot\l'Ses, :\Ir. 
Borsocli was associated with that thinking. It was as a result of that 
fruitful association with the University that we could secure the 
manuscript of this book from :\Ir. Borsodi and I would like to com·cy 
the thanks of the Vidyapeeth to Mr. Borsodi for having accepted 
to permit the University to publish the book on a no-royalty basis 
so far as India is concerned. That indicates :\fr. Borsodi's love for 
education in general and spread of general education in India in 
particular. 
I need not dwell at length on the merits of the book and the 
deep thinking it represents because so eminent an educationist and 
savant as Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, President, Republic of India, has 
been kind enough to agree to· write a 'foreword' to the book and as 
will be evident from the reading of the same, has appreciated the 
publication. 'Ve are extremely grateful to the President for under-
taking to read the volume and write the 'Foreword' in this hour of 
national crisis when many urgent matters of national importance 
needed his attention. We feel that he, as Head of the nation consi-
ders education as a solvent of national crisis. 
I would also like to thank Shri Arvindbhai Kothari of )vljs. 
M. C. Kothari, Baroda, for associating himself in the publication 
of this book and thus relieve the University of the marketing as well 
as financial responsibilities of this publication. 
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f. 1 1 1 1 1 -1Iso exJH·ess our re«ret for the delay in the pub-1 ee , S lOll C < • • • o • 
k I tile Saine \\·as d11e to several unavotdable Jication of this boo· m t · 
l .:-[1•. Borsodi's indulgence (or the same. factors and woulc crave " 
I should like to acknowledge \\ ith thanks the considerable amount 
· 1 . cJe,,oted to this work at all its stages including of ttme anc enetgy · 
f d . 1 • SJ1r1" Isl1\"ar·1·]wi J Patel the Principal of the proo rea mg J)' • • • u . · , 
Secondan· Teachers' Training College, but for whose devoted 
efforts this work would have been considerably delayed. In fact 
h . 1 f I 11d1"a f"or about six months when he was in United IS a Jsencc rom · 
States of America and Great Britain on a study tour has been res-
ponsible for the holding up of the wot·k for some time. 
I adt sure, the educational world will find this book both stimu-
lating as well as useful. \Ve shall appreciate any comments or 
remarks on the book by friendly readers. 
Sardar Vallabhbhai Vidyapeetlz 
Vallabh Vidya Nagar 
March 11, 1963 
BABUBHAIJ. PATEL 
Vice-Cizancellor 
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OMEGA ANTI ALPHA: A PREFACE TO THIS STUDY 
.\Ve should expect little, for what we expect will not 
come to pass. 
Revolutions, reformations--- these vast movements into 
which heroes and saints han' Hung themselves in the be-
lief that the,· were the dawn of the millenium-have not 
borne the fn.1it which they looked lor. 
-James Anthony Fronde 
This formidable undertaking, which requires· for its full 
completion at least sixteen volumes, was really begun in 1944 
when I began to write the two volumes which were published 
under the title of "Education and Living." This introduction 
to the whole undertaking is being finished seventeen years later 
in my two "hermitages" in India, my Summer hermitage in 
Simla and my Winter hermitage in Ahmedabad. 
Those who read it will notice that it is addressed to "edu-
cators." I have been driven to usc that word because there just 
is no other which more clearly connotes and denotes those to 
whom it is addressed. It is not, however, addressed to profes-
sional educators only. It is addressed to that minority of men 
and women who not only influence others - as of course all 
educators do - but who have four qualities which distinguish 
them from those to whom this work will be meaningless. 
I have used the phrase, "men and women who influence 
others", advisedly. Such a man or woman may be a person 
whose work in life limits the influence exerted to a very few 
persons - at one end of the scale it may be a wife and mother 
who influences only the small circle represented by her own 
family; at the other it may be a writer whose influence may 
exte~d to millions who read what he writes. It may be a 
teacher who influences students in a school or college; it may 
be a preacher who influences the congregation of a church or 
temple; it may be a doctor who influences his patients, a lawyer 
who influences his clients, a professional man of any kind; it 
may be an artist or actor, a scholar or a scientist. We have 
no word in English which suggests precisely what the word 
scholar denoted to the ancient Chinese or the word brahmin to the 
ancient Indian. The word intellectual, which is sometimes 
' ' i 
:i 
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used for the purpose, has a kind of snobbish ring in our cars; 
the word elite, which I have sometimes used, labors under the 
same disadvantage. 
y ct there is such a class of men and women in every nation, 
and this class I consider the salt of the Earth. They arc, in the 
original Greek signification of the word, aristocrats. 
1. They have four qualities which distinguish them. 
They are thoughtful. They have not only dipped into the accu-
mulated knowledge and wisdom of mankind; they have not 
only had some minimum of formal education or a considerable 
reading of significant books, but they have really thought 
about what they have learnt. 
2. They arc concerned. They realize that this is an age of 
crisis· that the world is in a state of transition, and they arc 
conc~rncd about this; they care; they arc emotionally involved 
in the problem of what they might do to deal with conditions 
which clearly show that man has fallen far short of creating 
a world which is predominantly just and predominantly decent. 
3. And they arc courageous. They have the courage of 
the pioneer opening up new territory, the courage of a missio-
nary spreading a gospel, the courage of a nonconformist seeking 
the truth, the courage of a soldier fighting for a cause. 
4. But they must also be dedicated. They must have a 
deep feeling that they should devote their lives to something 
more than the gratifications which the world now makes it 
possible for them to enjoy; that they must devote themselves to 
interests beyond the circle of their immediate personal and 
family interest; that they must devote themselves to the develop-
ment of what is sometimes called "the social sense." They 
must be men like William Lloyd Garrison who, when he wrote 
the salutatory to the "Liberator" and risked his life in the 
struggle to abolish human slavery, said that he proposed not 
only "to tell the truth about slavery but to be heard." He was 
nearly lynched by a mob which did not wish to have him pub-
lish his paper; he paid no attention to their threats and went 
on about his work. Those to whom this study is addressed may , 
have the first three of these qualities but if they lack intestinal 
fortitude, it is not really addressed to them. 
For let there be no mistake about what it is that I am 
giving these last few years of my life to doing. I am not merely 
• 
· \Vriting a hi? book; a mag nus opus; I am after a rcYolution. 1 
want humamty. to b~~ humanized. And the only way that will 
b~ clo~c, I am convmcecl now at the end of my lift.·, is by this 
mmonty-by such a dedicated elite, if such men and women can 
be ~acle to sec wha,t needs to be done and how to go about doino it 
Fo~ it will not be clone b~· the P?liticians , .... h~ think that~h~y 
can .legislate a better world mto bema. It will not be d b , 
1 · · . n one , revo utwmsts With hate in their souls and blood on their hand~. 
It cannot be clo~e by enacting statutes or changing constitutions. 
It c~n be done .m only one way, by the apparently slow process 
of nght-educatwn. It can be done by that saving ·minority 
whom, for the want of a better term I think of as the educators-
and the true leaders-of mankind. 
I ~ave a few suggestions to make about how they should 
read ~his whole study. It is not, I know, all that it should be. 
In.spltc of the fact that as a whole I think I can be quite proud 
of It; I am well aware of the fact that in manv places it provides 
very difficult reading. · 
But if in spite of these shortcomings such a minoritY as that 
to which this work is really addressed, will at least bcco~c aw'are 
?f the significance of the basic problems of man and of society; 
If they can be moved to try to reach out .across the barriers of 
~a~g~tage .rnd race, of religion and nationality, to one another to 
JOin m the work of doing the only thing which· is adequate about 
these problems-rightly-educating first themselves and then 
all those whom they can influence-the revolution for which I 
am pleading will begin. 
There arc five suggestions which I consider important to a' 
proper reading of this work. 
The first is this: Each volume is complete in itself. The 
order in which they arc arranged is the one which seems to me 
the most logical. But there is no really good reason for reading 
~hem .that way. ,There may be an actual advantage in bcginn-
mg with some problem which is at the moment of most concern 
to the reader. 
The second is this: Unless this introductory volume which I 
have called "Eclucatio~ of the Whole Man," is. read, th~ reading 
of the other volumes will not be nearly as meaningful as I believe 
they. can be. This volume makes clear both my purpose in 
makmg the study, and the method which I pursued in making it. 
I 
I 
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Thirdly, I hope no one will form any judgment about it 
from the study of one of the basic problems only. The mean-
ing and significance of the ic!cas involved only emerge after 
several of the problems with which it deals arc considered. 
Fourthly: Every chapter begins with one ar more quotations. 
These have been carefully selected, not only because they repre-
sent the distilled wisdom of some of the greatest minds of all 
time, but because of the support which what they have said 
gives to the subject discussed in the chapter. They should 
therefore not merely be read; they should be articulated. They 
should be articulated slowly, not only to grasp the thought which 
each embodies, but to feel what each seeks to convey. 
Finally: An all-important suggestion is to study the charts 
with which the work abounds. There arc several reasons for 
emphasizing this. One is the fact that the whole structure of 
this study is based upon the observation of about eight thousand 
specific human actions. These observations arc classified and 
summarized in the charts. (There is a detailed discussion of 
this in Chapter 8 of this voh1me). It is the fact that the whole 
programme here outlined is based upon the systematic analysis 
of the nature, the purposes, and the consequences of human 
actions, that makes the charts so important. It is utterly impossi-
ble to comment upon the significance of all the differe<1t kinds of 
actions listed in the charts without making the study of each 
problem take on encyclopedic proportion. Some day, I hope, 
such comprehensive studies will be made with regard to each 
·subdivision of the basic problems of mankind. When that time 
arrives, the social sciences will begin to approach the physical 
sciences in their utility. 
Only by careful study of the classification of the many 
different activities involved, is it possible to make intelligent 
plans and wise decisions about what to do with the relatively 
few years of which life is composed. Only by making such 
decisions rationally and wisely, can we live a genuinely good 
life, contribute to good living on the part of our families, 
'our neighbours, and the whole society of which we are a part, 
and so contribute to the creation of a better life for every-
body. 
I . 
- Ralph Borsodi 
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I. 
The lonoer I live the more I am satisfied of two things: first, that 
the truest liv;s are th~se that are cut rose-diamond fashion, with man)' 
facets answering to the many-sided aspects aobut. them. Second!)', _that 
society is always tJ)'ing in some way or other to grmd us down to a smgle 
flat surface. 
It is hard work to resist this grinding down action. 
- Oliver Wendel Holmes 
II. 
Seven ye~rs of silent inquil)' are needed fo.r a man to le~m the truth, 
but fourteen in order to team how to make zt known to Ins fellowmen. 
-Plato 
III. 
('h ('/ ,C' 1za1ne - that is the histon' of man. o) ame, oJ!lame, Jf, ./ 
IV. 
-Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche, 
in " Tlms Spake Zarathustra." 
That in some unknown world there may exist beings still worse 
than man is possible, but hardly conceivable. 
-Anatole France, zn "Penguin Island." 
v. 
. . . . the history of mankind might be desc1bed by a cynic asa series 
of splendid expeditions towards no goal at all, led by men who have all 
the gifts of leadership except a sense of direction, and every endowment 
for achieving their ends except the knowledge of ends worth achieving. 
-Sir Richard Livingstone, in "Education· for a World Adrift." 
\ 
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CHAPTER I 
THE CHALLENGE JN. INDIA 
I knock unbidden once at every gate. If sleeping, wake; if 
Feasting, rise before I turn away. It is the hour of fate. 
-John J. Ingalls, "Opportunity." 
My friends will naturally like to know, (and I cannot help 
but think of those who will read this study as friends), why in 
the seventies of my life, after complete retirement from the work 
in the field of education to which I have devoted my time since 
1934 when the School. of Living was organised in Suffern, N. Y., 
I accepted the invitation of an Indian university to remain and 
complete a study of education which I began twenty years ago. 
I went to India in 1958 to visit some Indians who had be-
come interested in my writings and with whom I had carried 
on a correspondence for many years. In October, while visit-
ing one of them, a retired industrialist who ha~ taken an active 
part in almost every reform movement throughout his life, 
Ranchoddas B. Lotvala of Bombay, I found that he had made 
speaking engagements for me at various universities, including 
one established not in a great metropolitan city but far out 
in a purely agricultural region. This university, he assured 
me, was dedicated not to the usual programme of training men 
and women for city careers and city life, but for an entirely 
opposite programme, training them for social renaissance through 
rural revival. It was dedicated to the task of training leaders 
for the eighty per cent of the Indian population which lives in 
its small villages, and makes its living by tilling the soil. 
Mr. Lotvala told me that the founder, Bhailalbhai D. Patel, 
a man of extraordinary vision, had built a whole community*, 
Vallabh Vidyanagar, with the university as a centre. Starting 
with a tract of farmland, without roads, without houses, without 
any of the amenities of even a small town in India, he had laid 
out the town, started the university, built hostels and all other 
facilities for the students and faculty, organised all sorts of 
* The University, Sardar Vallabhbhai Vidyapeeth, is at Vallabh Vidyanagar, 
1ear Anand, in the State of Gujarat. 
' .. 
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I t to the residents m the com-
industries to furnish ~mp ~y;:en modern water supply system, a 
munity built roads. ' msta ed ~ 'th power and every other 
' quippe 1t WI ' · fi drainage system, ~ ·. Mr Patel who was Its rst 
. d rn commuruty. · ' · h facility for a mo e . d to demonstrate what Irug t 
. · h ll was determme 
1 
d VIce-C ance or, . t produce a cultura an eco-be done by higher educati~n o 
noniic revival in rural India. 
al , gesu'on* Vice-Chancellor Patel, who A Mr Lotv a s sug · · 
. t · · . . · d to be a guest of the uruvers1ty. was an old friend of his, mvite me 
I spent three days there. . . . 
: f, ddr ss to the staff of the umversity, I the course o an a e f h · h 
l des:nbed ·what !'thought wasl~cking in the sys~em od a ~g t ef 
,. f h' h we in Amenca are so prou ' an w a 
educauon o w .1c. ally in all systems of education thought was rrussmg gener 
patterned on those , of the West~rn World. 
. I thfu.k I must have made a pretty stron~ statement to t.his 
meetin I know that on this subject I am a~t t? do. so. I 
, g. 1 b t the matter I believe I am JUStified m that 
feel. ~tron1 y .a ~u . use of .the. almost complete indifference to 
feheling; t. I~ el~na modern e.ducati.on that I believe . the free 
w at IS rrussmg · d b b · 
world is succumbing to ~e onslaughts of a moder~lze ar "a~Ism, 
~ onslaught from the outside under the leadership of the dicta-
':!- hi of the proletariat " and from the inside from the leader tor s ps. . ' · 'ali . · M 
ship of the urban barbarians Industn sm 1s spaw?mg. ass-
man and the ·leaders of our mass-culture, are m capable of d~allng .with this threat to civiliied life because they have 
been barbarized ~lrea<;ly. · . 
As a result of that address, I received an invitation t~ return 
to the University after fulfilling some engagements I had m ot?er 
parts .of India, to prepa::e a syllabus.' a text-~ook,, or so~ethmg 
which might be used to mcorporate ~~ th·~ ~ruverstty cu~ncul~m 
w}J.at·· I. said was missing in the uruvers1t1es of Amenca w1th 
·:. • I made an address. of substantially the same nature shortly after arriving in 
Bombay to the staff ·of Dr. K. M. Munshi, president ?f B.haratiya Vi~ya Bh~van, 
one of the universities in India which comes close to bemg m accord wtth the !de!ll 
of autonomy. & a result Dr. Munshi published the substance of ~hat I sa1d m 
the University's publication called "Bhavan:s Jo~al." Dr. M~hl.ls one of those 
Indian writers, educators and scholars who lS equjilly at home m both the Western 
and the Indian worlds of thought. . 
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which I am familiar. This book is the end-result of that 
challenging invitation thanks to the fact that Bhailalbhai D. 
Patel's successor as Vice-Chancellor of Sardar Vallabhbhai 
Vidyapeeth, Mr. Babubhai J. Patel, took up the task thus 
initiated and arranged this publication. Nothing could have 
pleased me more than the interest and enthusiasm which 
both these unusual eduqtors have ·shown, and nobody could 
kave asked for better cooperation than I have received from 
them. 
What these books represent is not only an attempt to provide 
for the general education now missing in our modern system of 
specialized eduction, but to substitute for the prevailing con-
cept of general education what: I have called problem-integrated 
education. Only a really adequate method of educating the 
whole man which is free from national, ideological and religious 
presuppositions, prejudgments and prejudices can make possible 
a rational and humane evaluation of -conflicting alternative 
schools of thought about human problems; it alone can end the 
present drift into ever more confusing darkness; it alone can 
create a new elite arnong the engulfing barbarians and provide 
the inspiration to make its members resist every group and every 
movement which tries either to persuade people to accept or to 
forcibly impose· upon them false and· mistaken. doctrines like 
those of limitless wealth and centralized power. 
What was needed was eloquently expressed by a distingui-
shed American educator. I know personally and have long admir-
ed Robert M. Hutchins, who was for a period of years the Chan-
cellor of the University of Chicago. He is not only a scholar but 
also man of vision. He tried vainly to give Chicago University 
a new. direction. His failure nearly broke his spirit. The 
University of Chicago is a typical American university. It is 
split into dozens of special schools and departments, mainly 
devote5l to science and business administration. With the 
help of Mortimer Adler, a professor of philosophy, Chancellor 
Hutchins introduced a general education programme based 
upon the study of the hundred greatest books of the Western 
world. 
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He tried to make the study of the great ideas of the greatest 
minds of the West the central idea around which the whole 
university revolved.' He felt it necessary to equip . t~e ~tudents 
with the traditions of Greece and Rome, of Chnsuaruty and 
the Renaissance and not only the data of modern science. He 
felt this was ne~ded without delay. He considered conditions 
in America-and the whole of Western World~so bad, that 
he called for a crusade to procure nothing less than "a moral, 
intellectual and spiritual revolution throughout the world. 
The whole scale of values by which our society lives must be 
reversed." 
I believe the diagnosis of what is wrong with American 
education made by Chancellor Hutchins entirely · correct. 
American colleges and universities were not facing up to the 
new world which should have been built when the World War 
II came to an end. Instead, they were turning out specialists 
in technology and the professions: men preoccupie~ in achieving 
personal success, but lacking in philosephy of hfe and often 
C<?ntemptuous of moral and spiritual values. 
But while I agree with his diagnosis of what is missing in 
American education I do not agree with his prescription. The 
study of the great books of the West would certainly help students 
to a more roul)ded view of life, but the ideas of even the greatest 
thinkers of the Ancient World, of the Christian tradition, and 
of the Modern West is not enough. 
I once told him that if he would make the study of the 
greatest books of the whole world-of the Ea~t an~ not. on~y ~he 
West-a part of his cu~riculum,. I would· like h1s prescnpt10n 
better. 
· My own search for. a remedy for this great defect in. higher 
education, took a q"\].ite different direction. · 
As a result· of what has become an incident which affected 
me as much as Newton vias affected by the famous apple.which 
led ~ to· develop the law of gravitation, Ie·finally started to 
develop a method of integrating all knowledge so that it could 
be effecti~ely directed . .to~ard the solutio:p. of the actual problems 
_with 'which ev:ery .individual has to· deal throughout his life. 
/ 
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Out of this has grown my own prescription for realizing the 
aims of general education: for helping the student through the 
confusion of modern specialization. This method I call pro-
blem-integrated education. 
Specialization is essential in science. It is essential in the 
operation of an industrial civilization built upon sciehce. But 
sp~cialization ignores the necessity for educating the whole man. 
If higher education is to equip students with an adequate 
general education, its most difficult problem is organization 
and integration of the vast quantities of specialized knowledge 
which now exists. · 
To produce a whole man and not a mere lop-sided specialist, 
some method must be used which gives him knowledge of that 
which he actually needs to know in order to deal rationally 
and humanely with the problems he has to face. Superficial 
knowledge of many subjects, and intense familiarity with one, 
is no answer to this problem. 
Real integmtion of all knowledge around the basic pro-
blems of man and of society I believe is essential to tlie solution 
of this problem. Integration around these fundamental pro-
blems I have found one of the rriost enlivening and inspiring 
methods of dealing with the problem of educating the whole 
man. For in the final analysis every science and every field of 
knowledge can be used as a basis for the resolution of one of 
these basic problems. If the problem is clearly defined, the 
student is equipped' with a method of fitting everything he 
learns-and . every special field of knowled&e-into its proper 
place in his phil_osophy of life. 
This is wh.at I call problem-integration. This kind of 
gel;leral education calls for a course of study in which the 
student is first required to clearly understand the nature of those 
universal and perpetual problems of mankind. And only after 
he has grasped the nature of each of the problems, is he asked 
to consider wliat the various arts· and sciences: what theology, 
philosophy and ideology: what various theories a~d doctrines 
contribute to a rational and humane solution of his problems as 
a person, as a citizen, and as_ a member of the whole human rae~ . 
.. 
.. 
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I suggested in the address I made in Vallabh Vidyanagar, 
the consideration by the University of two curricular innova-
tions-one, that immediately after matriculation, before the 
students begin their regular and special courses of study for 
their degrees and professions, that they should all attend a series 
of seminars devoted to a survey of the whole field of human 
knowledge and wisdom. This introductory seminar, I sugges-
ted, should be an inspiring experience; it should be not only 
an intellectual but a deeply moving emotional event. It should 
aim at motivating them throughout the whole time they spent 
in college and university study. It should lead them to discover 
that learning-not politics, nor religion, and certainly not 
business and money making-is the answer to. ~he problems 
with which they w.ill have to deal in the new world which is 
now being born. 
Secondly, I suggested that all students attend a similar . 
seminar before they graduates: . immediately after finishing 
their final examinations they should again attend a seminar 
on these fourteen basic problems. This conc.luding experience 
should make them feel how greatly they have been privileged 
by the opportunity of spending thes.e years in study; should 
make tl}em explore how their studies had deepened their. under-
standing of life's problems: and make them feel that they are 
obligated to dedicate their lives to using the knowledge and 
the skills they .have acquired not merely for· their own personal 
profit but for the purpose of dealing effectively, rationally, and 
humanely with the problems of man and· of society. 
it is a rare privilege which the students who, come to a 
university enjoy. "The university endows them; their tuition 
never pays the cost of what they receive; their families, too, 
oftenmake great sacrifices so that they may have.these years of 
study away from all the ordinary affairs of life at an institution 
which' is ideally above all the clash of conflicting political, 
·religious, social, industrial and ideological movemeJiltS. Such 
an introduction ·.to learning as I suggested shou~d give them a 
sense of dedication to the. task of building a better world and a 
better · life; . 
The universities of America have paid no attention to this 
call by . Chancellor Hutchins, as they paid no attention to my 
. I . 
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:nvn plea made in a book I wrote many years before which I ~ntitled "This Ugly Civilization." ' 
I expressed the hope that the universities of India would 
tealize that it is their duty not merely to instruct in this or that 
;pecial field of knowledge, but also to humanize and cultivate 
men an~ women who will be able to measure up to the challenge 
:>f our times. 
There is a special reason why I believe the best kind. of 
general education is needed in Indian colleges at this time. 
Here in these colleges, the future leaders of India in all 
fields are being educated. These possible future leaders of 
India shou_ld be equipped with a clear and comprehensive 
unders~andmg of what I have called the basic problems which 
they will have to face. They will fail to be properly equipped 
for the ro~e they will be called upon to play unless they have a 
broad and deep world outlook toward the alternative and 
' often completely antagonistic, programmes about how life should 
be lived, and how society should be organised. 
Th~t India should produ?e such philosophically equipped 
leaders IS. not merely an Indian but a world necessity. 
I believe that the centre of gravity of the world is shifting 
from the West to the East. . · 
A new world is being born. In the d)ring world, Europe 
played the dominant role for centuries. Ever since the Age 
of Discovery. when Europe became aware of the existence of the 
American contients and came into contact with the Orient, the 
Spanish Empire, the British Empire, the French Empire, the 
Dutch Empire and the Portuguese Empire ·were the instruments 
with which Europe dominated the world. That domination 
we all know is now coming to an end. We can say with almost 
absolute certainty that during the n,ext century, Europe will 
no longer be the centre of the world. · 
But neither will America prove to be that centre. 
In spite of America's immense wealth, in spite of its immense 
productivity, in spite of its immense military strength, I do not 
believe that· its present dominance of the world will long co~­
tinue. 
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At the end of the Second World War, the whole world 
turned to America for moral leadership. 
. Wendell Wilkie, a distinguished Ametican lawyer, . who 
was once a candidate, for the Presidency, was sent by President 
R It as a sort of ambassador-at-large around the world ooseve . S · R · 
to visit nearly every leading nation, incl~dmg ov1~t ussia. 
On his return he made a report to the Amencan people m a book 
c~lled "One World." A million copies of that book were sold 
in six months! The principal message in his report may be Sl;lm-
med up as follows: 
"America has won the friendship of all the nations I h~ve 
visited. Even in Revolutionary Russia, the· people were lookmg 
to America for moral leadership." 
But America was utterly unprepared :for that leadership. 
Destiny had thrust upon it a gre~t chall~nge. But its leaders 
·were morally, intellectually and Ideologically unprepared for 
the role which they were called upon to play. 
Their intentions were good. They freed the Philippines. 
· They made, on the whole, friendly treaties with the new Gove~n­
ments of Germany and Japan. They have been· ~howermg 
· billions of dollars in one form or another upon the natwns rava-
ged by war or exploited and left undeveloped by the empires 
0f·Europe. 
· But good· intentions· are not enough. At a time when the 
·whole world was sick to death of war, when people everywhere 
were tired of periodic depressions and widesprea~ .poverty, 
· when the whole of mankind was looking for a better social order 
than that of C;tpitalism with its depressions and wars; · when 
the peoples of Asia a,nd Mrica and the Middle East were ready 
. for a social system which would abolish imperia:lis~, the leaders 
of America had nothing better "to offer· which was adequate to 
the . challenge of the times. · · · 
This I believe to be the historic truth. America was challen-
: ged, and its ·resp<?nse wa~ morally and ideologically inadequate. 
. Jri.to this .worid~wide ideological vacuum, Marxism, and 
- Communism has been moving. 
1 
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But if the American response has been inadequate, the 
response of the dictators of Soviet Russia was infinitely worse. 
They offered something apparently new to satisfy this world-wide 
hunger. They offered a new social order, it is true, but their 
response was immoral and inhuman both as to means and ends. 
At a time when Europe was sunk in the barbarism of the 
Dark Ages, the Orient could boast of three great dvilizations. 
There was the great Saracenic civilization which has left the 
splendour of its movements all the way from India to Spain. 
There was the civilization of China and Japan. And finally 
there was the great civilization of India, with its preoccupation 
with the meaning of life and the spirit of man. 
These three civilizations were one after another subjugated 
by the West; conquered first by force, and then by technology. 
The great and overpowering issue, which constitutes the 
crisis of our times, is not the conflict between Capitalism and 
Communism-important as that is-but the re-emergence and 
renaissance of the East. Two-thirds of the population and two-
thirds of the natural resources of the world are represented by 
the regions of the world which arc now throwing off the yoke 
of the West. In the very nature of the new conditions which this 
fact is creating, one of these great Eastern civilizations is destined 
to lead. 
In this new world India, it seems to me, will be challenged 
in the same way that America was challenged after the Second 
World War. It emerges with a belief in non-violence. It is tragic 
that the Arab resurgence is a warlike one, and equally tragic 
that China; for so long a pacifist nation, is equally committed 
to militant revolution. 
History seems to be setting ·the stage for a drama in which 
the leading role may be played by India. 
The question which has an o.ver-powering interest for me 
is, "What is Indian education doing to prepare its leaders for 
the role which destiny seems to be calling upon them to play? 
Will the colleges and universities of India produce leaders who 
will not prove as inadequate as. have the present leaders of 
America?" 
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America mav excuse itself by saying that it did not seek 
world leadership.' America inay truthfully say that it stumbled 
into the Second World War, and had world leadership thrust 
upon it. America may thus explain its inability to fill the ideolo-
gical vacuum to which I have just referred. 
The vacuum, however, remains. If India proves equally 
unprepared for dealing with it, the new barbarism which Com-
munist Russia represents may fill it, and the hope, not merely 
of the people of India, but the whole World will be buried 
m a ruthless materialistic nightmare. 
I hope that the colleges and universities of India will rise 
to the challenge which faces them. If they ·merely duplicate 
the foms of instruction which the institutions of higher learning 
in the West now use; if they devote themselves· merely to 
training technicians and engineers and to preparing doctors, 
.lawyers and other professional men for caring a living, they· 
will produce specialists but they will not produce men and 
women with the vision for which the times are calling. 
The situation calls for emphasis upon ethics and high · 
ideals; it calls for equipment with the liberal arts and a deep 
love of the humanities; it call's for philosophy and not only 
technology; it calls for inspiring the rising generation with a 
vision above the consideration of purely personal gain; it calls 
for cultivating in them such devotion to humanity as a whole 
that they rise not only above the customary preoGcupations 
of the day but all merely local, provincial and national interests. 
If Indian education rises to this challenge, "new leaders 
will emerge who will not make the mistakes which are now 
being committed in the West. 
Whether the new world now bei~g born will be a better 
world, or whether it will be that monstrous world which Aldous 
Huxley called "The· Brave New World", depends upon what 
our universities d9 during the years immediately .ahead of us. 
If·they continue merely to turn out specialists trained to opera.te 
the. industrial· .mechanism· of the Modern World, we are 
·doomed. . 
'· 
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This was the substance of what I said m 1958 and 1959 
wherever I spoke in India. The response usually came in the 
form of a challenge. As in the case of Sardar Vallabhbhai 
Vidyapeeth, it came in the form of "Let's do something about 
it." The response is this study on my part and on the University's 
part the initiation of a programme genuinely concerned with 
the education of the whole man and centering about general 
· education organized around the basic problems of man and of 
society. 
"The Crisis of Our Times." I believe that the world in 
which we of this generation live, the world of which we of the 
We~t are so proud, and the world which the under developed 
nations of the rest of the world are so anxious to emulate, is 
mortally sick. I believe that it is suffering from a complication 
of fatal social pathologies. Yet such is the mis education of 
the generation to which we belong that we think many of these 
pathologies as symptoms of progress. I have been calling 
attention to this ever since I wrote a book I entitled "This Ugly 
Civilization" over thirty years ago. 
But cries of crisis, all my cynical friends insist, are con-
stant. I am, they insist, merely one of the successors of the 
boy in Aesop's fable who kept crying "Wolf!" when as a matter 
of fact there was no wolf to which realists should pay attention. 
Perhaps I can be ·dismissed in this fashion. But I d~ not 
believe it possible to dismiss all those who are, and have been, 
.crying "Wolf!" so cavalierly. 
It is not possible, for instance, to dismiss Karl Marx and 
Friedrich Engles in this fashion. Yet they too cried "Havoc!" 
about the crisis with which we are today confronted. 
When Marx and Engels wrote the "Communist Manifesto", 
the conditions of labour were so terrible that no pen has ·yet been 
able to do the subject justice. It is customary today to dismiss 
the crisis about which they cried out as merely a phase of our 
Industrial Revolution. . But this is to make the same mistake 
which Marx and Engels made-to confuse a symptom of the 
crisis with the real and under lying crisis itself. 
9 
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L t e however prove my point by coming closer to our e m ' . f . h" 
t . · by calling attention to the kmd o men m t IS genera-own 1mes, . . " 1, tion who have also been crymg Havoc. 
There is my friend Pitiim A. So.rokin, of Harvard, perhaps 
the outstanding sociologist of our ti~es, froi?. whose bo_ok o~ 
the subject I have borrowed the phase The Cnsis of Our T~mes. 
I monumental sociological study, he documented the evidence n a "d h" "d 
· fi r volumes and no reasonable man can consi er t IS evi ence 
Ill ou ' ' I" . 
and dismiss those who cry "Havoc!' as unrea Istlc. 
There was that great Spanish philosophic mind, Ortega y 
Gasset whose book "The Revolt of the Masses" was a searching 
exposi~ion. of one aspect of the crisis. Th~re _was Max ~lanck, 
"n Germany one of the group of great scientists responsible for ~he revoluti~n in our thinking about the physical world, who 
discussed the crisis in his· book, "Where is Science Going?" 
There was that great group of giants in the world of English 
literature Gilbert Chesterton, George Bernard Shaw, and H. G. 
Wells in' particular. Wells ended his long career by . crying 
"Havoc!" and confessing "mea culpa! mea culpa!" because he has 
spent his life promoting Socialism and· had fo~nd himsel~ in 
effect rationalizing the horrors of the Commumst RevolutiOn. 
More recently, that extraordinary English novelist, Aldous 
Huxley, cried "Havoc!" in his novel "The Brave New World" 
and out of the depths of h~s despair wr~te "Ends· and Means." 
. I must include two educators who have both cried 
"Havoc!" one in America and the other in England. Sir 
Richard Living~tone described the crisis as he sought in his 
book "Education for a World Adrift," and Robert Maynard 
Hutchins, when Chancellor of the University of Chicago, called 
for a complete reversal of the values to which successful and 
prosperous America was devoting itself. For a very special reason 
I must also mention Ananda Coomeraswamy, because he too 
cried "Havpc !" and saw the tragedy , toward which" we are 
.drifting as. one saturated with the knowledge and wisdom not 
only of the West but of the Oriental World. 
Finally, here in India, there have been plenty of outstanding 
leaders ·who too have cried "Havoc!" There was, of course, 
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Gandhi? ~o w~wm not only Communism and Capitalism but 
lndustnahs~ Itself was anathema, and there still remains 
Vi~oba Bhave and Jaya Prakash Narayan, who call for such a 
radical reform ~s. "Sarvodaya." Finally, there was M. N. Roy, 
who felt the crlSls co~ld only be ·met by such ·an ideological 
revolution as that which he described in his manifesto "The 
New Humanism." 
My point in this enumeration is two-fold-to establish 
~he fact th~t there ~s. a real crisis; that we are part of a generation 
m a. '."'orld m tran~1t10n from what is, to what we can only barely 
envlSlon, and which threatens to create a civilization infinitely 
worse then that which troubles mankind today, and secondly to 
call attention to the great variety of diagnosis of the crisis and 
p:escriptions for dealing with it. Most _of what these prophets of 
disaster have to tells us .is true-as far as it goes-but my main 
point is that most of them deal not with the real crisis but with 
its symptoms. Only one great figure of the past century put 
his finger on the essential truth, and that was Nietzsche. 
It is not true that this is a social crisis. There never was 
a time in the history of the world when the masses were less 
oppressed by the classes than today. 
It is not true that this is an economic cri~is, not even in the 
underdeveloped nations of the world; it is not true here in India 
where I am writing this, where poverty is appalling, particularly 
in the agricultural regions.* 
It is not true that this is a political crisis. There never was 
a time when there were more nations independent and free 
than today, in spite of those' which are still under the domination 
of Communist or Capitalist imperialistic states. 
These arc serious and critical problems, it is true, but they 
are symptoms and not the real and underlying crisis which is 
responsible for them. 
It is much easier to see what is wrong in the world, than 
what is the cause of whp.t is wrong. 
. . • ~~osc who think of the ~risis in economic terms should read "Hunger in 
H~tory, by E. Par.melee Prentice, and they will be forced to agree that however 
senous our econqm1c problems today, they are in fact much less serious in 
terms of standards of living for both masses and classes than they were when famine 
was an annual fact in some part of every nation of the Earth. 
!! • ; ' 
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To find the origin and the ultimate source of our crisis, we 
f b Ck much further back than most of those who must go ar a - . . · f h · 1 
are prescribing for the immedtate dtfficulttes o \. e wor d are 
willing to ,do. We must go clear back to the 15th Century-to 
C · to Galileo to Bacon to Newton. We must go back opermcu~, ' . ' . 1 · A d h to the very beginning of the Scientl~C Re~o utwn.. ? w en 
we do this we find a curious and md~bttable htsto~Ical fact. 
None of the great pioneers in that revolutiOn rea~ly reahzed what 
the were unleashing. They had no real conceptiOn of the ~ature 
of rhe force which their discoveries represented .. They dtd not 
realize that they were the prophets of a revolutiOn comparable 
only to that unrecorded revolution which took place o':er fifty 
thousand years ago, when homo alalus begat ~r~geny which was 
able to speak, and homo sapiens took over dommwn of the Earth. 
During the whole of. those fifty milleniu.ms of time; during 
a· period more 'than ten' times as long as al.l r~corded his~ory; 
during the period when our -forefathers, begmnmg as can?tbals 
and cave-dwelling Sinanthropi in China and West Asia, as 
Pithecanthropi in Java and Southern Asia, and as Nean~er­
thalensi in Europe, gradually transformed themselves mto. 
civilized man able to read books like this, there was only one 
' . fundamental source of knowledge upon whtch every human 
being relied; there was only one final resource to which each 
turned for direction when faced with baffling problems, and 
that is what I thi~k of as religious tradition. 
Beginning fifty thousand years ago as an Animist, propitiat;-
ing every thing and every force because he believed them spiritu-
ally more powerful than himself, and endinge as a worshipping 
Hindu, Muslim, or Christian, in spite of the endless changes in 
the form in which religious tradition embodied itself, it was 
nevertheless always to this to which he turned as his ultimate 
source of authority. 
The great pioneers of modern science had no inkling that 
they were engaged in undermining the hegamony of a God that 
dated back fifty thousand years. rhey were all themselves pro-
foundly religious men. Isaac Newton, when he built the founda-
tions and the frame work for the conception of a physical 
world totally different from the traditional one, thought he was 
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vindicating, not destroying, a great religious tradition. This 
was equally true of Bacon, of Galileo, of Copernicus. 
T~e leaders of Christendom, then the hierarchy of the 
Cathohc Church, w:re .in this respect actually more far-seeing 
than . these early scientists whose theories they condemned as 
herestes and whose work they were for centuries able to virtually 
suppress. They saw the threat to religion and to tradition and 
they were ruthless in their efforts at stamping it out. And' thcv 
succeeded remarkably well until that fateful day iri 1859 whe~ 
Charles Darwin finally published "The Origin of Species" and 
later "The Descent of Man." 
! ·wish I h~d words moving enough to make every reader 
of thts book realize the profound significance of what took place 
as a result of the publication of these two books. 
. . 
· I am reminded of what Charles Kingsley wrote in "West-
ward. Ho1" when describing the death knell of the Pagan World 
and Its replacement by Christendom. He wrote that a whisper 
when through the streets of Alexandria, then the intellectual 
center of the Pagan World; it spread to the streets even of 
imperial Rome itself, and from these centers into every villa in 
the whole Pagan World. And the whisper was this: "Pan is 
dead! Pan is dead! The Great God Pan is dead!" 
So I belie~e that when Darwin's epoch making work 
appeared, a whisper passed through the whole of Christendom 
and the whisper was this: "Tradition is dead! Tradition is dead l 
The Great God Tradition is dead!" 
. For that is precisely and exactly what had taken place. For 
1t wasn't merely that orthodox Christianity was then done 
to ~eath. It. was a tradition-a form of ultimate knowledge-
w~nch had. m one. form or another reigned supreme over the 
mmds and m the hves of mankind for fifty thousand years which 
was then done to death. 
.• It is true that there have been many different kinds of tradi-
twns, but what happened during those many thousands of 
years was always the same--one tradition was simply replaced 
by another. 
• 
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No one questioned the authority of tradition; th:y .merely 
thought their tradition better than that of oth~~s. This IS what 
took place when Pan died an.d the Pagan .traditl?~ was replac~d 
by what we think of as Christian and] udaic traditiOn. For Chnst 
was simply the last of the long line of] ewish prophets of whom 
Moses was the first, and he came, as Christ himself said, not to 
destroy but to fulfill the law which God himself had entrusted 
to his chosen people. 
In 1859 the great god Tradition ended a reign of.fifty thou-
sand years, and a new god, Science, took his place. 
. But what a god the god who created Scicntism proved to 
be. The world is still gaping at the miracles which his disciples 
are performing. They began by bringing into existence steam 
engines and railroads and steamships. They invented the 
dynamo and electrified the world. They girdled the globe with 
telephone and telegraphic cables. They freed us from the Earth 
and put us in the air. They amused us with the cinema and 
the radio and television. They horrified and terrified us with 
their release of atomic power. And now they are concentrating 
on developing missiles to take us into outer space. 
And after thus demonstrating his might and his superiority 
to all other gods, he has told us to discard the superstitious and 
traditional values which date back to man's dark past, and to 
devote ou.rselves to the use of the powers and mechanisms which 
he has put at our disposal. 
But m·uch as the new priesthood of Science abhors all . 
superst1t10n, there is nevertheless a fetish for which it has a 
superstitious veneration-the fetish of objectivity. Nothing 
subjective, it insists, is Scientific; no sin against Scientism is 
greater than that of concerning oneself with values; according 
to one of the highest priests of modern science, Bertrand Russell, 
values are mere "exclamations"; they have no place in a world 
that is Scientific. 
And yet I venture to make the positive assertion that t~e 
science of axiology is infinitely more important to the welfare of 
mankind than the sciences of physics, chemistry, mechanics 
ai:J.d electronics combined. 
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As. a result of .this modern scientific antipathy to values, 
somethmg so fantastic has happened that no novelist no matter 
how imaginative, has envisioned anything like i;. 
Into this axiological and educational vacuum, a new venal 
and completely amoral priesthood-the devotees and votaries 
of the Advertising World-have marched. With the traditional 
s~perst~tion-laden priesthood which had taught us our values 
discre~Ited, and t~e new scientific priesthood refusing to have 
anythmg to do With them, an advertising priesthood took 
advantage of what :.eemed to it a heaven-sent opportunity to 
become the creators of mankind's values. It .is in this science-
created vacuum that advertising men do their dervish dance 
of shaping human desires. 
It was Nietzsche who said: "Around the creators of values 
revolveth the world; invisibly it revolveth." 
In a recent book dealing with the activities of advertising 
men, Vance Packard called them "The Hidden Petsuaders."* 
It is around these "hidden" creators of values that our 
world of mass-production and mass-culture revolves. 
It is the advertising men who tell us what to desire from 
day to day, and therefore to what we should devote our lives. 
They tell us what sort of food and fashions we should want· 
what sort of electlical appliances; what sort of automobiles: 
what sort of air-conditioned homes. They tell us what t~ 
read, what sort of music to like, what sort of drama to consider 
worth seeing. They t~ll us what sort of candidates "for public 
offic.e we should nommate, and whom we should elect. They 
motivate us_. They have made a science of "motivational 
research." But they motivate us not from a pulpit nor from a 
classroom, but through the newspapers and the billboards 
the ~~di<? and the television. These are the kinds of "scrip: 
tures they use, and we are the unconscious members of the 
"congregation" which they lead. 
. * Vance Packard is an American writer of a number of books which deal with 
vanous aspects of the effect of ~~vertisin~1 and o~ permitting advertising men to be the creators of values. In add1Uon to The H1dden Persuaders " he has written 
"The Status Seekers" and "The Waste Makers." ' 
I 
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In place of traditional moral values, of values, which the 
Chinese called li or fraternity, and the Japanese bushido or 
loyalty, and the Hindus dharma or duty, they tell _us to "eat, 
drink and be merry." They tell us to spend our time not in 
temples but in cinema palaces, and as a result the millions who 
used to venerate priests and prophets now devote themselves 
to the idolatry of movie-queens. · In place of patronizing arts 
and crafts, they tell us to patronize department stores. In all 
cases, they tell us, we are to revolt against everything that is 
old, and to value only the latest in fashion a_nd the latest in 
thought. Not what is good or true or beautiful, but what is 
new and novel should be that to which we attach the highest 
value. 
It is the destruction of age-old values and traditional 
philosophies of living by the new god Science and his indiffe-
rence to the task of providing an adequate substitute for what 
he has destroyed,, which has created the real crisis we face. What 
the triumph of Science, in its dominant physical and mechanical 
forms, has done has been to create a sociological gap, an 
ideological vacuum, an axiological chaos, into which Hedonism 
and Materialism have rushed. The economic crisis, (the crisis 
of poverty); the political crisis, (the crisis of Communism and 
Capitalism); the social crisis, (the crisis Gasset called the revolt 
of the masses), are all nothing but symptoms of a two-fold defect 
.in the world into which Scientism has plunged us-the failure 
of Science to concern itself about developing a genuinely humane 
philosophy dealing with the problem of what man should do 
with his life. individually and collectivelly, and the failure of 
education to devote itself to the task of dealing with this problem. 
What this vacuum and this chaos in which Advertising 
Men now disport themselves plainly calls for is not the impossible 
task of putting together the shattered fragments of the god 
Tradition, and trying to breath the breath of life into him. What 
it calls for is an educational revolution. It calls upon the 
scientific world to stop its insensate preoccupation with the 
physical and to replace that with the study of what is human. 
It calls upon the Scientific World for the development of the 
neglected n_ormative sciences, and upon the Educational World 
for an integrated curriculum based upon them. 
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. This is t~e r~~l and underlying crisis-the cnsis m educa-
tion. Let this CriSIS be adequately dealt with, and all that I 
~ave called the symptoms of the crisis will become for the first 
time solvable. 
I d? not want t? end this analysis of the nature of the crisis 
?four times by leavmg in the minds of those who read this, the 
Idea that I have been the first to recognize the real nature of 
the problem with which we in this generation are confronted. 
One o~ the _mo~t extraordinary geniuses the world has produced 
recogmzed It eighty years ago, and the refusal of the world to 
pay ~ny attention to his message helped to drive him into 
despaumg madness. 
In 1887 Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche published his "Gen~a­
logy of Morals." Nietszche was the first to foresee the full 
mean~ng of the discovery of evolution; he recognized that it was 
the bwlogy. of Darwi_n and not the astronomy of Copernicus, 
t~e mechamcs of Gahleo, or the physics of Newton that signa-
lized the final triumph of Science; he was the first to call attention 
t~ th_e fact that it was Darwin's linking of man with nature and 
his dtvorce of man fro~ a mythical Creator which had completely 
destroyed the foundatiOn of the values by which man had lived 
from time immemorial. 
It was his expositio~ of this theme-the supreme part which 
valu~s, and n?t economics, nor technology, nor politics, play in 
shaJ?mg the hfe ~f m~nkind-which is the true measure of his 
?emus. .He has m this theme a lesson which no educator can 
Ignore Without betray~ng the profession which he has embraced. 
. I~ is the failure of education to take the leadership in deal-
mg Wit~ th~ problem which this breakdown in values has crea-
ted whi~~ IS t~e underlying cause of our social and economic 
and pol~tical difficulties. What the situation calls for is not an · 
e.conomic nor _a political nor a social revolution, but an· educa-
tiOnal revolutiOn. A new program of education is what the 
cnsis of the times calls for. 
That way alone _lies hope. 
. In~ustria.lism and Urbanism. The world which I ·said was 
dymg, IS dymg from .a complication of fatal social patholo.gies, 
many of them so senous that any one of them is sufficient .to 
p 
! . 
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ensure its death and dissolution. Two of the most terrible of 
them the Modern World does not recognize as pathologies at 
all. I think of one of them as Industrialism, the other Urbanism. 
Nothing in my opinion testifies more completely to the complete-
ness of modern miseducation than the fact that the generation 
to which we belong considers them virtues, not diseases. 
The germ responsible for infecting the Mod~rn World with 
both these social diseases was the scientific mistake of substituting· 
the idealization of wealth, for the idealization of salvation. As 
a result, the Modern World has accepted the idea that the 
acquisition of unlimited wealth through the industrialization 
of not onl~ manufacturing and agriculture, but also education, 
should be the goal in life of both individual and society. Of 
course the leadexs of the Modern World do not put it so crudely, 
. but calling wealth "abundance" or "prosperity" or a "high 
standard of living" does not alter the reality of what is invJlved. 
Industrialism and Urbanism are twins. The first is the 
ideology which prescribes the manner in which wealth is to be 
acquired; the second the manner in which it should be spent. 
For though most of the raw materials which make Industrialism 
possible, (and which make it po~sible to feed and clothe the 
masse<; who devote themselves to it), come from the country, 
though they are produced for the most part by farmers who 
rill land, most of the wealth made ouc of their produce does not 
go back to the country. 
Not only the raw materiaJs, the very men and women who 
work in industry and who move to the city, come from the 
country. Urbanism beckons to them. They make their homes, 
such as most of them are, in the city; they use the money which 
Industrialism enables them to earn, to have "the good time" 
which is the important thing Urbanism offers them. The 
excitement and the glitter, the titillation of the senses on all 
sides, the gratification of impulsive desires, .this is what the 
city offers. The city is one huge bazaar in which every imagina-
ble thing which might tickle the palate, decorate the body, 
amuse and distract the person, or stir jaded senses, is on sale. 
Industrialism is modern man's prescribed way of getting 
money. Urbanism is his prescribed way for spending it .. 
L 
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Ideas, like rr.inds and bodies, can be either healthy or 
diseased. The ideas which are most dismal and most dangerous 
are those, like the idea of"wealth", which have all the appearance 
of health and rationality, but which if carefully examined, prove 
to be exactly the opposite. 
For ideas are subjective, not objective in nature. They 
are in the souls, or if you prefer the minds, of men, not outside 
them. They move men, even when they refer to things which 
are objective and outside men. Men tend to think that it is 
they who possess ideas. But the fact is the other way about. 
A great many ideas, like the idea of "wealth " are not 
. ' possessed by men, but possess men, motivate them and obsess 
them. Men, it is true, conceive ideas, but too often they discover 
to their astonishment that they have themselves become slaves 
to, and the victims of, their own creations. 
That men should believe that mere wealth, unlimited 
means for material and sensate gratification of their desires; 
can produce a good society and make a good life possible, seems 
fantastic. If this is true then Jesus Christ and the Vedic Sages, 
Gautama Buddha and Lao-Tze, Henry David Thoreau and 
Mahatma Gandhi; were all fools. Yet this idea that men should 
devote themselves to the creation of a way of life which aims 
simply at the enjoyment of as much wealth as possible, is the 
idea common to both Capitalism and Communism, the two 
ideologies· responsible for the political crisis of our age. The 
successful realization of the idea of unlimited wealth is the 
real achievement of industrialized America, as it is the promise 
made to all mankind by the proponents of Socialism and Com-
munism. The abolition of mass poverty is one thing, the pursuit 
of unlimited wealth or abundance is altogether different. It 
is this which explains what I think of as the world-wide mania 
for unlimited industrialization. 
The real nature of these two social pathologies-maximum 
wealth and complete industrialization-were concealed from 
.mankind by the coincidence of their emergence at that period 
of history which marked what I think of as the false dawn of 
liberty. It was not liberty that the American Revolution and 
the French Revolution introduced to manlind, but Industrialism 
/ 
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and Urbanism. The dazzling light of that false dawn blinded 
mankind to this historic fact. 
The question which challenges this generation with these 
twin social pathologies, is: "Shall we continue to dec;cend endlessly 
into the abyss of Materialism, until we reach the darker depths 
of the new materialistic barbarism of Centralized and Communi-
zed Industrialism? Shall we continue to pursue ever more and 
more madly the false God of Wealth until it reduces mankind 
to mere cogs in a gigantic wealth-producing machine? Or 
shall we· discover that we have been worshipping an idol with 
feet of clay and that the true goal of mankind is the pursuit of 
the classic trinity of the good, the true, and the J?eautiful ?*• Is 
it not time that we ask ourselves why it was that the ancient 
Greeks ~nd Hindu sages only mentioned three of these goals 
and were so stupid as to overlook the fourth, wealth-the one 
which modern man has found the most important of all? 
Wealth and political power are in many respects alike 
and interchangeable. They are in this respect like matter and 
energy. Both enable· those who possess them, in the first case 
to purchase, and in the second case to command obedience and 
service. Both enable them to gratify the most sordid of their 
passions. That wealth makes this possible is obvious. It is 
not so obvious that political power is like monetary wealth in 
this respect. 
There are, however, only four ways of satisfying human 
wants: first, by m'!-king what we want with our own hands; 
second, by trading what we have in surplus and do not want for 
what we do want; third, obtaining what we want from someone 
who has it to bestow as a gift; and fourth!)', appropriating or 
stealing what we want .. Morally, appropriation and stealing 
are distinguishable but not different. There is no moral diffe-
rence between the public official who ·takes venal a9,vantage of 
the perquisites of his office and 'the thief who steals in the night. 
Political office enables· those who enjoy it to obtain what 
wealth will buy, either in the ordinary course of its exercise by 
giving commands ot by using it in such a manner as to transform 
* In Sanskrit they are Satyam, Shivam and Sundaram. 
l 
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it i~to wealth. Th~s may be done venally by taking bribes or 
selhng favours, or m a strictly legal form by conferring or 
acquiring special privileges. 
There is only one way of making clear the truth about 
false g?ds of t~is kind, and that is through right-education. 
The m1s-educat10n which has exalted the pursuit of wealth and 
abundance, must be ended; the rnis-education which has enabled 
Panarchists to conceal the iron fist they wield in the velvet 
glo~e of demagogic promises, must be exposed. 
So long as education is fragmentized, the whole truth 
about man and society will never become known. 
CHAPTER II 
THE NATURE OF THIS STUDY 
Men of superior minds busy themselves. first. in gett.ing at the 
root of things, and when th~y have succeeded m thrs, the nght course 
is open to them. - Confucrus. 
Ever since I become convinced that something was seriously 
wrong with the pattern ofliving which modern man has accepted 
and the manner in which he therefore deals with the problems 
with which he IS confronted, I have been wrestling with the 
problem of what might be done about the matter. 
When I began the studies and experiments which culmina-
ted in the establishment of the School of Living at Suffern, N.Y., 
in 1934, I found it necessary to list what were the m0st impor-
tant problems to be included in such a school's curriculum. 
Most of them; of course, are dealt with in one way or another 
in the specialLies which as a whole constitute modern s:>cial 
science. But as they are dealt with in these specialized sciences 
they undergo a transformation which produces confusion rather 
than solution. In each science, the basic problems with which 
man has to deal appear and reappear, but always under some 
novellable; a problem having to do with values is never clearly 
dealt .with because the very term "values" has one meaning in 
economics, another in sociology, a third in esthetics, and usually 
a fourth in ethics. 
None of the sciences seemed to recognize the importance of 
relating the subject with which they were dealing to the aggre-
gate of all of men's basic. problems, and none of them, in spite 
of the fact that they are the basis of the modern educational 
curriculum, seem to recognize that all efforts at integration 
must necessarily end in frustrat.ion unless there is first agreP.ment 
about the basic problems with which various fields of knowledge 
deal. Aristotle's synthesis, Aquina's synthesis, the Vedjc and 
the Confucian synthesis, great as ~ach of them were, were 
all unfortunately pre-scientific. Comte's attempt at scientific 
integration completely ignored the basic problems of mankind 
) 
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an~ attempted merely to synthesize the vari:ms special sciences 
w~Ich .had developed, higgledy-piggledy, since the dawn of the 
Scientific Age. 
My owz: appr.oach to this problem grew out of the analysis 
o~ ~n expenence m 1935 when I was directing the Scho01 of 
LIVmg. The families in the experimental communities the 
School established naturally looked to me for help in dealing 
with their problems. One day, one of the men in the fir!'t 
community we had established came to me with a personal 
problem. J:lis wife was ill; .he wanted to send her to a hospital; 
he was afraid she would have to have an operation; he didn't 
have the money he needed;· what could he do about it? What 
I suggested that he should do is not the point of this story. 
~fter he left. my o~ce, it suddenly flashed into my mind 
th~t It would be mterestmg to make a collection of problems of 
this sort, of the real pro?lems ~f individual human beings, not 
the abstract problems with which nearly all the sciences con-
cerned the.mselves~ but particular problems, of particular persons, 
at a pa~ttcular ~Ime a.nd a particular place. I jotted down 
~he details of this p~rtlcular human problem on a four-by-six 
mch card together With the name, place, and date which made 
it a. case and not a.n ~bstraction. And from that day on I began 
to JOt down on Similar cards particular human problems of 
every imaginable kind. They included problems like the 
first one, ~n which I was personally concerned, but als~ problems 
reported m newspapers and magazines, recorded in histories 
and biographies, and in any kind of record in which the necessary~ 
detail~ about s~ch problems were to be found. The problems . 
to which I restncted myself however, were those which confronted 
an actual individual at some definite fime and place. I carried 
blank cards in my pocket wherever I went. I accumulated them 
in a card-index tray on my desk; eventually I had over a thou-
sand. Whe.n I had my first hundred I began to try to classify 
them, and It was then that my real difficulties began. 
yYhat I h~d t~us far done was the substantial equivalent or' 
what m the scientific method is called observation. Each card 
was a specific observation. I had n..>ticed, however, very early 
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bl f essentially similar character were accumulat-that pro ems o an . . h . . 
. bl d"fierent in their details, but m t eir essentials 
mg-pro ems I d"ffi 
· Th k f accumulating the problems was not I cult, 
ahke. e wor 0 · l d"ffi 
h k f classifying them proved staggenng y 1 cult. but t e tas o . d r · 
. t t classification proved m some way e1ect1ve; Every attemp a . . 
t·tem. pt seemed to end m confusiOn. every a 
The first real advance toward the m~thod ?f classification I 
finally adopted had to d? with _the form m which the problems 
t d I r0 und it 1mpoSSible to equate the often very were sta e . 1~ . . · h 1 
d nd practical questiOns. with whic actua people hum rum a · h h" h h · had actually to deal, with the problems wit w IC ~ e sciences 
erned I found this particularly true m my own were cone · . 
· 1 fi ld economics. Economists have wntten probably specia e , . 
miilions of words p.bout the problem of ~alues, but this problem 
plainly had no relationship. to the pa:ticular problems of the 
particular individuals. in whi~h I was mt~rested. The probl~m 
of the origin of species, which has g?nei~ted so. many speci~l 
· tha·t the integration of the bwlogical sciences alone 1s sciences .. 
· t 1 ·mpossibility is not a problem of hvmg. The problem 
a vir ua I ' ?" · bl 
f "Wh tis the nature of man's digestive organs. IS a pro em 0 
a b · · ' bl with which anatomy and physiology deal, ut It Isn t a pro em 
of living. 
When I realized one day the nature of the difference in 
t.; rm between these abstract problems and what I had come to 0 
"k . "E. k 1" A think of as problems of living, I felt h ? crymg ure ~. 
·problem of living, I found, was always ~ q~es.tzon of how to act; It was 
• always a question about what an Individual ~ho~ld. do or feel 
or believe during some ipterval, long or short, m his. hfe .. When 
I began to re-write my accumulation of p~oblems m this form, 
:t;eal progress in classification became possible. 
/ 
Thereafter I lost interest in the abstract problem in econo-
mics with which I had concerned myself for so many years, and 
in most of the problems with which our scientific specialists 
concern themselves, except in so far as the knowledge that had 
accumulated threw light on the problem of how human beings 
should act. This change in form very often resulted in trans-
for.ming scientific knowledge which was abstract into concrete 
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knowledge which could be used to solve the actual problems 
with which individual human beings were confronted. 
This change in form had an additional importance. At 
the same time that it revealed what was defective in the coven-
tiona! organization of modern science, it increased my apprecia-
tion of the contributions which art, religion, philosophy, and 
even traditional folk-lore could make to the solution of the pro-
b.Jem of how to live. It made it possible to compare alternative 
solutions of the same problem. And it revealed the fact that, 
so far as the basic problems of living were concerned, solutions 
which make it possible for individuals to live like normal human 
beings were not only available but had been available for mil-
leniums of time. 
My first attempt at the classification of my problems was 
based upon the assignment of each case to one science. That 
broke down immediately. It was impossible to say whether a 
problem such as "Should I eat meat?" should be assigned to 
physiology, (on the ground that it had to do with health), or to 
ethics, (on the ground that the killing of animals is wrong), or to 
esthetics, (on the ground that it involved the question of good 
taste). Should one of the problems with which a mother came 
to me, ("Should I spank little Edward for breaking my neigh-
bour's window?") be assigned to ethics, to psychology, or to 
education? The almost complete uselessness of classification 
in accordance with the existing sciences developed when it 
became perfectly plain that every problem could on some ground 
be classified under every science; that it was possible to view every 
problem from the standpoint of every possible science. 
One of my attempts at classification was a very naive one. 
From time immemorial philosophy had dealt with three pro-
lems: the problem of the good, the problem of the true, and the 
problem of the beautiful. I tried classifying my problems this 
way, and the uselessness of such a classification became immedia-
tely obvious. 
After trying method after method, I finally decided that 
the most promising was the classic methodology of botany and 
zoology. A particular problem such as "Shall I eat, meat?" 
) 
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could be considered as falling into an initial category which 
might be called the problem of eating; eating and drinking could 
be considered as falling into a broader category which might be 
called the problem of nutrition; all problems having significant 
characteristics in common with nutrition-problems like those 
of breathing, exercising, resting-:-eould be considered as falling 
into a still higher and broader category called the problem of 
physiological health; and since all problems of a physiological 
nature have significant characteristics in common with those 
which are of a psychological nature, all these problems could 
be in turn classified as falling into a final category called the 
psycho-physiological problem. This proved the . highest common 
denominator of all the problems in the category in which eating 
belonged. Above .this there was nothing but the common 
merger of all the possible final categories in what might be 
considered the ultimate problem, the problem of how man should live. 
We shall consider this problem of classification in some 
detail in Chapter 8. So far as my collection of actual problems 
is concerned-which eventually I came to think of as the basic 
problems of man and of society-what happened was that 
at first five final categories emerged, then eight, then eleven. At 
that point I conducted the first seminar dealing with basic 
problems ofliving at Oberlin University in 1940. Subsequently 
I worked with as many as fifteen; one, I later felt justified in 
combining with another; and so at present there are fomteen. 
About what the definitive number will finally be, I do not 
want to be too positive; 1 am however, pretty well satisfied with 
the fourteen with which I have been working since about 1950. 
What I am positive about is that this method will eventually 
result in the clear definition of the basic problems with which 
all our sciences ought to deal, and that such a set of basic pro-
blems furnishes the only sound basis for ensuring that education 
will educate mankind wholly and not as at present in fragmen-
tary bits and pieces of various kinds. 
In sum, what I was driven to do was to reverse the method 
used in the development of the sciences today. Instead of 
starting, let us say with biology, then subdividing it, and then 
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subdividing the subdivisions ad infinitum as each biologist pro-
ceeded to carve ou.t a speciality of his own, I started with parti-
cular proble~s~with cases, not abstractions-and after classifying 
them by the sigmficant characteristics which they had in com~on 
I not only was able to satisfy myself as to what the basic problem~ 
were? but ~ had also made it possible to classify all the ideas, ideals 
and zdeologze~ developed by mankind for dealing with its problems, in 
accordance wzth the problems with which they dealt. Starting with 
problems, more and more rigorously defined, but always focussed 
on how to act; I ended with a classification of the answers made 
to them by ~eat seers and religious prophets, by great philoso-
phers an.d wnters, by great teachers and scientists; by the masses 
of mankind as embodied in their traditional folk-lore. and tradi-
ti.on~l folkways; and, by the use of methodologies which had 
vmdicated themselves in scientific research, to establish which 
?f th.ose solutions, or combinations of solutions, were plainly 
mvahd, and which, because they prescribed behaviour which 
made it possible for men and women to live like normal speci-
mens of homo sapiens, represented norms of living. Without 
such. norn:s education in the methodological, descriptive and 
applied. sCiences as. we. are today providing is possible, but 
~ormatlvc educatiOn m any valid signification of the term 
Is not. 
This book is addressed directly to the teachers of mankind. 
But the problem with which it deals, the challenge which it 
presents to them, and the response which it calls from 
them, is the concern of every genuinely thoughtful man and 
~oman n~ matte~ what their vocation in life may be. For while 
It deal~ Wit~ the Im~ediate problem of the right organization of 
educatiOn, It deals m fact with the problem of how to live a 
genuinely civilized life so that civilized life of that kind will 
become possible for the whole of mankind. 
. This study is not merely a plea for a revolution in education. 
It IS an attempt at a more fundamental analysis of the nature 
of the ~rob~e~ inadequately described as the problem of general 
educatiOn; It IS avowedly a prescription for the kind of education 
toward which general education aims to provide. 
J 
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There arc two ways in which the actualization of such a 
revolution in education can be attcmp~cd. It can be attempted 
from the "bottom up," by trying to nghtly educa:; the masses 
of mankind. Or it can be attempted from the top down," 
by trying to rightly educate the educable minority .of mankind. 
It can be attempted from the "bo~to~ up," as Vmo?a B~ave 
has tried in India andJames Yen tned m pre-Commumst Chma, 
by "mass education." Or it can be attempted ~s Plato suggested 
by educating a minority of philosop~cr-km?s; It can be atte.mp-
ted as the great sages of India of the titncs of the ':' eda~ prcscnbcd 
by placing an educated minority-the Brahmi~s-at the .top 
of the social hierarchy; or attempted as the orgamzers of ancient 
Chinese civilization tried, by making the scholar-the Superior 
Person-pre-eminent in a Feudal social order. 
Another way of saying this is that it can be attempted either 
on the level of the common school, or on the level of higher 
education. 
This study is based upon the assumption that the solution 
of the problem calls for approach from the university level down. 
It is based upon the theory that a planned solution of the pro-
blem cannot be left to time and to chance; that if the solution 
is to be planned, it must begin by rightly educating an elite 
capable of providing the leadership for what in this study will 
be called total education. It is based upon the theory that we 
cannot afford to wait for miracle men like Socrates and Con-
fucius like Gandhi and Vinoba Bhave; we must begin with 
' such men as we ourselves happen to be. It is therefore based 
upon the theory that the challenge of the times as well as the 
nature of the problem calls for beginning such a purposed 
educational. revolution at the top as the pre-requisite for- an 
educational revolution from top to bottom. 
This is the real lesson, it seems to me, of the revolution 
in education which Nicholas Grundtvig initiated in Denmark 
over a century ago. The transformation of education which 
the Danish Folk Schools achieved' in Scandinavia did not get 
under way until.a group of dedicated teachers were ·produced. 
The lesson of the Danish Renaissance is not that we educators 
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should blindly imitate the Danish Folk School or blindly duplicate 
the Danish Folk School curriculum. The lesson is that we 
should produce in properly organized institutions of higher 
learning the kind of educational leadership for which the pro-
blem calls-a leadership which recognizes, as Grundtvig did, 
that in the task of "enlivening" and of "enlightening," en-
livening comes first and is prerequisite not merely to enlighte-
ning but to the use of enlightenment to create a better life and 
a better social order for the whole of mankind. 
The revolution in education for which I plead can of course 
be started anywhere. It can be started here in India. Indeed, 
because of the fact that India is in ferment; because of the fact 
that here in India there is an effort at peaceful and not violent 
social revolution; because of the fact that the educational system 
of India has not yet crystalized ·past almost all hope of change 
as is the case with education in America and in most of the 
Western World, there seems to me more hope that it can be 
sta1 ted here, and spread more rapidly from here, than from 
anywhere else in the modern world. 
2 
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CHAPTER III 
THE NATURE OF HUMANIZATION 
Man's inhumanity to man, makes countless millions mourn. 
-Alexander Pope. 
Humanization, in a brief preliminary definition, is the 
process by which human beings are taught to live and to act 
like normal humane beings. But for this definition to become 
meaningful, the concept of normal living and normal action 
must be defined in all the detail which its importance warrants. 
This I have attempted to do in Chapter 7, which deals with the 
formulation of norms of living. 
Because we have no vocabulary for· discussing ·education 
worthy of the name, a certain amount of arbitrariness in 
the adoption of a terminology for this study is unavoidable. AU 
that I c~m do is try to make as certain as possible that each 
apparently arbitrary term like humanization is adequately 
defined. · 
In order to avoid a length digression, I shall therefore limit 
myself to this brief definition of humanization foF the time being 
since some definition, no mater how inadequate, is necesaary to 
make clear that humanization is not being dealt with by modern 
education. It is necessary to make clear that enculturation is 
not humanization. For enculturation is the prevailing, though 
mistaken, answer being offered by educators to the problem of 
education's function. 
By enculturation I mean the process by which the young 
are equipped with the language, the beliefs, the purposes, the 
* The term maturation, which has in r~cent years been popularized by the 
writings of Harry Overstreet, a distinguished American philosopher and educator, 
refers to much the same thing as the term humanization. '·The Mature Mind", 
which Overstreet discussed in one of his most popular books, is the mind of a humaniz-
ed human being. My own preference for the term humanization is due to the fact 
that I prefer a term which applies not only to adults but which is applicable to every 
period in man's life-cycle. It is possible to speak of a child or an adolescent as being 
humanized or dehumanized; but it is impossible to speak of the young as mature 
without doing violence to the logic of language. 
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values, the customs, the traits, the techniques, the voc<, tions, 
the methods of supporting themselves, and of discharging their 
civic re~ponsibilities-"the mores and folkways," in Summe1 's* 
famous phrase-of the particular culture in which they are 
born, and in which th~ vast majority of them will live and 
therefore be required to deal with their immediate personal 
and social, local and national problems. Education today, as 
for ages past, is primarily devoted to enculturation no matte1 how 
fanstastic, irrational and inhuman the culture may be. Encultura-
tion is simply indoctrination with the ideologies of a given 
culture. 
Enculturation makes for patriotism but also jingoism; for 
racial pride but also for racial bigotry; for partisan devotion 
but also for partisan prejudices; for cultural pride but also for 
cultural arrogance; for religious conviction but also for religious 
fanaticism. 
Humanization transforms all these various parochialisms 
into Humanism. It creates not Sectarians but Humanists. 
Enculturation is of course, an absolute necessity. Man 
being a gregarious animal, he must learn how to live with. the 
group to which he belongs; but because so many cultures are 
either dominantly or in parts irrational and inhuman, humaniza-
tion must take precedence educationally over enculturation. 
For man is a member of the human race before he is a member of 
any particular race or religion, any particular nation or culture; 
any particular social, political or economic ideology, movement 
or party. Nothing illustrates more clearly the validity of the 
priority I am according to humanization than does education 
with regard to race. Enculturation makes for racial conscious-
ness; in white nations· it tends to include the bell.ef in white · 
supremacy; in Japan and in China, the belief that all non-Japanese 
or non-Chinese are barbarians; and so on ad infinitum. 
Humanization, on the other hand, gives priority to recogni-
* William Graham Summer, (1840-1910}, an American political economist 
whose writings not only in his own special field but in related fields were original and 
provocative in the extreme. 
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· f the fact to which Stringfellow Barr* called attention in 
twn o " , · h H R " his widely circulated essay, . L~t.s ]om t ~ uman .ace . 
It aims net at adjusting the md1v1dual to IllS o':n particular 
nationality, but adjusting him to the problems mvolved m 
Jiving as a member of one whole human race. 
Humanization calls for qoth intellectual and emotional 
education. It is impossible to produce it without d.ealing with 
both its intellectual and emotional a<>pects. Even m order to 
deal with its intellectual aspect, both have to be taken into 
account. 
For man is not born human. At birth he is human only 
physiologically, and that i.s the least human thing about hi~. 
And the fact that he is an mfant and not an adult of the spectes 
makes it difficult to call him human in even that respect at that 
early time. For a long time after conception ~he foetus of man 
is indistinguishable from that of the lower ammals. And. even 
after parturition, he is not much more than any other mfant 
mammal. He is, in sober fact, merely a two-legged mammal, 
unable even to use his legs like legs-a mammal, however, 
with enormous capacities for the development or mis-develop-
ment of his mind. Whether he is eventually humanized; whether 
he achieves the minimum mental development which will mark 
him as human, or falls short of it, is determined solely by one 
thing-his education. 
Eve1y infant of the human species begins at birth with 
only one desire, the desire to satisfy its· hunger; and exhibits 
only one purpose, growth. For nine months in the darkness 
and secmity of its mother's womb, its hunger had been automa-
• tically satisfied. But though hunger !emains its dominant 
desire for a considerable period of time after birth, by the time 
it has had its first feeding, the first step in its humanization or· 
• Stringfellow Barr, formerly President of St. John:s Coll~ge. in. A;nnapolis, i~ 
one of the group of American educators who lead a revolution agamst exlStmg metho~s 
of college education by substituting the study .of the gr~at book;; of the western tradi-
tion for the disintegrated curriculums now bemg used m Amencan colleg.es. Othe:s 
in the group include Robert M. Mutchings, formerly Chancellor of Ch1cago Um-
versity, Mortimer Adler, and Scott Buchanan. 
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dehumanization has taken place. If at that time 1t 1s breast-
fed; if it feels the warmth, the security, and the Jove of its mother 
in this all-important activity of infant-life, the first step in its 
right-education and humanization has taken place. But if, 
on the contrary, this does not happen-if, for instance, 1t ts 
bottle-fed, or if it is separated from its mother and left to the 
tender ministrations of a trained nurse-then its mis-education 
has begun. 
Humanization begins, therefore, emotionally and not 
intellectually. The education of this potentially human infant 
is, during this all-important period of its life, entirely in the 
hands of its mother and its family. The school can do nothing 
directly to educate individuals properly at this time. But it 
has an enormous responsibility, nevertheless, and it is not 
entirely helpless-even if resolution of the problem calls for a 
plan for generations, rather than for the school-span of a single 
individual. What it cannot do directly to humanize the 
individual during infancy, it can do indirectly by re-educating 
and humanizing the parents-by providing a system of adult 
education whereby the parents can learn. not only their 
responsibilities in this all-important matter, but what science 
and the accumulated knowledge and wisdom of the ages has to 
teach about the educational functions of the home. 
The enormous importance of the first few years of life is · 
something we have only become fully aware of since Freud 
demonstrated that mistakes made during this period make such 
a powerful impression on the unconscious mind that they 
continue to affect human behaviour throughout the whole of life. 
Nothing that the school can do subsequently can entirely eradicate 
them. They become a psycho-neurotic problem to be dealt 
with outside the school. The school should not aggravate 
deficiencies in ,humanization, but it- can do little to correct 
infantile dehumanization except to gloss it over or repress it, 
with no assurance that it will not later burst out in what is called 
juvenile delinquency in youth, and perversion and crime in 
adulthood. 
What is important from the standpoint of the teacher and 
p 
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the school is recognition of the fact that the first step in emotional 
education is not a school, but a family function. No institution, 
not even the best managed boarding school, can do what the 
evidence indicates only the mother, the father and other mem-
bers of the family can do educationally for the child during its 
first years of life. Failure to recognize this means usually two 
things-the school attempts a role that it cannot fulfiii, as in the 
case of nursery schools, and it relieves the parents and family 
of a responsibility they have no right to evade. 
A second important problem in humanization develops 
when the child begins to feel the first stirrings of sexuality, with 
the onset of puberty. It continues throughout the whole period 
of schooling, and ends when mating has satisfactorily taken 
place. And here, at the age of puberty, the school has a 
definite role to play. 
This problem is not solved unless during this period 'the 
young have learned how to control and how to sublimate their 
surplus sexual energy. Man, like all other organisms, is 
equipped with far more sexual energy than he needs. Nature 
cares nothing for man as man; it cares only for the survival of 
the species. The basic fact with which education has to deal in 
providing for this problem is that man is not equipped, as are 
the lower animals, with inbuilt instinctual controls for his sexual 
behaviour. The plasticity of his instincts calls for the substitu-
tion of conscious control for instinctmH control. If education 
of the right kind for dealing with this is not provided in the scho<?l 
as well as in the home, bestialization and not humanization is 
the result. Failure to deal with it not only stimulates masturba-
tion, at the very least, but all kinds of sexual perversion at the 
worst. The problem cannot be ignored by the school, if for 
no other reason than that failure to educate properly with 
regard to sexual behaviour is almost certai11 to produce students 
who do not want to study. 
It can, however, do worse than this. It can set up a system 
which makes the situation worse; by taking the children out of 
the home too young. Particularly if they are taken out com-
pletely and placed in boarding schools such as the English public 
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schools. Frank Harris,* in his biography or' Oscar Wilde,** 
insisted that the prevalence of homo-sexuality such as Wilde's 
in Britain's upper classes was due to the fact that children were 
sent to boarding schools at seven and eight years of age, when 
they were still in great need of mothering. Depriving the young 
of a normal outlet for their love, he insisted, promoted homo-
sexual expressions of it. 
All this is simply an attempt to suggest the many areas 
involved in the concept of humanization. I mention it only to 
make it clear that instruction only in the academic specialities 
which now constitute almost the entire curriculum, no matter 
which ones are selected, cannot possibly humanize our young. 
In higher education there has been traditionally a feeling 
that humanization is provided by the study of the humanities. 
But this is not true. The liberal arts, far more humanistic 
though they are than the sciences, are after all special subjects. 
These subjects tend to produce the cultivated rather than the 
humanized man. Humanization is not properly dealt with 
unless the school provides a comse, or a whole series of courses, 
which ~ill provide the young with a humanistic philosophy of 
life. Such courses, or educational activities as they might mo.re 
accurately be designated, must have not only an intellectual 
but also an emotional content. 
It is my thesis that the intellectual aspects of humanization 
should be dealt with by a course of study of the basic problems 
of man and of wciety. This suggestion is discussed at length 
in the second volume of this study in the consideration of·general 
education and in this volume in the description of these basic 
problems in Chapters 4 and 5. The emotional aspects of 
• Frank Harris, (1856-1931), though an American, was the editor of "The 
Saturday Review" in London, a leading literary journal at the turn of the century. 
He was the discoverer of George Bernard Shaw and H. G. Wells, and the sponsor 
of Oscar Wilde. He wrote a biography of Wilde which is a revealing account of the 
demoralizing effects of perversion upon a great talent, and of the bigotry with which 
Victorian Puritanism treated such matters in England. 
•• Oscar Wilde, (1856-1900), was an Irish poet and dr?-matist '?freal distinction. 
He was the leading playwrite of the London stage at the time of hlS arrest and con-
viction for homosexuality, and because of the high social suonding of those involved 
in the scandal the case was a cause celebre. His "Ballade of Reading Gaol," wirtten 
during his imprisonment, is one of the most moving poems in English literature. 
' 
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humanization, which arc almost completely ignored in the 
modern organization of education, are discussed at length in the 
second volume in the chapters devoted to emotional education. 
It is mv conviction that if the concept of humanizaticn is 
examined i~ depth, two facts will emerge: that humanization 
is the ultimate function of education, and that education todav 
is not providing it. ' 
CHAPTER IV 
THE NATURE OF BASIC PROBLEMS 
Man is born not w solve the problems of the universe but to find 
out where the problem begins, and then to restrain hi~self within 
the limits of what is comprehensible. -Johann Wolfgang Goethe. 
As the term problems* will be used in this study, it will 
be used almost exclusively as an abbreviation for the phrase 
"the problems of individual human beings;" it will not be used 
with reference to its ordinary dictionary meaning of any question 
proposed for solution. 
It will be used specifically with reference to any situation 
in which an individual is confronted with the possibility of two 
or more alternate courses of action, two or more alternate beliefs, 
or two or more alternate values as to what should be the ba'iis 
of action by .him. The course of action which he actually takes, 
1s his resolution of such situations. 
All the problems of living thus defined, fall first of all into 
two categories which differ in one significant respect: they 
are either cases, the particular problems of particular indi-
viduals at particular times and particular places, or they are 
classes of problems which have some one or more significant charac-
teristics in common. 
The first are specific and concrete cases; the second 
generalized abstract problems. Particular problems may be 
very important to the particular individuals involved, but 
unless such a problem has some characteristic which applies 
to many cases and which can be stated as applying to a whole 
class of similar cases, it has a stiictly limited importance. 
• A problem may be defined as a proposition requiring sol?e <?peration, or a 
question requiring some answer, _for so!ution,. de~isi<?n: or determmauon. ~roblems 
of living may be defined as questions w1th wh1ch mdJvJdt;als are confrpnte? m choos-
ing which of various alternative ways they should act m order to hve hke normal 
human beinflS. 
• 
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It is a problem of this limited importance which is represen-
ted by the problem of a ~art.icu1ar individual~ (let us c~ll ~im 
John Doe) who is eating his dmner, and finds himself considenng 
whether ~~ not to take an additional helping of meat. The 
matter confronts him with a problem because there are several 
alternative courses of action open by him. He can resolve the 
matter by deciding "Yes;" he can resolve it b~ deciding· "No;" 
he can resolve it by deciding to eat somethmg else, perhaps 
some salad or some of the other vegetables on the table. 
This seemingly trivial problem, typical of innumerable 
particular problems with which living confronts every individual, 
has nevertheless an aspect of real importance. The nutritional 
problem is important in dealing with the problem of maintaining 
health. Good nutrition is the aggregation of good solutions of 
many such problems, each one of trivial importance by itself, 
but which as a whole make for health. Nutritionally the 
question of how much John Doe eats and what he eats IS 
important. Most problems of this trivial nature, however, are 
resolved by most individuals without much thought; they are 
disposed of either by the impulse of the moment or by habits 
which reflect the manner in which problems of that kind are 
dealt with by convention, by fashion, by custom and tradition, 
by the folkways of the group irito which John Doe was born of , 
which he had become a member. 
But it by no means follows from this that this customary 
or impulsive solution is the correct or perhaps best possible solu-
tion of the problem; it may be merely a disposition of it and at 
the same time an entirely wrong method of ~ealing with it. 
If human beings are to live as human beings should, they must 
somehow learn what are the genuinely rational methods of 
dealing with the problems which confront them. This is just 
another way of saying that there must be some standards, some 
principles, some "norms" to which they can refer, and so 
choose the right one of the various alternatives to which they 
can turn when confronted with a problem. 
There is only one rational way of doing this. It cannot 
be done by following the culture pattern, nor by leaving the 
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decision to mere impulse. The culture-pattern may ifself 
p:escribe for such problems badly; the impulses 0f John Doe may 
in fact be not only irrational but actually harmful to him or to 
others who may be involved in what he does. The only way 
of doing this is to abstract from the problem what is most 
significant and important with regard to it, and then find an 
existing norm, or formulate a norm, which applies to all problems 
with the same significant characteristics. 
If problems are classified for this purpose, as we have seen, 
we finally arrive at the all-inclusive category into which parti-
cular problems of various kinds fall. These final caegories are 
what are here called basic problems. As we move down from 
this final category to the subsidiary classification within the 
categories, the univeisality and the perpetuity of the problems 
in terms of human life decrease. In those parts of India where 
nobody eats meat, the problem of whether to take an additional 
serving of meat does not arise at all. This is a problem local 
to those regions of the Earth where the people are meat-eaters. 
The problem of nutrition, however, exists in both regions; it is a 
universal problem because it confronts every human being on 
Earth. And it is a perpetual problem because it came into 
existence when man, in the course of his evolution, could no 
longer rely upon his instincts in dealing with his needs-when 
the plasticity of his instincts made it necessary for him to choose 
among alternative means of satisfying them. 
The Problems of Man versus the Problems of Society. It is necessary 
to call attention to the fundamental significance of the distinction 
which ~merges both in the classification of human problems 
and the classification of human actions. Just as it is necessary 
to distinguish between individual and collective action, so it is 
necessary to distinguish between individual and collective pro-
blems-between the problems of man and the problems ofsociety. 
The failure to recognize the significance of this distinction is 
probably the most unscientific aspect of the social sciences-the 
sciences which deal with human behaviour in some form-up 
to this time. 
All problems, including those which are called social pro-
blems, are in the final. analysis the ·problems of individual 
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human beings. Ultimately, there are on.Iy .i~dividuals. For 
better or worse, society consists only of mdiv.Iduals; a.ncl no 
tt how completely the individual may be socially dommated, rna er . · d" · 
no individual can avoid dcvelopmg to some extent an m !VIdual 
personality of his own. 
A single individual-a Caesar or a Nap~leon, a Gandhi 
Lenin-if he was a strong enough personality, may actually 
or a . . · I · determine what a society of mllhons at some partlcu ar time 
will do. The fact that most individuals play no such part in 
what society does, does not alter the fact that they may, 
·· dividual by individual, help to decide what society shall do, m . . . 
or may help to determi~e, by actiO~ m some representative or 
official capacity for society, what It shall do. Regardless of 
what the nature of the social problem of which social action is 
a resolution every social actibn is in the final analysis nothing 
but what the individuals of which society is composed in fact 
do. Only individuals initiate, only individuals oppose or 
acquiesce in what society is said to do. All so-called social 
problems are resolved by what individuals who are living .do, 
or by what individuals who may have been dead a. lo~g. time 
have done. Living individuals may accept what mdlVIduals 
in the past have done about a social problen:, .but .if they ~~' 
their acceptance, just as would be their oppositiOn, IS an mdivi-
dual action of their own. 
For in actuality there is no such thing as society. Society 
is a hypostatization. No matte: how elaborate!~ organi~ed ~r 
how definitely incorporated, as m a modern natwn, society IS 
nothing but an operational fiction, what is called a legal fict~on 
or an artificial person in the language of the law-somethmg 
assumed to have existence and created presumably to act in the 
interest of, or in accordance with, the wishes of the natural 
persons who h;<tve created a society, who belong to i~, a~~ who 
control its activities. It acts only through actual mdividuals 
or natural persons; its own activities are a mere figure of speech. 
What makes this distinction so important is the fact that 
its recognition gives to the education of the individual a signi-
.ficance which tends to be obscured if men are taught and con-
ditioned to think of social action and of the activities of society 
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as the ope;ation of merely impersonal, historical, or economi-
cally or otherwise determined forces about which they do nothing. 
The distinction between the problems of man and the 
problems of society is therefore a distinction useful mainly for 
the purpose of relating the data of the social sciences to the 
education of the individual for collective, social or public action. 
When these problems are considered from the standpoint of 
this distinction, some of them, ,ike the institutional problem, 
are primarily and almost exclusively problems of society, and 
some of them, like the occupational problem, primarily 
and almost exclusively problems of the individual. All of 
them, however, have both individual and social aspects. But 
no matter how social the social aspect of any of them, every 
one of them involves individual action even if the action consists 
of nothing more than individual consent and acquiescene in 
what is socially done. 
If education is to educate wholly and not partially, the 
individual must be taught how to deal both with his own personal 
problems and how to deal with those of society. 
Problems of Thought versus Problems of Action. In the classifi-
cation of these problems, two super-categories emerge as shown 
in Chart I, problems of thought or of purely mental "action," and 
problems of motor-action-problems which· involve the practice or 
implementation of what is felt or believed. 
Problems which can be disposed of by study and reflection 
only, without any other form of action, are manifestly different 
from problems which call for motor-action if they are to be 
dealt with and disposed of. Seven of the fourteen basic problems 
are essentially problems of thought. They are disposed of the 
moment an individual comes to either an expressed or implied 
conclusion about them. A problem such as that posed by the 
question "Should I believe in the existence of God?'_' is in fact 
disposed of when an individual comes to conclude either there 
is a God-and so accepts some Theistic solution of the problem, 
or that there is no such being as God-the Atheistic solution of 
the problem, or that there is no rational way of de:ermining 
whether there is or is not a God-the Agnostlc solution of the 
' 
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CLASSIFICATION OF THE BASIC PROBLEMS OF MAN AND OF SOCIETY 
The Ontologie Problem: I 
The Riddle of the Universe 1 Problems of 
The Anthropic Problem: The 
Relief 
f {Noetic 
Riddle of Human Nature I Problems} 
The Etiologic Problem: The Problems 
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problem. The seven basic problems which can be disposed of 
in this way by thought only-by reflection or by a mental action 
only-are listed in Chart I. 
Since the answers to these seven problems become the 
basis of all the beliefs and values of the individual, and of the 
manner in which he implements all the problems with which 
he is confronted,. no scheme of education is adequate unless it 
helps the individual not only to come to conclusions with 
regard to them, but to come to conclusions which he accepts 
with such conviction that he disposes of the problem not on 
the basis of an unthinking impulse or an unthinking observance 
of custom, but on the basis of rational thought. Man cannot 
afford to abdicate the use of reason. For better or worse, he is 
a thinking animal. Right-education must help the individual 
to understand, and on the basis of understanding deal with 
these seven kinds of problems. It is ~is-education of the worst 
kihd to ignore them. Higher education which produces tech-
nically or professionally trained men and women but which. 
omits these problems from the subject matter of its curricu-
lums, produces a highly trained barbarian, not a rounded per-
sonality or whole ·human being. ' 
The seven problems of practice, of motor-action and 
implementation, cannot however be disposed of by thought 
only. They too, like the problems of pure thought, require 
study and consideration. But even after thinking about them 
has led to conclusions as to how they should be dealt with, they 
are not disposed of until the conclusions are put into practice; 
until they are "implemented." It is the fact that man cannot 
afford to abdicate his responsibilities as a thinking animal that 
makes it necessary to include their definition and consideration 
in the educator's curriculum. No man can afford to act 
with regard to them impulsively like an animal; his instincts 
are 'too plastic; if he does not learn how to dispose of them 
rationally, his behaviour can be more bestial than that of the 
wildest beasts. · 
John Doe's problem about what he should eat therefore 
calls for study and thought, just as the problems of the existence 
or non-existence of God calls for thought and study. It calls 
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for resolution in terms of all that he can learn about the 
psycho-physiological problem. But it i~ n~t dispose~ of by 
mere study and thought; it calls for puttmg m~o practice what 
he learns· it calls for eating in accordance With the norms of 
nutrition ~nd in accordance with a dietetic regimen which will 
maintain mental and physical health. 
The Seven Problems of Motor-Action. The seven basi.c prob-
lems of motor-action, which will be technically designated a~ 
praxiologic* in this study, in the order in which they shift from 
a predominantly personal to predominantly social form, may 
be briefly described as follows: 
I. The problem which is most completely personal and 
which is only iJJ.cidentally social is what in this study will be 
called the Psycho-Ph]siological Problem, to emphasize the fact 
that health is both mental and physical in nature. This dval 
problem calls for consider.ation in terms of two different methods 
of action, the first having to do with the maintenance of health, 
and the second with the restoration of health when health has 
been in any manner impaired. 
2. The second, which will be called the Occupational Problem 
is in a sense the problem of how to spend time; of the proper 
way in which the individual should spepd his time throughout 
the whole of his life-cycle; of the occupations proper to normal 
living in each of the different periods of life which call for 
different kinds of work, recreation, and recuperation. It is 
primarily a personal problem, but with greater social, econo-
mic, and political implications than the Psycho-Physiological 
Problem. . . 1 
3. The third, the Possessional Problem, though again pri-
marily a personal problem, has even greater social, economic 
and politica~ implications than the Occupational Problem. 
This is the problem of things and properties, both tangible and 
intangible, which we should desire to possess and try to acquire, 
in terms of the actualities essential to living like a normal human 
being. 
* From the Greek word pra«is, which means practice. · 
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4. We come now to the first problem which is primarily 
social. in nature, the problem we shall caii the Institutional Problem. 
This is the problem of (a) the maintenance of the social institu-
tions essential to normal living, (b) the reform of any existing 
institutions which need reformation: (c) the abolition of any of 
those which arc abnormal and should be abolished, and (d) the 
establishment of normal institutiom to replace those which arc 
abnormal and should be abolished. This problem is again 
a two-fold problem. It is in part the problem as to which 
institutions arc essential to make possible a good life for the 
individual in a good society, and in part the problem of how to 
make changes in those that exist today and which call for refor-
mation of some kind. 
5. The fifth, again primarily social in nature, is the 
Production Problem- the problem of the organization and 
operation of enterprises of all kinds, and not only economic; 
enterprises which are voluntary and not compulsory in nature, 
so that they realize their purposes most efficiently. 
6. The sixth problem, the Political Problem, is still orga-
nizational in nature, but it deals with those enterprises- the 
enterprises we variously call the government, the nation, the 
state - which are ineradicably compulsory and not voluntary 
in nature. Efficiency, which is primary in terms of the Orga-
nizational Problem, is secondary in the Political Problem. 
Here the crucial problem is that of the functions which it is 
proper to implement by the use of force and compulsions of vari• 
ous kinds. 
7. The final problem of implementation, the Educational 
Problem, is personal in application but both personal and social 
in its consequences. 
Though these seven problems are primarily problems cal-
ling for action, their study is virtually meaningless ~f it does 
not result in implementation; but they can only be disposed of 
rationallv and humanely if they are dealt with in accordance 
with th~ seven basic problems of thought- the seven basic 
problems of beliefs and values. 
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The Seven Basic Problems of Thought. Problems of belief 
and problems in values are alike in that they arc problems of 
thought, but that is the only respect in which these two cate-
gories of problems a1c alike. Both these groups of problems 
have in common the fact that they can be resolved by thinkinO' 
to a conclusion. The three problems of belief can be dealt with 
satisfactorily on the basis of hypothetical conclusions only -
conclusions subject to the sort of reservations expressed 
in the legal phrase, "to the best of my knowledge and belief." 
But the four problems in values call for conviction, for felt-
judgments, for conclusions as to the validity of which there is 
such conviction as to warrant their being considered absolute. 
The problem of a future life, for. example, calls for some 
sort of resolution. Millions of Christians and Mohameddans 
believe that the answer to this question is "Yes". Unfor-
tunately beliefs of this kind become the basis for the values and 
the activities of those who believe in them. But the millions 
who do not believe in Christian or Mohammedan dogmatic 
answers to such a question, or who believe in heterodox and not 
orthodex religious dogmas, are in danger of persecution if the 
orthodox, or an orthodox priesthood, are tempted to use com-
pulsion in any form to insure that their beliefs shall prevail. 
A$ a result, no individual, no group, and certainly no govern-
ment, has any moral right to impose religious solutions of these 
problems in belief on those who disbelieve in them. 
This is not only true of religious solutions of the problem 
concerning the nature of the universe, the nature of man, and 
the nature of the origin and destiny of both man and the 
universe in which he finds himself. It is also true of scientific 
"beliefs." Scien~ific beliefs should not be treated as dogmas. 
No matter how convincing the evidence for belief in the second 
law of thermo-dynamics, there is no warrant for assuming that 
laws of nature ofthis kind are free from hypothetical elements. 
Scientific beliefs too are properly to be treated as probative. 
No ~atter how close science generally may come to establishing 
absolute trutl;ts, it will ·never arrive there. With regard to 
much of our present day scientific knowledge we may be fully 
justified in acting as if it was in fact true, but never that it is 
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unrcvisable. Only about mathematical tautologies can we 
be dogmatic, and these are abolute only because they are 
tautological. 
Nearly all scientists assume the actuality of the phenomenal 
world which they study and describe, and most of them dismiss 
the doctrine of maya, which denies its actuality as a supersti-
tion. But no one can read Aurobindo Gosh*, who has a 
better knowledge of modern science than most educated Wester-
ners, and not feel forced to acknowledge that belief in the 
absoluteness of the phenomenal world should be probative and 
not absolute. Solipsism cannot be entirely ignored. Pearson, • 
in his classic study of the philosophy· of science**, in the very 
same book in which he marshalled the evidence for the accept-
ance of modern science, emphasizes the relativity of all our 
scientific knowledge. Mqya, and the belief that the phenomenal 
world is a deiusion of the human mind, may be a superstition, 
but Pearson makes it perfectly plain that even if this is true, 
the believers in science have still to make the reservation, 
"There is a possibility that we may be mistaken." 
But with regard to values, in contrast to teliefs, the very 
nature of the problems calls for something more. Values 
become merely academic, and amount to nothing but verbalisms, 
unless they are felt. And to justify the feeling that they arc 
valid, the validity of values must be established beyond the 
possibility of all reasonable doubt. The problem of whether 
stealing and murdering is right or wrong, cannot be dealt with 
as if there might be a doubt as to whether stealing and murder-
ing is wrong. We cannot afford to hesitate about using force 
to the uttermost in dealing with those who attempt to steal 
or to murder, and in preventing an habitual thief or a murderer 
who might murder again, from committing crimes again. But 
the judgment that any act considered a crime is in fact criminal 
* Aurobindo Gosh is probably the outstanding figure of the recent past who 
has tried to develop a systematic reconciliation between the Hindu concept of a 
supra-rational approach to knowledge and the Western concept of a purely pheno· 
menal and rational approach to it. 
* * Karl Pearson, (1857-1936) in his famous "Grammar of Science "developed 
a comprehensive philosophy of science. 
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confronts us with one of our four basic problems in values, the 
problem of moral values-a problem especially acute today be-
cause Ethical Relativists deny the validity of moral judgments 
of any kind. 
This does not mean that everything that is valued by this 
or that person, this or that nation, this or that religion, is 
absolute, and that the use of force is justified in dealing with 
those who disregard these values. Many values are not and 
cannot be established to be wrong. When this is impossible 
no compulsion should be used with regard to them. The 
distinction involved - that between true crimes and pseudo-
crimes, for instance- is the essential problem which we need 
to be studied in detail in the consideration of the four basic 
problems in values. 
Right education -the education of the whole man -is 
impossible if the individual is not taught how to integrate all 
the knowledge he acquires, all the bodies of knowledge or 
ideologies embodied in the arts and sciences, the religions and 
the philosophies of which he becomes aware, in terms of these 
seven problems of thought. 
The Three Basic Problems of Beliif. The basic problems of 
belief, which will be technically designated as noetic problems* 
in this study, and which arise in the formulation of the postu-
lates upon the basis of which human beings act, may be briefly 
described as follows: 
1. The fi1st, in this study called the Ontologie Problem, is 
that of what to ·believe, and what to assume, to be the truth 
about the nature of nature- about the nature of the world 
in which man finds himself. The problem is created for the· 
individual by the fact that man cannot avoid acting either upon 
the belief that it is only the natural world with which he has 
to deal, or that he has to deal with both a natural and with 
some kind of a metaphysical or supernatural world. 
2. The second basic problem of belief, the' Anthropic 
Problem, is created by the fact that man cannot avoid acting 
withouc soi:ne beliefs or assumptions about the nature of human 
• The word noetic is used in philosophic discussion with reference to ideas 
gr~ped by the intellect alone. 
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nature, both in dealing with his fellow-men and also, if he 
believes that man has an immortal soul, in his dealings with 
the supernatural world of which that soul is a _part. 
3. The third of these problems of belief, which is here 
called the Etiologic Problem, is that of what to believe about the 
causation of events. The Ontologie and Anthropic Problems 
are problems which deal with nature and with man in a mainly 
static frame of reference. As a matter of fact of course neither 
is static; both exist in the flux of events; and beliefs about the 
cause of the drama represened by events such as the origin 
and destiny of the world, the rise and fall of civilizations, and the 
life and death of individuals, are the postulates upon the basis 
of which both the individual and the masses of mankind base 
their actions. 
What the individual believes about these three great 
problems .are, consciously or unconsciously, the basis both of his 
values and of the manner in which he tries to implement them. 
The Four Basic Problems in Values. There remain four more 
problems of thought, the four basic problems in values -
problems which education is virtually ignoring today. These 
four will be technically designated as axiologic problems* in 
this study. 
1. The first of these I think of as the Epistemic Problem. 
This problem is not that of the theories and verity of our 
knowledge. The theoriL.s we form about the nature of our 
knowledge are mere preliminaries to the real problem, the 
problem which has to do with the inculcation of valuec;: in the 
case of the Epistemic Problem, with the inculcation of 
a deep love of open-mindedness, of tolerance, of eternal 
truth-seeking. 
2. The Second, the Esthetic Problem, is the problem of 
beauty and ugliness in all the arts, both useful and fine. In 
the complex of esthetic problems, the first we have to dispuse of 
• Axiology is the science of values of all kinds and includes ethics and esthetics. 
The word axio is the Greek word for worthy. 
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if that of esthetic standards, for without esthetic standards man 
becomes either an esthetic illiterate or an esthetic anarchist. 
But the ultimate Esthetic Problem is that of inclucating a love 
for the beautiful and a revulsion for what is ugly. The ulti-
mate problem is one of values- of emotional education m 
contrast to intellef:tual and technical education. 
3. We come now to the Ethical Problem, the problem of 
good and evil. As in all problems of values, it is in its first stages 
an intellectual problem; it requires a scientific and not merely 
a subjective foundation. Without establishing ethical norms, 
the education of mankind results in the production of educated 
barbarians- of barbarians equipped with enormous quantities 
of technical knowledge, but without the wisdom essential to 
its proper use. But again, as in all four axiologic problems, 
it is ultimately a problem in emotional education, of imbuing 
the individual with a love of good and hatred of evil. 
4. FinalJy we come to the Telic Problem, the problem of 
purpose in life. It is the problem of ultimate ends, in contrast 
to means and to mediate purposes, for without formulating 
the ends to which life should be devoted, there is no rational 
basis for choosing among means and methods of living.. But 
formulation of ends is preliminary to inculcation. Without 
the resolution of this problem, the individual is left to drift 
so far as goals in life are concerned, and to accept the drift of 
the society, or the group in society, of which he happens to be 
a member. 
It is necessary only to survey these four problems to realize 
to what an extraordinary extent the modern school and college 
curriculum ignores them. There is an almost limitless quantity 
of knowledge dealing with them scattered about in the various 
arts and sciences, religions and philosophies. But of this 
knowledge, the curriculum today concentrates on one part of 
one basic problem only- on one-third of the occupational 
problem; on the part of it which deals with the equipment of 
the individual for earning his living. Modern education is 
oriented vocationally, and at. ·every stag,e, even in common 
schooling long before any thought of work is central, it con-
centrates on equipping the young with those symbolic 
• 
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disciplines which are essential to employment in the modern 
world. Literacy is featured in preference to manners, because 
litera~y is useful in obtaining employment and in pre-
paratlOn for vocational studies, while good manners -much 
less the virtues - are, for this purpose, virtual superfluities. 
Without a comprehensive concept of the nature of human 
action -of all the activities and not only those concerned with 
employment - the curriculum will never make proper provi-
sion for the education of whole man; the necessity for providing 
leadership not only in the school but in every area of living in 
which education takes place will not be recognized; the con-
centration on methods of teaching which deal with the consci-
ous mind - the intelligence -will continue, and the necessity 
for methods of teaching which deal with the emotions will 
continue to be ignored. 
• 
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CHAPTER v 
THE NATURE OF BASIC IDEOLOGIES 
Every idea is an incitement. It offers i.tself for ~elief.and if be-
lieved it is acted on unless some other behef outweighs It or some 
failur~ of energy stifles the movment at birth.-Justice Oliver Wendel 
Holmes in his dissenting opinion in Gitlow vs. the People of New 
York, '1924. 
When the problems of mankind are resolved, the solutions 
will always be found in ideas, ideals, and ideologies. No edu-
cation is complete which does not pro\lide the individual with 
a tool for mobilizing the right ideas, the right ideals, and the 
right ideologies for dealing with the problems about which he 
must do something, and about which he may do the wrong 
thing if he does not learn to do what is right about them. 
Human beings are-and always will remain-animals. 
But they are more than animals; they are animals capable of 
dealing with their p1oblems not instinctually but on 'the basis 
of ideas and ideals; of devoting their lives not like mere beasts 
to sheer self-prese1 vation and self-reproduction, but to self-
expression and to self-1 ealisation. They alone among the 
myfiad forms of life evolved here upon the Earth are capable of 
formulating ideas, of transforming ideas into ideals, of deve-
loping ideas and ideals into ideologies, and of crying 1.0 realize 
and actualize what they have come to believe good and beau<i-
ful, true and humane. 
They are capable of acting upon ideas not merely to a 
limited extent; they are capable of acting upon them- and 
have often acted upon them- to an almost unlimited extent. 
They have, as a matter of historic fact, over and over again 
not only transformed their own lives but also tramformed the. 
social systems which th~y had previously accepted, ever since 
tha.t remote ,ime when animal-impulses ceased to be the only 
basis of their behaviour and they began to reflect about the 
meaning of the three great riddles with which life confronts 
them -the riddle of the universe, the riddle of events, and the 
riddle of man himself. 
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In dealing with the problem not only of education but of 
life as a whole, we must recognize how profoundly the ideologies 
in which their ideas and ideals are embodied have modi-
fied what would otherwise have been their instinctive and 
impulsive method of dealing with the problems with which life 
confronts mankind. 
All that individuals have learned about life and living -
about how to act day by day and year by year -has become 
embodied in 'the ideologies which are a part of the total store 
of knowledge and of the wisdom of the group· and the commu-
nity' to which they belong. But these ideologies, unfortunately, 
are not all consistent with one anothei; on the contrary, even 
when dealing with the same problem, they are notoriously 
contradictory both in their ,analysis of and in their prescrip-
tions for dealing with their problems. Many ideologies must, 
therefore,. deal with them incorrectly. 
Whenever an individual is confronted with a choice between 
alternative and often contradictory ideologies- between 
ideologies like Democracy and Totalitarianism, Individualism 
and Collectivism, Paganism and Christianity, Idolatry and 
Mohameddanism, Urbanism and Agrarianism, Industrialism 
and Craft Production -he is confronted with an ideological 
problem. 
Ideological problems are problems which man cannot escape 
so long as he insists on having new ideas. An individual may 
fail, or deliberately refuse, to give any thought to the task of 
choosing between opposing ideologies. But neither failure nor 
refusal to choose . represents escape from the necessity of 
choosing. Even his most trivial acts will be found on analysis 
to possess ideological implications, even though he is utterly 
unconscious of the fact that in performing them he is disposing 
of an ideological problem. He may go to church every Sunday 
morning, and, in common with millions of other Christians who 
have never given the matter a thought, be unconscious of the 
fact that in doing so he is rejecting the ideology of Sabbatarian-
ism. If properly analysed, every act performed by an indivi-
dual in the course of his life, and every institution in the society 
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of which he is part, reflect the influence of previous deliberate 
effcrts by human beings to solve the problems of living through 
the formulation of ideologies which deal with them. 
1. Ideas. The words idea, ideal and ideology all come 
into English from the Greek word idein, meaning to see. All 
three have in common the fact that they refer to something 
which, figuratively, we see. But ·the things "seen" are so dif-
ferent from each other, and often so important to us, it is essen-
tial to make cert?-in that when we use these wozds to designate 
them we see clearly to what each designation refers. 
Plato made the word idea the most celebrated in philosophy. 
But when he used the word, he was referring to something out-
side the actual world, to an archetype existing outside the human 
mind, of which our minds are capable only of forming shadowy 
approximations. Since he was in fact referring to archetypes, 
and not to the approximations to archetypes which is all we 
are capable of seeing with our human. minds, Plato's "ideas" 
will be referred to not as ideas but as archetypes in this study. 
An idea, therefore, in the meaning which will be attached 
to it throughout this study, will refer only to what is in the 
human mind. All our ideas are in our minds, even when they 
refer to things like archetypes which are supposed to be outside 
the visible world. 
Secondly, it will always refer to the designation of a class 
of things, never to a particular; it will always refer to the classes 
to which different kinds of particular things are assigned. 
John Doe's house is a particular house- a particular in the 
classic Scholastic conception of a particular. It is a particular 
thing, not an. idea. But since it is a house, it belongs to a class 
of things called houses, and this class of things is an idea. In 
refe_rring to what John Doe owns as a house, we have already 
classified what he owns, and every such. classification of parti-
cular things becomes an idea if it is clearly enough formulated 
in our minds. In Scholastic philosophy, ideas of this kind were 
called universals; in modern thinking about them, they are called 
abstractions. But modern usage of the word abstraction really 
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refers to two different things, to the qualities of things and also 
to classes of things. To live up to mv semantic ideal of "one 
word, one meaning, and one meaning,' one word" in this study 
I shall refer to these two meanings by two words - classes of 
thing~ I shall. designate with the word classifications, and qualities 
of thmgs with the word abstractions. 
Thirdly, while all ideas are classifications not all classi-
fications are ideas. Classification is a more' inclusive term 
than idea; it includes not only classifications of ideas which are 
things clearly seen and formulated, but also classifications of 
notions, which are not. The distinction between the two is 
of great importance; many things now called ideas should 
really be recognized as mere nOLions. The word "house" mav 
refe1 either to a mere notion, or a clear idea of what the clas's 
of things called houses refers to. "House" become·s an idea in 
our minds only after we have clearly formulated the characteris-
stics which are essential to a house. There are at least four of 
these essential; a house must have a floor, it must have walls, 
it must have a roof, and it must have a door. Without a floor, 
it is an enclosed pit; without waJ.ls, it is merely a floor; without 
a roof, it consists only of walls; without a door, it is a box, not 
a house. Most people have only vague notions about things; 
they rarely stop to formulate their notions so cleaxly that they 
deserve to be called ideas. 
The importance of teaching people to substitute clear ideas 
for vague notions cannot be exaggerated. Most individuals 
have only a vague notion of what freedom means, and it is be-
cause of this vagueness that so often they ·are willing to barter 
freedom away for what in the ultimate proves to be "a mess 
of potage." 
Ideals are sometimes defined as forms or images in the 
mind, but this then uses one term to refer to two different things; 
for a clear formulation of something in the mind, and for mere 
forms and mere images. But nothing is gained by equating 
the word idea with the word "form" and the word "image"; 
the word idea should be reserved to refer only to what is clearly 
formulated. 
l. 
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Fourthly, ideas can be formulated not only about tangible 
things but also about intangible and even completely imaginary 
and fictitious things. The idea house refers to a tangible thing; 
the idea of fmdom to an intangible thing; the idea of devil to an 
imaginary thing. 
Fifthly ideas mav be either true or false. The idea that 
' . the Earth is flat we now consider false because, in trying to 
formulate more and more accurately the original notion man 
had about the Earth, it became clear that this notion of its 
flatness did not confcrm to the actualities involved. The 
importance of this fact about ideas cannot possibly be over-
emphasized, because, as in the quot.ation from Oliver Wendel 
Holmes' famous dissenting opinion in the Gitlow case, ideas 
move men. When the ideas are false, they move them in the 
wrong direction and frequently move them to do things which 
human beings should not do; but when they arc true, they move 
them in the right direction, in the direction in which all human 
beings should be moved. 
2. Ideals. An ideal, on the other hand, is an idea the 
characteristics of which have been formulated not in terms of 
what is but what should be. Because of man's imagination, and 
his capacity for imagining things as they might be if they were 
perfect, every idea is capable of being transformed into an ideal. 
The idea of house, ifformulated in the mind not as houses actually 
are but as the mind can imagine them in their perfection to 
be, becomes the ideal house; the idea of family as families actu-
ally live, can b.ecome the ideal of perfect family life; the idea 
of community when formulated merely in terms of communities 
as they actually exist- however clearly and accurately-
is still an idea; but when formulated in terms of what the imagi-
nation can imagine a comrimnity might be, it becomes the 
ideal of the perfect community. 
Ideas, then, refer to actualities; ideals to imaginaties. But 
this, instead of reducing the importance of ideals, increases 
them. As Kant said: "Ideals, though they cannot claim objective 
reality, are not therefore to be considered as mere chimeras, 
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but supply reason with an indispensable standard, because it 
requires the concept of that which is perfect of its kind in order 
. ' to estimate and measure by it the degree and number of defects 
in the imperfect."* 
It is not correct, in terms of the distinction between idea 
and ideal to say, as Oliver Wendel Holmes said, that ideas move 
men; what moves men, and what leads men to strive and to 
sacrifice for the sake of an "idea" ar~ their idealizations of the 
idea. The most eloquent expression of this truth we probably 
owe to a poet, Heinrich Heine, who in his discussion of "Reli-
gion and Philosophy," said: 
"It is horrible when the bodies which we have created 
ask of us a soul. But it is still more horrible, more terrible, 
more uncanny, to create a soul, which craves a body and pursues 
us with that demand. The idea, which we have thought, is such 
a soul, and it allows us no peace until we have given it a body, 
until we have brought it into actual being. The thought seeks 
to become deed; the word, flesh. And strange, man like the 
God of the Bible, needs but to speak his thought, and the world 
shapes itself accordingly: light dawns, or darkness descends; 
th.e waters separate themselves from the dry land, and even 
wtld beasts appear. The universe is but the signature of the 
world."** 
Substitute for "the idea which we have thought," the 
pprase "the ideal which we have imagined," and for· Heine's 
use of the word "word," the word "ideal," and his poetic and 
metaphorical statement that "the universe is but the signature 
of the word," becomes. the statement of an ineluctible fact: 
"What man actualizes in the world, is but the signature of his 
ideals." 
* !manuel Kant, in Max Mueller's translation of the "Critique of Pure Reason," 
p. 46. / 
* * From "The Prose Writings of Heinrich Heine, with an Introduction by 
Havelock Ellis", London, 1887, PP·, 170-172. 
) 
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3. Ideologies. An ideology,* it ~annot. b_e too often 
repeated, is nothing mysterious or esoter~c. It IS Simply a more 
or less consistent body of ideas, and often Ideals, usually developed 
around an underlying central idea. It is unfortunate that as 
Marx and his disciples used the word, it has become a sort of 
epithect, an evocative term with which to awe and i_mp:ess the 
unwary. The concept is, however, abs~lutely e~sentlal If man-
kind's total accumulation of knowledge IS to be mtegrated, and 
so made a means not of confusion but of clarification in dealing 
with the problems with which life confronts every individual 
human being. 
Christianity, Mohameddanism, Hinduism and every specific 
religion is an ideology; so is Theology, Stoicism, Hedonism, 
and Humanism; so is Idealism and Materialism, Theism, 
Agnosticism and Atheism - every specific philosophic system 
of any kind. Astronomy, Biology, Sociology, and every science 
without exception is an ideology.* Literature, Music, Archi-
tecture, and all the arts are ideologies. All have m common 
the fact that they are bodies of related ideas. 
This is true also of every culture-pattern, wh~ther primitive 
or modern. Every culture, without exception, represents the 
practice, and is the embodiment, of a body of ideas. And this 
* Ideologles can U:ually be identified by the suffixes attached to the words 
designating various theories and doctrines, sciences and arts, religions and philo-
sophies. These suffixes include ology, which comes from the Greek word logos 
meaning discourse or doctrine, as in theology, biology, and anthropology; the 
suffix i!)l, which comes from the Latin itas, meaning state of, as in Christianity; by 
the suffix acy, as in democracy, aristocracy and plutocracy, coming also from the 
Latin itas; by the suffix pathy, as in allopathy, homoeopathy, osteopathy, pathy com-
ing from the Greek pathos, meaning not suffering only but state of feeling; but most 
frequently by the suffix ism, as in Capitalism, Socialism, and Industrialism, ism coming 
from the Latin ismus and the Greek ismos, meaning doctrine or practice. 
* About this C. N. Patel, of Gujarat University, comments as follows: "This 
would be true of such sciences as astronomy and biology ·only if these sciences 
implied norms of conduct. Ordinarily they are believed to be positive sciences, 
not ideologies." 
Mr. Patel is quite right about this if the meaning attached to the term ideology 
is restricted to its present connotation. But denotatively the term does nof need to 
be restricted to normative bodies of ideas. Denotatively it means simply a body 
of ideas. And it is important to use the term in its denotation and to try to avoid 
its present connotation, because such a concept is very badly needed. Astronomy 
and biology, though positive sciences, are nevertheless bodies of ideas dealing with 
age old problems which have troubled mankind. - R. B: 
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too is true of what might be called behaviour-patterns within 
a culture, like the behaviour-pattern called Industrialism which 
embodies the ideas practised in the conduct of modern industries; 
like the behaviour-pattern called Urbanism, the behaviour-
pattern of city and metropolitan populations; and that called 
Agrarianism, the behaviour-pattern practised by village and 
rural populations. 
We need the concept of ideology as it is here defined to 
make it clear that all these differently designated bodies of ideas 
have incommon the fact that each is an answer to some problem 
of mankind. This is true not only of normative sciences like 
enthics, but also of descriptive sciences like astronomy and 
biology. Astronomy is a body of ideas whicJl provides science's 
answer .to one of the riddles of the universe. The Mosaic cosmo-
gony in the Book of Genesis consists of a body of ideas dealing 
with the same problem. Biology is science's answer to the 
riddle of organic life. Again, every religion includes a body of 
ideas dealing with the same problem. In the final analysis, 
religion and philosophy, science and art, foll~·lore and tradi-
tion, custom and convention, different as they are, are in fact 
bodies of ideas dealing with some of the problems of mankind. 
Nothing is more important educationally than to provide a frame 
of reference within which all these different bodies of ideas can 
be focussed on all the problems with which. education should, 
and with many of which it does, deal. 
Ideas, Ideals and Ideologies. The distinction between ideas, 
ideals and ideologies to which I have drawn attention can be 
illustrated in the history of the ideologies . called Capitalism 
and Communism. This illustration should make clear the 
fact that the term ide~ may properly be used to refer to both 
descriptive and normative concepts; but the term ideal can 
be properly used only to refer to normative concepts. It 
should also make clear the fact that the term ideology should not 
be restricted to merely normative bodies of ideas, but should be 
used to refer to descriptive bodies of ideas as well. 
Adam Smith started the writing of "The Wealth of Nations" 
with an idea, the idea which the French Physiocrafs expressed 
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by the phrase laissez faire, laissez alter. Around this idea that 
the government should not regulate, should not interfere with, 
and should not take any part in the economic activities of man-
kind, he developed a whole body of ideas dealing not only with 
politics and economics but with the social system as a whole. 
But few of those converted to the acceptance of his seminal idea 
of economic freedom stopped with the mere ·acceptance of the 
validity of the idea. He himself did not stop with its purely 
descriptive significance. Their imaginations began to work, 
and the result of envisioning the operations of the idea in their 
completeness and perfection, led to the idealization of the idea. 
Economic freedom was thus transformed from a mere idea into 
an ideal. 
But they did not stop with any partial formulation of 
their ideal. The whole existing social system - economic, 
legal, religious, philosophical and educational -was attuned 
to the realization of a quite different ideal, no longer Feudal 
and Christian. To actualize the ideal of economic freedom, they 
saw that it would be necessary to transform every institution in 
society into an instrument which would either promote economic 
freedom or do· nothing to interfere with its actualization. The 
end result was the implementation of the ideology which is now 
generally called Capitalism. 
In writing "Das Kapital", Karl Marx started with an 
entirely different central idea- the idea that "all the instru-
ments of production and distribution" should be owned and 
operated by the government. And again, fired by a vision of 
what the actualization of this idea would mean to mankind, 
the idea was transfomred into an ideal. But to actualize this 
ideal, Socialists and Communists saw that the whole Bourgeois 
world, which was an implementation of the ideology of Capi-
talism, would have to be revolutionized. The end result was 
the dev:elopment .of a complete Communist ideology which 
involved the implementation of such a revolution. 
The process is ubiquitous. Whenever man begins to apply 
his imagination to envisioning a seminal idea in its perfection, 
he transform it into an ideal, and then, to make it possible to 
actualize his ideal, develops a whole body of ideas that either 
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increases the certainty that it will be actualized, or lessens the 
danger that it will not. 
This is true not cnly of normative ideologies like Capitalism 
and Communism, but of descriptiYe ideologies- of the sciences 
which are called pure or positive. The theory of evolution has 
now become an ideology ramifying into not only all the sciences 
but into all sorts of programmes about how life should be lived. 
The process began, however, with an idea- with Darwin's 
idea of "natural selection." But when this idea was visualized 
by men like Huxley and Haeckel, Tyndall and Spencer, in 
all its ramifications, they transformed it into a scientific ideal, 
and they struggled to win accerJtance for this purely descriptive 
ideology with all the fervour with which the disciples of Adam 
Smith and of Karl Marx struggled to win acceptance of the 
normative ideologies of Capitalism and Communism. And 
just as the Communists saw the idea of "private property" as 
something to be utterly destroyed, so Huxley and Haeckcl saw 
the idea of "special creation" as something to be utterlY 
repudiated. 
Ideas, ideals, and ideologies arc charged, like electricity, 
with voltage -with varying degrees of emotional voltage. 
Most ideas are charged with very little, though all of them 
have some capacity, .however slight, for evoking em~tional re-
actions. 
Ideals on the other hand, are highly charged emotionally, 
they are much more than intellectual· conceptions. Once an 
idea has been pushed in imagination to perfection, it ac-
quires the power of moving people who believe in it not 
merely to action, but often to sacrificial activities to which 
those without the ideal are utterly indifferent. 
Ideologies, however, are charged emotionally to the nth 
degree. A particular ideal we may discount and discredit be-
cause we think it the product of utopian dreaming, but this is 
a dangerous point of view to take with regard to an ideology. 
For included in the ideology are elaborate systems for its vindi-
cation. It fortifies a mere ideal with facts and logic; it gives 
to those who believe in it confidence in its validity and truth, 
its desirability and importance. 
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Ideas we can play with as counters in an intellectual game; 
ideals can transform the whole of an individual's life; but 
ideologies can set a whole civilization marching. 
This whole study is based upon analysis and classification 
of between four and five hundred ideologies of all kinds. The 
study of this small number has made it clear that a comprehen-
sive classification of ideologies would reveal that there arc not 
hundreds but thousands of them, varying sometimes in essence 
but mostly in form. Biologists have thought it wo1 thwhilc 
describing over a million different species of animals; and al-
though ideolo'gies are infinitely more important in terms of 
learning to live like rational and humane beings, social scientists 
have not thought it worth while to make: any such comprehensive 
study of them. 
Implied versus Expressed Ideologies. Ideologies may be either 
implied or expressed. There are great numbers of ideologies 
which we do not think of as ideologies simply because, for one 
reason or another, there is no literature in which the ideology 
is vindicated. This is the case with the ideologies of primitive 
peoples who, since they have no written language, have not 
recorded them in books. But the absence of books does not 
mean that primitive peoples have no social or political ideologies, 
any more than the absence of scriptures means that they have 
no religious ideologies. Animism and Fetishism, though never 
recorded scripturally by those who believed in them, are both 
ideologies. All folklore and every folkway embodies an ideology. 
All these are implied or unwritten, in contrast to expressed 
and written ideologies. 
But implied ideologies exist in plentiful numbers even in 
highly literate cultures. Some ideologies are considered so 
shameful, even by those who practise them, that no one in a 
literate culture dares to vindicate th~m in a book. . This is the 
case with such ideologies as Venality and Prostitution. In 
such cases there is often an extensive denunciatory literature 
but none defending it. Yet Venality and Prostitution are 
practised, and there are all sorts of ideas embodied in both of 
these behaviour-patterns which have been developed in order to 
rationalize their practice. 
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There are also important ideologies of a quite respectable 
kind which have not been explicitly expressed and which can 
only be formulated from the implications of the behaviour of 
those who practise them. This is the case with the dietary 
ideology of modern man; specifically with the industrialized 
dietary, let us say, of the American people. That there are 
dietetic ideologies anyone who studies Vegetarianism must 
recognize. We do not, however, think of those who might be 
called Omnivarians as practising a dietetic ideology; but unless 
we are going to be fooled by the absence of a word with which 
to designate such a body of ideas, we must recognize that such 
an implied dietetic ideology has to be taken into account in 
dealing with the problem of nutrition. 
No dietetic Bible was written for Modern America, as a 
political Bible was written for America in the Declaration of 
Independence and the Constitution. No one has published a 
book advocating the eating of canned, bottled, and packaged 
food, nor a book advocating the substitution of chemically and 
mechanically devitalized foods for the foods consumed prior 
to the acceptance of Industrialism._ Yet the eating of white 
flour, white rice, and white sugar, and similarly processed and 
industrially produced foods is one of the ideas incorporated in 
the dietetic ideology practised. by nearly all Americans. 
In spite of the fetish which is made of objectivity today, 
the fact is nevertheless indisputable that every system of edu-
cation, including the most modern and 'the most objoctive, in-
volves the inculcation of ideologies. The modern student, 
however objective he is told to be and however hard he tries 
to be objective, ~nds up ideologically indoctrinated. Indeed; 
objectivity itself is an ideology; it consists of a body of related 
ideas having to do with an attitude which should be taken to-
ward all knowledge and all experience, and this attitude is 
idealized in e~sentially the same manner in which the most 
subjective of ideologies are idealized. 
That education, whether it is school-education as in our 
iiterate world, or education absorbed directly from the culture 
as in non-literate tribes, is always a process of implanting 
ideologies is indisputable. This isl in substance st<~;ting a tauto-
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logy. It is simply calling attention to the fact. that t~e content 
of education consists of ideologies, and that 1deolog1es consti-
tute the content of education. So long as we teach without 
awarene~s of this fact, we inbuild biases without knowing that 
we are doing so, and without putting ourselves and those we 
teach on guard with regard to them. That inculcating the 
ideology of Roman Catholicism involves the in building of a bias, 
every educator, including the Catholic educator, will have no 
hesitation in admitting. But that inculcating what I have 
called the fetish of objectivity also involves the inbuilding of 
a bias -of a bias against all subjectivity acquired knowledge 
-most educators will not acknowledge because most of them 
arc unaware of the significance of the fact to which I am calling 
attention. 
The Classification of Ideologies. It is this which makes. it 
so enormously important to introduce, some order -some 
method of classification- into the welter of ideologies with which 
we cannot avoid dealing. In the effort to do this, I have experi-
mented with dozens of methods of classification, and out of these 
experiments have come the three categories into which it has 
proved possible to assign every one of the hundred of ideologies 
which I have analyzed in the course of this study. 
The difficulty of classifying them is enormous. The 
names by which they are known are worthless for purposes of 
classification. The same name is frequently used for mutually 
inconsist<mt doctrines, and indentical doctrines are frequently 
designated by dozens of different names. In spite of the impor-
tance of the part played by them not only in teaching but in the 
lives of individuals and of societies, no serious attempt has been 
· made to undertake the taxonomic problem involved. Educators, 
social scientists, theologians, and philosophers· have been 
content to welter in the existing terminological confusion. 
What made the task at first seem hopeless ·tO me was the 
fact that most ideologies included incongruous and often in-
consistent ideas in the body of ideas found under the same label. 
My method of escaping·from this dilemna finally proved amaz-
ingly simple: using the fourteen basic problems as a sort of 
catalytic agent, every ideology was· broken down so that what 
I . 
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it said about a specific basic problem was isolated from all the 
other ideas with which it dealt. This made it easy to assign 
it to the problem with wh:ch it dealt, and so into one of the three 
basic categories which I finally came to call ( 1) Supernal Ideo-
logies, (2) Hylistic Ideologies, and (3) Cogitive Ideologies. 
Every ideology therefore must have two terms in order to be 
properly designated; a sort of binominalism is involved. Thus 
we have Supernal Ontologie Ideologies, Supernal Anthropic 
Ideologies, and so on through all fomteen of the problems with 
which Supernal Ideologies deal. 
Suj1ernal Ideologies. The significant ideas in all :mpernal 
ideologies are both noetic and axiologic in nature -they a. e 
product<; of both human reasoning and of human feeling. \Vhat 
they all have in common is the fact that what they prescribe 
about the solution ·of the problems with which they deal are 
based first of all upon ( 1) the assumption that the ultimate 
validity or final truth of any ideological prc~tription is depen-
dent upon supernatural revelation· or metaphysical intuition 
and not phenomenal knowledge of any kind; (2) the asst1mption 
that there is an ultimate noumenal world behind the actual, 
visible and chaotic phenomenal world, and that this noumenal 
world is in some form spiritual and not material in n<ltt:rc; 
(3) that man is essencially a soul and not a body-that his body 
is, like the world, actual but not like his soul ultimatel.y real; 
(4) that the origin and de;;tiny of the world and evcrythin~ :n 
it, including man, is a 1 eflcction of the will of some ultimate 
spiritual or divine entity; thaL it is not mechanically determined 
by an inescapable sequence of cause and effect but is subject 
to the will of this ultimate entity; and finally (5) the assumption 
that man's purpose in life must be transcendence of both the 
sensate and the intellecutal limitations of life on the Earth. 
Christianity and Brahmanism . are typical supernal 
Ideologies as arc virtually all religions except those so-called 
religions like Confucianism which explicitly exclude superna-
tural or metaphysical assumptions from what they prescribe, 
and· of course those philosophies, like Materialism and 
Hedonism, which are "of the earth, earthy." 
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Hylistic Ideologies. The significant ideas which arc common 
to all ideologies classified as Hylistic, * include ( 1) the assumption 
that the validity of the ideologies on the basis of which mankind 
must deal with its basic problems cannot be established by any 
kind of revelation or intuition, but only by phenomenal 
knowledge- by knowledge which, even when it includes 
inferred conclusions, is ultimately based upon data obtained 
through the senses; (2) the assumption that the actual visible 
' and chaotic phenomenal world is all the world there is to know, 
and that whatever the nature of any noumenal or ultimate 
world behind it mav be, it will in no essential respect be different 
from the material· world of phenomenology; (3) that man is 
essentially a body, and that his so-called soul like his so-called 
mind, is an epiphenomenon of his body, and that he has no 
real free-will; that his notion that he makes choices and deter-
mines what h~ docs, is an illusion; (4) that it is a misnomer 
to speak of the origin and destiny of the world because the 
whole cosmic process is nothing but a sequence of changes, 
mechanically determined by an inescapable chain of cause 
and effect; and finally, (5) the assumption that there being 
only one life for man in such a world, man's purpose in life -
his sumum bonum -should be extracting the utmost pleasure 
and minimizing to the greatest possible extent the pains of 
living here and now. Gratification, and not either trans-
cendence or satisfaction, should be his goal in life. 
Capitalism and Communism, as we shall see: are typical 
Hylistic ideologies; their essential assumptions are all H ylistic. 
Most of the sciences are Hylistic, but since the word science is 
and can be properly applied to theology, to metaphysics and 
to any other branches of knowledge subject to systematic study, 
to include all the· sciences in this category would be to indulge 
in a misnomer. All the natural sciences, of course, fall into 
this category; so do the methodological sciences. Furthermore, 
* Hylism was the name given to the naive Materialism of the Ionian philoso-
phers. The term comes from the Greek word hyle, which means wood, material, 
matter, substance. In the latest metamorphosis of the original assumption that the 
world is composed of matter, the concept of energy has been substituted for that of 
matter, hut while the form has changed, in essence it is the same point of view toward 
the world in which man finds himself. 
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many philosophical ideologies, like Hedonism, and many 
practiced but not expressed philosophies of life, like Venality 
and Egolatry must also be included in this category, because 
they too are in their essential nature Hylistic. 
That the Hylistic approach to the basic problems of man-
kind did not die out with the crude Materialism of the ancient 
Ionian philosophers, nor even after the modern dissolution 
of the material and substantial atom into waves and particle~, 
is proved in the case of a host of well known figures in the 
modern scientific world-John B. Watson in psychology and 
Bertrand Russell in mathematics for instance. 
Cogitive Ideologies. Both Supernal and Hylistic Ideologies 
are essentially Monistic in nature; in the case of Supernal 
Ideologies, the Monistic idea is the assumption of the ·essential 
spirituality of the world and everything connected with it; in the 
case of Hylistic Ideologies, the Monistic idea is the antithesis 
of this, it is the assumption of the essential materiality -
materiality, of course not being restricted to mere matter but 
to energy or to any of the new conceptions which have replaced 
the native original notions of Materialists about the nature 
of matter. 
Cogitive Ideologies, on the other hand, are Pluralistic in 
nature; all ideologies which do not logically need to make 
·assumptions of a Monistic nature, but which can validate their 
prescriptions about human action and human behaviour by 
assuming the possibility that there may be both order and 
disorder in the nature of the universe; that there may be both 
spirit and matter in it; that it may be in part determined and 
in part indetermined and that man may have some free-will 
but may also be subject to forces over which he has no control, 
fall into this category of Cogitive Ideologies. 
In the modern world, Bertrand Russell gives primacy to the 
physical background of existence in dealing with the problems 
* The word cogitive comes from the Latin ~ogitare,_ ~caning to refle~t upon. 
Ideologies which vindicates themselves by reasomng, thmkmg and reflectlo?,. and 
which place these methods of establishing the truth first, are well named Cog1t1Ve. 
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which he discusses; Aurobindo Gosh gives primacy to the 
metaphysical ground. For my part, if. the thoughtful and 
concerned individual is to develop an adequate body of 
conclusions with which to deal with the basic problems of living, 
primacy must be given neither to the physical nor the meta-
physical, but to the human mind - to the mind of man -
with its unique capacity for 1easoning. 
The essential assumptions which must be present in anv 
ideology to jmtify classifying in the category of Cogitiv~ 
Ideologies arc ( 1) the assumption that the truth about anything 
and every thing can be established finally only through the 
arbitrament of reasoning; that neither knowledge o btaincd bv 
revelation or intuition, nor that obtained by merely phenomcn;! 
or sensate methods, can be relied upon to establish the truth 
about the solutions of any of the basic problems of man and of 
society; (2) that while there may be an ultimate noumcnal and 
orderly ·world behind the actual and visible chaotic phenomenal 
world, we have to ba~e our conclusions about it upon what 
arbitrament by reasoning enables us to determine about it.; 
(3) that man is plainly a highly complex organism, plainly 
both a mind or brain and a body, but perhaps also a soul; that 
he has a sufficiency of free-will, (even though he is subject to 
forces both physical and social over which he has no control), 
to make choices and to determine how he shall act and how he 
shall live; (4) that the cosmic process cannot reflect the will 
of any spiritual entity if by that is meant that It or He mav 
interfere with its operations, nor is it wholely determined by 
the commonly acccpt~d Mechanistic conception of the nature 
of cause and effect but it is in some measure determined, slightly 
perhaps when measured by eternity but enormously. when 
measured in terms of life here and now, by what man himself 
chooses to do; and finally (5) that man's purpose in life, if it is 
to reflect these assumptions, must be devoted neither to trans-
cendence nor to gratification but the maximation of satisfaction 
and the minimation of frustration here and now- to the 
actualization to the utmost of the potentialities of normal 
human life as comprehended by human reason and demons-
trated by logical and sc~entific processes of study. 
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I . haYe dc~igna~cd these ideologies as Cogitivc because 
rcasomng and mtelhgencc arc used in both s 1 . d 
I
. · I 1 1 · uperna an 
Hy ~stlc c co ogtcs, thus making it inadvisable to call them 
Ra~~o~al or Intellectual idcolo~ies. The term CogitiYc I 
bel.te'< e fits them because their essenti::tl characteristic is 
~·ebancc upon the reason and not the wul, upon reflection and 
m<rospectwn, and not the sensc.s, and all this involve cogitation. 
Though I have used the word mtrospection in dec;cribing- them 
it is important no.t to in~lude in this category ideologic~ which 
~re base~ upon mnate 1deas, which is something the word 
mtrospcctwn unfortunately tends to suggest. 
Th? ~vr ~riteria which I have used as the basis for making 
thcs? d1stmctwns and fGr classifying ideologies of all kinds, 
I tlunk of as ( 1) the cpistemic criterion, (2) the onolooic crite-
rion, (3) the ~nth~op~c criterion, ( 4) the etiologic ~ritcrion, 
and ( 5) the tchc en tenon. In terms of these criteria, Rationa-
lism a~d. Humanism are typical ~ogitivc Ideologies; both base 
the vahdtty of what they conclude and what they prescribe upon 
the usc of reason; both are open-minded or at most Arrnostic 
(if by Agncstic is simply meant that we do not know ~...,nd no~ 
necessarily that we never <;an know, the ultimate trt.th about 
the ontologie,. the an~hropic and the etiologic prublems), and 
both must log1cally assume tliat the goal of life must be satisfac-
tion, as that is defined in this study. 
Th~ fact that neither scientists nor philosophers have been 
willing to face the difficult task of analyzing and classifying the 
ideologies with which they deal, docs not lessen its imp01 tance. 
Without some such evaluation of the ideologies with which 
science and art, philosophy and religion is concerned, there can 
be no acceptable rational basis for choosing between them, 
and certainly no satisfactory basis for a programme of education 
which will teach man how to behave .like a: normal human 
being ~md how to organize socitties which ~ill make that pos-
sible. 
Because I find myself having to pioneer in this task, the 
difficulty of trying to classify all the theories, doctrines, creeds 
-all the schools of thought here called ideologies -is a dis-
heartening one. Ma~y of these ideologies have appeared, dis-
l 
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appeared, and re-a~peared, . usually under different names, 
from time to time m the hrstory of human thought. The 
mischief for which this is responsible is not only intellectual 
and educational· it is a means for leading mankind to repeat 
over and over ~gain tragic mistakes which might have been 
avcided. An enlightened nation like Germany was persuaded 
bv Adolf Hitler to accept as something new one of the ol~est and 
~ost terrible ideologies of all time, State Slavery, because 
Hitler dressed it in a new name and called it National Socialism. 
What makes classification even more difficult is that the 
ideologies I think of as the super-ideologies are really aggre-
gations of all sorts of ideologies, many of them self-contradictory 
and others inconsistent with the central idea of the super-ideo-
logy by which they are known. 
Super-ideologies versus Special Ideologies. An important dis-
tinction needs to be made between what I think of as super-
ideologies and special ideologies. 
1. Super-Ideologies. Ideology, in the significance which 
Marx attached to the term and in which it is used for the most 
part today, referred to much more than a single and unitive 
body of ideas; it referred to the whole complex of ideologies 
of a whole social system. Bourgeois Ideology represented to 
him much more than the body of ideas which constituted 
laissez faire economics; it included not only the economic 
ideas of the bourgeois world, it included all the ideas reflected 
in the moral, artistic, scientific, religious, marital, and social 
institutions of bourgeois states. It was necessary for Marx to 
throw all these various bodies of ideas together and to treat them 
as though they constituted one consistent ideology because, 
with his Materialistic interpretation of history, all these modern 
ideas, both expressed and practised, were supposed to be mere 
reflections of the bourgeois mode of production and distribution. 
One result of this .Marxian interpretation of ideology was the 
Marxian absurdity which maintains that there is an essential 
diffetence between Marxist science and bourgeois science. 
There is a difference, it is true, but that is because Marxian 
science, in so far as it begins with Marxian dogmas, is not 
scientific at all. 
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yYhat happ~ned in the case of the development of the 
~arx1an. super-rdeology, has ,happened over and over again 
m _the hrstory of mankmd. What began with a special body 
o~ rdeas was ~ventualJy developed into a super-ideology dealing 
wrth all the rdeas and all the institutions of the social svstem. 
M~rxism began with a si~gle_ idea -the idea of aboiishing 
pnvat~ prope;.ty and substltutmg for it state ownership and 
operatiOn of all the means of production and distribution." 
Christianity began in the same way; it began with the idea 
that a single Jewish prophet, Jesus, was the Son of God. By 
the time. the Canon Law had developed fully, there wasn't 
a single rdea or a single institution in Christendom that was 
not included in the super-ideology of Roman Catholicism. 
The history o.f Mohammedanism parallels that of the history 
of the super-Ideology of Christianity. Hinduism too is not 
a mere religious ideology; it is a super-ideology. 
The danger of assuming that super-ideologies are consistent 
wholes and are reflected in consistent social svstems is that 
this has never happened, except occasionally' in primitive 
tribes which were completely isolated for long periods of tiine. 
What happens almost invariably is that ~he supet-ideology 
becomes not a consistent order of ideas, but an agglomeration* 
of ideologies, some reflecting bodies of ideas imported from 
other cultures, some inherited from preceding cultures. Hindu-
ism today is clearly such. an ideology, but so are most of the 
practised super-ideologies of the rest of the world. 
The sin of which Marx was guilty was in condemning 
bourgeois ideology as a whole. Every super-ideology which 
has existed ·for any length of time has in it ideas which are valid 
and ideas which are invalid, and wisdom suggests that however 
bad we may think the central idea of a super-ideology, it should 
not be condemned as a whole. This principle operates in 
reverse fashion too. Those who construct complete theoretical 
• Ideologies which include ideas and ideals which are not consistent with 
their central idea, cannot be classified as a whole unless the basis of classification is 
the central idea. The central idea in the so-called Bourgeois Ideology might be 
said to be competition, yet· co-operation, which is its antithesis, developed in all 
bourgeois societies long before there was a single Socialist state in the world. 
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super-ideologies are rarely completely consistent; inconsistency 
is a human failing. Wisdom dictates that each body of ideo-
logics of which a theoretical super-ideology is composed should 
be weighed on its own merits. Even ill the super-ideologies 
which Hitler and Mussolini created; even in Fascism· and 
National Socialism there were good ideas, however vicious 
the central ideas of Racism and Nationalism may have been. 
No man, not even a great religious prophet like Moham-
med, nor a great social prophet like Marx, whatever the source 
of his inspiration or however great a gcnim he may be, can 
possrbly deal with all the problems cf mankind without making 
mistakes; if people are asked to accept, or what is much worse 
arc forced to accept, the super-ideology of one man, they arr 
deprived of the opportunity· of discriminating between those 
which reason indicates arc valid and those which it indicates 
arc not. 
What is true of such theoretical super-ideologies, is also 
true of implemented super-ideologies. Every culture and 
every society is such an implemented super-ideology. Not one, 
however seemingly perfect, but has it rationalities and in validi-
ties incorporated in some of its ide~s and some of its institutions. 
Good sense indicates taking this into account. The fact that 
the whole of the Oriental world is today frantically trying to 
duplicate the super-ideology of Western civilization is an 
illustration of the mistake to which attention is here being 
called. 
2. Special ldeolop,ier. In contrast to these super-ideologies 
are special ideologies which deal with one special idea and its 
related ideas only. Every science is such a special ideology, 
so is every art. Architecture, which is net merely an art but 
like all arts a special ideology, and biology, which is not merely 
a science but like all sciences a special ideology, are neither of 
them sup~r-ideologies because they do not deal with all the 
ideas and all.the insritutions of a whole culture. 
. There is, of course, a sense in which many special ideo-
logies may be said to deal with everything. Political science 
is an illustration of this. Though it is a. body of ideas suppo-
sedly _relat.ed di!-'~Ct~y. tQ the idea_ of the. state, its subject matter 
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properly inc!udes consideration of all the institutions subject 
to the opeatl~ns of states. Super-ideologies, even though their 
central Idea IS not that of the state nevertheless deal with 
political_ science. The acceptance ~f Mohammedanism as 
a s~per-1deology e~tails the acceptance of the Caliphate ao; the 
basis for the orgamzation of the state· the acccntance of Mar-
xism as a s~re:-ideolo~y, the accepta~ce of org~nization of the 
state by a dictatorship of the proletariat." · · 
. . Th~oretical versus Practised Ideologies. A second important 
d1stmct10n needs to be considered- that between theoretical 
ideologies and practiced, or implemented, ideologies. 
. All id~ologie.s are either theoretical constructions, or they 
are Ideologies which have been put into practice and historically 
"implemented." All the pure sciences are theoretical construc-
tions.; all the applied sciences, ideologies which are practised 
and Implemented. But the distinction, important as it is in the 
c~s~ cf ~hcse kinds of sciences~ is academic in comparison with the 
d1stmct10n between theoretical economic, polltical and social 
ideologies, and economic, political and social ideologies which 
have been implemented and put 'into practice. Every new 
ideology begins as a theory - as a theory developed in the 
mind o~ either a single individual or a group of individuals. 
Buc if it is a theory calling foe motor-action, a theory for the 
organization and operation of social institutions and enterprises 
of various kinds; it ceases to be a theoretical ideology the 
moment it is put into practice by any group or any society. 
Marxism, like Capitalism, began as a theoretical ideology. 
What Marx and Engels developed was a theory for the recons-
truction of society. What they concocted remained a theore-
tical ideology for a full century before it began to be put into 
practice by the Bolshevik Party after the Russian Revolution 
of 1917; the idea of a "dictatorship of the proletariat" 
remained a mere theory until Lenin, Trostky and Stalin esta-
bli~hed such a dictatorship by overthrowing the democratic 
.government which was established under the leadership of 
Kerensky. 
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This too was the case with Capitalism; it was a theoretical 
ideology at the time that Francis Quesnay in France and Adam 
Smith in England began to write about it. 
And this too was the case with Christianity, at the time 
when Christ and his twelve disciples first began to preach their 
gospel. 
All theoretical ideologies are in a ·sense utopian in the 
beginning; they cease to be utopian the moment they are put 
into practice and implemented. 
Conventional versus Novel Ideologies. The problem in dealing 
with conflicting ideologies impartially and objectively is 
rendered difficult by the very human tendency to think of them 
as acceptable, particularly educationally, whef!. they are 
practised and everybody is accustomed to taking them for 
granted, or as unacceptable when they are novel and theoretical; 
by the tendency to think of those which are already accepted 
as practical, and those which are still novel or theoretical as 
impractical and utopian. Conventional ideologies are consi-
dered practical, (quite without regard to their practicality from 
an oqjective standpoint), merely because they are already 
accepted; while ideologies which are not yet accepted, are 
considered impractical and utopian, not because they are in 
fact impossible or undesirable, but for no better reason than 
they are not accepted and not being practised. 
The modern dietetic ideology, with its conventional pres-
cription of white bread, white sugar, white rice and other refined 
foodstuffs, is considered practical in America, and most of the 
industrialized world, (in spite of the fact that from the standpoint 
of health such a diet is most impractical), simply because it is 
the accepted conventional diet of the industrialized world. 
The theoretical dietetic ideology which advocates the consump-
tion of whole foods -of whole wheat bread, of brown rice, 
of molasses and honey instead of white sugar -is considered 
by most Americans as queer, utopian and ·impractical; and 
the unconventional minority which advocates and practises it, 
are stigmatized as cranks and crackpots not because it is in .. 
fact a mistaken solution of the dietetic problem, (a question 
~ ·. 
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which is never even e~amin~d !), but simply because it runs 
counter to the conventiOnal 1deas of the masses whose tastes 
reflect nothing but dietetic indoctrination by the propagan-
dists of the American food industry. 
T_heo.~y versus Practice. The actual folkways of any people 
- the1.r m~plemente~ and practised ideologies -simply reflect 
the h1stonc evolutiOn of their ideologies. Folkways both 
mo.dern and of course primit.ive, are seldom, therefore, re~resen­
tat~ve ~f any :ompletely logical and consistent ideology. Theo-
retical 1deolog1es do not have to labour under this disadvantage. 
· .The tr.ansfor~ation of a theoretical ideology, originally 
cons1dered 1mpract1cal and utopian, into an implemented and 
practised ideology, invariably results in a loss of its original 
purity and fullness. Christianity and Democracy and Capi-
talism and Communism, were all at one period in th\ir histories, 
theoretical ideologies, and at the time they were first propagated 
considered impractical and utopian. Christianity in Europe, 
Democracy and Capitalism in America, and Communism in 
Russia, are all today implemented ideologies. But if the actual 
behaviour of so-called Christian Europe is compared with 
Christianity as it was conceived and taught to the declining 
pagan world in Rome by Augustine in his "City of God;" if 
Communist behaviour as practised in Soviet Russia, in Com-
munist China, and in the other Communist states of today is 
compared with the Communism prescribed by Marx in his 
''Kapital" and by Marx and Engels in their "Communist Mani-
festo;" if the Democracy practised in America is compared 
with the Democracy advocated by Rousseau in "The Social 
Contract," the difference in the purity and fullness of practised 
and theoretical ideologies becomes clear. 
The Lunatic Fringe. In a tradition-bound, static culture 
there is usually only one ideology dealing with each of the 
various problems of living. Primitive and savage cultures, 
which are naturally static, accept their ideologies for the simple 
reason that they have only one to choose; they do not have to 
choose among more than one. But the American of today, 
living in a constantly changing, essentially traditionless culture, 
) 
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is literally surrounded and besieged by the advocates of idee-
logics of all sorts. Many of those generally considered impracti-
cal and utopian arc obviously nothing of the sort; they are often 
far more practical and desirable than those which arc generally 
accepted not only by the masses of Americans but by those 
who ·lead and educate them. 
Other ideologies, often with many followers, plainly belong 
to what might be called th~ "lunatic fringe" of ideologies. The 
educated man today, versed in science and free from suprrsti-
tions and vulgar rrrors, who thinks that idcologirs like Astro-
logy and Numerology which border on the lunatic and the 
scandalous either in theory 0r in practice, are unimportant, is 
ignorant of the real world in which he lives. No matter how 
successful he may be nor how practical and hard-headed he 
may think pimsclf, he has not yet escaped from the academic 
cloisters in which hie; pattern of thinking about mankind was 
first set. The assumption that modern man is a rational being 
living in a scientific cultm e, is untrue. The fact of the matter 
is th;t most people today not only believe in many ideologies 
which modern science has pronounced delusional, but often 
act on the basis of one or more of the most scientifically disrepu-
table of all ideologies. In literate America, after a century of 
expenditure for formal education- greater perhaps than ever 
made before in all the resl of the world put together -there 
are actually millionc; of men and women who drive around in 
automobiles, usc the telephone and the radio, operate compli-
cated machinery in factories, to whom Astrology means more 
than Astronomy, Numerology more than Mathematics, and 
Spiritism more than Science. · 
The popuiarity of Astrology and Numerology points clearly 
to a vacuum in the education of people with regard to causality 
and fate; the movement toward free-love, to the existence of 
social, religious and legal taboos in the matter of sex and mar-
riage which need reform; .the survival of Spiritism, to a protest 
by people against the fact that modern man is being taught 
nothing adequate about d~ath. 
It may be true that not only these, but all unconventional 
ideas, tend to be promoted by those whom smug people call 
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cranks. B~t a c~ank, after all, is merely the victim of excessive 
preoccupatiOn ~~t~ one compartmentalized idea. He is par 
excelle~ce a spec1ahst. Very often, however,. he is no more 
sectanan, and n? more circumscribed in his vision, than the 
~erfectly convent10n~l, professi?nal, ar~stic and scientific specia-
lists who devote the1r whole hves to learning more and more 
.... about less and less." Many of the ideologies upon which these 
popular and academically approved specialists concentrate 
are actually more futile, more useless and more sterile than thos; 
subjects to which the cranks and enthusiasts for whom these 
scientific and academic specialists profess unbounded contempt, 
devote themselves. 
No th.oughtful person can afford to dismiss these extremely 
unconventJO~al and heterodox ideologies by saying that they 
are the creatiOn of cranks.· That is to run the risk of failing to 
distinguish between unconventional ideas which are founded 
on falsities, and unconventional ideas which are founded on 
truths. It is to run the risk of dismissing all unconventional 
ideologies, true and false, just because they are unconventional. 
It is refusing to seek the kernel of truth often hidden within an 
obvious husk of half-truth, superstition and error which leads 
the scientifically trained conventional person to reject. them 
in their entirety. 
Normative Ideologies. It is the fact that mankind has from 
time immemorial lived in accordance with normative ideologies, . 
and the fact that theoretical and utopian ideologists so often 
succeed in putting their ideas into practice, which makes the 
distinction between normative and metho~ological, descriptive 
and applied ideologies so important. Until the distinction 
between normative scientific ideologi~s and all other scientific 
ideologies is recognized by scientists· themselves, no . scientific 
evaluation of the ideologies in accordance with which mankind 
lives, and is being urged to live, will become possible. 
Mathematics, logic and semantics are methodological 
ideologies; astronomy, physics and geology descriptive ideologies. 
Physics, for instance, is a descriptive ideology because it. des-
cribes the world, statically and dynamically, in terms of concepts 
like that of matter and energy. 
I 
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Mechanics, on the other hand, is an applied ideology; it 
takes the facts and the principles described by physics and tells 
us how they can be used and applied in the realization of human 
needs and desires. 
But the normative ideologies, unlike these sciences, do not 
deal with methods, or descriptions, or applications; ~hey consist 
of ideas and ideals which prescribe what human bemgs should 
or ought to do, and why they should and ought. to act and live 
as thus prescribed. Medicine and law are h1ghly developed 
normative ideologies; so are religion and philosophy. Eugenics 
and euthanasia, on the other hand, are undeveloped normative 
ideologies, and so unfortunately are all the social sciences. 
Their failure to develop as normative sciences deprives us of any 
really rational means of choosing among .con~ic~ng a~d often 
antagonistic normative ideologies. A few illustratiOns w1ll make 
clear what is involved. 
Capitalism and Communism are normative ideologies be-
cause each prescribes different ways in which capital should be 
owned and operated. Industrialism is likewise a normative 
ideology, because it prescribes prod~ction and manufac~ur~ of 
goods in factories on a large scale, m contrast to Agranamsm, 
another normative ideology, which prescribes small-scale 
and home-production. Christianity, like all other religions, 
is a normative ideology which prescribes what human beings 
should believe and the manner in which they should worship. 
Vegetarianism is a normative ideology because h presctibes 
what they should eat; it tells them to restrict their diet to f1 uits, 
nuts, grains, vegetables and other forms· of plant life, and for-
bids them to eat meat and other animal products like eggs and 
rriilk. Allopathy, or Materia Medica, Homeopathy, Osteo-
pathy, and Christian Science are all normative ideologies be-
ca,use each prescribes what human beings should do to restore 
their health when· it has in any manner been impaired. 
If ed~cadon fails to furnish the individual help in choosing 
between conflicting ideologies of these kinP,s, it fails completely 
in its task of dealing with the problems of the. whole man. 
' . There are, of course, descriptive elements in all normativ~ 
ideologies. Every .normative ideology predicates itself upon 
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posLulates and a~sumptions of some sort about the world with 
which it deals; it bases itself upon some interpretation of the 
facts with which the pufe or purely descriptive sciences, deal. 
But the important and significant distinction between the two 
kinds of ideologies is that one prescribes how some problem 
or problems should be dealt with by individuals or gfOups, 
while the others stop at the mere description of what is, or what 
has taken place. 
There are~ similarly, normative elements of a kind in even 
the purest of descriptive ideologies- even in such pure ideo-
logies as mathematics - but this normative element is restricted 
to what they maintain the individual should believe, and how 
he should fvrmulate and c~mmun~cate what he believ~.o:;. 
Normative ideologies, unlike most descriptive ideologies, 
never remain in the academic cloister; they leave the study and 
the laboratory and wrestle with the aclivities of mankind; they 
do not shrink from, but on the contrary grapple with, the prob-
lems of man and of society. Normative ideologies ate net, of 
course, necessarily valid because they are norma~ive. Many 
of them base themselves upon unscientific assumptiom:, and many 
of them draw illogical conclusions from scientific premises. 
But whether true or false, beautiful or ugly, good or bad in what 
they prescribe about how human beings should act, they at least 
deal with what are the inescapable living problems of mankind. 
. Education and Ideolog_y. The ideology called evolution is 
a purely de~criptiv;; scientific ideology. It describes and accounts 
for the origin of different species of plants and animalS; it pre£-
cribes nothing about how plants or animals should be treated · 
and least of all about how human beings should treat each 
other; at the very most it prescribes what people should believe 
about the controversy between the advocates of special creation 
and those of evolution. As long as those who teach evolution 
teach it properly, its use as a basis for normative ideologies is 
apt to do no harm. But if it is improp~rly interpreted, as .has 
unfortunately been the case with the 1deology of evolutwn, 
immense harm can result. 
When the ideology of evolution io:; reduced to a single, 
catchy phrase, such as "the struggle for the survival of the fittest," 
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it becomes easy to popularize it, teach it, and obtain its accept-
anct". Such popularizations are, unfortunately, too often down-
right misrep1esenta.:ions of the ideologies with which they 
become identified. They represent the substitution of mere 
slogans for adequate statements of the full and usually complex 
facts involved. To reduce Darwin's "Origin of Species" and 
"Descent of Man" to such a slogan, is to leave out all the logical 
limitations, amplifications, modifications ·and interpretations 
which intelligent protagonists of evolution have in mind. 
Kropotkin wrote "Mutual Aid" in a futile attempt to cor-
rect the misleading world-wide impression cl'eated by the. popu-
larization of the idea that evolution functioned only as result 
of the struggle of all against each other in a ruthless struggle for 
survival. Though he showed conclusively that natural science 
furnished overwhelming evidence that co-operation was just a~ 
essential as competition to survival, and just as potent a factor 
in the evolution of mankind, the truth has never managed to 
catch up with its falsification. Competition, as it is interpreted 
by most of the opponents of Capitalism, is completely mis-
rt"presented; all competition is thought to be predatory, and 
the fact that most of it is fraternal and not predatory, is ignored. 
The temptation not only of the masses but of those who 
have higher education, to act both individually and collectively 
on slogans rather than adequate understanding of ideologies, 
presents what is perhaps the greatest single difficulty in the right-
education and re-educat:ion of mis-educated mankind. The 
average graduate of modern education reflects, chooses and acts 
not with the qualifications which should be taken into account 
when implementing an ideology, but as though every ideology 
could be reduced to a closed, complete, consistent, and compart-
mentalized doctrine expressable in a single slogan. 
Modern scientists, with their predominantly Mechanistic 
and Materialistic approach to all the problems of man and of 
society, may not want those whom they lead and whom they 
teach to accept, much less to act upon, an unqualified and 
narrow Mechanistic and Materialistic body of ideas. But 
unfortunately that is what has in fact happened and will 
continue to happen, unless just as much thought and effort are 
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put into normative education of the right kind as into the merely 
scholarly formulations of pure science. When the people of the 
Western World finally sub~tituted the scientific method for reve-
lation ac a meam: of establishing the truth and the doctrine of 
evolution for the doctrine of special creation as that had been 
tau_ght _throughout Christendom, they made it possible to 
ratwnahze preda~ory Capitalism en the theory that it represented 
"the struggle for the survival of the fittest" and to rationalize 
predatory competition on the principle of "Each man for him-
self and devil take the hindmost." The tragic internecine, 
international, and inter-racial rivalries recorded in history for 
the past century and a half, which are so often justified in the 
name of evolution, are quite logical' consequences of the failure 
of modern science to face the problem of developing normative 
science as highly as they have developed the descriptive sciences. 
Man must not only be taught to know, he must not only 
be crammed full of facts, he must also be taught how to use 
his knowledge and what to do with his facts. That life could 
more be humanized with fewer facts and more wisdom in 
implementing them, is undeniable. 
Every individual, willy nilly, lives and acts on the basis of 
whole groups of ideologies, even though no man may hav.e, 
or ever will, live and act entirely consif.tently in accordance 
with any one of them. In addition, individuals habitually 
choose ~deologies from time to time, sometimes deliberately and 
sometimes unconsciously, often ideologies which are implied 
and not expressed, for the purpose of motivating or justifying 
the things which they do and the manner in which they do 
them. What makes this so important is the fact: that they either 
accept the prevailing ideologies in their own culture, as modern 
man accepts the ideologies which industrial and urban civiliza-
tion is implementing; or they choose some of the alternative 
ideologies which people are being urged to substitute for the 
ideologies of their own culture - ideologies based either upon 
new theories or old but forgotten theories, or which are being 
practised elsewhere by peoples of other races and nationalities; 
or they deliberately choose their ideologies as rational human 
beings should, after adequately studying those which contra-
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diet one another in their prescriptions for dealing with the 
problems the individual faces. 
If men and women are to be permitted just to grow up, 
choosing their ideologies by accident, or accepting them more 
or less automatically along with their acceptance of their own 
families and their own cultures, their own mother-tongues and 
their own religions, then right-education must provide them with 
rational methods for choosing among them. Right-education 
must be able to help them distinguish between them; help them 
to make adequate comparisons of one with another; and then, 
by providing them with criterions which will enable them to 
choose those which resolve both their own personal and their own 
society's problems, help them to choose rightly between them. 
Instead of permitting them to shift about, accepting ideologies 
which may reflect only their prejudices or the fashions of the 
moment, it must help them to adopt ideologies which are valid 
universally and perpetually; which do not apply to living in only 
one country on the Earth, or to living in only one particular 
period in the history of mankind; which do not prescribe one 
manner of conduct for one aspect of living and contradictory 
conduct for others; but which are truly consistent; and are ade-
quate because they equip them completely and wholly for action 
in• dealing with all aspects of living, and do not leave them 
confronted with grave problems unequipped with practicable 
ideas about how to deal with them. Oth;.;rwise, however 
thoroughly modern science may be crammed into their heads 
to excite their imagination and stimulate their activities, nothing 
genuinely valuable will have been contributed toward the 
solution of the problem of how the individual should live, 
here and now. 
Other criteria, perhaps be;tter, may be found for helping 
people to choose among ideologies than those which I am here 
suggesting as essential to the education of the whole man. 
But there methods I have found work. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE NATURE OF HUMAN ACTION 
I hear what you say; I see what you do -
Ancient Chinese Proverb. 
The educator may not wish to be a social engineer, but 
he cannot avoid being one. For teaching ineradicably involves 
social engineering; it is impossible for the teacher to avoid 
dealing with basic problems, much less the ideologies which 
purport t0 solve them, without indulging in what I am calling 
social engineering. Without a proper social science, he can 
teach, but he cannot deal with this aspect of education properly; 
what he teaches will not bear properly on the problems with 
which his students will have to grapple, and for the resolution 
of which his profession should equip them. To answer the 
question of how to educate properly he cannot avoid dealing with 
the question of what kind of sociery to educate for. 
If this dilemma is to be resolved, a fresh approach to the 
social sciences* is needed, for the existing approaches have a 
sociological bias which calls for · correction. 
Today, we take it for granted that the function of educa-
tion is fulfiled if the individual is "adjusted" to the existing 
modern world; if he is equipped" with the facts and techniques 
that will enable him to live as progress in the modern world 
prescribes; if he is made the kind of citizen or subject the leaders 
of the nation consider desirable; if he is prepared to fill some 
niche in the economic or political or social system created for 
him by the business men or politicians who happen to exercise 
power; if he becomes a kind of specialist who can earn what 
* That these sciences were called "social sciences" is, I believe, one of the most 
unfortunate events in the history of science. They should have been called the 
"human sciences," or if a Greek term is to be used, the anthropic or better still, 
the praxiologic sciences, since they are sciences ·dealing with man's behaviour, of 
which his social activities are .merely one manifestation. Calling them social 
science has contributed to the bias represented by the sociological approach to 
their study. 
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will enable him to enjoy the standard of living that modern 
·progress has made possible. .It is taken .fm; granted, (under the . 
prevailing concept of education), that It IS not the educator's 
profession to furnish leadersh~p in the matter of .how human 
beings should live, or how society should be orgarused to make 
such living possible. 
It is not, it is assumed, the function of education to huma-
nise him, to equip him to live as a normal human being, nor 
to help him create the social institutions and the social condi-
tions that would make such living possible for all mankind. 
His humanity, and that of the existing social order, are 
taken for granted, although the facts of history and the condi-
tion& of society everywhere completely belie this assumption. 
What the facts and the conditions necessitate amounts . to 
nothing less than an educational revolution. Only if a properly 
educated and humanized population is created will mankind 
progress in the direction in which it should at a rate which 
will neither neuroticise the individual nor involve the sort of 
violence which bestializes everybody. 
It is because we accept the role of adjustment · to the 
prevailing world that the basic assumptions of education and of 
educators today are sociological and not praxiological; it is be-
cause of these assumption that the sociological approach to the 
development of the social sciences is accepted, and the specia-
lities which constitute the modern curriculum of education are, 
thetefore, accepted. But if this sociological approach is invalid, 
as history in the past half century has demonstrated, or even 
if it is not the only approach that should be used; if the praxio-
logical approach is in fact essential to the creation of genuinely 
human rather than merely social sciences, then we find ourselves 
confronted with the necessity of substituting humanization for 
adjustment as the basic function of education. 
This is the contention of this study: that education should 
be based upon a science of human action, both individual and 
collective in scope; that adequate analysis of the nature of 
human action proves conclusively that the preoccupation of 
' ,, 
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s?cial :cie~tists o~ all kinds.- economists, sociologists, poli-
tical scten~Ist~-With the sociOlogical approach, introduces a 
hopeless bras mto education; that it begins by making the edu-
cator. ~cc~pt the role of adjuster instead of leader; and ends by 
-c.onditlom~g those whom he teaches to accept collective and poli-
tical solutiOns for what they are almost gleefully told are social 
problems, when in reality most of them are problems that can 
be far better solved family by family, and individual by irldi-
vidual. 
In what respect does the praxiological approach differ 
from the sociological approach? The answer is in the nature 
of the entiry selected for stud_y. The entities studied ~o-day by our 
social scientists are all collectivities- entities like a society, 
a culture, a nation, an economy. The present situ~ti9n calls 
not for the abandonment of such studies, but for adequate study 
of the entity here called the individual human action. Until this 
entity has been scientifically studied and fully taken into ac-
count, it is no exaggeration to say that social sciences ::will 
remain nesciences rather than genuine sciences. 
Since the xecommendation here made is that the entity 
to be studitd should consist of individual actions; that the 
p·articulars to be scientifically exa~ined, should be indiv1dual 
actions and not the hypostatisations which I have called col-
lectivities, what must first be done is adequately to describe 
and in effect define what is meant by an individual human 
action. · 
The essential constituent of living is time. If the problem 
of how to live like a normal human being is to be solved, the 
unit of study must not be a thing such as matter, nor a condition 
of "things" like life, and certainly not a hypostatiz;ation like a 
society; it must. ideally be a .measurable fact like a unit of time. 
Every event in life, including the rriost trivial and the 
most significant, manifests itself only in what individual human 
beings do or believe or value during intervals of time. What they 
do during these intervals - the actions into which they divide 
their time- can be observed. They can be meticulously 
o bsei ved and · meticulously recorded; they can be classified; 
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they can be the subject of induction and deducti?n; above all, 
they can be individually, and not only collectively, planned 
and controlled. 
How to live is in reality therefore the problem of how to 
~ct. Biography and also history~ in the fina~ analysis, a~e n;.e~ely 
records of individual human actwns. Man s problem m hvmg, 
if i\ is ever to be deal.t w~th .r~tionally, mus~ be res~ate~ in 
terms of the things which mdividual human bemgs do m time, 
and the manner in which they should occupy themselves during 
these intervals of time. 
Human Action.. The term· human action, it is true, is 
an abstraction· it is a universal not a particular. But the 
actualities to which it refers are not abstractions. Every human 
action every human experience, every condition of awareness 
of an 'event by a human being, is something particular. It is 
a .particular because every action witho~t except~on is e~peri­
enced by particular individual human bemgs, dunng particular 
intervals of time, and at particular places on the Earth. 
In what is loosely referred to as social. action and more 
specifically in this study as interaction, the fact that two or more 
individuals participate in an interaction does not alter the fact 
that for each of the participants, the interaction is a particular 
individual action. In what are loosely referred to as events, 
the fact that an event may consist of a series of related actions 
performed often by a large number of individuals, does not 
alter the fact that for each participant in the event, the event 
consists of a single particular action or of a single series of parti-
cular actions. 
To concretise the concept of human action; to transform 
the ~oncept from a vague notion into a clear idea; to furnish 
the social and behavioural sciences with empirically observ-
able and classifiable particulars for study; to provide for the 
rational organisation of education; to provide philosophical, 
religious and ideological prescriptions for human conduct on an 
objective foundation, there must be recognition of the fact that 
all human life consists of what particular individuals do, experi-
ence, or become aware of, in particular places, on particular 
calendrical dates, and during particular intervals of time. 
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The concept interval of time is crucial to the recogmtwn 
of the scientific validity of the entity with which science and 
philosophy, and above all education, must deal if the individual 
is to be equipped to deal rationally and humanely with the 
proble~ which confront him in the course of his life. 
The intervals during which acts of essentially the same 
nature take place are never exactly identical; there is a rela-
tively narrow range witliin which acts of the same class vary. 
The variation between actions of different classes, on the other 
hand, ranges from a matter of seconds to many hours. But 
always each action* is followed, without a break from birth to 
death, by a subsequent act -sometimes by the simple repe-
tition of the act just finished, as a worker on an assembly line 
repeats the same action over and over again; sometimes by a 
totally different kind of action, as when this same worker, the 
moment he stops working, walks away from his appointed sta-
tion on the assembly line, takes off his work clothes, goes to a bus 
which will take him home, and so, action after action, as long 
as life lasts. Some of these acts last only a few seconds, as in 
drinking a glass of water; some of them many hours, as in 
sleeping. 
Action, as here defined, may refer to ( 1) doing something 
during an interval of time, (2) experiencing something during 
an interval of time, or merely (3) being aware of something during 
an interval of time. 
1. Doing. What I am at this present moment doing 
is writing. A particular person, Ralph Borsodi, is performing 
this act; in a particular place, in my home in Melbou~ne, 
Fl01ida, U.S.A.; at a particular time, on July 3,1956. Smce 
writing is an act differing significantly from. other kinds. of 
acts; since it is an act which I perform many umes, and which 
many other writers perform, all these acts can be properly 
* J t should be borne in mind that many kinds of acts take place si~ultaneously; 
while writing a letter, the acts of breathing, thinking, writing, sitting,_ ~re all bemg p_erformed 
at the same time: hence the interval of time devoted t<? wrt!mg a !etter ts re~lly 
an interval during which a complex: of mental an~ phystologtcal a~uons are _takmg 
place. But each act, like the act of writing a lett~r, ~nds at some Ume, and ts then 
necessarily followed by another act of some kmd. 
' 
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d · lassification which can be properly designated gr~~pe mito a c y 1·nstance these acts involve duration. The wntmg. n ever . . b 
interval in this case during which I have been wntl?g egan 
10 43 d Will end at the moment I start domg some-at . a.m. an . 
thing else. 
2. Experiencing. It is of course ~ru.e that while I. ~m 
writing I am also experiencing. ~ut ~t JS necessary to dJstm-
. h b tween doing and expcnencmg became there are gms c . h' h h . 
" t " crformed by every human bemg w 1c e expenences, 
ac s p h "d " h but of which it is not possible to say tha~ e. oes t em_ or 
that he is "aware" of what he is expeuencmg. L~st mght 
I la down to sleep. Lying down was an act of wh1ch I ':as 
ye as well as one involving doing. But the act of sleepzng, 
awar , d · 1 · 
which by its very nature is performe un~onscwus y '. IS an 
Perien_ ce involving neither awareness nor domg. Yet It does ex · · 1 h' h have duration - it takes place durmg an mterva w IC can 
be measured. 
3. Awareness. Similarly, it is necessary to distinguish 
acts which consist primarily of awareness from those which 
consis't of doing, because they involve l~ttl.e t~an ~an be called 
"doing". Looking at a landscape consists pnmanly of aware-
ness· sheer awareness is the most significant aspect of what is 
"do~e". by the individual in the course of such an action. 
But these passive acts, too, have in common with doing and 
experiencing the characteristic of duration. 
The (:lassification of Human Actions, The whole of· this 
study is based upon s·ome eight thousand recorded observa-
tions of individual human actions. Some of these actions 
were personally observed by myself and my collaborators; 
observed as ·recorded in newspapers and magazines, in 
histories and bjographies. In each instance some effort was 
made to determine what moved the individual to perform the 
act, and ·what followed from it. This is, it is true, a ludicrously 
·insufficient number. When this number is compared with 
'the n:umber of observations· made by zoologists in the study of 
animals, and botanists in the study of plants, its insufficiency 
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be?omes staggering. Millions of observations of plants and 
arumals have been made by botanists and zoologists and as a 
result they can speak with some confidence about th '11' 
. f . 1 h' . e m1 10n species 0 aruma s w Ich they have identified, and the three 
hundred thousand plants which have been similarly identified. 
. Yet the classification of this small number of human act' 
h . 1 b' wns by t e ent1re y o ~ective method I have used has been suffi-
cie.nt to pro~uce value-judgments of the utm'ost importance . 
W1~hout mak.mg ~ny effort to pass a moral judgment upon the 
actwns, c~assificatwn of them has nevertheless produced judg-
ments which conform so completely with the moral judgments 
of the greatest leaders .of mankind and the insights of the wisest 
men who have ever hved, that no one who studies them can 
lightly dismiss what is here claimed for this method of study. 
I have .with me here in ~ndia, (where I am re-writing my 
draft of this chapter on wh1ch I last worked in the United 
States four years ago), nearly four hundred charts as I call 
them, which consist of classifications of these eight' thousand 
actions. All human actions, as I shall later make clear, have 
many aspects, and it is possible to classify them on the basis 
of any one of them. But all of them finally combine in one 
or the other of the fourteen basic categories of actions to which 
this study finally led. All of these charts represent classifica-
tions of these same eight thousand actions from one or another 
of these fourteen basic aspects. To illustrate what is involved, 
I ain including in this chapter two of the charts which record 
the end-results of the classification of the actions from two 
distinct basic aspects - their ethical and their occupational 
aspects. 
These two charts, I believe, are sufficient to make clear 
that what emerges ·as a result of this apparently mechanical 
process of classification, are value judgments. Both charts illus- · 
trate what I have in mind. But the chart which I am number-
ing Chart IV, which classifies the actions from their ethical 
aspects, is an easier one to discuss; everybody knows that actions 
have ethical aspects; only those who have taken part in the 
seminars I have conducted on this subject know what I mean 
by the occupational aspects of human actions. 
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CLASSIFlCATION ETHICALLY OF HUMAN ACTIONS OF ALL KINDS 
(From The Ethical Problem) 
the Classification of the eight thousand actions upon This chart summanzes . . 
. . d · b d in accordance with the1r eth1cal aspects. The 
wh1ch this whole stu Y IS ase ' . · h d 1 
. . . h fi 1 are called DivisJOns, m t e secon co umn Sub-classifications m t e rst co umn . 
categories, and in the third, Categones. 
Prohibited Pseudo-Immoral 
Individual Actions. 
Prohibited Immoral Individual 
Actions. 
Proscribed Immoral Actions. 
Mandatory Harmonious Individual 
Actions. 
Mandatory Individual Disciplinary 
Actions. 
Prescribed Harmonious Actions. 
Normal Harmonious Individual 
Actions. 
) Immoral Individual i Human A<tinn. 
Moral Individual 
Human Actions 
• 
} 
Amoral Individual 
Human Actions 
CHART IV 
:·Human Actions 
. of All Kinds 
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OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF HUMAN ACTIONS OF ALL KINDS 
(From The Occupational Problem) 
This chart summarizes the classification of the eight thousand actions upon 
which this whole study is based, in accordance with their occupational aspects. 
The classifications in the first column are called Divisions, in the second column, 
Sub-Categories, and in the third, Categories. 
Independent VVork 
Dependent VVork 
Cathartic Recreations 
Participations 
Spectations 
Anabolic Recuperations 
Catabolic Recuperations 
} Work 
} Recreations Occupations of All Kinds 
} Recuperations 
CHART V 
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Classification upon the basis of two characteristics* pre-
sent in all human actions - the causes or motives of actions 
and the effects or consequences of actions - these actions all 
finally fell into three distinct ethical categories, designated on 
Chart IV as (I). immoral, as (2) moral, and as (3) amoral 
actions. The actions in the sub-categories of immoral actions 
in turn fell into three divisions called (1) prohibited pseudo-
immoral actions, (2) prohibited immoral actions, and (3) pros-
cribed immoral actions. The actions in the sub-category of 
moral actions fell into four divisions called ( 1) mandatory 
harmonious actions, (2) mandatory disciplinary actions, and 
(3) prescribed harmonious actions. 
For the moment it is unnecessary to pursue the analysis 
of ethical actions any further; those who want to feel certain 
that these classifications are objective and not subjective in 
nature should push their analysis of the actions classified in 
the chart down the ladder of abstraction to the level of the 
actual cases which are used as the objects of observation. 
These are the best of grounds for assuming that in spite 
of the small number of observations relative to the importance 
of the undertaking, this categorisation can be applied to all 
human behaviour whatsoever, without regard to the culture 
involved. Whatever the reaction to my terminology, the 
fact is that the definitions are not made arbitrarily, but in terms 
of significant characteristics common to the actions in each 
category. 
What is the meaning and importance of this so far as edu-
cation is concerned? Granted that the function of education 
* Of these two characteristics, the first is a matter of inference, the second a 
ma~ter of observation. In virtually all the reports· and observations of human 
actions used in this study, there is some description of the effect consequence 
subsequent action or actions which follow the observed action. With regard to th~ 
purpose or motive of the observed action,, there is often not only the stated purpose 
of the person who performed the act, (~h1c~ sh<;»uld be taken cum grano salis, because 
stated purposes too often represent rauonahzauons and tend to ignore unconscious 
motivations), but there is also the inference which can be made from the nature 
of the ac~on itself; It is possibl~, for i?Stance, !n recordin~ observations of a person 
engage~ m th.e ~ct '!f eaurlg, q~!te Iogtcally to mfer that hlS purpose was "to satisfy 
hunger of hlS des1re for food , even though the person observed said nothing at 
all about his purpose in performing the act. 
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is humanisation, and that humanisation without education 
in values is a contradiction in terms, nothing becomes more impor-
tant than to provide the educator with an objective basisfor teaching 
values. The social sciences today furnish him no such basis. 
On the contrary, they have deprived him of those which 
religion and tradition formerly furnished him. So the educator 
today talks about the relativity and the subjectivity of all values 
and is forced to dismiss as unscientific all the moral absolutes 
which religion and tradition, and even the law today, still 
consider binding upon human beings. 
If the praxiological approach in contrast to the sociologi-
cal approach provides such absolutes, we educators will find 
ourselves once again able to include in our curriculums the 
teaching of values. 
The moral categories which emerge from the classifica-
tions summarized in Chart III can be accepted for planning 
moral education because they are not based upon divine revela-
tion or upon the arbitrary human authority of secular law, 
but because, like the laws of the physi~al sciences, they are 
based upon natural laws -not subjectively evoked, but 
laws which like all natural laws, men have discovered. 
And the basis of discovery is, as the ancient Chinese 
proverb quoted at the beginning of this chapter puts it, not 
what people say but what they do. 
1. Normal versus Abnormal Actions. The study of 
human action might well begin with the consideration of 
three fundamental distinctions, the distinction (a) between 
normal and abnormal actions, (2) between individual and 
gregational actions, and (3) between automatic and voluntary 
actions. Chart VI diagrams these actions. 
The distinction between normal and abnm mal actions 
acquires its importance from the biological necessity under 
which homo sapiens labours, of learning how he should act. 
The plasticity of .the instincts, and the high degree of irrita-
bility of homo sapiens, makes it impossible for him to rely upon 
his instincts and instinctive impulses in determining how to 
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act. He must therefore learn to distinguish between acts 
which it is normal and those which it is abnormal for him to 
perform. Interesting as it is to know how men do act, the real 
problem is not that of merely acquiring information about 
how men in this or that culture act, as anthropology and socio-
logy provides it, but how individua:ls without regard to the 
conventions of particular cultures should act. Science and 
history provide us merely with the raw material for dealing with 
this problem when it furnishes facts but docs not venture to do 
what every parent finds it necessary to do in rearing children 
- tell them how they should act. 
It is, for instance, normal for man to eat those foods 
which nourish the body and maintain it in a state of optimum 
health; it is abnormal, on the other hand, to eat foods which 
contain toxic substances or which are without the various 
nutrients -vitamins and minerals, proteins and starches -
which the body requires if it is not to break down. That eat-
ing of the first kind of foods is ncrmal, and ea,ting of the second 
kind is abnormal, everyone will, of course, admit. But that 
this distinction applies to every kind of human ac.tion what-
soever, is something which is not w obvious, and its enormous 
importance in providing a basis for the right-behaviour and 
the right-education of mankind is even less obvious until atten-
tion is called to it. 
It is the contention of this study that distinctions between 
what is normal ·aud what is abnormal in all kinds of human 
actions can be formulated which are not arbitrary; which 
do not draw their sanctions. from custom or tradition, from 
statues or religions, and which can be vindicated by the fact 
that they are objective ·and scientific in nature. 
But so important is this normative in contrast to descrip-
tive study of human actions to . the creation of a foundation 
for humanization and for right-education that it demands 
detailed consideration at our hands. Since this is the subject-
matter of Chapter 7, dealing with the establishment of norms 
of human action, nothing more is needed at the moment than 
to take note of the profound importance of the two great sub-
ciategories into which all actions which human beings perform 
dvide themselves. 
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HUMAN ACTIONS OF ALL KINDS 
Hereditary Actions } Indirectly 
Instinctive Actions Controllable 
Tropismic Actions Automatic 
Unconscious Actions Individual 
Actions Normal 
Acquired Actions } Dk«<l' 
Individual 
Initial Actions Controilable 
Actions 
Habitual Actions Voluntary Normal 
Conscious Actions Individual Human 
Interactions Actions Actions 
Poligregational Actions 
Compulsory 
} Gregational 
} Norm•! Actions Gregaiional 
Aggregational Actions ) Volunbry Actions Epigregational Actions Gregational 
Segregational Actions Actions Human Congregational Actions Actions 
Hereditary Actions Indirectly of all 
Instinctive Actions } Controllable Kinds 
Tropismic Actions Automatic 
Unconscious Actions Individual Abnormal 
. Actions Individual 
J Acquired Actions } Direody Actions Initial Actions ·Controllable 
Habitual Actions Voluntary 
Conscious Actions Individual Abnormal 
Interactions Actions Human 
Actions 
Compulsory 
Poligregational Actions } Gregational } Abnorm•l Actions Gregational Aggregational Actions 
Epigregational Actions } Voluntary · Actions 
Segregational Actions Gregational 
Congregat.ional Actions Actions 
CHART VI 
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2. Individual versus Gregational Actions. The second 
of the important distinctions which grow o~t .of the classi-
fication of human actions in Chart VI IS m fact not a 
distinction between two kinds of actions but in reality a distinc-
tion between two kinds of individual actions. For in the 
final analysis all human actions are individual, some being 
properly called individual (I) becau.se no ?ther per_sons ~r 
groups of persons of any kind are dire~tl~ ~nvolved m their 
performance, (as is the case w_hen an mdividual bathes. and 
clothes himself) and others bemg properly called gregat10nal 
(II) because o;her persons or groups ~re . ~irectly inv?lved, 
(as is the case in such an action as vot~ng. IX: an electiOn or 
participating in a meeting and so by that IX:diV~dually perform-
ed action contributing to what the gregatwn mvolved can be 
said to have done). 
a. Indirectly Controllable Automatic Individual Actions. 
What I have attempted to make clear about "automatic" 
actions in Chart IV is that they consist of two orders of actions 
only one of which is strictly automatic i~ nalure (but that 
even these, though automatic in the mearung of that term, 
are nevertheless as we shall see, indirectly controllable by the 
individuals performing them), and the other of actions which, 
because they are voluntary in their essential nature, are directly 
controllable by the individuals performing them. 
Every human action, both mental and motor, is so pre-
dominantly either (I) automatic or (II) voluntary in nature that 
distinCtion between them is justified not in terms of degree 
but of kind. Hereditary, instinctual, unconscious, and 
tropismic actions are predominantly automatic in nature 
because all have in common the fact that, though not uncaused, 
they are involuntarily generated. 
Voluntary actions, on the other hand, are actions which 
are consciously and deliberately performed; they are actions 
which are acquired and not inbmn and reflect what the 
individual has learned after birth; they are not actions which 
are instinctual or hereditary in nature. They may be either 
original or habitual, but in all instances they are individually 
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chosen or accepted, or individually willed and planned by 
the person performing them. 
Automatic actions, therefore, include all those actions 
which individual human beings perform, have to perform, 
and cannot prevent themselves from performing, (as in the 
case with actions such as eating). 
About mankind's automatic actions, education can do 
nothing directly but indirectly it can do everything necessary 
to ensure . the humanisation even of acdons of this kind. 
About mankind's voluntary actions, it can obviomly do 
almost anything, and do it by dealing with them directly. 
But although restricted in what it can do di1 ectly to edu-
cate automatic action, that does not justify excluding educa-
tion of automatic action from curricular consideration. As 
we shall see, what it can do directly in dealing with voluntary 
action can be used to deal indirectly with automatic action. 
The whole man, not only conscious man, is thus educable. 
This fundamental truth is demonstrated in yogic education 
where automatic actions -breathing, for instance -are 
yogically conditioned. 
All human actions are, therefore, in one way or another 
within the domain of suggestion when suggestion is used in 
its broadest signification. 
Tropismic Actions: At the lowest level of human 
action there are an enormous number of glandular, neural 
and muscular acts and activities which the body is driven to 
perform as mechanically and automatically as if homo sapiens 
was a mere animal or vegetable. They are so nearly tropismic* 
in nature as to deserve no other designation. 
• Tropisms are the involuntary movements or actions of a whole animal or 
plant or any of its parts or organs- movements which may involve turning, curva-
ture, or axial orientation. These movements are induced either automatically 
(as a consequence of sheer life and growth), or in response to one or more external 
stimulating influence such as light, chemical agents, the earth and the sun (as in 
roots going down and shoots going up). 
__) 
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Most of these tropismic activities (such as the act of cell-
division in tissue formation) are unconsciously performed, but 
many of them (such as the act of breathing) are activities 
concerning which human being can, by an effort of will, 
become aware and conscious. Tropismic acts of this kind ate 
subject to control and can be directly controlled by the indi-
vidual. That breathing, for instance, is susceptible to control 
is obvious, in spite of the fact that it is an action which has to 
be, and is usually performed mechanically and unknowingly. 
No human being has to decide voluntarily to breathe. He 
can, of course, hang and asphyxiate himself, but short of 
committing suicide, he has to breathe. 
About the manner in which he breathes, however, he 
can make voluntary decisions. He can breathe through the · 
nose or through the mouth; he can take shallow or deep breaths; 
he can breathe through the chest or diaphragm. He does 
not have to be taught to breathe, but he can be taught how 
to breathe. And what is true of such an automatic activn 
as breathing is true, in one way or another, of nearly all auto-
matic actions. 
What is not so well recognised is that tropismic acts of 
which we are incapable of becoming conscious - the acti-
vities of our glands and organs, which are wholly automatic 
-are susceptible of indirect control. No one can prevent cell-
formation (short of committing suicide), but he can eat foods 
which so pollute the blood stream as profoundly to affect not 
only the rate of cell formation (as in anemia), but also. the 
kind of cell formation (as in cancer). The consumption of 
sugar, which is certainly subject to individual control, is in-
directly a means of weakening or destroying the entirely 
. tropismic activities of the islets of Langerhans in the pancreas, 
and so producing diabetes. Even in the case of inborn and 
inherited tropismic traits, (like haemophilia), much can be done 
~ndividually to control them indirectly. A .l].aemophiliac may 
be unable to change the manner in which his blood coagulates, 
or rather fails to coagulate, but he can re.duce haemophilia 
in the next generation -which ii certainly one way of exer-
cising human control- by refusing to beget children who will 
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be condemned to a life of abnormal blood-coagulation. But 
they are controllable not only mentally and behaviourally 
they. are _also indirectly controllable by chemical and eve~ 
physiOlogic. treat~ent. It is possible to deliberately me chemi-
cals of. van~u~ kmds.- not only narcotics and alcoholics but 
drugs like digitalis and like our modern biotics - which effect 
~hese tropismic actions ... If these are taken long enough, and 
m heavy enough quantltles, many of them effect irreversible 
c?~nges even in these apparently inherent and tropismic acti-
VIties of the human organism. · 
.Trop.ismic acts are, therefore, in the long run, subject to 
the mtelhgence of man; they are indirectly, when not directly 
controllable by the individual man or woman who has been 
taught how to control them. 
. U~co~sci~us Actions. At least one-third of every indi-
vidual s hfe IS devoted to the performance of acts which he 
perfor~ns unco.nsciously, acts of which he has no knowledge and 
of which he IS .unaware at the time he is performing them. 
The act o.f sleepmg, ~ already pointed out, is such an act, and 
of course m terms of time spent is far and away the most impor-
tant. But th:re are many others. · The time spent in comas, 
when hypnotized, when stunned by a blow or an accident h . . • ' 
w en m a ~ystic trance, when drunk to insensibility, when 
under the mfluence of opium or other narcotics or when 
anesthetised, consists of intervals during which the 'individual 
is performing unconscious acts. 
But while an individual is unconscious during the perform-
ance of such acts, he is conscious both before and after them. 
He is conscious, for instance, while drinking alcohol until the 
time he has ingested enough to make himself insensible. 
And he is conscious when he awakes from such a drunken 
stupor; acutely conscious, usually, of the headache and physi-
cal pains which drunkenness causes. · 
While it is true that he can do nothing to control his un-
conscious aCtions after he has become unconscious, he <::an 
do many things to control them beforehand. His drinking 
habits, his sleeping habits, and other unconscious actions, 
_) 
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except those which are ac~idental~y cause~, are p:oducts ~f 
acquired habits, and all h1s acqmred ?ab1ts are. e1ther ~CCl­
den tally or deliberately learned. Of h1s unconscw.us actwns, 
like his tropismic actions, it can therefore also be sa1d that they 
are to a surprising ext~nt educable. 
Sleeping is an unconscious act. But the individual who 
is preparing to go to sleep is con.:.cious and capable of perform-
ing actions which he controls up to the moment he falls 
asleep. He can, if he wish~s to, stretch ou.t in. bed and permit 
himself to fall asleep as qmckly as he ordmanly does; he can 
take some sleeping pills to make himself fall asleep more quickly, 
sleep more soundly, or sleep longer than he wpuld wi.thout them; 
he can set .his alarm-clock, or resort to auto-suggestiOn, to make 
himself awaken earlier than ordinarily. All these kinds of 
voluntary actions affect what takes place while he is asleep; 
what he does while still conscious affects what he does after he 
loses consciousness. Once asleep, he is completely unaware 
of what he does during the interval in which he is, so to speak, 
performing this unconsci~us action. He .would m?st certainly 
move about in his bed; 1f a somnambuhst, he m1ght get out 
of bed and walk about entiiely unconscious of what he is do-
ing; he would dream, and most of what he dreamed he would 
be unable to recollect. 
The facts warrant a sweeping astumption if for no other 
reason than to challenge attention. All individual human 
actions-even those here called "automatic"-are humanly controllable 
either directly or indirectly. It is this faculty or power of self con-
trol which differentiates homo sapiens from all other animals. 
In the course of his evolution, man has ·emancipated him-
self from what is hereditarily predetermined; he can, if he is 
properly educated, substitute for what in other animals is 
predetermined, voluntarily chosen acts or habits of his own. 
Everything he does in life is a product of his exercise of self-
control (or of his f<:~.ilure to exercise it), or it is a product of acts 
of his which, as a child, were subject to the control of those 
whose control he could not at that dispute but whose control 
he does not have to accept after he arrives at the age of account-
ability and 1 esponsibility. 
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. Not the most ruthless despot, not the most powerful 
so.Cial force,. not even the most compelling biological and in-
stmctual dnve, can make an individual do what he may not 
choose to do. 
If he does what a Stalin orders him to do, it is because 
he chooses, perhaps unconsciously, to do so; he can at all 
times refuse to act as ordered (as many Russians did in fact 
refuse) and run the risk of suffering the consequences. 
If he does what he i:. conditioned to do by the group to 
which he belongs, the nation of which he is a citizen the 
society 01 cult-ure of which he is a member, it is becau~e he 
chooses, often unconsciously, to do so; again, he can refuse 
to comply, as innumerable individuals have refused and 
consciously undergo the suffering which may be the ~onse­
q uences of his refusal. 
If he does what he is impelled to do by his instinctual 
biological drives, (as most of us unconsciously do), it is because 
he chooses neither to disregard them nor to exercise control 
over them. They can be disregarded; men have fasted to death. 
They can be controlled; birth control is not a misnomer. 
Self-control of hunger and sex -powerful as are these two 
biological appetites -is so common that those who think of 
man as a helpless, ineducable pawn in the hands of the state, 
of social forces, or of animal impulses, are disregarding facts 
recorded over and over again in human biography and 
history. 
Since every kind of human action, even those performed 
automatically and those performed unconsciously, is subject 
to some degree of control, either directly of indirectly by the 
individual performing it, the performance of every kind of 
action is therefore susceptible to some degree of either right-
education or some degree of mis-education. This is true even · 
of automatic actions and actions performed when unconscious, 
because, as we have seen, although such actions cannot be 
controlled while they are being performed, it is possible to 
control them indir~ctly by what is done deliberately and con-
sciously before such an act begins. 
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Instinctive versus Acquired Actions. Every action is at one 
and the same time both an effect and a cause, both a · 
a response and a stimulus.* It is always response to some 
previous experience, and always a stimulus to some subsequent 
experiences. The act of eating is a rcspomc to the stimulus 
of hunger; it is at the :.arne time the stimulus to the subsequent 
action of digestion. 
As st'imuli, acts have both physiological and psychological 
aspects. 
The accumulation and consumption of cnctgy- the 
phenomena called anabolism and catabolism -which is an 
accompaniment of every act in life, gives to every act its physio-
logical aspect. Acts like eating and drinking, which Sture 
energy, are stimuli to which the responses arc not only motor 
acts like wmking and playing, but also actf> like digestion, 
defecating and urinating. Acts like working and playing, 
which consume energy, are stimuli to which the responses are 
acts like resting, sleeping, eating and drinking. 
Acts, on the other hand, like looking and listening, all 
acts involving the usc of the senses, and acts like recollecting, 
imagining, intuiting, inti ospccting, reflecting and reasoning, 
arc stimuli which are phychological in their nature. The acts 
with which human beings respond to psysiological stimuli are 
usually quite simple; responses to psychological stimuli are 
of an entirely different order, often involving not one but a 
whole series of complex acts and activities. An act of imagi-
nation suggesting the invention of a new machine may stimu-
late responses that will occupy the individual for years and 
change his whole life. 
By far the greatest number of our responses to stimuli 
·consist of glandular, visceral, muscular, and emotional acts 
* It is a somewhat amusing reflection to realise that most of the excitment 
caused by the rise of Behaviourism was due to the substitution of the terms stimulus 
and response for cause and effect. That Behaviourism has helped to clarify many 
problems in psychology is true, but it is too bad that so much of what seems like an 
addition to the sum total of knowledge is really little more than the renaming of old 
concepts. 
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and activi6es which \ve are driven either to perform or to try 
to perform as mechanically and automatically as if we wete 
mere animals or vegetables. Acts of this sort which are in-
voluntary and innate, inborn and hereditary, I think of as 
instinctive. 
No other acts performed by human beings deserve to be 
called instinctive. All acts which are not instinctive are learned, 
and the manner in which they are performed is acquired and 
not inherited. But since man's so-called instinctive acts express 
themselves only in impulses to action, the manner in which 
he responds to them is learned. Unlike ordinaty animals, 
man can learn to control and even completely to reptess the 
responses to his instincts. 
The Reflex Arc. The impulse to reflex action i~ of course 
instinctive. I prefer to use the more inclusive concept of 
instinct in order to include activities of the organism such as 
living, growing, and dying. Man is not, as most expositions 
of reflex action suggest, a mere machine. Man grows from 
infancy to maturity; he reverses this process or activity and 
begins the process of decay, from maturity to the moment of 
his actual death. Growing and ageing, which man docs 
during different intervals in his life, are acts and activities as 
I use the terms. Growth, as stimulus, excites . and induces 
all sorts of activities of the organism which are not accounted 
for by the sheer ingestion of food, because, in spite of conti-
nued food ingestion, the moment ageing begins the organism's 
responses, mental and physical, and the nature of its activities, 
change. 
What the reflex arc- of which reflex action is always the 
culmination- clearly explains is the action of the autonomous 
nervous system in creating our sensations and producing our 
perceptions; it accounts only for those relatively simple acts 
which begin with the stimulation of a receptor or sense organ, 
and end with the response of an effector upon a muscle or a 
gland. In effect it denies the possibility of any kind ?f mex:tal 
activity except that which begins with sensate st1mulat10n 
) 
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and operates through reflex arcs.* 
Yet it is difficult, and in my opinion impossible, to account 
for what actually takes place during acts of introspection and 
inception, recollection and imagination, without assuming 
the hypothesis of stimulation by what I shall call inflex arcs, 
in which the stimulus originates not in an afferent fibre but 
in the central nervous system - in some of the cells of the brain 
itself. 
The injlex Arc. The arc may take one of two forms, 
depending on the nature of the stimulus which excites it. 
In the case of a train of thought, of a series of reflections, of 
a sequence of ideas during introspection, the arc begins in the 
central nervous system and never leaves it; it begins in one 
cell in the brain and ends in another. This is true even if 
the introspective sequence was originally inspired by an out-
side sensation, or began with thinking about such sensations. 
In the first of such a sequence, we have reflex arcs operating, 
but thereafter, in pure introspection uninfluenced by outside 
sensations, we have the operation of inflex arcs only. 
The second form of the inflex arc does not differ from the 
first in point of origin; the initiating stimulus is still experienced 
in the central nervous system, but if the nature of the response 
for which it calls requires glandular, organic, or muscular 
action, the stimulus passes from the central nervou.s system 
into the autonomic nervous :,ystem, and is responded to by a 
gland, an organ, or a muscle to which the stimulus is communi-
cated by an afferent nerve. When, as the result of thinking 
about great danger, the individual is moved to make an 
ejaculation, we have the inflex arc ending in the afferent 
nerves which move the whole set of muscles that make for 
speech. 
The only way the reflex arc can be used to explain what 
initiates a deliberate and voluntary act by an individual -let 
us say the composition of a new poem, which represents the 
* The physiological description of reflex action is that it is an act or movement 
performed involuntarily in consequence of a nervous impulse transmitted inward 
by afferent fibres from a receptor or sense-organ, to a nerve centre and, (commonly 
through adjustor neurones), outward to efferent fibres to an affector which may be 
a muscle or a gland. 
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culmination of a period of feeling and thinking - is by dogma-
tically assuming that all the time he was composing the poem 
he was in reality being affected through this senses without 
being aware of the fact, and that each change in thought was 
produced not by his mind through what I have called inflex 
arcs, but by sensory stimulation or sensations through a series 
of reflex arcs. That it is possible for a person sitting quietly 
in a chair before a desk in his study to obtain a series of sensory 
stimuli which induce and correspond precisely with his changes 
of thought, is an assumption so unreasonable that its advocacy 
can only be explained as a penchant of Behaviourist psycho-
logists for ignoring the fact that the complex thinking of 
geniuses is just as much in need of explanation as are the 
simple, animal-like experiences of infants on which they 
are prone to concentrate. 
A simple experiment will demonstrate the inadequacy of 
explaining human behaviour solely in terms of the reflex arc. 
Take two persons; seat them in an identical manner in the 
same room at the same time and for the same length of time; 
stuff their ears with cotton and blindfold them, and as nearly 
as possible make it impossible for them to obtain outside sensa-
tions to stimulate reflex arcs; but as they will receive some, 
whatever is done, let them be as nearly identical as possible. 
After a period of time release them and have them report in 
separate rooms what they thought about during the interval 
of the experiment. No matter how identical the sensations 
they receive, no matter how few, thf)' will not have thought the 
same thoughts. Even if they both start by thinking about the 
experiment, which is quite probable, the difference in their 
thoughts, and in the sequence of their thoughts, can only be 
explained in terms of their past experiences -of some~hing 
already in their minds- and not of any sensory stimuli which 
they receive from their environment from moment to moment 
during the period of the experiment itself.* 
* In the first experiment of this· sort, while the thoughts recorded by the two 
subjects were entirely different and originated in introspective stimuli concerning 
experiences long antedating the experiment, sensory stimuli also crept in. One 
subject whose ears had not been properly stuffed, ha~ the ~,hought, "I think .I can 
hear talking so apparently we don't have complete stlence. Another, referrmg to 
the fact that she was touched to notify her that time was up, had• the thought 
"Why, this is short." 
j 
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I cannot place too much emphasis on the distinction I am 
making between reflex and inflex action. We breathe, for 
instance not because of the operation of the reflex arc, but 
because' breathing is essential to survival. To say that a 
human being is living is to say that he is responding to the stimu-
lus of his instinct for survival, for sexuality, or for self-expres-
sion. Every act which is essential to life has its .fundamental 
root in something more than the reflex arc. The sight of 
food may furnish the stimulus for eating, but the fundamental 
rcasQ,n - the underlying stimulus -for eating is not neural 
but biological, or as I think of it, psycho-physiological. The 
reflex arc and the inflex arc -if my hypothesis can be sub-
stantiated- are the mechanical accompaniments and explana-
tions of instinctive action, rather than its original cause. Only 
in the case of acts which are entirely responses to sensory sti-
muli from the outside environment -as in the:: case of the 
act of withdrawing the hand from a hot stove- do we have 
an accion which may be designated purely and primarily 
a reflex action. 
Here it may be well to take note of the fact that while 
we eat in response to the instinct for survival, what we eat, 
when we eat, and how much we eat, are not reflex acts 
only, but also voluntarily determined. In human activities 
on the physiological level, such as tissue-formation, the 
action may have- no discernible voluntary aspect. But most 
of what we call action has both instinctive and voluntary 
aspects. Purely voluntary acts can be distinguished from 
those which are purely instinctive by the consequences of 
trying to suppress them. Refusing to bear children~ as many 
modern women do, does not prove that reproduction is not 
instinctive; all it does is to channel the instinct in some other 
direction, perhaps in substituting a pet dog for <\ child, or 
lavishing the maternal· instinct on a business career. 
The penalty for attempting to suppress the instinct for 
self-expression. is neurosis; for. suppressing that of genitality, 
sexual pervers10n; for suppressmg that of survival, morbidity 
and death. 
I 
I 
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b. Directly Controllable Voluntary Individual Actions. Th 
distinction ~etween instinctive and acquired actions gro\\~ 
out of. the ~1ffer~nce between actions performed because of 
bio~og1c~l d~I~es mborn aX:d inherited by every individual and 
actiOns mdividually acqmred, which each individual learns 
to perform after birth. 
What is important to those concerned with the educational 
probl~m, is t~ kee~ in min? .the fact that all acquired pattern 
of act10n are m ultimate ongm matters of free choice. Instinc-
tive actions arc biologicaiiy determined; acquired actions, 
even when they represent habits deeply ingrained in the indi-
vidual, are psychologically determined. At best, instinctive 
actions can only be rechanneled; they can never be completely 
eradicated. Acquired actions cannot only be changed, they can 
b~ completely aban~oned. It is proper, therefore, to treat every 
kind of acqmred act10n-at least educationally-as if thev were 
matters of voluntary choice. ' 
In .using the word voluntary* in this connection I do so 
deliberately, in spite of the fact that so few acquired actions 
are, . be~o~e they. are performed, matters of conscious choice by 
the ~ndividu~l himsel:. Most of our actions, I fully recognize, 
consist of act10ns habitually performed-often subsconsciouslv-
most of them prescribed by the mo1es and fokways of the cult~re 
to which we belong. But all this means is that the actions were 
originally matters of free choice, at some time in the past, by 
others than ourselves, and that choice today, so far as. we are 
concerned, means whether or not we choose to do what custom 
or tradition prescribes for us. That we in fact acquiesce rather 
than consciously choose, does not make the act compulsory; it is 
still humanly possible to refuse to act as prescribed by tradition 
or prescribed by law. 
In tradition-boun<;l cultures -those of homogeneous, 
primitive peoples, for instance-the "choosing" may have been 
done by individuals who lived thousands of years ago. In 
the heterogeneous culture of America, which lzrael Zangwill 
. ~ !he word is. from the Latin volu~tarius an~ volw1tas, meaning will, choice; 
1ts dictionary meanmg may be summanzed as action based upon choice design inten-
ti1Jn, purpose. c. f. pp. 303-316 EDUCATION AND LIVING. ' ' 
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called "the melting pot" because of the mixt.ure o~ ra~es and 
nationalities of which it is composed; in Amenca, with Its new 
technologies, new 'inventions, n~w des.ign;, ~or living, and nov~l­
ties in ideas and ideologies-' choosmg IS freer, and acqUie-
scence mea~s following the prescriptions of leaders who live 
todav and not those who lived in the immemorial past. But 
the fact that we can choose, and that some of us do reject what 
fashion prescribes, what politicians, educators. and preachers, 
writers and dramatists movie makers and rad10 broadcasters, 
business men, advertising men, and sales managers prescribe 
for us· that we make more or less free choices of our own, proves 
concl~sively that all action above the instinctual level is in fact 
voluntary. 
This is not denied by consideration of the acts and activi-
ties which we are seemingly compelled to perform by law. The 
fact that criminals-and enormous numbers of respectable men-
and women-choose to disregard laws of all kind; the fact 
that conscription for military service is refused by conscientious 
objectors; the fact that so many choose tax avoida~ce when 
they do not choose tax evasion, proves that observatiOn of the 
law is in its ultimate analysis as voluntary as is its non-observance. 
The fact that an act or pattern of behaviour is free in its 
origin and essence, does not prq:lude its becoming an act so 
habitually performed as to become for all practical purposes 
impulsive. We can acquire habits which in time become so 
built-in psychologically that they are indistinguishable from 
instinctive actions. But they differ from inborn acts bet.ause 
they have not only been acquired, but because, unless there is 
deep neurosis or psychosis, they can be abandoned. And this 
is not true of instinctive acts, attempts to suppress which are 
psychologically' and sometimes physiologically suicidal. 
What· follows is the inescapable conclusion that every kind 
of actio'' and behaviour is more or less individually and human[v deter-
minable, controllable and educable; 
Since this constitutes a denial of that part of Freudian 
.psychology \\-hich considers behaviour to be determined wholly 
by the unconscious; of the Behaviouri::;m that denies the fact of 
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consciousness itself; and of Fatalism and Determinism as this 
~pplies to hu~an beings, it is worthwhile exploring the matter 
m so~e deta~l. Such study, I am convinced, furnishes over-
whelmmg evidence that all human action and behaviour-
including that performed by individuals as members of a 
group-are controllable to some degree and in manv instances 
to an :normous degree: .That man-and specifically modern 
man-Is the he~pless VIctim of social, economic and political 
forces about wh1ch he can do nothing in his individual life is 
false. T~at he is for the most part helpless, is true; that he ~ill 
not use h1s powers, or be taught how to use them, is unfortunately 
very probable; but that he cannot do anything to control the 
circumstances of his life is not true. The sooner the leaders and 
teachers of t?e world learn what man is capable of doing, and 
the ex.traordi.nary exten.t .t~ which he can be taught to control 
and d1rect h1s own actiVIties, the sooner the humanization of 
mankind will begin. 
Habitual Actions. A distinction needs to be made between 
acts which are repeated merely because repetition is inborn ~nd ~rlVolv~d i? their essential nature-acts like breathing: 
mgestlon, digestiOn repeated acts like going to school or church, 
· or going to work at a certain time by the same mode of con-
veyance. The first kinds of repetitive ~cts are not merely here-
ditary, but are essential to the maintenance of life; only the 
form in which they manifest themselves is subject to voluntary 
control. Onl~ those . acts which are voluntarily acquired, 
whether acqmred dehberately or inadvertantly, will, in this 
study, be called habits 01 habitual acts. Tropismic acts which 
are constantly repeated to maintain life are me•ely repetitive 
tropism~, and not, in this usage, habits. 
No programme for living, and no programme of education 
for no1malliving-for realizing to the utmo~t the potentialities 
of human life-is possible without training in habits. William 
James was probably the first psychologist to call attention to 
the now accepted theory that every physical sensation and 
contact with the outside world leaves a permanent trace, however 
faint, among the ten thousand million cells of the brain. Since 
these traces in the brain arc permanent and cumulative, their 
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sum total constituting our characters and personalities, he 
insisted that nothing was important than living up to the full 
potentialities of this extraordinary mechanism.* 
Everything we do, James pointed out, makes it easier to do 
the same thing again. Electrical currents, in a way net! fully 
understood, record all that happens to an individual by creating 
pathways among the cells of the brain. The more frequently 
an action is performed, the deeper and broader-figuratively' 
speaking-these pathways become. Implanting the right kind 
of pathways for human actions, James considered a sort of 
insurance for wise behaviour. "The man who has daily inured 
himself to habits of concentrated attention, energetic volition, and 
self-denial, will stand like a power when everything rocks around 
him and when his softer fellow mortals are winnowed like chaff 
in the blast. Sow an action and you reap a habit; sow a habit 
and you reap a character; sow a character and you reap a 
destiny." 
"We are spinning our own fates, good 01 evil, and never 
to be undone," he said."Every smallest stroke ofvirtpe or ofvice 
leaves its never-so-little scar. The drunkard excuses himself 
for every fresh dereliction by saying 'I won't count this one.' 
Well, he may not count it; but it is being counted none the less. 
Down among his nerve cells and fibres the molecules are count-
ing it, registering and storing it up to be used against him when 
the next temptation comes. Nothing we evex do. is, in strict 
scientific literalness, wiped out. 
"This has its good side as well as its bad one. As we become 
drunkards by so many separate drinks, so we become saints 
and authorities by so many separate acts of good and hours of 
work!" · 
There is a notable similarity between this and an old 
Sanskrit proverb which says that "The effect of actions, good or 
bad, are not wiped out for aeons.'' 
• Pavlov, of course, explained the mechanism in terms of the conditioned 
reflex, but the newer explanation in no way upsets the essential conclusions which 
James drew from his observations of human behaviour. 
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Initial versus Habitual Actions. Every habit originates with 
an initial action. When this initial act is repeated often 
enough, it becomes a habit. The habit of brushing the 
teeth every morning, is a habit which must have begun with 
an initial act of brushing the teeth; the habit of using 
table ware in eating, must have begun in an initial act 
when spoon and fork and knife were first used; the habit of 
smoking cigarettes, in an initial act the first time a cigarette 
was smoked, and so on ad infinitum. 
Habits can, however, not only be initiated but also changed 
and abandoned. Each such change involves the substitution 
of a different kind of action for the habitual one; and the first 
time this is. done it is an initial action even though, by repeti-
tion, it too eventually become habitual. When habits are 
abandoned, however, as in abandoning the habit of smoking, 
some other activity must necessarily occupy the time formerly 
devoted to it. Perhaps the nervous impulse that led subcon-
sciously to the smoking of a cigarette is responded to by chewing 
gum or eating a piece of candy. But abandonment differs from 
a change of habit; a habit is changed if cigarettes with filters 
are substituted for those without filters, or when cigar or pipe 
smoking is substituted for cigarette smoking. The habit is 
abandoned only when smoking is altogether abandoned. 
Habits, like all actions, may be good or bad, in terms of 
health, in· terms of morals, in terms of various kinds of values. 
Whether they are good or bad, calls for objective and scientific, 
not subjective or arbitrary evaluation, granted that such objec-
tive evaluation is possible-as the discussion of normal and 
abnormal actions will maintain-nothing becomes more 
important than to learn, and for educators to teach, how bad 
habits can be broken. 
Conscious versus Instinctive Action. All human actions are 
performed at some level ranging between the fullest self-con-
sciousness and the completest unconsciousness. Action at the 
lowest level is called~ as here designated, tropismic. At this 
level it 'is predominantly instinctive; it is hereditary and in 
most instances can be very little affected by learned or acquired 
traits. 
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At the next level of awareness, unconscious action-action 
dominated by the unconscious, in the_ Freudi_an sen~e of the 
tetm-learning begins to play a part m shapmg action, and 
increases its dominance as action rises from the unconscious to 
the subconscious, the conscious, and the self-conscious levels of 
awareness. Education, strictly speaking, takes place only at 
conscious and self-conscious levels of awareness. At levels below 
these-in their study called subconscious and unconscious-
traits are acquired, it is true, but they are today usual1y acquired 
adventitiously and accidently, inadvettently rather than 
deliberately, because the prevailing form of education virtually 
ignores all planned training of the unconscious mind. 
The act of eating is a conscious act. On the other hand the 
act of thinking about what to eat is a self-conscious act. 
It is a supererogation to furnish evidence that acts con-
sciously and self-consciously performed are subject to individual 
control, since this is true of the very state of consciousness itself. 
An individual may go to sleep, drug himself, permit: himself to 
be hypnotized, or put himself into a trance, and so by his own 
action suspend his state of consciousness. But when conscious, 
and engaged in performing acts like working and playing, 
walking and reading, plainly and obviously what he is doing 
is subject to voluntary control by himself or by other persons 
whose directives he accepts. 
What is learned while conscious or self-conscious plays a 
tremendous part in shaping subconscious and unconscious action; 
traits which are acquired when the individual is fully conscious, 
tend to sink into the subconscious and entirely unconscious 
minds. Subconscious action -as studied in Volume III deal-
ing with the nature of human nature-consists for the most part 
of habitual acts which were originally acquired consciously and 
self-consciously. 
Even instinctive action is, in man, it1 a sense -a misnomer. 
What is endowed with hereditarily are instinctual drives rather 
than distinct instincts as the term instinct is usually used. When 
he expresses these drives in his acts and activities, they take the 
I 
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form of acquired and learned, rather than inborn and inherited 
traits. 
To avoid seeming to exalt to the point of absurdity the 
possibilities of education for the control by the individual of his 
own destiny, three limitations upon voluntary individual con-
trol by three limitations upon voluntary control by individuals 
of their own actions, (a) incompetence, (b) history, and 
(c) gt egational action. 
a. Incompetence. The fi1st limitation arises from incom-
petence-the temporary incompetence of the normal human 
being during infancy and childhood, when it is not the 
individual but the parents, (who, it should not be forgotten, 
are also individuals), who exercise control ove.r, and in the 
interest of, the child; and secondly, the permanent incom-
petence or temporary adult incompetence of those who are 
either particlly or totally lacking in the physical or mental 
qualifications of healthy, whole, sane, responsible, mature, 
normal persons. 
The fact that all infant "individuals" are incompetent to 
act, and do not act for themselves; and that some individuals-
the insane, the crippled, the paralysed-may be incompetent 
to do so for most of their lives, simply shifts the control of ::tction 
from the individual himself to the individuals who act for him. 
It does not alter the conclusion to which this study of action 
drives us: the necessity of educating individuals in how' to act, 
not only when acting for themselves but when acting in loco 
parentis for children, or in some position as a trustee for those 
not qualified to act for themselves. 
The world's population, it is true,· includes an enm mous 
number of adults-not all of them by any means confined in 
institutions-who are so dull-witted, so infantile, so suggestible 
and immature, or so badly miseducated that they ought to have 
responsible individuals act for them. This does not mean that 
human acti~n is uncontrollable. Most of the population is 
sufficiently educable to act as responsible human beings, and if 
all of those capable of planning their own lives and controlling 
rr 
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their own activities were rightly educated, only a small percen-
tage of the whole population would be found incapa~le of c~p­
ing with the internal and external natural furces with which 
everyone is confronted, and of emancipating themselves from 
many of the social, economic and political fo~ces about. which 
no one today is supposed to be capable of domg anythmg. 
In the normal course of maturation, every individual 
progresses from infancy and childhood; from a condition in 
which he has no control, or relatively little, ovei his own acts, 
to maturity, when he achieves maximum control over them. 
But even after he has achieved a substantia.! degree of self-control, 
no individual can completely control what another individual 
may do to him; even less can he control what some gregational 
enterprise like a corforation, a union, a church, a political 
party, an army, or a State may do to him; and least of all what 
some natural accident like a fire or flood may do to him. He 
can, of course, if he is fully mature and has learned how to deal 
with the problems of living like a normal human being, control 
his responses and reactions to what is done to him and happens 
to him. He can learn "not to cry over the spilt milk;" he may 
even learn how to turn what is an unavoidable mishap or misfor-
tune into something favourable; finally, he may learn that there 
ate instances in which greater satisfaction can be gained from 
resisting and fighting injustice and tyranny-though the cost 
be great in suffering and pain-than in meekly accepting them. 
b. HistOl)'. There is secondly the limitation on voluntary 
individual action created by events, events like floods and famines, 
which have their source in "natural" history, and events like 
wars and revolutions, which have their source in "human" 
his~ory. 
· That natural events like the Russian drought of 1921 and 
the great 14th century plague called the Black Death, limit the 
freedom of action and effect the behaviour of individuals is 
perfectly true. This too is true of human events, like the French 
Revolution of 1789 and the Russian Revolution of 1917. That 
the vast majority of individuals react with substantial uniformity 
to events of this kind is likewise true,. but no matter how great 
J 
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the proportion which responds in this manner, there arc always 
deviants, and it is "these deviants and their behaviour which 
evidence the fact that every individual can exercise some control 
over what he does even within the limitations which history 
imposes upon him. 
To vindicate those social scientists who maintain that 
human behaviour is historically determined, the response of 
every human being to events of this kind would have to be 
uniform and invariant. The fact that there is no such uniformity 
is proof positive that they have a capacity for individual direc-
tion and contrcl of their behaviour which it is grossly unscientific 
to ignore. 
It is true that with time enough, intimidation enough, and 
force enough, (as with the Catholic Inquisition in Spain. the 
Gestapo in Nazi Germany, and the Ogpu in Stalinist Russia), 
even those who may be opposed to what state and society at the 
time prescribe, can be made seemingly to conform to historical 
neces!'ity. But this overlooks two things: that deviation is never 
entirelv exterminated; that there is always a minority which 
does n~t accept, but at most bows to the dictates of force, and 
that no matttr how ruthless the pressure exerted by those in 
power, the history of mankind is not one of conformity but 
one of change. The logic of Historical Determinism calls not 
for change, not for variation in the reaction of individuals to 
events, but for invariance. If something outside of the indivi-
dual determines his actions, then everyone subject to the same 
outside events would have to re~ct to them uniformly and would 
continue so to act as long as he is subjected to the same outside 
influences. 
It is not the degree to which man acquiesces in historic 
events nor the tendency to react to external necessity unWormly 
that requires explanation, but the fact of variati~n-the fact 
that even a single individual may refuse to act as history makes 
it apparently "necessary" for him to act. 
History itself-human in contrast to nat?~al-i~ ulti~at;ly 
a product of individual actions; every new rehg10n, hk~ Chis~1an 
science; every new nation, like Indonesia; every new mvent10n, 
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like the steam engine, the electric gen~rator, the railroad and 
the airplane; every change in technology and in custom or social 
behaviour originates in the acts of individual innovators, indivi-
dual deviants, individual heretics, and of minorities composed 
of individuals which refuse to accept what historic nece~sity 
seemingly prescribes for all. The limitations upon voluntary 
action imposed by history merely shifts the nature of the 
problem calling for explanation from that of the behaviour of 
individuals acting in a mass-from what in this study is called 
gregational action-to the actions performed by the individual 
leaders and teachers who are the creators of new values and the 
initiators of new patterns of action. If people wei e properly 
educated and properly led, they would still acquire habits, they 
will still follow customs. But they would cease to develop 
habits and to confmm unthinkingly; they would cease imple-
menting the idea of living like bees. in a hive or cogs in a social 
machine. They would explore the idea of living like normal 
human beings-a pattern of living, action by action and indivi-
dual by individual, which calls for developing to the utmost the 
initiative, the responsibility, and the potential personality with 
which all normal human beings are endowed. 
3. Gregational Forces. The third limitation upon voluntary 
action reflects the influence exerted upon him by the activities 
of gregations or groups of various kinds. Man, being a gregarious 
animal, not only lives in a herd but for the most part acts as 
a participant or as a member of a social, collective or public 
entity of some kind-a family, a labour union, a corporation, 
a church, a State or nation, a tribe or community, a society or 
culture. By personalizing these entities and treating them as 
if they were living organisms, it becomes easy to minimize, and 
what is worse completely ignore, th~ fact that all the influence 
they exe1t upon their members is in the final analysis depen-
dent upon individual acquiescence in what the so-called 
organism does. 
Many socialistically oriented social scientists maintain 
that the individual ability to ~ct individually is illusory; that 
the way man acts is predetermined by social forces about which 
he can do nothing. Marxian social scientists, for instance, main-
J 
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tain, that the changes in man's behaviour which followed from 
the invent~on of the ~team engine by Watts, the spinning-jenny 
by A~kwnght, and _the power-loom by Compton, are mere 
reflectwns of the social forces generated by the change in the 
"mo~es of pro~uction" !rom cottage industry to factory pro-
ductwn. If thiS contentwn of theirs is correct; then the under-
lying assumptions of this whole study are all mistaken· if man's 
behaviour is not in fact voluntary and if individual' action is 
~n illusion,. then it .is custom, and the habits which he acquires 
m respondmg to custom, and not his education which is the 
assumption upon which t~e social sciences should be developed. 
Let us see whet~er -~here IS n~t some error in the interpretation 
of the facts which IS responsible for this belief. 
Action versus Interaction. One of the sources of confusion 
under which the social sciences labour today is their failure to 
distinguish sharply between action and. interaction. It is this 
fact which makes them emphasize the social rather than the 
individual, and the sociological rather than the praxiological 
approaches to problems of mankind. As these sciences are 
formulated today, they emphasize social in contrast to individual 
force, and tend either to belittle or to ignore the power of the 
individual to act as an individual in shaping not only social 
forces but even in determining his own activities when subject 
to them. 
Man is a gregarious animal, it is true. The hermit living 
in isolation is in no way representative .of the normal behaviour 
homo sapiens. Every normal individual is bern into a gregation-
his family; he is educated in a gregation-his school; he works 
and plays in gregations; he lives in gregations in villages, towns· 
· and cities; he participates to some extent in the activities of 
still larger gregations called economies, societies, nations and 
cultures. He naturally and necessarily interacts with all sorts 
of individuals with whom he is connected or comes into contact 
in any way. In a sense he interacts even with those who merely 
pass. by him on the street or drive by him on a highway even 
though the interaction is negative in nature and consists only 
of avoiding bumping into them or colliding with them. He 
may even be said to interact with individuals with whom he 
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has no real contact at all, with individuals he never meets but 
who happen also to be members of the whole human race . 
Interaction, therefore, ranges from the polar cxtrcm~ of no 
contact at all to the almost continuous contact whtch takes 
place among the members of a family, and from ~o~plete 
· d"fference to each other by those who interact to the mttmacy m t • h f .. 
of the interaction between men and women m t e act o co1t10n. 
But no matter how numerous the interactions; no matter 
how frequent and intimate the interaction with the same indivi-
dual· no matter how much the behaviour of those interacting 
reci~rocally effects those involved in. them,. the. fact remai?s 
that each of the individuals to the mteractwn ts engaged m 
pet forming an individual act; . and. scientific observation of living 
must begin with this, and not wzth znteractwn. 
Because every event and every experience in life ultimately 
resolves itself into an individual action, the education of mankind 
must begin with this, and ,not with social action. U?til t~e 
human and social S'ciences are reformulated and rewntten m 
terms of individual human actions they will remain pseudo-
sciences; they will deal with hypostatizations and not with 
realities; they will continue to confuse instead of. clarify the 
subject being studied. Until this takes place they wlll not only 
be barren sciences; what is much worse, they will continue to 
condition those who study them, or who are in any manner 
influenced by them, to seek for collective and governmental 
solutions for all their problems, including those which are in 
'reality individual and not social ,t;roblems at all. 
If e,;ery event of which any human being has ever become 
aware; if every experience to which any human being has been 
subjected; if every action and interaction which any human 
being has performed or in which he has played a part, is ulti-
mately individual, gregational action becomes a· mere figure of 
speech. Even those events in which no human being has partici-
pated at all-events such as the supposed creation of the world, 
for instance-are not experienced at all until there are indivi-
duals to become aware of them, to think about them, to read 
about them, to make them postulates upon the basis of which 
they act. 
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~orporatio~s do not produce steel, except figuratively 
~peakmg;. steel. IS ~roduced by i~dividual human beings who 
mvest thetr savmgs m the corporatwn; by the individual workers 
who handle the coal and iron, who operate the furnaces and 
dispose of the finished products. ' 
. . ~nions do not conduct strikes; strikes are declated by 
mdtv1dual labour leaders; they are conducted by the individual 
members of the union; they are settled by individuals who 
represent a fiction called the labour union and another fiction 
called management. 
Mobs do not riot; do not burn down houses; mobs do not 
maim and kill. All these things are done bv individual mem-
bers of a fiction called a mob, some of who~ do nothing at all 
but accompany the mob; some of whom do nothing but shout; 
some of whom however do the actual burning and killing. 
Nations do not wage wars. Wars are fomented by 
individuals who write and make speeches; they are declared 
by individual public officials; they are di.rected by individual 
generals and admirals; they are fought by individual soldiers, 
sailors, and airmen. 
There are no such actualities as corporations, or unions, or 
mobs, or nations, or societies, or cultures, or races, except as 
figures-of-speech or operational fictions as conveniences in deal-
ing with large and complex collections of individuals and their 
possessions. These are all hypostatizations; and when we 
use them, we must be on our guard not to endow them with 
attributes which only human beings actually possess. The 
distinction which lawyers make between natural persons and 
artificial persons, is perfect. These artificial persons the lawyers 
call legal fictions. State and society, and every other group 
and gregation, are fictions; some of them like the State, are 
properly called legal fictions but all of them, even when not 
legal creations as is the case with society, are operational fictions, 
and we must never forget it. 
No evaluation of the validity of this study is possible without 
understanding the distinction between individual and grcgational 
________________ ............ .. 
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· d the conclusions which flow from it, that all the 
actwn, an h. f 
h. h · the subiect matter of human 1story, o phenomena w 1c IS ~ 
· and pol1.t1·cs of socilogy and anthropology and all economics ' · f · 
the other social sciences, consist in the final .anal~s1s. o. actwns 
by individual human beings, action by actwn, md1v1dual by 
individual. 
The study of mankind is properly not the study of ~ociety 
but of human action. The study of the so-called soc1al sc~enc~s, 
therefore should be the study of individual human actiOn m 
all the 'multiplicity of its manifestations. 
The proper basis for equipping ourselves, and for teaching 
those whom we influence to deal wit~ both. thei: personal pro-
blems and the great social, economic and poht1cal problems 
of our times in a genuinely rational and humane manner, s~ould 
focus all the sciences, all philosophy, all knowledge and WISdom 
how the individual, individual by individual, should act. 
• 
CHAPTER VII 
Section I 
THE NATURE OF NORMS OF ACTION 
The proper study of mankind 1s man. 
-Alexander Pope. 
To suggest that there is any such thing as a normal way of 
living, and that this normal way of living can be established by 
the use of the scientific method, is to run the risk of being consi-
dered factorious. For it seems perfectly obviou;; that since man 
has :.urvived all the different ways in which he has lived in the 
past, (many of which seem fantastically abonormal by the concept 
of normality which. prevails today), there is no such thing as 
a normal way of living, there are no such things as norms of 
human action, and there can be no such thing as education for 
normal living . 
But this proves nothing at all. Survival, in spite of an 
abnormal pattern of living, proves only that in every generation 
enough human beings live long enough to beget progeny and 
so make it possible for the spe<;:ies to survive; it ignores the fact 
that whole tribes and whole civilizations, when their patterns of 
living involved sufficiently serious violations of the norms ofliving, 
entirely died out. It ignores the fact that unless the abnormalities 
they practise kill them all off before they can bear progeny, 
the violators of the norms of living will leave progeny, and so 
on, ad infinitum. 
I am saying, however, not only that it is possible scienti-
fically to distinguish between activities and patterns of living 
which are normal and those which are abnormal, but that it 
is possible scientifically to establish the fact that the pattern of 
living of which modern man is so proud - and which he is 
taught to live -is an abnormal one. I am sayi~g furt.J:er 
that it is possible to establish norms for human actiOn which 
must be observed by him if he is to cease living abnormally, 
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and that he will not begin to reduce the social pathologies in 
thic; "Brave New World"* of which he is so proud, and measure 
up to the problems with which life confronts him, ~ntil he 
develops a science of living based upon such nor.ms, and zs taug_ht 
to live in accordance with them. Finally, I am saymg that he will 
never be able to live as man is potentially capable of living -
that he will never cultivate the Earth, utilise its natural re-
sources, profit from his cultural inherit~nce, and spend the 
years of his life individually and collectively.' healthily, affec-
tionately, rationally, conscientiously, and with good taste--
until he develops a system of education based upon some such 
ideal as normal living- or, to use the words of Matthew 
Arnold, upon the idea of "the humanization of man." 
Such a discipline is needed, however, not only for the pur-
pose of teaching individuals how to avoid f:ustration ~nd 
achieve satisfaction in living, but also as a basis upon which 
to organise a proper social order. For it ought to be obvious 
that until we know with som~ degree of assurance how human 
beings should live, passing laws, planning social institutions 
and reforming governments is more or less futile. This was 
obvious to Hobbes when he projected an order based upon the 
principal·of universal strife; to Rousseau when he projected one 
based upon the p1inciple of social contract; and to Kropotkin 
when he projected one based upon both competition and coopera-
tion, or as he referred to competition, "mutual aid." They 
at least recognised the need of some sort of norm as a basis 
for designing a social order even if all three mistakenly took 
as their norm what they assumed was man's ·way of living 
in a "state of nature". But today our social reformers, and, 
what is worse, our social scienti£ts, are busily engaged in 
prescribing for our social problems without recognising the 
futility and absurdity of venturing conclusions until they have 
first established how man should live. 
Unfortunately normal living means to most people-
including our educators and social scientists -living in confor-
mity with the conventions of the race, the nation, the commu-
* This is the novel in which Aldous Huxley describes a pattern of living which 
is completely abnormal from beginning to end. 
• 
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nity, and the group of which the individual happens to be a 
member. A distinction needs therefore to be drawn between 
living in conformity with custom and what I call normal living. 
To make this distinction clear, it is necess;~ry to consid~r 
six problems, each of which is related to the problem of giving 
content to the concept of normal living.* 
1. The first is the problem of defining the words norm 
and normal, and the concepts normal living and norms of livi11g. 
The word normal is now loosely used, and normal living sug-
gests, even to those used to precise thinking, some average of 
what is rather than a prescription for what sh'Ould be. Unless 
some precise statement of what is meant by these words can 
be formulated, no rational discus~ion of the whole concept is · 
possible. 
2. The second problem is that of method. No such norms 
of living as those considered in this study can be formulated, 
and certainly no such norms can be used as a basis for educa-
tion, unless there are rational and scientific methods - methods 
which are objective and which make verification possible -
to determine how human beings, both individually and collec-
tively, as personal and as social beings, should live. As we 
shall see, there are a number of methods which can be used 
for this purpose. 
3. The third problem arises, strangely enough, in con-
nection with the word individual, because of two facts; because 
individuals, in spite of the identity and continuity of their 
personaliLies -the identity and the continuity of the "self" 
-are changing organisms, . organisms with a life-cycle each 
stage Gfwhich calls for a different pattern of living; and secondly, 
because of the bifurcation of individual into two sexes, male 
and female. 
* Perhaps there ought to be still another chapter dealing adequately with the 
definition of living in terms of the individual's relationship to the cosmic and t~e 
eternal. The religious individual, whose life purpose (a!ld solution .of the tchc 
problem) involves the quest of som~ form of ete;nal salvation,, can!lot hve here and 
now like a reasonable creature, w1thout planmng and ordenng 1t to ensure. that 
salvation. But the ideology of normal living is expressly restricted to the considera-
tion of living on a human and not a supernal level. 
'f 
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The first of these two difficulties arises because of the fact 
of human metamorphosis; because of what I think of as the 
human life-cycle. Human beings are not simple, uniform, 
and static objects; they are not units of some azoic and homo-
geneous substance, but instead variable, complex,. a~d _hete~o­
geneous, organism. Using the term metamorphosis m 1ts bw-
logical meaning, every living individual is passing through a 
continuing process of transformation from one kind of indivi-
dual to another -a fact which we ignore when we think of 
metamorphosis as a phenomenon restricted to plants, insects 
and the lower forms of life. At various periods in the course 
of each individual human being's life, and at vacious places 
in which the individual spends time, the individual is quite 
· a different being- infant, child, youth, .adult. The defini-
tion of normal for the individual during any one of the poet's 
"seven ages of man," is not nece:;:sarily normal for him during 
other periods of his life. 
Since living is a process which takes pl~ce both in time and 
space - not only over intervals of time but also upon various 
places on the Earth - the problem of the life-cycle involves 
the determination of how, the individual should spend his time 
during each distinct pe1iod in his life. We shall have made 
some progress toward teaching people how to live normally, 
if we can even tentatively formuhte general p1inciples which 
should be observed by human beings in organizing life to fit 
each inescapable metamorphosis in their lives, 
The second difficulty in defining the concept of the "indi-
vidual" human being, arises on account of the bifurcation 
of human beings into two sexes. It is obvious that if hurnan 
beings are in actuality not one but two different kinds of orga-
nisms, the norms of living applicable to each sex must be as · 
different as the actual differences between the two sexes. 
Normal living for men and normal livmg for women cannot 
therefore be one and the same thing. ·Moreover, the norms 
which have to be formulated and then taught for each sex to 
observe at each stage in the life-cycle, would have to take into 
account the differences in the activities of each sex at each 
stage in life from birth to death. 
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. This whole probl~m ari~es because each of the nine periods 
of hfe for each sex bemg different, the problem of how they 
should occupy themselves so that they live normally from birth 
to death _confronts ev_erybody. Important as this occupational 
problem IS to educatwn for normal living, it would involve 
too great a digression to go into it in detail at this time. 
4. We come now to the fourth problem in the definition 
of normal living - definition in terms of its social as distin-
guished from its individual aspects. 
Since it is impossible for individuals even to come into 
e:lcistence, much less survive and live normally, without associa-
tion with other human beings, it is impossible to define normal 
living without definition of the social unit ,..,hich should provide 
for this association. The only unif which can provide this on 
a human -and therefore normal -basis, is the family. No 
substitute for this unit, such as the state, which Socialis.ts ever 
since Plato have recommended, can fulfill this function except 
by substituting an impersonal, inhuman gregational unit for 
the intimate and human family. Since the individual is in-
escapably a part or fraction of this family unit, complete defi-
nition of the fraction, (the individual), is impossible without 
definition of the whole (or family) of which the fraction is a 
part. 
. 5. The fifth problem in defining specifically and ade-
quately the idea of normal living, is the problem of the relation-
ship of the individual and the family to the community, to the 
society of which the community is a part, and to humanity as 
a whole -to the rest of humanity as it is organized in aggre-
gations of various kinds. Neither the individual nor the family 
can avoid dealing with this problem, for one reason because 
all.human beings a1 e in the final analysis dependent upon access 
to land, and for another, because these larger units of mankind 
are those through which man's belligerent tendencies have 
always operated, and through which his desire for peace alone 
can be implemented. Norms which will control, if they cannot 
entirely abolish, organized violence and organized aggression, 
are essential if man is to be taught how to live like a normal 
human being. 
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This like the normal organization of family life,. is a I?ro-
duction 'roblem- the production, however, of mtangtble 
goods whlch I think of as harmony, peace, ~n~ Ia~ a~~ o~d~~' 
in contrast to the production only of matena goo s J e o ' 
clothing, and shelter. . 
6 Finally we come to the sixth problem (if the defim-. 
. • 1 1" . . . to be complete enough for purposes of tlOn of norma tvmg ts 1 f b . 
h nization) the formulation of the who!e comp ex o asJ.c 
:ems with' which every individual has m th~ co~rse of hlS 
tfe to deal, and which, as we have seen in the dlscus~wn of the 
nature of these basic problems in Chapter 4 of. thts .volumr, 
can only be properly dealt with if norms for deal~ng ~tth each 
one of them can be developed. One volume m thiS .whole 
study which I have been making will be devoted to each of 
the problems in the whole complex. 
All that we need to consider of ~he. six problems of defini-
tion which I have here outlined at this ttme, are the first tw~­
the definition of norm and normal; and the meth~ds .by wh1ch 
norms for human action can be form_ulated o.bJe~ttvely and 
not subjectively, positively and not relauvely, sc1ent1fically and 
not arbitrarily. 
CHAPTER VII 
Section II 
THE LAW OF HUMAN ACTIONS 
It is a commonplace ~n science as in philosoph~, that not knowing 
what one has been lookmg for means not knowmg what one has 
found.- Simone de Beauvoir. 
Since we are embarking on a rather lengthy exploration of 
what may seem like mere definition, some outline of where it 
should lead us is in order. For the end-result of study of these 
basic problems of man and of society should be the formulation 
of laws of human action -laws which our social scientists have 
not even tried to formulate, which the teachers of mankind have 
therefore been unable to make the basis of man's education, 
and upon which man has therefore failed to act consistently and 
deliberately. 
If man's history is in so many respects worse than the history 
of any other species of animal; if his behaviour has. been in so 
many respects worse than that of the beasts of the field and 
forest, this is due to the fact that he cannot, as can all other 
animals, rely upon his instincts in dealing with the problems with · 
which he is confronted. He has to rely for direceion on the 
me of his conscious mind.* His two-fold failure to use this 
extraordinary faculty with which he alone in the animal 
kingdom is endowed, first to determine how he should act, and 
secondly to condition himself so that he acts as he should, is res-
ponsible for his dark and tragic histocy, only fitfully lightened 
by marvelous artistic and scientific, cultural and moral achieve-
ments which provide a glimpse of what he could make of life if 
* Mysticisms of all kinds, particularly those like Zen and Taoism which are 
so largely epistemic in their emphasis, deny the truth of this. In effect they main-
tain that intuition, or revelation, or mystical communion with moumenal source:~ 
of knowledge, should be man's ultimate reliance in making decisions about how to 
act and how to live, and not his own conscious reason. To consider this point of 
view would involve too long a digression. 
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he were to use his mind to actualize his potcntialiti:s as a normal 
human being- to humanize, in other words, himself and to 
humanize society. 
The law of human action the full development of which 
in all its manifold aspects is the most important ta~k to which 
science and art, religion and philosophy_ ought t? direct the.m-
selves should be man's conscious response to the Impulses which 
came' to him from his four inherited instinctual drives. 
Here an enormously important digression cannot be 
avoided. The four imtinctual drives around which this 
concept of law governing human action is developed, are not 
instincts. They are drives. They are forms of energy; . of 
organic in contrast to inorganic ene~gy; of what has so~~tlm~s 
been called psychic energy. Freud s concept of the hbtdo 1s 
one concept of such a form of energy. 
Instincts in common usage, are simply traits -traits 
supposedly f~und in all human beings. I do not like .either the 
common usage or the scientific usage of the term; neither seem 
to me based upon a satisfacto! y conception of the thing to which 
the word is supposed to refer. In my usage, instinct means 
simply an inherited trait; a trait inherited by every normal 
individual which manifests itself throughout . his whole life. 
Enduring traits which are acquired, or learned, and which arc 
subject to change even though changing them may be very 
difficult, are not instincts but habits. The habits of not only 
individuals but of grcups of individuals vary from time to time 
and from place to place; one tribe or nationality or culture or 
race may exhibit habits which others do not exhibit, but so 
far as their instincts are concerned, every individual and every 
individual in every group, must have traits which are exactly 
the same. 
From none of my readings in psychology have I been able 
to form either a comprehensive or a satisfactory list of man's 
instincts. Such a list would be useful if it made it possible to 
disentangle what is instinctive from what is acquired in behavior. 
The educator and re-educator of human beings would then 
have a list of traits which can be, and a list which cannot be, 
• 
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~ha~ged .by education and r~-education. But the. plasticity of 
mstmcts IS man, and the difficulty which this creates seems 
to make t~e a~tempt to disentangle the two hopeless. No ~vonder 
even the ~nstmct psychol?g.ists cannot agree among themselves. 
For seemmgly this plastiCity makes the instincts themselves 
edu~able; i~ m~k~s then: indistinguishable from acquired 
habi~, a~d 1f thiS ~s true, It makes nonsense of the assumption 
that mstmcts are mescapable because thev are inherited and 
not acquired. · 
Personally I sometimes feel that there are only two instincts 
one an instinct to feel pain, and another to feel pleasure. ' 
They may, however, be merely two different forms in which 
a single instinct expresses itself, the instinct to feel - the instinct 
which biologists call irritability but which I shall in this study 
call sensitivity. I think in this way because these enduring 
traits arc with him, in some form, as long as he lives. 
Here a definition within this definition is- called for. As 
the word feeling is here used, it is simply a synonym for sensa-
tion; and the feeling of pain or of pleasure are simply two 
different kinds of responses to the stimulus of sensations. I 
think of them as inherited and ineradicable traits because they 
are essential to survival; without them we could not avoid 
injuring ourselves constantly, nor would we be driven to do 
the things essential to sustain life. We might, for instance, 
staive to death if we felt no pangs ofhungcr, and felt no pleasure 
in ending them. · · 
The concept of instinctual drives, around which this 
formulation of a law of living is here being developed, is ins-
tinctual because the drives are both inborn and ineradicable. 
There are three of them which are substantive and· one which 
is derivative;. the substantive drives are those which man exhibits 
first as a mere living olganism, secondly as a sexual animal, and 
thirdly as a fully evolved human being. The derivative drive I 
think of as that which he exhibits when frustration makes him 
exhibit a drive for self-annihilation. 
1. The lllstinctual Drive for Self-Survival- The Survival 
"Instinct." As the law of human action should"· apply to man 
l 
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as a mere living organism, it will necessarily apply not only 
to man but to every living organism from the one-celled amoeba 
to man himself; for its essence, which they all share as a common 
problem, can be summed up in one word, self-survival. For the 
normal human being, (the qualification normal is all-important), 
the law must formulate norms applicable to the question of how 
the individual should act in trying personally to survive. 
But it should be emphasized, this is not man's most impor-
tant problem as so many students of man and of society have 
assumed. It is his lowest, and in a sense his basest problem, 
since in essence it is the same problem with which the lowest 
and least evolved of all organisms have to deal. 
This is why Marx's economic interpretation of history is 
such a travesty of the complex problem with which the history 
of man confronts us. It is not true, as he maintaine'd in the 
Communist Manifesto, "That in every historical epoch, the 
prevailing mode of economic production and exchange, and the 
social organization necessarily following from it, form the basis 
upon which it (history) is built up, and from which alone can be 
. explained the political and intellectual history of that period." 
Yet crassly untrue as this statement is, Engels said of it, in his 
introduction to the English translation of the Manifesto forty 
years after the original appeared, that "This proposition .... 
is destined to do for history what Darwin's theory has done for 
biology." The fact that most historians today have accepted 
~e economic interpretation of man's histoty, does seem to vin-
dicate Engels' prophecy. 
No wonder man's hj.story 1s so dark. and tragic when 
absurdities like this masquerade as science in the thinking of 
most educators! 
2. The Instinctual Drive for Race-Survival and Self-Reproduction 
-The Sexual "Instinct." As the law of human action applies to 
man as a sexual organism, it will have to deal with two and 
not one of his problems,' self-survival and race-survival. This 
second problem ic; a problem which developed much higher in 
his level of evolt.tion, is a much more difficult one, a:nd therefore 
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a much more important problem than the first. In formulating 
the norm'> applicable to it account must be taken uf the problem 
of reconciling self-survival, which is an individual right, with 
race-survival, which is an individual obligation. 
We owe to Marx over-emphasis of the problem of survival; 
we owe to Freud over-emphasis of the problem of sexuality, 
but of the two, Freud dealt with the more important problem. 
And what Freud was drawn to conclude after a life-time of 
study of human sexuality, can also be summed up in one word: 
sublimation. Man can not devote himself just to economics; he 
cannot devote himself just to propagation; his powerful instinctual 
sexual drive must be sublimated if he is to live and to behave 
like a normal human being. The discharge of his obligation-
of the obligation which grows out of his right to survival-calls 
either for expression in progeny or sublimation in art and 
science, in religion, and philosophy, in education and humani-
tarianism. 
3. The Instinctual Drive for Self-Expression-The Expressing 
"Instinct." It is at this point that the law of human will action 
have to deal with man's third great instinctual drive. Freud, 
in a sense, pointed towards its existence, but he was too sex-
obsessed to recognize that his solution of the sexual problem was 
based upon the unrecognized fact that man also has an instinc-
tual drive for self-expression. For the law of human action to 
grapple with the whole problem of living it must prescribe fully 
for the forms in which man should express his entire personality, 
· integrally and harmoniously, individually and as a social being; 
but prescribe for it not as if he were merely an adult, but also as 
he passes through his life-cycle from birth to death; and not 
merely as if he were an asexual animal, but as he is, as either 
male or female. 
Even this does not fully suggest the complexity of this aspect 
of the problem, for self-expression is both a right and an obliga-
tion; it is a right calling for a social condition, liberty; an~ ~n 
obligation calling for the development of a personal charact~nstlc, 
responsibility. Man must have the liberty to express hi~elf, 
but he is only entitled to this libe.cty if he learns how to use 1t as 
a responsible human being. 
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And th\s third aspect of the law takes ·l)recedence over both 
the first and second; it qualifies both of them; it set~ the ~ondi­
tions for economic and sexual living; it precludes surviVal w1thout 
regard to its consequences, as it precludes sex~ality an~ pro-
pagation without regard to its consequences. It 1s more Impor-
tant that the first and second aspects of living for a very obvious 
and indisputable fact: it is the only insti~ctual drive .which. man 
alone possesses; it is the endowment whtch has raise.d h1m so 
far above all other animals; it is hjs development of th1s endow-
ment which has made him human. 
4. The Instinctual Drive for Self-Annihilation-The Necrotic 
"Instinct." The law of human action,· however, has a fourth 
instinctual drive with which it has t0 deal. If man faiL<; to live. 
like a normal human being; if he fails to provide for his survival 
normally; if he fails to live his sexual and reproductive life 
normally; above all if he fails to express himself in all his activi-
ties normally like a humane being, and fails to realize in them 
his highest potentialities, then this fourth aspect of the law comes 
into operation.* 
It is not enough for him to respond, as most men do after 
some fashion, to the two instinctual drives with which man is 
ordinarily credited-to hunger and to sex. If in living he 
bestializes instead of humanizes his behaviour in either of these 
two aspects, or if he fails adequately to express his highest 
potentialities and instead expresses his lowest, frustration follows, 
and frustration of this pathological kind we now know is a kind 
of morbidity. · 
With slight frustrations in this pattern. of living, he becomes 
either lethargic or irritable. 
With more serious frustrations, he becomes neurotic. 
• Customs, and prescriptions for actions, which are violative of norms of living 
can be observed by some individuals all of the time, by other individuals some of 
the time, but they cal\nut be observed by most individual all of the time, It is 
impos~ible to prescribe celibacy, for example, (if celibacy is, as I believe the facts 
clearly indicate, quite abnormal), without discovering that while there are a few 
individuals who can practice this abnormality all the time and some for short periods 
of time, the practice of it by individuals of all kinds all of the time creates· in most 
of them the morbidities we call neurosis and psychosis. 
•• 
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With frustrations of the most serious kind his instinctual 
desire for self-annihilation become<: operat1'v·e ' s t' h . . ~ ' . orne 1mes e 
seeks to escape from them m a ffi)'Stical retreat firon1 1·r. . . . 11e, some-
times he escapes fron: them m psychosis. If, in his effort to 
escape, he takes_ to ne1ther. o~ these forms of death-in-life, he may 
try to escape e1ther b~ ~llh_ng others or by killing himself. Of 
these two escapes, hom1C1de IS of course much worse than suicide, 
and of the many forms of homicide, mass-homicide-war-is 
the very worst. If man has a horrible historv as a mass-killer 
it is because he has habitually adopted a patte~ of living which 
made mass-frustration inevitable. 
If this paints the consequences of frustration in terms which 
seem too .extre~e, all that it is necessary to do is to study the 
psychological hfe of any of the great mass-killers of hi<:tory-the 
Tambu.rl~nes, the Napoleons, the Hiders, the Stalins, the 
Mussohms and the fact of its validity becomes plain. 
This outline of the law of human action is ~ot of course a 
specific recipe for action; it is only the outline 'of the ba~ic 
e:ements whi?h en~er into the fo:mulation of detailed prescrip-
tiOns for dealmg w1th all the bas1c problems with which man is 
confronted: These more detailed prescriptions are what we 
shall cons1der throughout the whole of this study. 
But these formulations of the way to live would become 
more and more complete and precise, ·and contain fewer and 
fewer errors if we .were to focu~ half, or even a third, of all science, 
and art,. and philosophy, and education which we now lavish 
on the mastery of physics and engineering, upon the definition 
of norms of living. 
That is the reason I shall keep on insisting-even to diose 
who may accept much of what is presented in this study-that 
the law of human action is a perennial challenge and calls for 
unending research and education. All the knowledge and 
wisdom of mankind, ancient and modern, Oriental and Occiden-
tal, must be integrated, not only upon the specific and critical 
. problems which face us today, but upon the universal and per-
petual problems of man and of society. Right-research and 
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right-education alone offe: hope t~~t all the labo.rs ?f. mankind 
and all the sufferings wh1ch hfe vlSltS upon the md1v1dual can 
be rendered significant and so endurable.* 
The man or woman who is not taught, and does not learn 
how to live as the law of living prescribes, does ~o~ .a~d cannot 
realize the full potentialities and creative poSS1b1ht1e~ ·of the 
human personality. Only by learning how to deal w1th both 
his personal and his social problems ca~ modern man end t~e 
frus;rations to which his present devotiOn to progres~ and 1ts 
implementation through centralization, condemns h1m. 
* A deeply religious friend comments upon this: "Oh no: Can't this statement 
be tempered by omitting the word 'alone?' " 
To this my response is: "Why should it be tempered? You can consider 'right-
research' as calling for religious revelation; you can consider 'right-education' as 
calling for religious devotion. But if you do, you must prove in some adequate 
m:'lnner th~t revelation and devotion, which long antedated reliance upon reason, 
will result m normal living- will, in spite of pait failures, humanize mankind." 
-R.B. 
CHAPTER V I I 
Section III 
THE DEFINITION OF "NORM" AND "NORMAL" 
There can be nothing so absurd but may be found in the books 
of philosophers. And the reason is manifest. For there is not one 
of them that begins his rationatio~ fr~m the definition, or explications, 
of the names they are to use; wh1ch 1s a method that hath been used 
only in geometry, whose conclusions have thereby been made in-
disputable. -Thomas Hobbes, "Leviathan." 
Strictly speaking, there are two kinds of norms of living 
between which it is important to distinguish; norms of condition 
and norms of action. Norms of weight, or "ideal \veights", 
for men and women,* are norms of condition; dietary norms or 
norms fur eating, are norms of action. The first describes condi-
tions which should be realized; the second prescribes actions 
which should lead to the realization of the conditions. The 
first deal with the attributes of man; the second, with his 
behaviour. 
All the conditions of man, both normal and abnormal, are 
the consequences of human actions. To this there are probably 
no exceptions; even the attributes he· inherits, as for instance 
the colour of his skin, are consequences of the actions of his 
parents. To normalize the attributes and conditions of man, 
it is necessary to :normaliz~ the way in which he acts. 
In the following definitions both kinds of norms are described, 
but it is the norms of action which are the more important. The 
norms of condition should not be overlooked, however, for two 
reasons: since the condition of an individual is .alwa.ys a product 
of antecedent actions-either his own or those of others which 
* "Ideal Weights for Men," Statistical Bulletin Metropolitan Life Insurance 
Company, New York, Vol. 24, No. 6, June 1943, pp. 6-S;and "Ideal Weights for 
Women," Vol. 23, No. 10, Oct. 1942, pp. 6-8. The term ideal in these two bulle-
tins is used in precisely the same sense in which I am using the term normal. 
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affected him-establishing these norms mak.es it possible to 
formulate norms of action; and since the realization of normality 
is the end toward which all human action should be directed, 
unless we know what the conditions of normality arc, we cannot 
formulate valid prescriptions about how he should act to realize 
them. 
Norm and Normal. The word norm comes into English 
from the Latin word norma, meaning a rule. Common usage 
defines it as an authoritative standard, and in turn defines standard 
as that which is set up by authoriry, custom or general consensus as a 
measure of qualiry, quantity, weight, area, length or value. Even by 
common usage, a norm is not what is but what should be. When 
either the word norm or normal is used to refer to any kind of 
average of what is, as unfortunately they are, particularly by 
educators and by social scientists, the wotd is plainly misused. 
Biologists, on the other hand, usc it properly; animals which 
deviate from the normal they consider monstrosities, and these 
are studied in a special branch of biology called teratology. As 
norm and normal are used in this study therefore they will 
always refer to what should be J. to what should ideally be charac-
tensttc of man and of his behaviour. A norm, in fact, will 
always be the statement of an ideal. 
Used in this sense, a norm of living is. either ( 1) a description 
of any one of the physical attributes of man, (such as his height 
or weight), ·or of his mental attributes, (as his emotions or his 
intelligence), which defines the range within which it may vary 
and still fulfil the specific function of that attribute and also 
permit the fulfilment of all the other functions of man-this is a 
norm of condition; or it is (2) a prescription for any of his acts or 
patterns of action, (such as working, thinking, playing, eating, 
residing, mating), prescribing either .(a) classes of actions which 
he must not perform, or (b) classes of actions which he must or 
may perform, prescribing at the same time the range within 
which these classes of acts may vary and yet fulfil the specific 
function for which it is performed and permit the fulfilment of 
all the ~ther functions which he must perform during each 
period of his life. 
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This secon~ is a norm of living of human action. As has 
already been pomted out, t~e norms of condition arc important 
not only because they help m the formulation of norms of action 
b~t even more because the normal condition of man is the end 
or purpose toward which all human action should be directed. 
_The Normal lndividua_l. An individual human being whose 
phys1c~l and me~ta~ attnbutes, and \vhosc actions and patterns 
of actwn, fall w1thm the normal range of variation for each 
such attribute or activity, and who fulfils all the functions of 
human living _during each period of his life and during his life 
as a whole, lS a normal human being. 
Plainly there are few ~ormal human beings. And plainly 
there have been very few m the past. Some individuals of 
course~ have ~iv:d within all the ranges of what is normal; m'any 
ha~c _l~ved w1.thm the range of what is normal for part of their 
act1v1tles; but too many have deviated far below the lowest 
limits of normality. When to call deviant individuals of this 
~ind s_ubnormals and when monsters, is a question calling for 
· mtenslVe research. But at some point in deviation from the 
normal, many of the enormous number of neurotics in the 
modern world deviate so greatly that their perversities justify 
calling them monsters. 
Normal Living. Normal living is living during each period 
of the life-cycle and during life as a whole so that the indivi-
dual's acts and patterns of action fall within a range ofvariarions 
which fulfil the specific purposes at which his acts are directed, 
and also permit the fulfilment of all the other functions of human 
life. Such a pattern of living exemplifies in all its implications 
the law of human action. 
By these definitions, of course, only the perfect or ideal 
individual lives truly normally. For most of us, miseducated as 
we are and handicapped by the prior mis-education of our 
parents and all of those who have influenced us, living can at 
best be only approximately normal. But this app10ximation 
to the ideal could represent so great a humanization of mankind 
as to make even the most strenuous efforts toward the full 
realization of normal living worthwhile. 
..... 
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Most of us would consider the pattern of living in which 
cannibals indulge as monstrous, as such a pattern plainly is; 
but the cannibals might well retort that our habit of slaughtering 
people with motor ca1s is a more foolish and more monstr(\J.ls 
deviation from the normal than their~. As to what they would 
say about our habit of using all our scientific and technical 
ingenuity to slaughter one another in wars and revolutions, 
there is little doubt. With them, tribal warfare was usually 
an adventurous game which was called off whenever it became 
too deadly; ordinarily it was no more dangerous than such a 
sport as mountain climbing. With us, monstrous as war is, it 
is resorted to in the name of religion and ideology, trade and 
empire, patriotism and social revolution, and all too frequently 
is pushed to the point of virtual extermination. · 
Natural versus Normal. Common usage of the word normal 
is so vague that it is necessary to make certain that it is not con-
fused with such concepts as natural, average, conventional, 
and uniform. 
Natural versus Supernatural. There are two concepts usuallv 
designated by the word natural-the concept of natural a·s 
opposed to supernatural, and of natural as opposed to artificial. 
In the concept of natural a~ opposed to supernatural, both 
the characteristics of man, and man himself, (without regard 
to whether they may be normal or abnormal), are natural simply 
because they are not, and he is not, supetnatural. Natural in 
this sense, and normal, should not be confused. What is normal 
is natural, but what is natural is not always normal. Every 
idea of man and everything conceived by man is either natural 
or supernatural; it has to be either within nature or outside 
nature. Since both the normal and abnormal are within nature 
what is abnormal is just as natural as what is normal. Th~ 
blind, the maimed, the sick, the feeble-minded and the insane 
' ' are just as natural as are the sane and healthy. But they are 
not as norm~I. 
Natural versus Artificial. · In the second concept of natural-
that of natural as opposed to artificial-the various characteristics 
of individuals are Mtural or artificial to the extent to which their 
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original natural state has been affected bv the artifices and the 
ar~fic~al conditions to ':~i~h they have b~en subjected, directly 
or mdirectly, by the act1v1ttes of man himself. The sum of these 
changes ?f the natural state is often called culture; the process 
of changmg them from the natural is called art and cultivation. 
I prefer t<> use more neutral terms-words like artificial and' 
~rti~ce, and do~esticate rather than cultivate-because they 
av01d the suggeshon of superiority a<;sociated with words like 
art and culture. 
The importance of the fact that man's behaviour alwavs 
reflects both nature and artifice, and that these t\\'o aspects of his 
actscan ne~er be com~letely disassociated, cannot be exagge-
rated. Its Importance 1s due to the extraordinary extent to 
which the behaviour and the mental and physical characteristics 
of man today have been artificially modified by man himself. 
The fact that the food he eats, the house in which he lives, the 
furniture he uses, and the clothes he wears may profoundly 
alter the actual condition and functioning of his organs, his 
muscles, his skin, and even his bones, and render them either 
normal 01 abnormal, enormously increases the importance of the 
habits he is taught to adopt. The wearing of clothes not only 
lightens the colour of the skin and affeG.ts the operation of the 
pores, il. thins the epidermis and lessons the extent to which the skin 
protects. the body and preserves body-heat. Sitting on th..:: flocr, 
as is customary in Japan and India; or sitting on chairs, as is 
customary in the Occident, has physical and perhaps mental 
effects which are quite different. Occupations not only came 
occupational diseases; they shape the body-muscles, organs, 
and bones; even more, they influence the mental attributes of 
people. It is this fact which enables education to shape mankind 
so profoundly; to shape it by human artifice toward the normal 
or toward the abn:>rmal. 
Average versus Normal. It is even more important not to 
confuse normal and average. Human norms can onlv be 
expressed in ranges. No mere average can be a norm. The 
average temperature of the human body is recorded as 98·38 
•p---.a~r•..-u•mi!K!t!ft!tl~~-.ra~r.;:~; .. .;;r.;;;;~--.:;;.":ilTtniQ•···'AIGUJNWA•wn.;oo~ 
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degrees Fahrenheit;* the extreme deviatiom, 90 degrees and 
I 09 degrees. The normal temperature, however, is not an 
average but a range between 97·5 and 99·5 degrees.** Within 
this range, any one temperature is just as normal as another. 
Conventional versus Normal. Nor should normal, as I am 
using the term, be confused with conventional. Conduct which 
conforms to the recognized behaviour pattern of the culture to 
which an individual belongs-which is in accord with custom, 
convention, tradition, or fashion-! think of as conventional 
behaviour. The usc of the term normal, where conventional 
might better be used, is misleading unless the behaviour which 
the culture prescribes happens also to be really normal in some 
such sense as that in which normal is here used. In our 
business culture, a man who repeatedly refused to accept an 
increase in salary for fear it would raise his standard cf living 
would be considered abnormal merely because the prevailing 
behaviour pattern prescribes getting ahead and trying to cain 
more than othe1 men. If, however, such a man who was without 
competitive drives lived in a Pueblo Indian village, his behaviour 
would be considered quite normal, because in such a culture 
no one is expected to want to earn more money or to exert him-
self more than is absolutely necessary to satisfy the wants which 
Pueblo conventions prescribe. It would be far less confusing 
to designate such conduct as unconventional, rather than 
abnormal.; and as conventional, rather than normal. 
Uniform Versus Normal. Finally, the concept of human 
normality should not be interpreted as human uniformity. 
A human norm is a standard only in the same sense that even 
the most perfect of all standards is uniform - within some 
margin of variation. We speak of engineering standardc; and 
gauges as "correct to .001 of an inch," which means that two 
objects intended to be uniform may still vary as much as .002 
of an inch, one being .001 longer and the other .001 shorter than 
the theoretically perfect standard. In trying to establish norms 
* "The Range of Human Capacities," David Wechsler; Williams and Wilkins 
Company, Baltimore, 1935; p. 140 
** Ibid., p. 70 
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for behavior, the best th.at can be done is to take a range which 
excludes o~l~ the de.fi~1tely abnormal. In trying to formulate 
norms of hvmg statiStically, quartile deviations mean devia-
tions, and standard deviations may be used, but 'it is extremely 
probable that useful as these may prove, less arbitrary rang~s 
based upon correlation will p~ove more so. 
Defining the Definition. To make certain that this definition 
of n.orm a~d I).ormal neither begs the question nor evades 
the Issues m~~lve~--:- that it is no indulgence in either the 
fallacy of petztz.o prmczple ~r of ignoratio elenchi- it is necessary. 
to define P.reCisely what JS meant by the significant words and 
P?~ases whtch may seem vagu·:: and ambiguous in this defi-
mtwn. 
The term human being is used with reference to individuals 
of the species ~om~ ~apiens, in the same sense in which biologists 
spea~ of any m~hv1dual plant or animal as belonging to a 
~pc~J~s beca~se. 1t bears a close resemblance to other· existing 
mdiv1duals m 1ts more essential features and activities and 
because it is capable .of producing a fertile progeny bea:ing a 
close resemblance to 1ts progenitors. 
The phrase ''fulfils all . .. the functions of an individual" refers 
not only to biological functiom but also to economic and social 
functions. . Biol~gically, it means the production of fertile pro-· 
geny su~c1cnt .m number to ensure survival of the family. 
Econom1cally, 1t means self-support . and contributing to the 
maintenance of a family. Socially, politically, intellectually, 
ethically, and esthetically, it means a personal contribution 
to sustain, and to develop further, the culture of the society to 
which the individual belongs. 
The modification of the phrase "fulfiling all the functions 
of a human being" by the addition of the phrase, "during each 
period of hi:: life," refers to the fact that normal individuals 
contribute to the m.tenance of a family and to the sustenance 
of society as much as they are able during every period in 
life - during childhood, youth, and old age, as well as during 
maturity and their fullest period of productivity -accidents 
and conditions beyond their control alone excepted. 
i 
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By saying that the range within which an attribute ?r acti-
vity may vary, "and both fulfil its own specifi_c fu~ct10n and 
permit the fulfilment of all man's other functiOn:>, . I mea~ 
that an individual is not normal, even though specific attn-
butes of his - his arms, his legs, his hands, his brain - fulfil 
their specific functions sufficieJ?.tly well to e_nable him to con-
duct himself in a seemingly normal manner, 1_£ they ar~ not u_sed, 
in addition, to support himself and make h1s proper contnbu-
tion to family and society. 
Satisfaction versus Frustration. The consequences and ac-
companiments of all kinds of ac~io~c; --:- ~nd the states or 
conditions which actions engender m md1v1duals- are both 
physical and mental; both objective. and subjective. The 
most obvious physical consequence or state engendered by the 
act of copulating (by a woman) is pregnancy. The physical 
and objective consequences of this (and all other act~) m~y 
be either normal or abnormal). They are normal (m th1s 
particular example) if the pregnancy goes to term; if a healthy 
infant is born; if the mother is uninjured, and able to giv~ 
suck to her child. They are abnormal if there is still-birth, 
abortion, premature-birth, congenital malformation or debi-. 
lity of tli.:: child, or if the mother dies, is permanently injured, 
or unable to suckle the child. 
The mental or subjective consequences of all acts may 
likewise be normal or abnormal. They are normal (in this 
pa1ticular example) if the feelings of the mother are those of 
completion, of beauty, of pleasure; of loving ·and being loved 
and respected. They are abnormal if instead, the feelings are 
those of anxiety, of fear, of ugliness, of pain; of hate and con-
tempt, or of being disliked and despised. The normal subjective 
consequences- the normal feelings engendered in an indivi-
dual by any kind of action, by any pattern of activities, and 
by any particular way of living -I think of as a state or condi-
tion of satisfa~.:tion; the abnormal, as a '!tate of frustration. 
Satisfaction and frustration, then, refer to the psycho-
logical and not the physiological aspects of the state of indi-
viduals; they are the feelings or emotions felt as a result of 
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some act or actions performed, or events or events experienced, 
by an individual. (Parenthatically it should be remarked that 
the act or actions which produce this state and engender these 
feelings, may be either motor acts or mental acts; an individual 
may be frustrated by his inability to run fast enough to catch 
a bus; he may also be frustrated- if deeply religious- by 
uncertainty as to his ability to solve the problem of salvation). 
Since it is my contention that normal behavior produces 
a state of satisfaction- and makes it possible to avoid a condi-
tion of frustration- we can use satisfaction and .frustration 
as criterions by which to test the normality or abnormality 
of any act or prescribed pattern of living, just as we can also 
use physical criterions such as health and disease fer the same 
purpose. 
Normal versus Mediocre Living. The desirability of teaching 
people to devote their lives to normal living has been questioned 
by those who assume that normality and mediocrity are one 
and the same. 
Those who voice this fear acknowledge that the substitu-
tion of normality for sub-normality is desirable. The fewer 
dependents, delinquents, decadents, and degenerates we have, 
the better off society will be. But the question is, what effect 
would the abandonment of the ideology of Progress have upon 
the development of deviants from the normal who are not 
sub-normal but super-normal? What about geniuses like 
Isaac Newton, Charles Darwin, Louis Pasteur, Richard 
Wagner, Michael Angelo, Leonardo da Vinci, Saint Francies, 
Martin Luther, Saint Paul, Jesus, Buddha, Lao Tze, and 
Confucius? What about women like Florence Nightingale, 
Saint Theresa, Hypatia, and Sappho? If the substitution of 
normal living for other ambitions and ways of living would 
eliminate or reduce the number of geniuses in society, the 
final result might be a general state of mediocrity in which man 
would have been reduced· to little more than a species of 
healthy and happy and perhaps moderately intelligent animal 
without any trace of thr divine spark. 
__ • ._ .. •--•·'~--••••••nr'!'~r:"":~:-~r'~~-
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Hereditary Genius. The obvious and most conclusive 
method of answering this question is, in effect, to dismiss it by 
calling attention to the fact that genius is one of those accidents 
which, like all mutations, originate in conditions and laws of 
its own. Genius arises under all conditions, among the poor 
and the rich, among the base-hom and the noble. It is not 
confined to any one class. In some instances it is hereditary; 
in others acquired. To the extent to which it is hereditary, 
no change in the mere environment can prevent it~ appearance. 
The world will always have its share of hereditary geniuses just 
as it will always have its share of hereditary sub-normals. 
Acquired Genius. Most of ottr geniuses, or deviants 
toward the super-normal, have come from what today we call 
the middle-class. Nearly all studies of human eminence con-
firm this fact. This may be due to heredity -to the fact that 
there are more genes of genius in the germ plasm in this parti-
cular social class than in the others. But it may be due to 
the fact that middle-class families nurture potential genius, 
develop it, and give it a better opportunity to exp1ess itself than 
it is given by families in either the richest or the poorest classes. 
There may therefore be such a thing as acquired genius-
genius which comes into existence as a result of a favorable 
environment. The question we have then to ask is whether 
a change from our present manner of living to a more normal 
way of living would lessen the probability of the develop-
ment of such genius? I see no reason for thinking that it 
should. And there is one compelling reason for, believing that, 
on the contrary, it would provide better conditions for the 
development of talent and genius. 
As Wf? shall see, self-expression is a ba~ic norm of living. 
In a, genuinely normal family, therefore, the environment in 
which the membe1s live wot:!,ld encourage rather than dis-
courage the realization of their potentialities. Even today 
there are countless instances in which the members of families 
have joined in sacrificing that they might individually have 
liked to do in order to make possible the education and culti-
vation of the talents of some one of their number. There is 
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every r~on. for assuming that if normalization of family and 
commumty hfe became general, the encouragement and culti-
vation of genius and talent would increase rather than 
decrease. 
195 
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I CHAPTER VII 
Section IV 
NORMS OF LIVING: METHODS AND CRITERIA 
Man is the measure of all things. He measures the existence of 
all those things that are, the non-existence of those that are not. As 
all appears to everyone, so it is.- Protagoras. 
Has mankind, in its. present state of civilization, accumu-
lated the kn0wledgc and wisdom needed to distinguish between 
normal and abnormal human behavior? I believe it has, 
and I further believe that this total accumulation- ancient 
and modern, Eastern and Western, philosophic and scientific 
-includes sufficient methodological knowledge and a suffi-
cient number of methodological techniques so that it can be 
integrated and made a basis for the humanization of humanity. 
Human behavior -the subject-matter of observation and 
speculation by the greatest minds in all ages- has, it is true, 
chaJ?.ged eno;rmously from age to age. Modern man's beha-
vior, in form at least, is very different from that of medieval 
man; medieval man's from that of ancient man, and ancient 
man's from that of primitive man. The learned and acquired 
behavior of the man of the Modern West and man of the Old 
East; of the free man and of the subject of Communism or 
Fascism, of religious or military totalitarianism, is in many 
obvious forms different. But since every man's basic instinc-
tual drives are the same, the;:e are essential aspects of his beha-
vior which are surprisingly constant. Man, in this respect, 
has not changed significantly in the milleniums since he evolv-
ed from homo alalus into homo sapiens. And because of this, 
the changes in his behavior dictated by difference in religion 
and law, culture and soCiety, have "been changes in form rather 
than in essence. What Socrates and Plato and Aristotle 
taught about behavior was based on the study of substantially 
the same phenumenon- the behavior of men upon the Earth 
• 
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_as that which anthropologists, sociologists, economists, and 
political scientists today are studying. Even \'Vithout the bene-
fits of modern science, the first-rate minds of all time have more 
to teach modern. man -particularly concerning the integra-
tion and evaluatiOn of the wealth of knowledge now avail-
able ~than most of ou~ modern specialists in Ininuuae equip-
ped w1th all the latest mstruments of science. There is need 
for digesting knowledge as well as accumulating it. To use 
all knowledge, both the traditional lore of the past and the 
scientific data of today, for the purpose of guiding mankind 
throughout life, it must be integrated and made usable by the 
individual by a mental process akin to the physical process 
of digestion. 
I do not mean to suggest that we already know all that 
needs to be known. There are still enormou:. areas of know-
ledge about the problems of living unexplored and in need 
of scientific investigation. The more we learn about living, 
the more we discover what is still to be learned. But this does 
not mean that with the knowledge which we now have, we 
cannot set up norms which would help human beings to live 
with a degree of satisfaction immeasurably greater than is the 
lot of most individuals today. Nor do I mean to suggest that 
there may not be other methods- perhaps better, both in 
logic and scientifically- than those which I have used for the 
purpose of integrating some of this knowledge. All I am 
saying is that what is needed to establish norms of living is 
not so much new scientific discoveries, as research into the 
facts and figures which are already available and awaiting evalu-
ation and integration by willing hands. All. the major prob-
lems of living have been faced over and over again by the 
great minds of the past, and all the major solutions of the 
problems have been prescribed, and often tried over and over 
again, in the history of mankind. At this moment, evaluation 
and integration are probably more important than additional 
accumulation of knowledge. 
The methods available for this integration and evaluation 
of knowledge about living - or rather about those units or 
intervals in living which I call actions -while necessarily not 
l 
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as exact as those available for inquiries in the physical sciences, 
arc still sufficiently logical and verifiable to make conclusions 
based upon them rational rather than arbitrary, scientific rather 
than dogmatic, objective rather than subjective. Practically 
cverv method of ~cicntific investigation can be used, including 
the historic method, the deductive, the inductive, the statisti-
cal, the experimental, and the comparative. My confidence 
in the possibility of establishing genuinely scientific norms 
is based mainly on the use of four methods which I think of as 
( 1) the praxiologic criterion, (2) the phycho-physiologic cri-
terion, (3) the pragmatic criterion, and {4) the metric or homo-
metric criterion. 
I. The Praxiologic Criterion If we use the word criterion 
m its strictly derivative meaning, (the word kriterion in Greek 
means a method of judging), then what we are seeking are 
methods which will provide us with means for judging the vali-
dity of norms of living.* 
The praxiologic method is inductive, but it is a form of 
induction so distinctive as to deserve designation with a term 
of its own. The methodological aspect of the method will 
be described in the next chapter in connection with the discus-
sion of classification. It is not necessary therefore to go into 
any details about it at this time. 
· What became plain after I began to use this method was 
this: when human actions, as they are and not as they should be, 
are carefully observed in sufficient numbers and in sufficient 
varieties, . and then classified in accordance with their essential 
differences, value-judgments emerge. 
These value-judgments, it is true, are .not norms of living. 
The classifications, from the standpoint of ethics, which I 
made of the eight thousand cases of~uman action finally resulted 
• It is interesting to "compare the definition and derivation of method with 
criterion. The dictionary definition is in ~ssence, an orderly procedure or process 
o.f any ~incl. When such a method is used for the purpose of arriving at conclu-
sions - mstead of for the purpose of practis ng some profession or vocation like 
medicine - what it becomes is a criterion which is orderly in nature. The word 
method also comes from the Greek; methodus is a ·ombination of meta meaning after 
and hodos, meaning way. ' ' 
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in the emergence of thre.e categories, which I called ( 1) moral 
actions, (2) amoral actwm, and (3) immoral actions. 
This. clas~ific~tio~ is sum~arized in Chart I in Chapter 6; 
· the class1ficauon lS discussed m detail in Volume VII which 
deals with the ethical problem. • ' 
But although these classifications consisted of three distinct 
value-judgments, they were not in themselves conclusive indi-
cators of what was normal and what abnormal in human be-
havior. For this; the praxiologic criterion had to be supple-
mented, and the method which I found most useful was deductive 
_ a method which I began to think of as the psycho-physiologic 
criterion. 
2. The Psycho-Physiologic Criterion. If there is even 
one assumption which we can make about the essential 
nature of man of which there is not the slightest doubt, then 
we can use that assumption as a criterion by which to distin-
guish between what is normal and abnormal; we can use it 
to establish by deduction .both norms of condition and norms 
of action. As we shall see, there are at least fom inter-related 
assumptions of this kind which we can use. And by using all 
four of them, the validity of our deductions are increased 
. geometrically rather than arithmetically. A condition, (like 
that of body weight), or of action, (like that of diet), which 
appears to be normal when tested by two of these assumptions, 
is at least four times as likely to be normal as when tested by 
only one; when tested by three of them at least nine times as 
likely as when tested by one; and when tested by all four, at 
least sixteen times as likely as· when tested by one. If we can 
establish the validity of these assumptions scientifically; if 
we can establish their validity both in theory and in practice; 
and above all if the assumptions themselves are concerned 
not'· with fragmentary or secondary aspects of human life but 
with human life fundamentally and as a whole, then we can 
use these assumptions deductively as criteria to establish norms 
of living of all kinds with a high degree of confidence. . 
These four assumptions are psycho-physiological in nature. 
They are facts about the nature of man which have been estab-
~ 
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Jished by the scientific method. They. deal with man's biolo-
gical needs, though they arc ps~chclog1cal rather than merely 
physiological in nature. But sm~e they are .the mc:ans . by 
which homo sapiens governs and dtrects b?th. hts physwl?gi.cal 
and psychological activ.,ities, their use as ~ntena for estabhsht.ng 
norms of human action justify calling thts the psycho-physiO-
logical criterion. 
The Four Assumptions of the Psycho-Physio~ogic Criterion. 
No assumptions about the nature of homo sapzens are more 
completely accepted and more thoroug~ly. vi~dicated scien~i?c­
ally than that man has two baste mstmctual appetltles, hun~er and sex. Or as I think it m?re accurate to desig~ate 
them an instinctual drive for self-survival or self-preservatiOn, 
and ~n instinctual drive f~r sexual gratification and race-con-
tinuation. 
It is the inborn instinct for self-preservation which drives 
every human being to hunt, to work, and to struggle for the 
things which will keep him alive; which leads him to defend 
himself and if necessary fight for the goods he needs and 
desires, and which leads him co-operate with the members 
of his family and of society in acquiring whatever is necessary 
to the maintenance of what in his culture is considered the 
necessary standard of living. 
It is the instinct for race-continuation which expresses itself 
in the drive for the satisfaction of the sexual appetite; which 
leads men and women to mate; which leads women to bear 
children; which leads men to fight for their women and child-
ren, and which leads both individuals and the groups they 
organize to make whatever sacrifices are necessary or indicental 
to the generation of progeny and the continuation of their 
families, their clans, their tribes, their nationalities, theil race<;. 
The argument for the use of the deductive method as a 
criterion for the establishment of norms of living might satis-
factorily rest upon the assumption -of the actmtlity of these 
two basic instincts alone; not, however, because I think there 
are only two, but for two reasons; because the inductive evi-
dence establishing the existence <;>f these two is so cverwhelm-
ing, and because the two complement each other -self-
~~~ ................. ~ 
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preservation being necessary for lace-continuation and race-
continuation being impossible without the sublima;ion of self-
preservation. 
There is, however, inductive evidence almost as overwhelm-
ing, establishing the existence of not two but four of these 
instinctual dzives. In addition to the instinctual drives for 
self-preservation and race-continuation, man has an instinctual 
drive for self-expression, for self-realization and self-perfection; 
he has, in Emerson's words "an instinct for perfection" which 
justifies taking this need of his into account in the formulation 
of norms applicable to his behavior. 
Finally, he has also what Freud called the "death instinct", 
but which I think of as a necrotic instinctual drive, which justifies 
the formulation of norms of behaviour which will prevent this 
inborn and hereditary, innate and inescapable attribute of man 
from overwhelming his other instinctual drives. 
If we can reasonably assume the existence of all four of 
these instinctual drives, it is possible to deduce far more 
accurate and far more comprehensive norms of living than if 
we restricted ourselves to the first two. If only the criteria of 
sex and hunger are used, the n01ms will be animal norms 
rather than human norms; if all four are used, the norms become 
prescriptions for human beings rather than for two-legged 
animals. 
The evidence for the assumption of four rather than two 
basic instinctual drives is to be found not only in science but 
also in the a1ts and the humanities, in the folk-lore and tradi-
tions of mankind. 
It is not rational but irrational to rely merely upon the 
evide~ce furnished by the physical sciences in this matter; 
man is an organic and not an inorganic entity. To establish 
the facts about his innate nature, the evidence of the biological 
and sl)cial sciences- of psychology, ant}:lropolqgy, sociology, 
economics and political science - must be those which are used. 
But it is actually irrational, in trying to form a true picture 
of the nature of. man to rely upon the evidence which the 
i! 
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sciences can furnish. To make it possible to establish what 
arc man's basic instinctual needs, the evidence furnished by 
unscientific studies must also be taken into account. 'History, 
· biography religion and philosophy, literature, poetry, music, 
the dram~ and the dance provide a body of facts about the 
nature of man in many ways more important than those fur-
nished by the sciences. 
It may be true that the forms of behaviour of both the 
individual and of mankind as a whole arc acquired and not 
innate; that they reflect his education and the culture of which 
he is a part. But what concerns us here is not the question of 
form, but of essence; of the essential underlying facts of which 
the ·forms are merely changing expressions. The essential 
truth which emerges from the study of man as we know him 
in all of his activities, is that no prescriptions for his behaviour 
arc rational if they aim merely at satisfying his drive for sex 
and survival, and if they do not take into account his exclusively 
human instinctual drive for self-expression.* 
a. The Survival Instinct Self-survival, in contrast to 
race-survival, is an instinctual drive which man has in 
common with all living organisms however primordial. The 
psychological, biological, botanical and zoological evidence 
concerning this instinct is furnished by the life-cycles of all 
species of organisms ranging from single-celled protozoa such 
as the amoeba at one extreme, to mammals like homo sapiens 
at the· other. 
In the amoeba, and all similar single-celled animals, there 
is only one instinctual drive -that of hunger or survival. The 
amoeba is, for all practical purposes, nothing but a stomach. 
Sexuality, so far as we can tell, is non-existent. Reproduction, 
• There is a branch of physics, mechanics and chemistry called energetics. 
Energetics treats of energy. and its transformations. Energy being defined as that attribut~ of a b?dy, or of a materi.,al syste~, by virtue of which the body or system 
can do me.chamcal wo~k .. Work, energetics ?efines as the overcoming of resistance 
through d1stance. It IS, m other words, 1ts power to move. This definition 
perfectly fits what I am calling an instinctual drive. Only it should be recognized 
as psychical and not merely physiological power. • 
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or more correctly _b~ary. fis~i~n * (the splitting into two indi-
viduals of e~ch or~g~nal mdtvtdual), is as definitely a part of 
the amoebas nutntwnal cycle as defecation is part of the 
nutritional cycle of man and the higher animals. Binarv fission 
into two amoebas become<> essential after the animal has 'success-
fully nauris?e~ itself for _a period of tjmc; if the original amoeba 
did not spht mto two, 1t could not survive. In all these low 
form~ o~ life, there is duplication r~ther than reproduction; 
duphcatwn takes place not only Without any manifestation 
of sexuality but without the phenomena of parents and pro-
geny. The next generation is simply the original amoeba 
split into two amoebas; both are at one and the same time their 
own parents and their own progeny. 
The instinct for self-survival should not be confused with 
the instinct for race-survival. In asexual animals like the 
amoeba, self-survival and race-survival arc one and the same. 
But in man this is not the case; self-survival may so completely 
dominate individual behaviour that the individual in effect 
contributes to race-suicide. 
What I am calling the instinctual drive for survival was 
recognised as fact long before the development of modern 
science. In the Bra~manical scriptures it was called Jiwan-
akanksha "desire for life"; Gautama Buddha called it tanha, 
"the thirst for life"; Schopenhauer called it "the will to live" 
in his Occidental interpretation of . Buddhist conclusions 
about the nature of man. Freud called it "the libido" be-
cause he did not adequately distinguish between the survival 
drive ·and the sexual drive; all of man's drives he thought of 
as sexual or libidinal. · 
b. The Sexual Instinct. The sexual drive, in contrast 
to the drive for survival, is an instinct which man ·has only 
in common with those organisms which reproduce by fe1 tili-
zation. 
• In the binary fission of the amoeba we have real monogenesis, with asexual 
reproduction. Asexual reproduction, which ought really to be designated asexual 
duplication, is a form of reproduction in which there is no prior conjugation of indi-
viduals or union of germ cells of ditferent sexes; it is a form of .reproduction found in 
species of plants and animals which generate not only by binary fission but also hy 
multiple fission, spore formation, and budding. 
-----··--------------· 
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In all animals in which fertilization or conjugation of two 
· d' 'd 1 · haractcristic of their life-cycle, we find not only 
m 1v1 ua s lS c fi d 1 · ·1 
· t' t. e dr'1vc towards survival; we m a so a s1m1 ar an m~ me IV • . 
drive toward sexuality. In protozoa ~1ke the ch1lodon, a 
· t fi h water 1'nfiusorium it is d1fficult to sav whether m1nu e res - , . . . 
· t' · a part of its nutritional cycle and mamfestatwn COnjuga JOn IS . 
of its drive for survival, or a part 0f a sexual cyc~e and man~-
festation of an instinct of generation. ~::>r the ch1lodon duph-
t 't elf like the amoeba fer a considerable length of time ca es 1 s , ' 'k · 1 b' by transverse division -by what seems . h e. s1mp e mary 
fi · B t after a time it becomes physwlogically necessary sswn. u 1 h 1 for the animal to conjugate; two chilodons p ace t em~ e. ves 
side by side and partly fuse t~gcther; the nucle_us of each divides 
into two portions; one portton passes each mto the other. to 
unite w.ith the half-nucleus of the other. Thereupon_ a penod 
f renewed activity for each individual ensues man•fest_ed ~y 0 
'd growth and duplication bv division, until weakemng m 
rap1 . ' · . · · f 
the vital activities agam creates the rec~rrm~ necessity o 
· t'on The impelling cause of conJugatiOn, however, 
conJuga 1 · h · d' 'd ·1 is still in all probability net much more than s eer m lVI ua 
cell growth, and sexuality is potential rather than actual. 
Beginning with this first manifestation_ of . se~ualit~ -
of bigenesis* as distinguished from monogenesis_- 1t IS posnb~e 
to trace step by step in various plants and ammals _what u~tl­
mately becomes the distinct instinctive sexual dnve . wh1ch 
homo sapiens has in common with all th~ lowest and stmp~e~t 
forms of bigene.tic life. In the much h1gher hermaphroditic 
animals, such as the earth-worm, the distinction bet~een the 
two instincts is already much sharper. The earth-worm IS sexual 
but its sexuality is monoecious, * * in contrast to the amoeba, 
• In all dioecious organisms- plants and animals with separate male ~nd 
female individuals- reproduction is bigene~ic ~'?-d sexual and !herefore reqmres 
cross fertilization or conjugation by two mdtvtduals of o~~oslt_e sexes. In !he 
lower forms of life, sexual reproduction may mean mere~y feruhzauon by th~ umon 
of eggcells and sper!l1-cells in _some n;ann~r; in all the htgher forms of hfe-mclud-
ing man- it reqmres physctal conJugauon by a male and female. 
•• Monoecious plants, which have both male an~ female fl_owers 011 each indi-
vidual, are called monoeicous, ~hile monoe~iou_s _ammals, which have both n;~le 
and female organs of reproducuon on each mdtvtdual, are called hermaphrodtuc. 
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which is monogenetic and sexual. In the life-cycle of the 
earth-worm we find not cnly a distinct nutritional cvcle but 
also a distinct cycle, in contrast to the amoeba in ,.,·hi~h dupli-
cation is still part and parcel of its nutritional cycle. It is true 
that each of the two worms which conjugate to generate progeny 
is both a male-and-female; each has both testicles and ovaries; 
but, unlike the chilodon, conjugation with another earth-
worm is an invariable prerequisite to generation. There is 
no fission; we have instead distinct parents and distinct p10geny. 
~ 
As we rise higher in the scale of life, dioecious* forms o[ 
life begin to appear; the egg-cells and spe1m-cells necessary to 
sexual reproduction are produced by individuals of different 
sexes, and sexuality in the fullest sense of the word develops. 
The individuals which produce egg-cells, or ova, are real 
females; and those which produce sperm-cells, or spermatozoa, 
real males. And the distinction between the nutritional cycle 
and the reproductive cyCle, and the drive for survival and 
the drive for sexuality, is sharp in the extreme. It sharperu 
more and more as we pass from fishes, in which fertilization 
takes place outside the mother's body, (the female fish lets 
her roe fall at favourable places, usually secure against enemies; 
the male fish swims over the roe or spawn and pours its semen 
or milt over it), to birds in which the male has an organ or penis 
for the introduction of the semen into the body of the female 
and in which fertilization takes place inside the mother even 
though the fe1 tilized eggs are laid and incuoated outside of her 
body. But it is sharpest in the mammals, in which, in addi-
. tion to physical conjugation between male and female and ferti-
lization within the body of the mother, (as in birds), the entire 
embryonic development of the fertilized ovum takes place in 
the uterus or womb in the mother's body. 
In a sense we may say that the evidence of biology indi-
cates that sexuality is a kind of. sublimation of self-preservation. 
Within every animal, including man, which reproduces sexually, 
* Dioecious plants and animals have male organs on one type of individuals 
of the species, (the male sex) and female reproductive organs on another type, (the 
female sex). 
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. fl' b tween the drive for race-continuation and there 1s a con tct e · 11 · h I'fi 
·. fi . d' 'd 1 survival. Dramat1ca y m t e 1 e-thc dnve or m lVl ua . 1 r . 
· · and spider<: (in whtch the rna es terti-history of certam spectes . ' . h 
. fi 1 . 'te of the fact that they are eaten m t e !Jze the ema es m spt 'k 1 (' 
act by ·their monstrous paramours); of fishes ~1 e sa mon, I_n 
. ·h b h 1 nd fiemales struggle and tf necessary dxe whtc ct rna es a . . f . 
. cr h their native spawnmg grounds), o ammals m the euort to reac · d 
· d r· h' h the bucks often kill one another m or tr to hke eer, m w lc . I' k 
h · d ) there comes a time when sexua tty ma es possess t e oes ' f · d 
them perfectly willing to sacrifice life itsel m or_ er to ge~erate 
I t animals however hunger ts sub-Jrdmated progeny. n mos ' ' . h .. 
to sex only during the rutting seaso~. But m man unger can 
always be subordinated- sex subhmates hunger. 
c. The Instinct for Self-Expression. The t?i:d instinc_tu<!-1 
d · h' h human beings alone among hvmg orgamsm~ nve w tc . . · h bl fi 
seem to possess in a form clea;ly_ d1stmgmsf.a e ~om 
h nd Sex I think of as the dnve for sel -expresswn. unger a , ,. . . d' h 
This expressing instmct ts the mnate and here xtarY_ c arac-
tcr is tic of man which drives him to stru?gle to act~alize poten-
tialitie3 peculiar to homo sapiens, and whxc_h _l~ads htm .. to devote 
himself to arts and crafts and literary acttv1t1es; to scx_en_ce and 
inventions and discoveries of all sorts; to both altr msltc and 
egotistic forms of end~vor; t~ t~e building of social and 
political institutions whtch mam~u~ a balan~e between such 
altruistic and egotistic urges; to rehgwus wor.shxp and the quest 
of immortality, of paradise, of salvation, of mrvana and moks~a; 
and to philosophy arid concern about the purposes to •whxch 
life should be devoted. 
In man, therefore, the evolution of the instincts go~s one 
step fur~her than in all other anima_ls. Without turmng to 
biography .and history- to what fUJ:'mshes a far better r~cord 
of the characteristics which distinguish him from other ammals 
than that furnished by science- there is ample evidence of 
the existence of this third instinct in the psycho-physiology of 
the life cycle of man. 
The Sublimation of Sexuality. In the beginning; during 
Iac~tion and infancy,· man displays only one instinctual 
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drive, ~hat ?f survi':'al; he devotes himself to only one activity, 
the sattsfacttqn of hts hunger - the fulfilment of the nutritional 
cycle essential to sheer growth. 
In early chil~hood- from_ infancy onward, according 
to Freud- he begms to show sxgns of sexualitv and lavs the 
foundation for the development of his second iu'stinctual ·drive. 
Puberty is the culminating event in this development. At some 
time after puberty, in both men and women, this drive for the 
satisfaction of sexuality and for the fulfilment of the reproductive 
cycle, becomes, if anything, more powerful than that of survival. 
But not long after he emerges from early childhood, he 
shows signs of the development of what I believe to be his third 
instinctual dt ive; he tries to express himself and begins to 
develop an individual personality. It is true that there is evi-
dence of the development of personality in animals; all cats, 
all dogs, all horses, all cows do not have the same personalities, 
and even in a state of nature, without domestication, personality 
differences are found in baboons and in even lower species of 
animals. But only in man has self-expression developed chara-
cteri8tics so different from anything found among other animals, 
as to warrant recognition as an instinct as distinctive as those 
of survival and sexuality. 
It is, of course, probable that Freud was right in calling 
attention to the. evidence that these higher developments in 
man were intimately related to his sex-life, and in referring to 
them as the sublimation of sexuality.* But this really involves 
no denial of· the proposition that self-expression is a distinct 
instinctual drive in man, any more than the sublimation of 
the drive for survival by the drive for sexual satisfaction. 
·• C. N. Patel here records a note of dissent; "I feel that Freud's theory that 
man's cultural life is a sublimation of sex energy gives an incomplete account of 
human nature. The cultural activities of man are not by any means merely the 
physical energy of sex which has begun to flow through mental and intellectual 
channels. It is when the unsatisfied physical sex energy is acted upon by some 
other principle that such energy becomes chanrrelized into cultural activities. To 
discover the nature of that other principle which transforms surplus physical energy 
into moral, .intellectual and esthetic gifts, ·is a far more complex task than modern 
psychology has yet realized it to be." 
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involves a denial of the existence of a distinct sexual instinct. 
If Freud was right in saying that self-expression,. involves the 
sublimation of sexuality, then it is equally correct to say that 
self-expression mvolves the sub sub-limation of the drive for 
survival. 
This instinctual drive, (this sublimation of the sexual 
drive if you will, or sub-sublimation of the drive fm survival), 
marufests itself in many forms. of man's creative activities of 
which the most important unquestionably has been the crea-
tion by him of the language in which he expresses himself. 
There Is really nothing new in· the idea of attaching such 
great significance to the fact that man alone is capable of ex-
pressing himself in words. Countless scientists, philosophers, 
and sages* have called attention to . the significance of this 
• Many illustrations of this are found in religious writing;; of w~ich Christian 
writings dealing with Logos are perhaps best known. Many mterestmg examples 
are found in less well known religious writings. For instance: 
"And if thou desirest to have this intent (the grace of contemplation) lapped 
and folden in one word, so that thou mayest have· better hold thereupon, take thee 
but a little word of one syllable, for so it is hetter than of two; for the shorter 
the word, the better it accordeth with the work of the spirit. And such a word is 
this word GOD or this word LOVE. Choose which-ever thou wilt, or another; 
what.~oever word thou Iikest best of one syllable. And fasten this word to thy heart 
that so it may never go thence for anything that befalleth. The word shall be thy 
shield and thy spear, whether thou ridest on peace or war. With this word thou 
shalt beat on this cloud and this darkness above thee. With this word thou shalt 
smite down all manner of thought under the cloud of forgetting. Insomuch that-, 
if any thought press upon thee to ask what thou wouldest have, answer with no 
more words than with this cine word (GOD or LOVE). And if he offer of his great 
learning to expound to thee that one word, say to him that thou will have it all 
whole, and not broken or undone. And if thou wilt hold fast to this purpose, be 
sure that thought will no while bide." "That Cloud of Unknowing," in "The 
Perennial Philosophy," Aldous Huxley, p. 277. · 
. .Here was the Christian mystic, but the Mohameddan mystic attaches similar 
s1gmficance to the use of language: . · 
"The shayk took my hand and led me into the convent. I sat down in the 
portico, and the shayk picked up a book and began to read. As is the way of 
seholars,.I could not help wondering what the book was. The shayk perceived my 
thoughts." "Abu Sa'id," he said, 'all the hundred and twenty-fo1,1r thousand 
prophets were sent to preach one word. They bade the people say, 'Allah," and 
devote themselves to Him. Those who heard this word by the ear alone let it go 
out by the other ear; but those who heard it with their souls, imprinted it on their 
~ouls and repeated it until it penetrated their hearts and souls, and their whole be-
mgs became this word. They were made independent of the pronunciation of the 
W<?r?; they w~re released from the sound of. the letters. Having understood the 
spmtual meanmg of this word, they became so absorbed in it that they were no 
more conscious of their own non-existence."- Abu Sa'id, Ibid., p. 278. 
. In Hinduism, the word is OM- a spoken symbol that concenU'a!es within 
1tself the whole nature of ultimate reality as c.onceived. by Vedant. 
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uniquely human attribute; it is not necessarv to d 11 1 h 
h b. I · . -, we at engt upon t e su ~ect. t IS suffictent to point out th t h'l · h 
h · ls " h" · a w I e Wit ot er aruma speec lS reflexive and consists n1 f · 1 
'h · ' o vo signas 
Wit m~n It IS a means not only of communication but of 
abstractiOn. 
Art. When the word art is used not I·n 't t di 
. . · ' t s s u o-mean-
mg but broadly, With reference to the fact that so f 
• t d · · · . manv o 
man s ac. s an actlvittes are endowed with cha~::acteri~tics 
utterly divorced from mere survival or sexuali't 
I 
. y, we may say 
that man. a one Is capable of expressing himself artistically. 
Other ammals act, but their acts either reflect m · 1 
. ere Impu se, 
or are preservative or ~enetive, (when they gather or fight for 
food, or court and bmld nests for their )'Oung) M 1 
If. · 1 · an a one acts s~ -consciOus y for the sake of the good, the true and the 
beautiful; man alone reasom; men only are scientists and artists. 
Fi~ally, man alone is capable of expressing himself in 
J>?ssess10ns. O~her a~imals, it is true, may be said to be posse-
ssive - the sqmrrel hides his nuts; the beaver builds his house; 
the bee s~ore~ honey ~nd possesses its hive - but man alone 
e~presses m. his possessi?ns, in his clothes, in the furnishings of 
his home, m the architecture of his institutions that h' h 
. fi . d d d ' W IC 
satts es nee s an esires other than those of hunger and sex. 
T~e s~m and .substance of the matter amounts to this: 
expressiOn IS a basic intinctual need of man· the individual 
of the speci~s homo sapiens must express in his Iife the aspirations 
he clothes m words; he must try to actualize his ideas and 
ide~ls in h~s arts ~nd .in· his possessions, or, to the degree in 
which he fails, he fall., to be·human; he ceases to act like a normal 
human being; he frustlates an inborn need. · 
As Cooley puts it; "The main need of man is ...... self-
expression."* 
d. The .Necrotic Instinct. 
concept of a death-instinct, 
called the necrotic instinct. 
Finally we owe to Freud the 
of what in this study will be 
* C. H. Cooley, "Social Organization," p. 304. 
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Man, according to Ft eud, in the course of his life moves 
from response to what he poetically called Eros - fron: ~esponse 
to libido and to his sexual impulses; from the combmmg and 
constructive urges; from the pleasme-seekin~ and pai~-a~oid­
ing instincts - to response to the destructive death-u~stm~t. 
This is an unconscious drive toward effortlessness, mert1a 
and disintegration; the human correlate of entropy- of .the 
law of thermo-dynamics which describes the tendency of physical 
energy to dissipate itself at the lowest P?ssi?le level. . When 
the necrotic instinct triumphs over the mstmctual dnve for 
self-expression, self-reproduction, and self-survival, instead of 
a horror of death and aversion to extinction, there comes a 
consuming inclination to oblivion. 
In human beings, this instinct drives the individual to 
seek "the peac~ of the inorganic world" and to "restore condi-
tions to what they were before life by its emergence upset them." 
The parallel with the ancient wisdom of Hindu is perfect.* 
Atman seeks, ultimately, reunion with Brahman, the condition 
the individual soul enjoyed before it was separated from the 
Absolute and plunged into mqya, the delusive drive for tanka. 
"the thirst for life and enjoyment." 
Whether called an instinct or called something else, the 
fact is indisputable that man, in common with all animals, 
has an inherited attribute called dying and death. He inherits 
this just as truly as he inherits life; just as truly as he inherits 
his heart and lungs, his hands and feet, and every other faculty 
and organ of which his body is composed. 
Every destructive and aggressive . impusle in man, from 
alcoholism to war, whether directed toward himself or outward 
toward others, is an expression of the necrotic instinct. 
* C. N. Patel comments; "No. The Vedantic conception of mok.<ha doesn't 
correspond with 'the peace of the inorganic world.' It is described as 'Sat-Chit-
Anand'- absolute existence, perfect consciousness, pure joy. Abiding joy is the 
essential nature of perfect consciousness, untouched by desire. The pre;ence of 
desires is the inclex of an imperfect consciousness. The most natural concomitant 
of such perfect consciousness is universal compassion, and not the destructive impulses 
which lead to war. The aggressive impulses of man are not the result of what is 
metaphorically called 'the death instinct,' but of frustrations, of a repressed and 
tortured conscience, or may be of what the Christian world calls the cardinal sin 
of pride." 
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The wealth of evidence that man has a necrotic instinctual 
drive is overwhelming. Every time a man starts a habit_ 
a habit lik~ drinking .or drug~ng - which leads to premature 
death, he 1s respondmg to hiS necrotic instinct. Every time 
a man turns aw~y from the. world and seeks the "living-death", 
as some monastic orders thmk of their regimen, in a retreat of 
some kind; or seeks the realization of nirvana or reunion with 
the Absolute while still alive in samaddhi and trances he is 
responding to his necrotic instinct. Every time an incUvidual 
is overwhelmed by misfortune, or so completely frustrated that 
h~ no longer. feels that lif~ is ~orth living, that he ceases strug-
ghng to surv1ve and permits himself to die or is actuallv driven 
to the. e~trer:nity of committin~ suicide, he is respondiu'g to his 
necrotic mstmct. And every .t~me an individual seeks to escape 
fro~ boredom or t~e perplex1t1es of conventional existence, by 
dehberately embarkmg on war, he is responding tQ the necrotic 
instinct. All the great killers and conquerors of history- the 
Tambmlanes, the Ghengis Kahns, the Alexanders the Great 
the Julius Caesars, the Saladins and the Richards the Lio~ 
Hearted, the Gustavus Adolphuses and the Napoleon Bona-
parts, th~ Benito Mussolinis and the Adolf Hiders, the Joseph 
Stalins and the Mao Tse Tungs, and all those who voluntarilv 
followed them to war - were individuals responding to th~ 
necrotic instinct. 
Normally, the necrotic instinct begins. to function only 
during the very last periods of man's life, and then it puts in 
its appearance in petfectly normal impulses to retire from active 
life. But when these impulses begin to appear prematurely, 
particularly when they take the form of pathological actions 
and morbid, habits ~ch as drinking and drug-taking, it is prima 
facie evidence of frustration, of a life which has failed to imple-
ment and to fulfill what the basic instinctual drives call for; 
of the violation of norms of human behavior. · 
That man has basic instincts in common with all animals, 
is true, but the fact must not be forgotten that in man they 
are capable of variation to a degree impossible with other 
animals. In man all the instincts are malleable and plastic; 
they are self-controllable and self-directible; they can even be 
\ 
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frustrated and denied by the individual himself. In other 
animals it is impulse alone which controls and directs; there. is 
no animal self or ego with the power of denying or frustrating 
them. If they arc in fact frustrated, as of course they often arc, 
it is by natural forces outside the animal itself, very frequently 
by that outside force represented by man. All the domestic 
;mimals, for instance, are examples of man's ability to control 
and direct, often to entirely frustrate the animal's normal 
instinctual behavior- as in the case of the capon, the barrow, 
the steer, and the gelding. 
When human beings deny sexuality, as in genuine adult 
virginity, they do not destroy the sexual instinct, because they 
cannot; what they do is to frustrate its normal form of expression. 
*When a human being decides that life is not worth living and 
• C. N. Pat;) comments as follows: "The fundamental problem of human 
conduct as viewed from the religious point of view, is the extreme difficulty of main-
taining ~ balance between the 'sex_ual' ins~inct ~nd the 'e~pressic' in~tinct. Sexual 
gratification has a tendency to raise the mtenslty of desire to a pomt of excess, 
or- even when held within limits of moderation and phy~iological health - to 
make the individual self-complacent, and so to arrest the full development of his 
'expressic' instinct. Most of the individuals in the world cultivate a sense of 
personality within a very limited range, remaining content w~th the pursuit of wealth, 
or ·position, or power in crude forms. To seek to follow Ideals of truth, goodness 
and beauty, and vet not drny the legitimate claims of the body, is a rare achieve-
ment. How to scC'k such an achiC'vement is the central pm pose of the teachings of 
the Bhagavad Gita. If it is held that the achievement of such harmony is possible 
without reliance on the religious motive, the point needs to be made with emphasis 
and with a clearer statement of the points involved- that is, a statement of the 
assumptions of the religious view of life, and a critical discussion of those assump-
tions to establish the thesis that they are not false but unnecessary, that the problems 
of human conduct can be resolved through a reorganization of secular educational 
processes, with concomitant changes in our patterns of living, more effectively than 
through religious training." • · 
R. B. "The issue to which Mr. Patel directs attention here is one which I think 
,of as that between educational processes in which reasol'l is the final arbiter, and 
educational proces~es in which religious revelation is. 
"Both secular education and religious education have to deal with the meta-
physical problem. Secular education, as I try to make de'ar, in discus~ing the 
Educational Problem, makes two kinds of assumptions with regard to the meta-
physical problem. One is essentially Atheistic; it relies upon the evidence furnished 
by the phenomenological sciences, and upon that basis says there i~ no metaphysical 
• world, and therefore no means of obtaining any knowledge about it. All so-called 
revelations about it, it considers-illusionary. The problem of the secular educator 
is to equip human beings to live and to make the most out of living in wholly pheno· 
menological world. 
"But I believe there is ample evidence indicating that secular education can 
be Agl}ostic with regard to the metaphysical. proble~. Secular ed~cation of this. 
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commits suicide.; when we teach a soldier to expose himself to 
battle and to dte; when a religious fanatic persuades himself to 
accept martyrdom, man dees not establish that he has no 
instinct. for se!f-preservation; what he proves is merely that in 
respondmg to tdeas-to the manifestations of his expressic instinct, 
he has the power to frustrate it. It is this power more than any 
other of man's characteristics-a power which the plasticity of 
his instincts has enabled him to develop-which most definitely 
distinguish;s him from other animals. 
Using the psycho-physiologieal criterion to distinguish in 
the broadest possible way between what is normal and what is 
abnormal in hutnan behaviour, the most fundamental of all the 
norms of human action might be phrased as follows: All -actions 
and activities which do not and cannot satisfy man's basic instinctual 
drives harmoniously, are abnormal; only those acts and patterns of action 
which involve no frustration of the basic survival, sexual, and expressic 
instincts are normal. 
This norm applies to both sexes and to all ages. But the 
task of formulating norms which take the psycho~physiological 
criterion into account must be pushed into much mo~e specific 
prescriptions, as for instance in the following norm, which 
applies only to women, and only to certain forms of her activi-
ties-her sexual and maternal life; Childless women are abnormal. 
With this established as true, it is possible by further deduction 
to formulate norms dealing with all the problems in life with 
which women are confronted; for instance: the problem of .their 
education: Violent physical exercises for girls and young women, since 
they are injurious to their normal pelvic development, are abnormal. 
kind does not need to deny the possibility of revelation'-of communication between 
man and some ·metaphysical Absolute- but it does, as Dr. Patel points out, have 
to establish that though it may not be false, it is unnecessary in right-education. 
Since it cannot l'ely upon revelation to vindicate its assumptions, it has to rely upon 
some such methods as I have tried to describe later in this chapter. 
"In the final analysis, the two kinds of educational processes may have to be 
judged 'by their works.' But in making such a comparison the difficulty is that 
while it is possible to identify secular educational processes, there are no such 
things as religious educational processes- there are only educational processes of 
particular religions, Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, Muslim~ Vedantic, Buddhist, and 
so on." · 
•
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A further example of deduction from the same basic norm: 
Pa:·ticipation in any course of study which conditions the 
unconscious minds of gids and young women to feel that the 
fulfilment of their maternal function should be subordinated to 
other v . .lues and other occupations, is abnormal. 
And a final example: The identical education of boys and girls, 
of _young men and _young women, is abnormal. 
3. The Pragmatic Criterion. Pragmatically we catt establish 
norms of living-norms of action rather than norms of condi-
tion-by determining, in one field after another, how al·,ernativc 
ways < f living work; how well they succeed or fail in enabling 
the individual to maintain life and health, to generate progeny 
and satisfy his sexual needs, and to express himself like a human 
being.* We may sum up the pragmatic criterion by saying that 
it is a method for distinguishing b::tween activities which are 
normal and those which arc not, by the test of the way in which 
they work. 
Superficially we are tempted to say that the dietary habits 
of the American people work; that they must represent an accep-
table way of dealing with one kind of living problem, even if 
they do not represent a theoretically norm().! diet. It is a 
temptation to say that American diet is a good diet, if for no 
other reason than that we now live longer on the average than 
in the past before we Americans adopted our present diet com-
posed mainly of refined and industrialized foodstuffs.· Most 
of us are therefore tempted to dismiss people who talk about 
diet as cranks. 
But if we consider what we can learn-which is difficult 
considering the mis-education to which we have been subjected 
by the advertising of our food industry-about the way in which 
that diet actually works, we shall be driven to conclude that the · 
prevailing diet of modern man is manlfestly not a normal diet; 
* "The Wheel of Health," by G. T. Wrench, (C. W. Daniel Co., London, 
1938), is an evaluation of alternative dietetic and other patterns of living, in which 
the normality of the pattern of one people- the Hunzas of India- is established 
irr terms of longevity and health, (p. ·26); in terms of heredity and virility, (p. 4.7); 
and in terms of craftmanship and artistry. (p. 19). 
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that on the contrary, it must be an abnormal diet; for in trmh it 
do.es not ~o~k well at ~ll. * If life expectancy is increasing in 
sprte of thrs, 1t must be mcreasing despite our dietary habits and 
not because of. them. When we really examine the matter, we 
~nd that practically every~ody in America suffers from constipa-
tiOn-most of the drugs m our drugstores consists of laxatives 
and purgatives. We fi~d that the Ameiican people have very 
nearly the worst teeth. m the world: that they nearly all suffer 
from colds and chrome catarrh; finally, that while there has 
been an apparently inexplicable increase in deaths from what 
are called degenerative diseases-heart disease cancer diabetes-
it is not difficult, by careful analysis of data 'of this kind all of 
which is directly or indirectly related to the dietetic h~bits of 
America, to conclude that diet is in fact abnormal. 
To determine what is normal, not only scientific experimenta-
tion bu.t also historical, anthropol0gical, and geographic research 
is necessary.** If we find that the diet of people elsewhere in 
the world, or. of some primitive people, or even the diet of our 
own ancestors at some particular period in the past, works or 
worked better than our present diet, then we have a basis for 
determining what is a more normal diet than our present day 
diet-a diet which represents what the food industry has per-
suaded us to· consume, not for our good, but manifestly for its 
own. 
If we find that a diet of whole wheat flour instead of white 
flour; of clean raw milk instead of dirty milk which has been 
pasteurized; of honey or molasses instead of white sugar, works 
better than our present diet; if we have less constipation, better 
teeth, fewei colds, and suffer less from degenera_tive diseases, we 
·can begin to establish norms of eating. Even without turning 
to laboratories for scientific verification of what we have learned, 
* An early study of the abnormality of the modern American diet will be 
· found in "Starving America," Alfred W. McCann, 1918. a recent study of the 
su~ject is "The National Malnutrition,'' D. T. Quigley, Lee Foundation for Nutri-
tional Research, Milwaukee, 1943. 
** An excellent illustration of this kind of research is "Nutrition And Physical 
Degeneration," Weston A. Price, Paul B. Hoeber, Inc., 1939. The sub. title of the 
book is "A Comparison of Primitive and Modern Diets and Their Effects." It 
could have been called equally well "A comparison ... of the way they work." 
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we can then safely assume that a normal diet must consist mainly 
of whole and natural foods; that a diet consisting mo:.tly of 
highly refined and proressed foodstuffs is an abnormal .die~. 
It happens that we have an enormous amount of scientific 
verification for such a norm.* Establishing norms for eating is 
mainly a matter of integrating and evaluating what is .alr~ady 
known about the way in which various foods and combmatwns 
of food work. 
Mankind fortunately embarked on this important matter 
of e<;tablishing norms or" living long befo1e the development of 
modern science. From the beginning it established them 
pragmatica:Ily and embodied them in its traditional lore, and 
traditional folkways. It is perfectly ridiculous to assume that 
all this traditional lore must be discarded now that we enjoy 
the blessings of science. We have much for which to be grateful 
to science, but one thing for which scientists will have to answer 
is the headlong manner in which they have led modern man to 
discard a traditional way of doing something befor.e that tradi-
tional way has been subjected to adequate investigation. We 
have in tradition as distinguished from fashion- even when 
the fashion is a scientific one-an epitome of the experience of 
mankind. Instead of discarding in toto prescriptions for behaviour 
based on tradition, we should discard only its errors and super-
stitions, and retain those parts of h which work until really 
better, (and not just newer) methods are developed. In addition, 
now that the thralldom of total tradition has ended, each indivi-
dual can in his own life-time experiment pragmatically, .first 
with the old <].nd then, (if he can throw off the new thralldom 
of progress), with the new. 
4. The Homometric Criterion. Finallv we can establish 
norms of living metrically, or homometrically as I think of 
mathematical and statistical methods when applied not to the 
problems of science, of go~ernment, of padagogy, much less of 
industry and engineering, but to the problems of man. We 
can establish both norms of action (as for instance with regard 
* In "The Chemistry of Food And Nutrition," Henry C. Sherman, (Macmillan 
Co., 1937), calls such a norm the "principle of natural and nutritional wholes." 
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to ·eating) . and norms of condition (physiological conditions, 
such as weight, and psychological states, such as sanitv), and 
we. can f~rmula~e these terms metrically. Instead of being 
satisfied '~·1th saymg th~t fat men are ovet-weight and thin men 
under-weight, the metnc method makes it possible for us to sav 
that every man 5 ft. 6 in. in height who weighs less than 129 
pounds is undef-weight and every man of that height who 
weighs more than 157 pounds is over-weight. We would then 
be distinguishing between normal and abnormal conditions in 
magnitudes on the basis of a norm which ranges between 129 
and 15 7 pounds for men 5 ft. 6 in. in height.* As we shall see 
the metrical method may be used to formulate norms for dealin~ 
with all sorts of problems which are much more complex than 
that of body-weight. · 
Eating. A simple illustration will help make clear the 
manner in which statistics can be used to formulate norms of 
living. 
Eating is an action. The diet of an individual or of a 
' family, Oi of a people represents a pattern of action. If all the 
time devoted to earning the money with which to buy food, to 
preparing and serving it, to the act of eating itself, and finally-
in the case of moderri man-to the time needed to pay for the 
medical consequences of eating the refined foods he has been 
taught to eat, is taken into account, not less than forty and often 
more than fifty per cent of the man's whole working time is 
devoted providing himself with food. 
But the problem of eating in all but one period in the life-
cycle of man is so complex, that its consideration would take 
too much time now when we are concerned not so much with 
normal eating as with methods of establishing norms of all 
kinds. Eating during infancy; eating only during what I think 
of as the lactation period of the life-cycle, furnishes a relatively 
simple subject for investigatio~ .. What light does the use of the 
· metrical method throw upon the question of the norm of this 
particular aspect of the problem of eating? · 
* "Statistical Bulletin," Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., New York, June 
1943, Vol. 24. On the basis of this study, the "ideal" weight of men with "small 
frames" 5 ft. 6 in. in height, ranges between 129 and 136: with "medium frames," 
between 134 and 144; with "large frames," between 145 and 157. 
l 
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A statistical study* of the feeding of20,061 infants in Chicago, 
unfortunately covering only the first nine months of their lives, 
showed that the death rate for those artificially fed was 8·4 per 
cent; for those partially breast fed, 0· 7 per cent; for those wholly 
breast fed, 0·15 per cent. Here is a slaughter of innocents by 
women who follow modern fashions and who practic;e what 
they have been taught by advertising and salesmanship, fifty-six 
times as great as the death rate of the children of mothers who 
observe the norm confirmed by this study and embedded in the 
traditional lore of every people not yet subject to modern mts-
education. 
The study is, of course, inadequate. It is wrong on at least 
three counts: ( 1) it correlates premature death with three kinds 
of feeding methods, but does so for only nine months of the life 
of the selectees. It should show the relationship of premature 
death during the whole period of life affected by right or wrong 
methods of feeding during the lactation pctiod. If this wei e 
done, the death rate for those artificially fed would be many 
times higher than indicated by the study.. (2) Secondly, it does 
not take into account disease, both physical and emotional, 
during the whole period of life which can. be traced to bottle-
feeding and feeding of infants with artificial foods. (3) Finally, 
it does not take into account both of the individuals most directly 
concerned-the mother and child. Failure to usc the mammary 
glands has profound effects, both physical and emotional, upon 
women. As a matter of fact, the woman aspect of the matter is 
the more important, for if we establish what constitutes the 
norm of behavior for woman, we automatically establish what 
1s normal for her child. 
Actually we are dealing not with one but with two problems: 
infant nutrition, and use of the mammary glands. A really 
adequate study would formulate t~e governing norm in terms 
not of how to feed infants but of how often in life a woman should 
use her mammary glands, (or how many children she should 
bear), and how long her brea.;ts should be milked by a child 
* Quoted from the League of Nations Committee on The Problem of Nutri-
tion, Interim Report, Vol. I, in the "Wheel of Health," G. T. Wrench, p. 49. 
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each. time in order. to assure optimal longevity and health, (both 
phystcal and emotiOnal), to both mother and child. The varia-
tions now practised in both regards are enormous, ranging from 
zero use of the glands in all truly modern women, to use of the 
glands a d~zen or more times during the whole maternity span 
and for penods often of three years or more each time a child is 
borr:· Such a. ~tudy w0~ld develop the normal range for this 
parttcular acttvtty. And It would probably show that the normal 
range is from three to eight children, and lactation each time 
from 18 mont~s t~ three years; that anything les." than this, or 
more than thts, IS. abnormal for both mother and child for 
' family and society, and for humanity as a whole. 
Dwelling. Common usage equates the word dwelling with 
the word house. The word dwelling, however, is really the 
present parti~iple of the verb to dwell. Dwelling, as it is here 
used, is not a thing; it is an act. Among the acts and pattern of 
action which revolve around the act of dwelling are sleeping, 
eating, resting and playing at home; for most men in the indus-
trialized world, commutation between work and home; for most 
women, working at home; for children, (in addition to the 
common activities of the family), commutation between school 
and home. From the home the members of the family vote; 
from it they go to church; around the home revolves their social 
activities. The foundation act, which determines all the acts 
and habits which dwelling generates, is the act of choosing the 
place to dwell. 
In the following illustration of the use of the material 
method, statistics about conditions (those of major psychiatric 
disorder*) are correlated with statistics about (those of dwelling 
in communities of different densities of population). While 
the explicit purpose of the original correlation was not the 
determination of what I call. a normal range of behavior, it 
* Major psychiatric disorders are defined as (I) mental deficiency- mental 
age below 10 years; (2) psychopathic personality- inability to profit by experience 
and respond in an adult social manner; (3) chronic alcoholism- habitual use to a 
point of social or physical disability; (4) psychoneurosis-conversion sy~ptoms, 
hysterical paralysis, vasomotor disturbances, excessive concern over mmor or 
imaginary bodily ailments, obsessions, compulsions, phobic manifestations, and 
emotional disturbances; ( 5) psychosis. 
j 
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incidentally provided evidence for the establishment of such a 
range. 
In 1944 Hyde and Kingsley made a Etudy* of the major 
causes of mental r~jections in 60,000 American selectees for 
army service in World War II, and of the density of the popula-
tions of the communities from which they came. All the selectees 
were examined by the same team of psychiatric examiners 
using the same critezia for diagnosis, at the Boston Armed Forces 
induction station during the winter, spring and summer of 
1941-1942. The area from which the selectees came-the 
eastern segment of Massachusetts, within 35 miles· of the sea-
coast-includes wealthy suburban communities, cities with 
active industries, poor industrial cities of low economic statu~, 
towns and villag~s of less than 2,000 population of varying econo-
mic status, some isolated rural communities, and finally, city 
slums in which all the distressing features of extreme poverty 
were found. The area tested is not, of course, representative ~f 
the nation generally. Most of New England, and particularly. 
this section of it, has been heavily urbanized and industrialied 
for many generations. Between emigration to the West, with 
its fertile land, and to the cities with their glitter, the smaller 
communities and rural regions of this region have been drained 
of their healthiest and most ambitious young people for almost a 
century. But even though the area is not a perfect sample upon 
which to base such a study, it is still representative enough to 
make its lesson portentous. 
The age limits for the first 6,000 men were between 21 
and 34, and for the remaining 54,000 between. 21 and 44 
. ' inclusive. Most of the selectees were unmatried; no fathers with 
children born before the J a:panese bombing of Pearl Harbor 
in 1941 were included. Here again, a perfect sample would have 
included a proportion of men, women, and children of all ages, 
and not only men considered suitable for military service. But 
though not perfect, the sarriple used is still sufficiently representa-
* "Studies in Medical Sociology," Major Robert W. Hyde, M. C., A. U.S. and 
Sergeant Lowell V. Kingsley, A. U.S., "The Ne..w England Journal of Medicine" 
\'ol.231, No. 16, Oct. 19, 1944; No. 17, Oct. 26, 1944; No. 18, Nov. 2, 1944'. 
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tive of the population in general "to point a moral, and adorn a 
tale."* 
The relationship of the percentage rejected for all major 
psychiatric disorders, to the density of the population of the 
communities in which they dwelt, was as follows:. 
Density per Square Mile No Examined Percent Rejected 
Less than 500 2,856 12·1 
500-999 4,478 7·5 
1,000-1,999 • 6,340 8·5 
2,000-4,999 8,056 9·2 
5,000-9,999- 13,322 9·5 
10,000-19,999 14,108 10·6 
20,000 or over 10,840 14·0 
The rates for all commurnt1es with population de~sities 
of over 500 per square mile show a step-like increase in mental 
disorders, ranging from 7 ·5 per cent to 14·0 per cent, with 
each increase in population density. The sanest communities 
were those with population densities of between 500 and 999 
per square mile. The worst, large· cities with population densities 
of over 20,000 per square mile. On the other hand, the most 
isolated communities were almost as bad. What does all this 
mean, assuming that mental disorder is prima facie evidence of 
abnormality? It means that the normal range for dwelling is 
in communities with a density of population ranging between 
500 and 999 per square mile. Dwelling either in communities 
or regions so· isolated as to number less than 500 persons to a 
square mile, or so congested as to number over 1,0.00 per square 
mile, is abnormal. · 
But it should be poin.ted out that· this study alone is not 
sufficient to establish a definitive norm of dwelling. The region 
selected for study is not sufficiently representative; the selectee~ 
are suggestive rather than really indicative of homo sapiens 
generally; above all, only one criterion of normality was used-
the rate of mental disorder. To establish the true .norm, the 
region would have to be really representative of all kinds of 
communities-rural and urban; commercial, and industrial 
and mi~eral; sea-coast and interior, plains and mountains. The 
* Ibid, No. 18, p. 572, Table I. 
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selectees would have to be really representative of humanity as 
whole-old and young; men, women, and children. Above all, 
criteria falling into at least three entirely different categories 
would have to be used. Psycho-physiological critexia like 
insanity and longevity arc perfectly good but by themselves not 
sufficient. In addition, entirely diffc.rent criteria-economic 
criteria like wealth and dependency; moral criteria like larceny 
and homicide; educational criteria like literacy; esthetic criteria 
like art and craft. And these criteria olm.ormalcy would have to 
be superimposed one on top of another, widening or narrowing 
the range considered normal, until it can be considered truly 
definitive. 
Fragmentary as is this particular study, since it bases the 
norm of dwelling only upon psychiatric data, it nevertheless 
makes it perfectly plain that our failure to teac.h the norms 
applicable to dwelling involves mis-education of an almost 
criminal nature. In spite of this demonstration of the abno-
mality of both the over-centralization and over decentraliza-
tion of population, American schools continue to teach, the 
American real estate and building industry continues to sell, 
and the American government-as for instance in using its taxing 
power to subsidize public housing-to use its power to per-
suade the people to abandon dwelling in small commumties 
and rural regions, and to dwell in densely congested urban 
centres, the bigger the better; 
At least four steps are involved in establishing definitive 
norms of living metrically: ( 1) Selecting a representative sample 
of mankind for study. (If the norm to be established deals with 
all of rriankind, an adequate sample of the entire population; 
if with only one sex; a typical sample of the whole of one sex; 
if with only one pe.riod of the life-cyck, as infancy, or male 
adolescence, or the maternity span, a sample limited to selectees 
of that period only.)* (2) correlating statistics dealing with 
"'There.are two ways in which it is possible to make the samples representative: 
one positive, using selectees representative of the total population, and the other 
negative, using selectees representative only of abnormals in the population. The 
second· is the easier to use. The final result should be the same. For instance, in 
showing that 7.5 per cent of the population in communities ranging in population 
from 500 to 999 persons per square mile have major mental disorders, the fact was 
al•o established that !12.5 per cent of the people in such communities do not. 
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the kind of action or condition for which a norm is being 
established with conditions, in the case of norms of action or with 
actions in the case of norms of condition; (3) superimpos~g upon 
one such correlation at least three criteria each of an entirelv 
different nature; ( 4) establishing as the norm, the range ~f 
actions (or conditions) which multiple correlation establishes 
as common to all the criteria used. 
Though this is multiple correlation, it is not the arbitrary, 
merely mathematical correlation with which it will be easv 
for lovers of stati'itics to confuse 1t. Its essence is not correlatio~ 
but integration-integration of the fragmented data available 
in such enormous quantities in biometry, psychometry, socio-
metry, and econometry, in order to throw light upon how 
homo sapiens should live. 
Confirmed sceptics, even if they might be persuaded to 
admit the possibility of using statistics to establish norms for 
such seemingly simple problems as those of eating and dwe.lling, 
may deny the possibility of using homometry for the purpose of 
establishing norms applicable to the much more difficult ethical 
and political problems confronting mankind. After years of 
experimenting with the method in every field covered by this 
whole study there is not the slightest question in my mind about 
two things: first, that this particular form- of multiple correlation, 
can be used successfully in formulating norms of all kinds; secondly 
that there is sufficient statistical material available with which 
to begin the establishment of norms upon which to base the 
social, economic, and political re-organization-and the re-
education and humanization-of mankind. 
All the norms in this study have been formulated upon 
the basis of .one or more of the four method<; and critexia which 
I have described. 
Unless the organization of education at every level, in every 
course, and every method of teaching is based upon norms of 
living established by such methods as I have suggested, it is 
almost certain to result not in right but in miseducation. 
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The Classificatory Method. Many of my friends have reproa-
ched me for starting a new, and even, superfluous, speciality. 
Since the proliferation of specialities has created the most diffi-
cult problem with which education is today confronted, any 
proposal to add to their number is properly suspect. But I insist 
that the distinction between a special field of knowledge and a 
methodology should not be ignored. 
The distinction here being drawn between a speciality and 
a methodology is the same distinction which exists between the 
body of the knowledge called science and the methodology called 
the scientific. 
A field of knowledge, like sociology, becomes a speciality 
whenever it begins to consider itself autonomous, whenever it 
maintains a vested interest in the field it has pre-empted, and 
whenever it develops a special vocabulary, a special methodology, 
and a -special literature of its own. 
A methodology, on the other hand, is simply a system for 
the orderly study, description, classification, development, 
evaluation, and arrangement of the subject-matter of any field of 
knowledge. 
Sociology and the other social sciences, because their 
subject-matter consists of abstractions and not of obj~ctive facts, 
are not sciences in the same sense that physics and, chemistry 
are l>ciences. It is because they have failed to solve the p10blem 
of reducing their subject-matter to entities the nature of which 
can be verified objectively that all of them tend to develop 
· arbitrary methodologies of their own. 
Since I attach such importance to this distinction. an 
attempt at. briefly summarizing the method is justified. 
1. The study of any social problem should begin with the 
most rigorously logical formulation of the subject-matter with 
which the problem is concerned. This is an obvious first step, 
frequentlyign<?red or imperfectly f01mulated in the social sciences. 
2. A vatiation of the case method should be used for 
making the basic observations of the activities, the events, the 
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things, and even the abstractions, which are involved in the 
problem being studied. A sufficient number of such specimen 
cas~ must be observe~ and recorded to make adequate classi-
ficatiOn of them possible, and to furnish a sound basis for 
generalizing about them. But in every instance, the basic observa-
tions must co~si~t ?f cases of individual human actions performed 
by nam~able mdivt~uals, o~ calendrically specifiable dates, during 
horo.logtcally spectfiable mtervals of time, at geographically 
speetfiable places. The study of concepts .and ideas of terms 
and abstractions dealing with the human and social' sciences is 
purely speculative unless their analysis is pushed back to indivi-
dual human actions, and cases and classifications of cases furnish 
an objective basis for them. This is the essence of the method 
and it cont~asts shaq:~ly at. this point with the methods generally 
used today m the soCtal sc1ences. These so-called sciences almost 
invatiably begin with the study of a collective abstraction-with 
a hypostatization or operational fiction such as "a culture" 
' 
"an. econom">:,'' "a socie~", "a nationality." In sociological 
studies the failure to spec1fy the case or particular social entity 
which is being studied, is obviously due to the fact that there is 
no such thing as a particular society which can be at one and 
the same-time named, dated calendrically, and bounded geogra-
phically. But even in those social sciences where a specified cul-
ture, economy, or nation is studied, there is almost never a 
sufficient rumber of different cultures, economies or nations in-
cluded in the study to furnish universality to the conclusions 
drawn. The conclusions are not scientific; they are parochial 
·and temporal; they apply only to the one particular nation or 
culture studied. 
3. The specific cases thus observed are then. classified 
into categories, divisions, orders, species and varieties on the 
basis of significant characterics which each class has in common. 
Classification invariably reveals whether the number of cases 
are sufficient for purposes of generalization, and whether there 
.are classes of specimens which have been overlooked. Valid 
generalization is obviously impossib\e if, as in the methods used 
in sociology, there are either no cases at all or so few as to make 
classification impossible. 
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4. Hypothecatio~ on an object basis is thus made po~sible. 
It is virtually impossible to take steps two and three Without 
forming theories about the solution of the pr?blem .bei~g studied. 
But such theories, it shoulq be noted, arc mduct1ve m nature; 
unlike the theories produced by the sodological method, which 
are almost invariably based upon the analysis of abstractions, 
they are not deductive. 
5. The hypothetical solution of the problem is the~ ready 
for verification. Verification calls for analysis of the cases and 
of their classification by not one but many independent workers. 
It also calls for the use of statistics, of applicable historical and 
biographical knowledge, of analysis of curren~ events and: indi-. 
viduaf experiences bearing upon and presumably demonstrative 
of the hypothesis; and finally, whenever possible, of experimenta-
tion-of subjection of the theory to the ultimate test of experi-
mental verification. 
6. If, as a result of what seems adequate verification, 
conviction of the validity of the proposed solution of the problem 
develops, it is then permissible to use the conclusion deductively-
to use it as a norm, principle or law for the purpose of evaluating 
specific kinds of human actions, of prescribing for the actions 
of others, and even of governing their actions if government is 
actually called for. 
• It is perfectly obvious that the use of this method requires 
drawing upon knowledge from every field of art and science, 
including the humanities, and every religion, ideology and. 
school of philosophy,.either for the purpose of furnishing cases, 
of vetifying the principles developed, or of passing judgment 
upon the solutions which different religions, different philoso-
phies, and different ideologies now offer with regard to the 
problem under consideration. 
~ . 
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CHAPTER \'lii 
THE NATURE OF CLASSIFICATION: A NOTE ON 
METHODOLOGY 
We should have a bewildering chaos of details, of forms, of 
things, and events, which no memory could grasp and recall unless 
thought could master the plurality of content by means of comparison 
and distinction; and could on the one hand recognize sameness and 
similarity, on the other estimate difference .... Such a process, if 
completely carried out, would lead to a comprehensive system of 
concepts, in which the whole content of the perceptible-of things 
as well as events-would be displayed in order of similarity and 
difference: to a classification extending over the whole sphere of 
knowledge and finding its expression in a well established system of 
notation in a scientific terminology.-Sigwart, "Logic," translated by 
Helen Bonsanquet. (Published in 1878). 
An individual human action, .like the murder of Abraham 
Lincoln by John Wilkes Booth, can be described. In the speci-
fication of the characteristics of such an action which justify its 
designation as mur:der, (specifications slowly developed by 
jurisprudence as a result of countless trials of individuals accused 
of homicide), the distinction between murder and other acts of 
horp.icide has been so cleatly drawn that, once the facts involved 
are· established, there is no room for doubt as to whether a 
particular killing involved the commission of the crime of mur-
der, the crime of maru:laughter, the pseudo-crime of excusable 
homicide, or the killings by executionets which the law calls 
justifiable homicide. 
What is true of killing is true of every kind of human action. 
Human actions can be observed; they can be described. Essential 
to a rigorously scientific description are seven things: ( 1) the 
name or identity of the particular person who performed the 
act being described; (2) the particular place where it was 
performed; (3) the particular day, mont~ and year when it 
was performed; (4) the interval of time during which it was 
performed; (5) the particular purposes for which it was perfor-
med; (6) the sequence of activities performed during the time-
! ' 
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interval of the whole action; and (7) the specific consequences 
which followed from it so far as society and the individuals invol-
ved in it were concerned. Obviously it is utterly impossible to 
obtain this information about every action, but it is possible 
to obtain it in a sufficient number of cases to make possible the 
scientific use of such cases for study.· I hav~ myself accumulated 
around eight thousand such observations since I began this study 
in 1940; so far as numbers are concerned, there is nothing to 
prevent our making just as· many observations for the develop-
ment of a science of human action as zoologists and botanists 
have made in laying an adequate foundation for these two 
sciences. 
The first thing my observations revealed was the fact that 
it is possible to classify human actions on the basis of significant 
characteristics common to classes of them, just as in zoology 
it is possible to classify animals on the basis of the significant 
characteristics of particular species and orders - on the basis 
of whether they are vertebrates like apes or invertebrates like 
snails; on the basis of whether they are oviparous like turtles 
or viviparous like wolves; on the basis of whether they can 
speak and reason like man or can neither speak nor reason but 
only act tropismically like a moe bas. · 
Even though the observations and descriptions 'of human 
actions can never be as precise as those made in the concrete 
sciences; even though they will necessarily fall·short of the preci-
sion of the observations and descriptions of matter and energy 
made by physicists and chemists; even though they will also 
fall short of the precision possible in biology, zoology and botany, 
they can nevertheless be made precise enough tto transform the 
human, behavioral or social sciences from pseudo·sciences 
into real sciences. Finally, my own experiments establish 
conclusively that they can be. made precise enough not only to 
make these sciences into genuine descriptive sciences, but also. 
to make them normative - to make it possible not only to des-
, cribe how human beings act but to prescribe how they should and 
should not act. 
That they can be transformed into normative science is 
made possible by two facts: (1) the fact that analysis of the 
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acts of any individual is inescapably a study of the purposes 
and the consequences of his actions, and (2) the fact that when 
a sufficient number of human actions of essentially the same 
kind are classified on the basis of the purpose:; for which they 
are performed and the consequences which flow from them 
value judgments emerge and objective generalizations about the bar~ 
mony, the humanity, the morality, the validity and normality 
of each class of actions can be made. 
In terms of the scientific method, the problem of classi-
fication with which we are here concerned, follows immediatelv 
after observation. Only if classification is possible can ther~ 
be an adequate basis for induction, verification, and deduction, 
and only if there is a valid basis fS:>r the formulation of deductive 
judgments can there be objective, in place of subjective, pres-
criptions about the manner in which human beings should live, 
what they should and should not do if they are to live within 
the range of actions which are normal to homo sapiens. 
The various kinds of acts which human beings perform; 
the various problems of which these actions are attempted 
solutions, and finally the various kinds of ideas, ideals, and 
ideologies developed by mankind about the manner in which 
human beings should deal with these problems, are infinite 
in number and almost infinite in variety. Unless we develop 
a scientifically valid method of classifying these actions, prob-
lems, and ideologies, dealing with problems of man and of 
societv rationally and humanely -instead of impulsively, tradi-
tionaliy and dogmatically -will remain a matter of chance. 
In sum, no escape from the dilemma of modern confusion and 
amorality is possible, and no absolute.; can be substituted for 
relatives without it. Without classification, we have nothing 
but impulse, tradition, and dogma to fall back upon. 
It is at this point that the social sciences have most miser-
ably failed to be scientific. I can speak with authority about 
·economics, and I believe with almost as much authority about 
sociology and political science. What the social sciences des-
perately need in order to become scientific is not only some 
_, 
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such invention a<; binomialism * but also a taxonomy** of their 
own. Until they have both they will remain nascent if n0t 
pseudo-sciences. 
In dealing with human and social problems, scientists, 
philosophers and educators have almost completely ignored 
the task of filling this gap in the sciences. That preachers and 
politicians should prescribe for human behavior without taking 
this into account, is undetstandable. After all, they do not 
.profess to be scienti-;ts. But that educatcrs and scientists should 
presume to speak with authority about human and social prob-
lems without first providing themselves with an adequate sys-
tem of classification, is inexcusable. American educators, with 
whom I am most familiar, now that they are no longer religious 
dogmatists, are for the most part pragmatists- they shrink 
· from the absttact and concentrate upon the concrete. Present-
day philosophers, forgetting Aristotle, have surrendered the 
problem of classification to physicists and biologists, who do not 
deal directly with the problems of mankind at all. The social 
scientists, on the other hand, have done so little about classi-
fication and nomenclature as to render. much of their work 
unintelligible even to themselves. 
As a result, the situation in the social sciences today is one 
of hopeless confusion. The terminology of each special science 
is a foreign language to all but the initiate, and the relation-
ship of the same term to the various meanings it might have, 
even in the same science, is vague and indetexminate. In 
applying what they feel they have learned, only specialists 
can qualify, and the specialists are for the mcst part safely 
immured in institutions of higher learning where they are far 
removed from the problems which confront the people of this 
troubled world. 
* Binomialism is the system of nomenclature in which each class of plants or 
animals is given two names, the first being that of the genus to which it belongs and 
the second that of the species. This system, which was accepted almost from the 
beginning by zoologists and botanists, was first standardized by Linnaeus, though 
binary names were occasionally used by pre-Linnaen writers. All roses, for exam" 
ple, are rosa, but each class of roses has to be given two names, rosa gallica, being 
the French rose, and rosa odorata, the fragrant tea rose, and so on. 
** Taxonomy is the system of classification, and the laws and principles govern-
ing it, used by zoologists and botanists. 
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_ In law, ~edicine, theology and pedagogy, the situation 
IS not ve~y d~fferent. ~ach of the~e disciplines is supposed 
t~ d~al With l~fe, but ne1the~ their vocabularies ncr the orga-
mzatwn of t?etr kno\~lcdgc \nll stand the test of xigorous logical 
and ~ema~t1c analysis. As for integrating what they know, 
the "1tuat10n seems hopeless. Yet the. fact remains that life 
is integ.ral, a~d that human actions are always wholes. Instead 
of d~almg. w1th problems of living as they are in their totality 
and 1~tegnty~ each of o.ur specialized disciplines is so specialized 
that mtegr~tmg what 1t knows with the knowledge in others 
concerns virtually none of these who specicalize in them. 
Over a century ago, a remarkable genius, Pete1 Mark 
Rogct, (1779-1869), showed that every idea about life and 
living can be classified. His "Thesaurus of English Words 
an~ Phr~ses': blazes a trail which educators, philosophers, and 
soc1al sc1ent1sts ought to have followed, much as biologists, 
botanists and zoologists built a broad highway to scientific 
truth by developing a century ago the trail blazed for them by 
Ca1olus Linnaeus (1707-1778), in his "Species Planetaxium" 
in 1753 and "System Naturae" in 1758. Instead of recogniz-
ing that it was possible to classify ideas scientifically- includ-
ing all the entities studied in human sciences- they have per-
mitted Roget's essentially scientific and profoundly philosophic 
work, to be degraded to the status of a mere distionary of 
synonyms and antonyms. 
There is. no really good reason. why this should have 
happened. Roget himself makes clear that he saw the more 
profound implications of his work. His introduction is a 
brilliant essay on the subject of classification and makes it 
clear that ideas, not words, constituted the real subject-matter 
to which he was devoting himself. In the very beginning of 
that introduction he said. 
"The present work is intended to supply, with respect 
to the English language, a desideratum hitherto unsupplied 
in any language; namely, a collection of the words it 
contains, and of the idiomatic combinations peculiar to 
it, arranged, not in alphabetical order as they are in a 
dictionary, bu.: according to the ideas which they express. 
. ! 
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"The purpose of an ordinary dictionary is simply 
to explain the meaning of the words; and the problem of 
which it professes to furnish the solution may be stated 
thus: The word being given, to find its signification, or 
the idea it is intended to convey. The object aimed at 
in the present undertaking is exactly the converse of this: 
namely - the idea being given, to find the word or words 
by which the idea may be most fitly and aptly expressed. 
For this purpose, the words and phrases of the language 
are here classed, not according to their sound or their 
orthography, but strictly according to their signification." 
In a footnote he expressly calls attention to the analogy 
between what he has done with ideas, and what has been done 
with terminology in the real sciences: 
~'The principle by which I have been guided in framing 
my verbal classification is the same as that which is employed 
in the various departments of Natural History. Thus the 
sectional divisions I have formed, correspond to Natural 
Families in botany and zoology, and the filiation of words 
presents a netword analogous to the natural filiation of 
plants and animak" 
In another interesting footnote, Roget describes his search 
for prior studies of the kind which he had undertaken, and 
shows that long ago a few pioneers had ventured to explore the 
subject, and calls attention to one of his precursors in these 
words: 
"The earliest of these, supposed to be at least nine 
hundred years old, is the 'Amera Kosha,' or vocabulary of 
the Sanskrit language, by Amer Sinha, of which an English 
translation, by the late Henry T. Colebrook, was piinted 
in Serampoor, in the year 1808." 
But after describing it, Roget says: "The classification 
of words t~ere, as might be expected, is exceedingly imperfect 
and confused, especially in all that relates to abstract ideas 
or mental operations." Nevertheless he describes it as "exhi-
biting a remarkable effort at analysis at so remote a period of 
Indian literature." 
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The problem with which we are concerned is not the 
development of a method o~ cl~sifying ideas, but the develop-
ment of a method for classificat10ns of all human actions. If 
the method is sound, it will furnish us a method applicable to 
the subject-m~tter of every science which is in any way involved 
in human act10ns. 
Roget used six final categories in the "Thesaurus " abstract 
. ' 
relations, space, matter, mtellect, volition, and affections. 
In his second level cf clas5ification, he used twenty-four; in his 
third, about o~e thousand; nis fourth brought him to particulars 
- to the particular w?rds and phrases he was classifying, to 
the level of what I thmk of as "cases."* 
In the method used in this study there are not four but 
fifteen levels of classification, excluding the level of cases, (the 
level of particulars) though of course in the charts in this book 
only four or five of the highest levels in this ladder of classi-
fication can be included. 
Aspects Versus Actions. Every human action, like the 
process of living itself, is in actuality a process, not an entity. 
It is a whole and integral process. What is usually called an 
action, and what in this study called an action, is in actuality 
only an aspect of the totality of the process taking place during 
a particular interval of time. No action is exclusively mental 
or exclusively physical, since that would assume the possibility 
of separating what is in fact not separable. No action for this 
reasoh, can be classified as an exclusively moral or an exclusively 
artistic act; no act can be classified as exclusively an act oflabour 
or an act of play; none as an exclusively individual or an 
exclusively social act. The act in its totality is not classifiable 
because it is a continuum, not an entity; only its aspects during 
particular intervals of time can be classified, and it is to these 
aspects we actually refer when we speak of actions. 
When we deal vvith an act or activity, such as working, 
as if it were in fact an exclusively economic act - when we 
' • All the figures I am using are based up~:m the edition of R?get's, "Thesaur.us" 
revised and enlarged by his son Samuel Rom11ly Roget and published m the Umted 
States by David McKay Company, Philadelphia. 
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legislate, f(>r instance, and enact a statute limiting the hours 
of labor to fm ty per week- we are not legislating merely 
about labor, we arc in fact legislating about every aspect of 
life. This is due to two important facts: { 1) the fact that 
the action of working has not only economic but also individual 
and social, ethical and esthetic, mental and physical aspecb, 
and (2) the fact that every action, no matter how little it has to 
do with working, has econolTiiC aspects. Acts which we do not 
think of as economic at all, such as the action of drinking beer, 
has as truly an economic aspect as. has the act of working. For 
it is perfectly obvious, once we think about it, that the consump-
tion of beer is as essential to the operation of the economic process 
as i.s the p1oduction of beer by workers in a brewery. 
Conic Sections. Conic :;ections, which so fascinated Plato, 
furnish us a vivid analogy for what is here involved. The cone 
h an integral object in the same sense in which every action bv 
a human being is an integral event and integral expclience. if 
a wooden cone, for instance, were sliced through with a saw-
if the cone were intersected by a plane-each different slice or 
section would reveal to us a different aspect of the cone. Bisecting 
it horizontally-parallel to its base-would reveal a circular 
aspect. Intersecting the ccne at an angle to the horizontal, 
but not as steep as the pitch of the cone itself, would reveal an 
elliptical aspect; Intersecting the cone at an angle exactly equal 
to the pitch of the cone would reveal a parabolic aspect. 
Intersecting the cone at an angle steeper than its pitch would 
reveal a ~yperbolic aspect; and intersecting the cone vertically, 
through Its peak or vertex, would reveal a triangular aspect. 
Each one of these aspects differ:. fwm the others so greatlv 
that the difference may he considered as one not of degree bu't 
of kind. With regard to each one of these geometrical aspects 
proble~~ different from those of the others develop. Yet how~ 
ever dtstmct these· problems-however different for instance a 
circle is from a triangle-the cone itself is no; any one of 'its 
aspect~; no matter ·how many may be the aspects into which the 
analysis of the cone is divided, the cone itself will always remain 
an integral entity, an object quite distinc~ from each of the other 
aspects from which geometry views it. 
"''----'-"-'----=-· ·-------.. --
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So v .. ·ith every human action. Every action can be vic\ved 
from an innumerable number of aspects; each aspect mav differ 
from any oth~r; SOf!le wlll d~ffer only in degree-as inte;sccting 
the cone honzontally near 1ts apex produces a smaller circle 
than intersecting it ncar the bas~, but except for the difference 
in size~ a circle nonetheless; but some ~,·ill differ from others in 
kind-as all circles produced by intersecting the cone will differ 
in their essential character from all the ellipses which can be 
produced from it. Aspects which differ from each other in this 
way-in essence and not merely in form-present us with pro-
blems in analysis as distinct as that involved in analyzing the 
ethical aspect of a human action from its psycho-physiological 
aspect. But no matter how minutely we analyze the aspect from 
which we choose to view a human action, it docs not lesson bv 
a particle the fact that the action may be viewed, and may b.c 
analyzed, from any aspect which it may present to any human 
bein!5. 
Since the intervals in the whole continuum which constitute 
living-and which are in. this study as well as colloquially called 
actions-do not all begin and end simultaneously, it is possible 
to classify each aspect, or each action so-called, in accordance 
with the characteristics which differentiate· it from the other 
aspects which overlap it. It is possible to classify what is taking 
place at the same instant of time, as from one standpoint 
occupational, and from another psycho-physiological. 
It is paradoxical, therefore, but nevertheless literally true, 
to say that working is not an act, that it is merely one aspect of 
wl:t!.at is being done by the individual during the time when he 
is working. If, on a day when an individual worked-let us 
say from eight in the morning until twelve at noon-he had· 
1 breakfasted at seven o'clock, he would still be engaged in digest-
ing his breakfast after he started to work at eight o'clock. From 
the occupational aspect, he would be working, but from_ the 
psycho-physiological stand-point he would be digesting his 
breakfast. But the two intervals would not be the same. Digestion 
would have begun immediately after eating at seven o'clock 
and before the act of working had begun; it would 'continue 
simultaneously until digestion was com]Jleted, (perhaPs by ten 
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o'clock), but working would continue until he stopped for 
luncheon at noon. The mere fact of simultaneity does not prevent, 
therefore, our distinguishing between the two kinds of action; 
while the fact that the intervals are different, vindicates speaking 
of each of the~e two simultaneous activities, working and digest-
ing, as two different kinds of human actions. 
While he is working, he is breathing. His heart is beating. He 
is sitting on a chair, and sometimes standing, and sometimes moving 
about. Sometimes he is speaking and sometimes thinking. Each 
of these "actions," though each overlaps the time he is working 
and many take place simultaneously, do not begin and end ·at 
the same time; their durations differ, and each of them therefore 
can be properly dealt with as a distinct human action. For 
purpose of analysis-for the purpose of determining the validity 
or the wisdom of particular actions-each may be isolated from 
the totality of the continuum which constitutes living. 
Not only in this study, but in ordinary sp:::ech too, what 
everybody calls an action is such an isolation uf what human 
beings are engaged in doing from time to time as long as they 
live. This is the entity with which we are dealing in this study; 
and this is the entity, it is my thesis, which should be the basis 
for every social science and every science which deals with either 
the individual or the social life of mankind. Social sciences so 
developed would provide to the educator what he now lacks, an 
indispensable scientific basis for normative education of the right 
kind. 
But all-important as that is, what it will mean to the educa-
tor is only one of the many things which it will make it possible 
for us to deal with rationally. To the moralist and disciplinarian, 
it will provide a rational basis for distinguishing between what is 
right and wrong; to the political and social and economic refor-
mer, a rational basis for evaluating the teforms in which they 
are interested; to the legislator, a rational basis for evaluating 
existing statutes and enacting new one; to the judge on the 
btnch, a rational basis for dealing with what are called cases but 
which i.D. the final analysis is the parade of troubled human 
beings who pass before him. 
CHAPTER IX 
A PROGRAMME FOR THE CRISIS OF OUR TIMES 
A~ ~rmy. of principles will ~netrate. where an army of soldier~ 
~a~mot? 1t w1ll su~ceed where d1plomat1c management would fail; 
1t 1s ne1th:;r t~e Rhme, the Channel, nor the Ocean that can arrest its 
progress; 1t will march on the horizon of the world and it will con-
quer.-Thomas Paine. ' 
. The title of this study is technically perfect; it describes its 
subJect-matter; really deals with the problem of the humaniza-
tion of humanity. 
But it is also a study of planning. For all that I have so far 
said is but preliminary to the consideration of a programme, 
and programming and planning are merely different words 
which refer to the same thing. 
But it is a study not of planning by all-powerful dictator-
ships-"proletarian" or Fascist or militarist; nor by almost 
equally powerful parliaments, congresses, or legislatures and 
their Planning Boards located in the capitals of nations. It is the 
study of planning, individual by individual, by the thoughtful, 
concerned, courageous and dedicated minority of mankind; of 
planning by this elite minority not of the economic and social 
and political life of their nation as wholes, but of planning for a 
·• better life and a better world by what individual men and 
women as members of their families, members of their communi-
ties, and finally as members of the whole of humanity can do. 
It is a study therefore of individual planning and net of 
collective planning. And this planning, I maintain, must be 
based upon a clear understanding of why the humanization of 
humanity is the only genuinely rational approach to the resolu-
tion of the crisis of our times. 
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I have addressed this study specifically to the educator~* 
of mankind. But the problem with which it deals; the challenge 
~hich !t presents to them, and the response for which it calls 
from them, is the concern of every deeply thoughtful man and 
woman no matter what their vacation nor what their particular 
interest in life may be. For while it deals specifically with the 
problems of education, it does so instrumentally, as a means of 
rightly educating a generation of "superior persons" who will 
see that no civilized existence for themselves, or for humanity 
is possible unlc~s they provide the kind of leadership which would 
set mankind on the right road to the ultimate humaniz:ttion of 
all of humanity. But for the failure oftl;lis minority-this elite-in 
the generation preceding our own to devote itself to some such 
long-term planning as I am here suggesting, the present c1isis 
like the periodic crisis in which mankind has repeatedly fiounderecl 
because of the similar failure of its elite in the past, our gene1 ation 
would not be struggling leaderless in dealing with it. 
As Edmund Burke put it, "The only things necessary for 
the triumph of evil, is that good men do nothing!" 
Short-term plans will therefore not do; of necessity all short-
term plans tend to concentrace on the immediate symptoms of 
what is wrong; they do not go to the roots of social evils and 
individual mis-behaviour; they do not deal with the causes of the 
crisis with which we are today confronted. 
Yet this is an age of planning. 
* There is ,~o. w?,rd i~ English ~hie~ both connotes ~nd denotes precisely the 
~emb!!rs ?f the elite ":'htch. I have m mmd. The word "mtellectual" is manifestly 
mapproprtate; not only mtelhgence but concern and courage and dedication is what• 
those to whom this addressed must have. In French the word "clerk" it as was used 
by Julien Brenda in the original of his book ~ranslated as "The Treason of th~ 
Intellectuals", is far better. In ancient China, the word "scholar" had substantially 
the same significance as that which I attach to my use of the word "educators " 
I Confucius called them "superior persons." . · 
. The yogi described in the B~agav.ad Gita-the karma-:)'ogi specifically-arc the 
kmd of men and wo.men I have m mmd. The karma-,)'ogi, in the original Sanskrit, 
wa~ not a. mere mystic who had renounced the world for a life of meditation; he was 
a self-dedtca~ed soul who had both knowledge and wisdom who had both concern 
and. compasston, he :was above. all an individual who act<d.· 'He was a man of deeds 
and·not of mere sentiments, who had engaged hims('lf not only to lead a good life but 
to help make possible a good life for all mankind. 
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Planning has gripped the imagination of mankind. But 
the plans for remaking society as a whole about which so much 
is said-these five-year plans as they come up one after another 
~n n~tion after nation-all begin wrongly. The wrong thing 
1s bemg planned for first. Planning for the nation, planning for 
the aggregation, is always put before planning f01 the indh·iduals 
and for the families of which all nations and all aggregations arc 
composed. Human beings are the pawns of these planners 
instead of being the J-lanners of their own lives and their ow~ 
destinies. So the roof, the walls, the windows, the doors, even 
the interior furnishings for society are being planned before the 
foundation has been laid. The foundation is not being planned, 
because our bureaucratic planners cannot plan for that. For 
the ~oundation consists of millions of individual~ like you and me. 
But those to whom this book is addrcs~cd, the elite minority, 
an elite which has equipped itself for leadership, are more than 
the foundation, they arc the cement without which the whole of 
civilization periodically crumbles to the ground. What this elite 
will do, if it takes on long-te1m planning; what the men and 
women who arc "superior persons," do with their lives, the 
examples they furnish, the leadership they provide-these will 
determine whether the finished structure itself will stand· not ,
only whether it will stand, but what it will be like; whether it 
will be harmonious or disorderly, beautiful or ugly, shoddy or 
resplendent. 
Planning, therefore, should begin just the other way, w.ith 
the individual, not the conglomerate. And of course this kind of 
long-term planning cannot be done either by professionally train-
ed planning architects and engineers, much less by politically 
trained planners, (no matter how well-intentioned they may be, 
no matte1 how certainly they know what is good for a city 01 a 
state). It has to be done by individuals, one by one, family by 
family, village by village, and these individuals need to be taught 
how to plan both· personally and socially by humanized educa-
tors, instead of being taught to leave all planning to the prof-
fessional graduates of our schools of plamiing. 
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Because of planning, the engineer i<> "king" to-day.. But 
the political "engineer" who has. made ~11. other. engm~ers 
mer'e tools for the carrying out of his plans, IS m rcahty a kmd 
of monster. He has lost sight of ends, and is concerned only 
with means· he has put society before man; the city and state 
before the individual human being. Present day professional 
planning began with the planning of cities. It necessarily accep-
ted cities, forgetting that cities arc means not ends, and that 
so far as living is concerned, not very good means at that. 
As a result, when the concept of planning began to be expanded 
to deal with national planning, it was only natural. for rJlanneis 
to put the social and the c~l~ectiv: befor~ the human and the 
individual. As with the cities with which they started, the 
planners therefore accepted nations as fixed and unalterable 
factc; when planning for a humanized world called not for' the enri~hment, the strengthening and the glorification of nations, 
but for their complete abolition. 
Curiously enough -the planners of today to the contrary 
notwithstanding- planning is nothing new. Society has al-
ways been planned~ The history of manki~d, is the history of 
one blue-print after another about how hfe should be hved 
and society organized. Every prophet like Moses was a plan-
ner; every law giver like Solon and Manu was a planner. 
But neither the planners of the past, nor the planners of to-day, 
seem to have begun by facing the need for developing norms 
of living before beginning to formulate plans for the world. 
There were only three important exceptions, that of Manu, 
that of Confucius, and that of Plato,* but unfortunately all 
three of them appeared before the dawn of modern sccince. 
Yet despite all the economic and political planning by 
modern planners for a full generation, the world is still a very 
badly planned world, even In the Communist States in which 
* Plato's vision of a society dominated by philosophcr-~ings, inv~lvcs an 
essential self-contradiction; to make the philosopher the r';ller, IS. to depnv~ ~e 
philosopher of the role which he should play-~a.t of an Impartial ~nd obJective 
critic and evaluator on one hand and that of a diSmterested and unbiased planner 
and educator on the other. The Hindu sages who planned Hindu society were 
wiser---'they separated the functions of the philosopher and those of the rulers, the 
first they called Brahmins, the second Kshatriyas. 
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planning is supposed to be total. Nothing proves this more 
conclusively than the fact that in all the planned states of today, 
and in the world generally as far back as the history of plan-
ning goes, that the planners have- with the three exceptiom 
which I have mentioned - planned that the leadership in 
their planned societies should be provided not by educators 
or by such an elite as I have tried to describe, but by the power-
seeking, power-exploiting rulers of mankind. For a long time 
in India, the pre~tige of the Brahmins furnished aR exception. 
The legacy which Confucius left to China, in which to a sur-
prising extent the "scholar" and the "superior person" domi-
nated society, provides another exception. Plato's scheme 
of a society dominated by philosopher-kings was, of course, 
never anything more than a utopian vision. But today there 
is no state anywhere in the world in which the masses of man-
kind have not been "planned" into according to their rulers 
the highest of honours, and to their educators the lowest. 
The three mo.;t important occupations in my considered 
view are neither governing nor engineering, as most men 
believe today, nor business and money-making, as most men 
believed yesterday. The three most important occupations 
are educating, homemaking, and farming; the first because it 
is the educators of mankind who either humanize or fail to 
humanize both man and society; the second, because it creates 
the environment in which the young arc either rightly or wrongly 
prepared for living like normal human beings, and the third 
because it makes most directly for collaboration with Mother 
Nature, for man's co-operation with the living soil, the living 
plants, and the living animals of the Earth. 
In terrns of the language of planning, this study is an essay 
in human engineering; planning for human beings not ?Y 
political planners but by educators about individual an_d family 
life, and about the organization of the society of wh1ch he IS 
a part. 
Planning in the broad sense in which it is dealt. with. in 
this study, falls into two areas; planning the manner m wh•ch 
to deal with the personal problems with which life will con-
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front us, in the various "ages" through which we still have 
to pass; and planning for the public, for the social, economic 
and political problems with which we have to deal as a citizen 
and as a member of the whole human race. Planning for man: 
planning for socie~y. 
This is the crux of the response for which the crisis of our 
times is calling. · 
In planning for the humanization of humanity individual 
by individu.al, we must not overlook the fact that we must use 
some instrument and institution which can deal with both the 
humanization of the individual and the humanization of culture 
and civilization. The institution which lends itself to this need 
most effectively is neither the State nor the Economy; it is 
Education. It is the educational system which this elite 
minority must usc if planning of the right kind is to take the 
place of planning of the wrong kind. 
The members of this elite. arc either already professional 
educators, or graduates from the school system, or engaged in 
some vocation or profession for which the school system has 
equipped them. Those who are already in education .must 
take on the task of transforming their schools, colleges and. uni-
versities into effective instruments for graduating individual 
"planners" of the kind I have described; those who arc not 
already in the system must cooperate with the "cells" in the 
system, and both create public opinion to demand, and them-
selves demand, that the school system take on the dual task of 
educating both the individual and the culture. Startling 
as this may sound when thus boldly proposed, it is in fact merely 
making adult education of the right kind as important a func-
tion of the school system as juvenile education now is. 
The fitst part of this dual task we shall consider at length 
in Volume XIV, which deals with the education mainly 
of the individual; the second part we shall conside1 in Volume 
XV which deals mainly with the re-education of the .culture 
-which 'tl cats the institutional problem not dcsctiptively, as 
anthropologists treat it, but normatively in terms of how to 
reform what is wrong in the culture and how to conserve what 
is right in it. 
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Both these tasks must become part of the functions of the 
schocl system; the organization of the \·arious schooh which 
comprise the system as a whole, of the cuniculum and the teach-
ing methods, must prO\·ide both for the education of the indi-
vidual and for the re-education of the culture. Right-educa-
tion of the individual, important as it is, i$ not enough, because 
the rightly educated individual when confronted with the 
problems of living may be almost completely frustrated by a 
badly ! lanncd, badly organized and badly educated cult\:re. 
To realize these cncb, to ultimately humanize the whole 
of humanity by right-<.'ducation, two things arc essential, 
the development of the normative sciences so that they pro-
vide the educator with objective norms both about human 
behaviour and about the organization of society, and second, 
making these norms the basis of all education. 
Without this educational planning, social and economic 
and political planning is like putting a perfectly designed auto-
mobile into the hands of a completely untrained driver. Just 
as there is no fool-proof automobile, so there is no fool-proof 
social and economic and political plan. Indeed, the situation 
is worse in the case of social planning than it is in the case of the 
automobile, for the social planncts would not only have to 
produce social plans which at c fool-proof but social plans 
which arc also man-proof. 
It is this error in planning which I believe responsible for 
the crisis of our times. Science has .put into mankind's hands 
powers which make the powers of the Jinns in the Arabian 
Nights seem pigmy-like. And what we have done is to ignc-re 
the fact that the greater these powers, the more challenging 
becomes the problem of producing a generation which has been 
taught their prope;: use. 
What we have done is to igno1c what Confucius called 
attention to more than twentv-fivc hundred vears ago. "Men 
of superior minds," he, said,· "bt.LSy themsel~cs first in. getti~g 
at the root of things and, when they have succeeded m thts, 
the right course of action opens to them." 
.t 
Section II 
CHAPTER 
THE PROBLEM OF EDUCATION 
Shame, Shame, Shame -- that is the histon· of man. -
Friedrich 'Vilhelm :\ictzsche, "Thus Spake .Zarathustra." 
Throughout the whole world, bvth in the East and the 
West, there is an acute feeling of discomfort among thoughtful 
and concerned men and women about the problem of education. 
In America, in spite of the multiplication of schools of all kinds, 
from nursery schools to universities, the more thoughtful and 
the mere concerned leaders of education neverthcle>s feel that 
something is seriously wrong. 
But the situation is no different as I write these line~ hct e 
in India. At a huge public meeting on May l, 1959 at Chandi-
garh, the C<jpital of the State of Punjab, at which the governors 
and ministers of education of two States were present, Acharya 
Vinoba Bhave, the spiritual successor of Mahatma Gandhi, 
made an extraordinary proposal. He sharply criticized the 
existing system of education; characterized it as "absolutely 
wrong, "and appealed to the "brains of India" to close down · 
all educational institutions for six months and evolve a system 
suited to the needs and genius of the country. 
Fifteen years before, in 1944, on the other side of the globe 
in America, Robert M. Hutchins, the Chancellor of the Uni-
versity of Chicago, one of America's greatest univers1hes, 
speaking to the faculty of an institution with twenty thousand 
students, made an equally startling statement. He called upon 
them to lead a crusade by which "the whole scale of values by 
which our society lives" would be reversed. Yet this was 
said in the nation which had not only the most expensive system 
of education in the world, but which was enjoying the highest 
scale of living in the whole world. 
It is easy to dismiss what both these distinguished figures 
in the modern world have said to busy ourselves with the 
immediate problems which we face in our classrooms. But 
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to do this is to commit a kind of treason to the profession to 
which we <'ducators belong. My whole plea for considering 
these drastic criticisms is based upon my conviction t~at the 
kind of world in which ,.,c live demands the most radical re-
appraisal of what we have been ~oing. For it is neither a 
humane nor a peaceful world. It L<; not a world free from 
thre.ats to such civilization as \VC have thus far been able to deve-
lop It is a world actually under siege, with bes~cgcrs ~m~er 
the name of revolution outside, and masses of bes1cgcrs ms1de 
the city-citadels which we consider the proudest products of 
civilization. 
This then i~ the real problem which we educators must face, 
the fact that what we arc now doing in our schools and colleges 
and universities is not measuring up, and that there is no time 
to be lost to begin doing what education must do if it is to 
resolve the real problem which it .faces. 
The educational problem, however, like all the basic prob-
lems of mankind, is a complex, not a simplex. Unless the whole 
complex is at lea<;t taken into account, the best prescriptions for 
dealing with a part of the complex may dt· httle to help, and 
may in fact make matters worse. 
Since the principal aim of this introductory chapter is.mcrcly 
to make clear the fact that the problem is a complex, I shall 
try to deal with this important aspect of the whole problem very 
briefly, and leave it to subsequent chapters to spell out what is 
involved in detail. 
Man, so far a~ his education is concerned, must be consi-
dered an animal which shares in common with other animals 
one characteristic: at birth, he is endowed with a set of inherited 
instincts. Some of these instincts, like that of survival, he 
shares with all living things whatsoever. Some, like his instinc-
tual sexual drive, he shares only with bi-sexual animals. One 
of them, his instinct for self-oxp1ession, is peculiarly his own; 
no other animal has any such her!!ditary endowment. 
The second characteristic of man with which his educa-
tion is concerned is the fact that he alone is born with a distinc-
tive capacity for acquiring characteristics with which he is 
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not born- ch~ra.cter~tics which he aqcuires by learning in 
the broadest s1gmficat10n of that term. No other animal is 
born with this capacity. In all other animals, the instincts are 
so fLxed and inflexible that they limit and predetermine every 
characteristic it will display and every action it will perform 
as long as it live<;. This is not the case with man. Man's instincts 
are plastic. They assert themselves, it is true, but this does not 
. prevent him from acquiring non-instinctual characteristics 
ranging all the way from learning how to make a fire and how 
to cook food, to learning how to write a play like "Hamlet, 
Prince of Denmark," and how to design and build a monument 
like the Taj Mahal. 
In terms of biology, man has two kinds of characteri-;tics, 
one inherited and the other acquired. 
The real educational problem is that of ensuring the 
acquisition by him of learned characteri:.tic,, which will make 
him behave like a man and prevent him from behaving like 
an animal. The problem begins not when he begins his school-
ing, it begins at birth. And it ends, not when he graduates from 
school, but at his death. It remains a problem even if, as is the 
case with so many human beings, they arrive at a stage of deve-
lopment when they no longer can learn, when they can no 
longer acquire new characteristics of any kind. Unless the 
whole of this problem is adequately dealt with, the most ela-
borate system for dealing with a part of it, will prove disappoint-
ing. The real educational p1oblem is not schooling; it is not 
juvenile or even adult education; it is the education in this 
broad sense of the individual so that he will not only make 
the most of his potentialities as a man but so that in the course 
of his life. he cont1 ibutes to the re-education and humanization 
of the culture of which he i3 a part. 
A digression here is justified to consider a question which 
anticipates what will be discussed in detail later, but since 
it is the key to the organization of this sttl.dy of the educational 
problem, this cannot be avoided. 
The question is, why does the fact that he alone in the ani-
mal kingdom acquires characteristics by learning, make right-
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education so ·necessary? Why docs this fact make his h~mani­
zation rather than his enculturation, the proper functwn to 
which' education should devote iteslf? Why is it that humani-
zation is the one essential function a properly organized system 
of education must provide? 
There arc, of course, many different ways i~ which to 
answer thc-;e questions. My problem, however,. rs not t~at 
of amwering them but of selecting out of all the ev1dence _which 
I might submit with regard to the matter, some body of evtdence 
which most clearly and most convincingly establishes the truth 
of the proposition that the very biological ~ature of man t:nakes 
humanization the primary purpose to whtch every parttcular 
educational institution, every particular curriculum, and every 
particular method of teaching should be related. 
Nothing, in my judgement, more clearly and conclusively 
establishes this than the long sanguinary history of man and 
of mankind. "Man's inhumanity to man" is no mere poetic 
generalization; it is the sad lesson wh~ch. i~ taught by h~man 
history, whether it be the biography of mdtvtduals or the htstory 
of whole populations. History, except for temporary excep-
tions is little friO!'e than a record of individual greed, stupidity, 
and 'crime, and of collective folly, collective f:maticism, and 
collective warfare. Man kills, unlike the lower animals, not 
for food, n..t to protect himself, not to propagate, as do animals, 
but for glory, for rcligio·n, for power, for wealth, for patrio~ism, 
for ideology. 
History, it ·is true, is a record of human progress; but no 
matter how much mankind has progressed; no matter. how 
glorious have been man's achievements in 5cience and in art; 
no matter how sedulously he h:ts so far educated himself, it has 
not made him less cruel or greedy. On the contrary, the record 
of the most progressive nations; of those which are most literate, 
of those which have developed science most highly, is bloodier 
than the record of primitive and barbatian man. In terms of 
bigotry and fanaticism, modern man has changed the form in 
which he expresses these bestial traits, but not their essence. 
In place of religion, he wages war and persecutes and oppresses 
in the name of ideology. In the 18th Century, he thought that 
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sc~:nc: would usher in a golden ag.e of peace and prosperity, 
of JUStiCe and freedom. But the nattons which have bathed the 
world in blood and tears and indulged in the greatest wars of 
all time have been precisely thJse in which science has been 
most highly dcvclop_ed, and in which education from top to 
bottom has devoted ttself to the development of modern techno-
logies of all kinds. Creed and cruelty and crime exist in everv 
nation bu~ there is just a'i much, and ?ften more, in the develop-
ed than m the underde\"cloped natwns of the world. 
The gospel of Progress, the belief in Materialism the devo-
. ' tion to Hedomsm, the cult of Nationalism, the doctrine of 
Centralization - these are some of the ideological germs with 
which modern man has been infected by those who teach and 
lead him. 
Current history, with its world wars and world revolutions· 
. . ' 
with its ncurotlctsms and fanaticisms; with its erosion and waste 
of the natural I esources of th;e Earth, represents only the 
symptoms of the mis-education of which modern man is the 
victim. 
With ape-like ingenuity modern man has built himself a 
machine civilization, but with sub-human stupidity he has 
failed to teach himself what to do with the ingeniom and 
devastating toys with which he has surrounded himself. 
Whether he can be prevented from destroying himself with 
them depend:, on whether those who teach and lead him can 
be persuaded to do the adequate thing in humanizing him-
to do what is in the final analysis their personal responsibility 
as leaders and tcacherF. 
Man has not learned- and it is my thesis that this is 
because he has not been properly taught -how to behave 
like a genuinely humane being. Literacy is no substitute for 
this; neither is technology. Having been deprived of control 
by rigid instincts when he took to the usc of language, he has 
failed to acquire substitute controls over his behaviour. The 
need, therefore, is not more education of the kind which has 
thus far failed to humanize him, but education ()f the kind 
which will. 
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This is the challenge which seems to me to face those of 
us who arc concerned about the crisis of our times. The 
defect fcom which man and mankind still suffer, it is my thesis, 
is a defect in his education; and this is a defect to which we. 
make no adequate response by merely multiplying literate and 
merely increasing the number whom we graduate from col-
leges and univer.:>ities. 
What the situation calls for, if the lessons of histcry are not 
to be ignored, is the substitution of humanization for encul-
turation, and general for special education, as the primary goal 
to which education is devoted. 
The question which should be our first concern is what 
must be taken into account with regard to the whole problem of 
education to ensure that what the educator and the school sys-
tem does contribute to the solution of the real problems man-
kind faces today. 
I have divided this study of the educational problem into 
two parts, each a complex of problems of its own: (I) the 
problem of function, and (2) the problem of organization. 
I. The first part is mainly devoted to the definition of 
one thing: the nature of education's functions. 
The first problem with which the definition of functions 
confront<; us is the definition of education itself. 
The second is the definition of mis-education. 
The third, the definition of right-education. 
The fourth, the definition of re-education. 
But in a very real sense, re-education is more than a prob-
lem in definition. It is what throughout this study I am call-
ing a crucial problem. It is crucial because by the time, an 
individual or a culture arrives at the time when right-education 
can begin to resolve the educational problem, all the indi-
viduals in the culture are already educated, and most of them 
for· the most part mis-educated. The real problem, therefore, 
is not that of dealing freshly with completely uneducated indi-
viduals and a completely uneducated culture, bu~ with already 
educated and already mis-educated individuals and cultures. 
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II. The second part deals with the organization of the 
curriculum, the organization of the educational system, and 
finally the organization of teaching. The consideration vf 
the curriculum is three-fold: the curriculum ( l) for physical 
education, (2) for intellectual education, and (3) for emotional 
education. The consideration of the educational sYstem is also 
three-fold: consideration (l) of the school, (2) ofth~- home, and 
(3) of the culture; finally, consideration of teaching methods 
is likewise th1 ee-folrl.: ( l) logical teaching methods, (~~) illogical 
teaching methods, and (3) alogical teaching methods. 
The d1fficulty of dealing with these concrete problems today 
begins with failure to recognize the fact that schooling is only 
one of many necessary means 8f education. On one hand, the 
school system has taken on too much, on the othcc ignored 
problems which it dare not. It is all-important to recognize 
that there are and will always be other means of education, 
and that if schooling is used for what cannot and should not 
be done in the school, and means of education outside the 
school which have to be and should be used arc ignored by 
educators, nothing in the schools will ever be able to offset the 
evil.> caused by the failure to deal with the educational prob-
lem as a whole. 
If the educational problem is thus studied as a whole, and 
not only in terms of the technical problems of formal schooling, 
what we may do to change the existing.system of education has 
a better chance of representing what. should be done, than if 
the problem is app10ached in terms of schooling only. 
-------
CHAPTER II 
THE NATURE OF EDUCATION 
There is nothing so monstrous to which education cannot form 
our ductile minority; it can lick into shapes beyond the monstrosities 
of Africa. ---.Joseph Glanville, "The \'anity of Dogmatizing." 
Consideration of education, however special and specific 
the particular aspect with which we arc personally concerned, 
must begin with consideration of its essential nature. To 
establish its essential nature, and distinguish it from the variou3 
forms of education which we think of when \VC ordinarily usc 
the word, we must fi1st of all distinguish between what I think 
of as spontaneous informal education, and the planned, orga-
nized and formalized edl,lcation provided in schools, colleges 
and universities. 
Its essential nature, m contrast to the myriad of forms it 
takes, has its genesis in biologic facts, the full significance of 
which ha,; been overlooked- the pla.,ticity of the impulses and 
sensations in homo sapiens and the consequent variability of his 
behaviour. That this was true from the very beginning makes 
it clear .that education existed long before schools and teachers 
were invented. But man, during most of his long history, was 
a spontaneous and not a self-conscious educator. Today, 
in spite of the organization of education, most: of his educa-
tion is still the end-result of spontaneous and not of formal 
education. Unplanned education of this kind was the means 
by which he transformed himself from a mere two-legged 
animal into a being approximately human, and today it still 
remains the most important means by which he is either 
humanized or dehumanized. 
Education, therefore, is the most important invention of 
mankind - more important than his invention of tools, of 
* What I refer to as the plasticity of man's impulses and sensations is the fPrm 
in w!lich what biologists call irritability prcscn ts itself in man. Biologic irritability 
is the characteristic which all living organisms display in responding to the stimuli 
of their experiences. In man only is biologic irritability cultivatable and intensifi· 
able. 
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~veapo_ns, of machines; _in a sense, more important than his 
n~ventwn ~f langu~ge, smce language itself was a product of 
~IS educa~wn. Without education he would still be living 
hke an ammal on a level lower than that 0f the most primitive 
savages. For the very lowest forms of human life which 
anthropologists have studied already reflect the influence of 
education.* 
It was the plasticity of the impulses and sensations in man 
that made it possible for him, from the moment he evoh·ed into 
homo salJiens: to edu:ate hi~sclf, and it is this plasticity which 
makes man s educatwn so Important and makes it w nccessarv 
for us, who devote ourselves to education, to give careful consi-
deration to the l}'lanner in which we organize and operate the 
elaborately developed system of education which we have 
conco<;ted for him. 
Animal behaviour, unlike human behaviour is instinc-
' cually determined. Everything animals do, from birth to death 
-except in so far as man interfe1es with them by "educating" 
or domesticating them - consists of an almost automatic 
response to the impulse'> of hereditary and inborn it1stincts. * * 
Isolate a dog from all other dogs, and it will nevertheless bark 
precisely like all other dogs. Isolate a man in the same way; 
fail to teach him how to speak, as in the famous case of Kaspar 
Hauser,*** and his instincts will do nothing for him compara-
ble to what instincts do for a dog. ' 
But not only cannot man rely upon his instincts to equip 
himself with the elab01:ate .languages lie uses, he cannot rely 
upon them to equip himself with a single distinctively human 
* The presence among the most primitive tribes of homo sapiens of a language 
consisting not merely of signals but of symbols is evidence of the fact that education 
was playing its role in formulating patterns of behaviour from the very beginning 
of man's history. 
** There is, of course, some degree of plasticity in the responses which all 
· living organisms make to the stimuli of their experiences. But even in the case of 
man's nearest mammalian relatives, the apes, its extent is extremely limited. 
*** Kaspar·Hauser, as he was arbitrarily named, (1812-1933), was a foundling 
who was discovered on the streets of Nuremberg when he was already past adoles-
cence. He had evidently been confined in a room without any contact of any 
kind with the keepers who fed him, and was unable to speak a single word. He 
was utterly bereft of any traits other than those which .he developed instinctually 
during the many years of his imprisonment. 
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characteristic. Man's economic behaviour, for instance, is 
not instinctivclv determined. He has, it is true, an instinctual 
drive for survi~al, and to survive he must somehow or other 
obtain his economic needc; - his necessaries of life - but unlike 
all other animals, he cannot rely upon his hereditary endow-
ment to determine the form his economic activities take. The 
form of his economic behaviour like all his behaviour, is edu-
cationally determined. If rightly educated, no man will 
behave like a mere animal and satisfy his hunger by snatching 
the food which another is eating. That is the way dogs behave, 
and to the extent to which man is humanized, he ceases to 
behave like a god. The very lowest of primitives, those still 
on the economic level in which food is obtained by appropria-
tion, may have behaved like mere animals, 'but the moment 
education and humanization entered the picture, and herding, 
farming and barter became means for satisfying econom:c "needs, 
instinctu~l determinat;ion of behaviour ended, and educated 
beh~viom took its place .. 
What is true with regard to man's economic needs is true 
of all his needs,· and of e\(.Cry one of the activities in which he 
engages to procure them. Not instinct but education determines 
the manner in which he deals with every one of the problems 
with which living confronts him. It is the plasticity of his in-
stinct.,, and the fact that he cannot rely upon them to determine 
his behaviour, which makes it essential that he be properly 
educated. 
In dealing with the educational problem, we educators 
must begin by recognizing that we are dealing · an animal 
which is not only uniquely ductile and malleable, but an animal 
whose behaviour is a reflection of both heredity and environ-
ment, of beth instinctual drives with which he is born and of 
envrronmentally determined characteristics all of which he 
acquires after birth. 
All his acquired characteristics· are learned. 
Each and every one of them. is the result of what some-
body, unconsciously or deliberately has taught him, or what he 
has discovered for himself and so taught himself. Everybody 
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therefore acquires some sort of cducation, even if he has never 
spent a day in school, because all his acquired characteristics 
are the products of experiences and activities which are edu-
cational in nature. In its broadest signification, the educa-
tional problem is the problem not of teaching him special 
acquirements such as reading and writing, but of teachina him 
all the characte1 istics which he should acquire to live like a 
normal and civilized human being. 
In shaping each individual life, in shapin"' the totalitv 
of behaviom in every society, and in effect shapi~g the destiny 
of mankind, it is these acquired characteristics which deter-
mine both the physical and the psychological behaviour of man. 
It is even acquired, and not instinctive, behaviour which shapes 
the instinctual ~ndowments of future generations. Exogamy 
produces one kmd of future generation; endogamy another. 
Modern man is not born with an instinct for exogamy; he is 
taught that he should not mate with members of his own family, 
just as primitive man, when similatly educated, was taught 
not to mate with the members of his own phratry, or totem. 
Nothing proves more conclusively that this important area 
of human behaviour is educationally determined than the fact 
that in some cultures, as in the highly civilized culture of ancient 
Egypt, incestuous marriage and endogamy were not only consi-
dered moral but were actually prescribed as a virtue. 
In this process of endowing modern man with acquired 
characteristics, the professional educator in the formal educa-
tional system not only plays a special part, he should play the 
leading part. 
It is my thesis that he must play a leading part for two 
reasons. The first is sufficient in itself. He cannot play his 
special part as a teacher properly if he takes no initiative in 
dealing with the spontaneous e.ducational activities of institu-
tions like the home and the culture. The notion that it is 
possible to organise a school system, select a curriculum for 
it, and adopt teaching methods which will graduate properly 
educated men and women into society, without regard to the 
characteristics implanted in them by the educational activi-
ties of their homes and their cultures, is fallacious. Willy 
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nilly, the educator is driven to take the initiative in dealing 
with the extra-mural world if he would succeed in what he 
docs intra-murally. 
The second reason grows out of the fa~t that the educator 
cannot graduate properly educated specialists of any kind, if 
he does not take the initiative in dealing with every educational 
influence which produces the whole man. He cannot limit 
himself to what he does in his c~assroom to produce the literate 
man, or the busine~s man, professional man, bureaucrat, far-
mer or mechanic; or to produce a thinking or intellectual man 
- one whom he has "taught to think"; or a liberally educated 
man; or an organization man; or a religious man; or a modern 
man. He must take the initiative in dealing with every edu-
cational activity whatsoever, which in any way contributes to 
the production of the whole man. 
CHAPTER III 
THE NATURE OF EDUCATION'S FUNCTION 
~aked have I seen both of them, the greatest man and the small-
est man; All too similar are thev still to one another V erih- even 
the ·greatest found I all- too- human.- Friedrich \Vhhelm 
Nietzsche. 
I begin with a very simple propos1t1on as to the truth of 
which there can be no dispute: education has a Junction. 
But this creates for those who are concerned about the 
educational problem, a problem in definition which must be 
disposed of if the significance of this proposition is to become 
clear. Education can be, has been, and is used for all sorts 
of purposes. But it is all-important not to confuse the purposes 
for which education is used with the function for which education 
should be used. Purpo.)e h,ere refers to one thing, function to 
another. 
Education today, for the most part, is used for the purpose 
of teaching people to become this or that kind of specialist; to 
become a lawyer or a doctor; to become an engineer or a scien-
tist; to become a teacher, a business man, a farmer, a nurse, 
a sten9graphe1. The purpose of such education is vocational. 
Education is used for the purpose of teaching children to read 
and write; to add and subs tract; for the purpose of familiariz-
ing them with the geography and the history of their own 
country. The purpose of such education is enculturation; it 
is to adjust the child to life. in the culture into which it is born. 
Education is used for the purpose of teaching people what 
brands of food to eat and what style of clothes to wear; what 
make of cigarettes to smoke and what brand of beer to drink; 
what toothpaste to use, what automobile to drive, what gasoline 
and oil and tire to. buy. Such education, it is true, takes the 
form of advertising, but the schools do nothing to innoculate 
people against it, and it is the schools which educate the adver-
tising men and the business men who are responsible for it. 
l 
! 
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Education is used for the purpose of teaching people what 
to believe -- to believe in God, and to worship God, and to 
worship God as the Roman Catholics, for i_nstan_ce, in~ist .. He 
should be worshipped; to believe in Commumsm; m capitahsm; 
in Democracy; to believe in Nationalis~. Th~ purpo.- e of such 
education is indoctrinal; it is in effect, Ideological propaganda. 
Education cim be, has been, and is beinf', used for almost 
every imaginable purpose, within the school system . and 
outside it· and the problem of those of us who are genumely 
concemed with what is right ~mel wrong in education today, is 
first of all to determine which one, or which collection of pur-
poses, is the proper purpose -- which i~ the _function --- ~or 
which education should be used, and w1th whtch no specml 
purpose should be permitted to interfere. 
Unless we first determine what this function is we have 
no rational basis for evaluating the present purposes of edu-
cation or for determining which of them belong in, and which 
should not be included in, a proper system of education. We 
have no mean, in sum, of deciding how to go about the business 
of organizing education, of organizing a peoper system of 
education· of determining whether some of the schools, colleges 
and univ;rsiLies we now have do or do not belong in such a 
svstem, and whether we ha.ve failed to include other "institu-
tions" which should be p10perly included in it. We have no 
rational basis for organizing the curriculums of our various 
schools, nor of organizing the methods of teaching that should 
be used in them. 
It is mv contention that there is a describable basic human 
problem, a~d a describable basic educational purpose to which 
education should be devoted; and it is this basic proper purpose 
which constitutes what can alone be designated as the function 
of education. I further contend that this function is not arbi-
trary; that it grows out of the very nature of man and of man's 
problems and out of the very nature of education; and that 
until we recognize and accept this, the sort of schools we 
organize and the sort of teaching we do in them- no matter 
how effectively they achieve the special purpose to which we 
devote them- will not solve the educational problem, and 
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will not contribute what is essential to the creation of a really 
good life and J:eally good society for mankind. 
\Vhat the nature of the educational problem indicates this 
function to be is the humanization of matzkind. 
It is a complete mi:.conception of it:> nature to assume that 
its function is merely the ·education of our young It is a 
complete misconception of its nature to a~sume that ils function 
is to train successful specialists or to produce human cogs for 
a highly complex mechanized society. 
But if such a phrase as "the humanization of mankind" 
is not to become jmt another glib, rhetorical expression like the 
often-used phrase, "the educatio~ of the whole man"' it must 
have a content which can be used to make it a basis for <.>duca-
tional action. It is the purpose of this study to give it such 
content, and to describe that content sufficiently completely 
so that it can become the basis for the organisation of our 
educational institutions, and the curriculums and methods of 
teaching used in them. ' 
If we who are professionally dedicated to education ate 
to deal with the educational problem as a whole, instead of 
with the specialized fragments to which custom and convention 
today decree that we devote ours~lves, the relationship of edu-
cation to the ideal of the whole man, and to the social system 
as a whole, must be taken into account. If man is to be 
humanized, education must be organized at every level, from 
.the home to the culture, from the common school to the 
university. And that cannot be done without formulating valid 
concepts both of what the wholeness of man implies and what 
an ideal social system should be. Without a basic conception 
of what man should be and what society should be, it will 
not be the educator, ,but those who happen to control the state 
and the social system at a particular time or in a particular place~ 
who will decide what the role of the e~ucator shall be and what 
he shall teach. The educator is thus, willy nilly, driven to 
become both ~ philosopher and social scientist; he is driven 
to formulate norms for both individual and social behaviour to 
become not merely a social sicentist but a social philosopher. 
l 
f. 
I 
I. 
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It is essential not to lose ourselves, however, in: the discus-
sion of the problem of man, or the social problem as a whole. 
It is sufficient to consider only what is necessary to justify the 
acceptance of two scientific axioms; (I) that man is normal~y 
a whole, and that his education must therefore be whole and not partial; 
and (2) that every social system, even those as di.fferent from each other 
as Communism and capitalism, is composed of leaders and followers, 
and that we can accept, at least l!ypothetical[Y, this principle of social 
organi.?.alion - that ever_y social order not oa(y does but should consist 
of leaders and followers. 
The history of mankind is, in a sense, a long record of 
changes in the nature of leadership and followership- the 
substitution of chiefs and warriors for priests and bcliev.ers; of 
nobles and commoners for monarchs and subjects; of capitalists 
and labourer.; for lords and serfs, masters and slaves; of dictators 
and proletarians for politicians and citizens.* 
What the concept of the humanization of mankind implies 
is that we· educat01 s accept this fact and act on the principle 
of it; that we recognize that the educability of man will always 
vary from individual to individual and group to group; that 
the organization of education must take this into account and 
provide both for the cduca tion of leaders and of fullowers; that 
the educational system must provide differently for the education 
of the masses and for the education of the elite; that while both 
must be humanized, humanization of the elite call'> for kinds of 
education and kinds of schools very different from those needed 
for the rank and file of mankind. Finally, it calls for recogni-
tion of the fact that the humanity of the social system will be 
determined by the kind of elite, or the kind of leadership, to 
the creation of which we educators devote ourselves. 
The concept of the humanization of mankind is thus a 
dual concept, and the function of education can be more speci-
fically stated a~ the humanization of a determining miaoriry of thought-
ful, coacemed, courageou~· and dedicated men aad women; and the 
humanization of the masses,· who are less educable because they are 
less thouthiful, ~Y such a j1roperry educated elite. Ideally, therefore, 
* It is ironic that Marxists should talk about the ideal of a classless society, yet 
embody the principle of leadership and followership in the concept of a "dictator-
ship of 'the proletariat." -
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the educator should aim at the right education not onlv cr the 
masses but of a class of professional men and woman who even 
if not teachers by profession, arc teachers in fact. If ali law-
yets, all p~ysicians, all ministers, if all Miters and journalists; 
all ~ramat1sts and. act01 s; all painters, all sculptors, and all 
archttects and cngmeers were educated and humanized into 
thot'thtful, concerned, courageous and dedicated men and 
w~men, and would accept thetr rightful roles as the teachers 
and leaders of mankind, the humanization of the less educable 
masses of mankind would inevitably follow. 
If the educational problem is to be solved, there must be 
no confusion in our minds as to what the membe:·s of such a 
humanized elite should be morally, esthetically, and intellec-
tually, and no confusion as to what the humanization of the rank 
and file· of men and women vvhose educability is fer some reason 
limited, calls for. Unless we see clearly this dual aspect of the 
educational problem it is not only impossible properly to orga-
nize society, it is impossible for the minority of though\.ful, con-
cerned and dedicated members of any society t.:> live a really 
good ~ife. Fer even if c. fortunate and privileged minority could 
.in a mt>asure live gwd lives, their sympathies would be harned 
by the life of the masses breeding like maggots around them, 
and their very existence threatened by the vulgarities and cften 
the brute violence of their de-humanized fellow human beings. 
_The classic study of this dilema is that made in our times 
by Ortega y Gassct* in his "Revolt of the Masses", and the classic 
study of the failure of educators to create this minority, is that 
made by Julien Brenda in his "Treason. of the Intellectuals." 
The Nature of Humanization. Humanization,** very briefly 
* Ortega y Gasset was a Spanish philosopher; Julien Brenda a French philo-
sopher. Both dealt extensively with the dilemma created for mod~rn man by the 
disintegration of traditional values under the impact of modern science and technology. 
** The term maturation, which ha~ in recent years been popularized by the 
writings of Harry Overstreet, a distinguished American philosopher and educator, 
refers to much the same thing as the term humanization. "The Mature Mind", 
which Overstreet discussed in one of his most popular books, is the mind of a huma-
nized human being. My own preference for the term humanization is due to the 
fact that I prefer a term which applies not only to adults but which is applicable to 
every period in man's life-cycle. It is possible to speak of a child or an adolescsent 
as being humanized or dehumanized; it is possible to speak of the young as being 
immature; but it is impossible to speak of them as mature without doing violence 
to the English language. 
.. 
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defined, is the process by which human beings ar? taug~t. to 
Jive and to act like normal human beings. But f0r this clefirutlon 
to become meaningful, the concept of "normal" must ~e defined 
in all the detail which its importance warrants. Th1s I have 
attempted to do in the first volume of this study; in the discus-
sion of "The Humanization of Humanity" chapters 7 and 8 deal 
with the formulation of norms of living. 
Because we ha-ve no vocabulary worthy of the name for 
discussing education, a certain a~ount ·of. arbitra.r~ncss in. the 
adoption of a tcrmonology for h1s stu~y IS una~01dable. All 
that I can do is try to make as certam as possible that each 
apparently arbitrary term used is adequatly defined. 
In order to avoid a lengthy digression, I shall limit myself 
at this time to this bri('f definition of the humanization. For 
it is necessary to make clear that . humanization is not being 
dealt with by modern education. It is necessary to make clear 
that enculturation is not humanization. For enculturation 
is the prevailing, though mistaken, answer being made by 
educators to the problem of the function of education. 
Enculturation. By enculturation I mean the process _by· 
which the young arc equipped with the language, the beliefs, 
the purposes, the values, the customs, the traits, the techniques, 
the vocations, the methods of supporting them3elves, and of 
discharging their civic responsibilities - "the mores and 
folkways," in Summer's* famous phrase-- of the pat ticular 
culture in which they .are born, and in -which the vast majority 
of them will live. . Enculturation is simply indoctrination with 
the ideologies of a given culture, and as such is a necessary part 
of education .. But unfortunately, while enculturation makes 
for patriotism it also makes for jingoism; it makes for racial 
pride but also for racial bigotry; for partisan devotion but also 
partisan prejudices; for cultural pride but also for cultural 
arrogance; for religious conviction but also for religious fanati-
cism. And education to-day, as for ages past, is primarily 
* William Graham Summer, (1840-1910), was an American political eco-
nomist whose writings not only in his own special field but in related fields were ori-
ginal and provocative in the extreme. 
, 
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dc\·oted to enculturation, however fantastic, irrational, and 
inhuman the culture may ht". 
Humani::_ation. What I am calling Humanization trans-
forms all these Yarious. parochial_isms into normal human beings. 
It creates not Sectanans but Humani~ts. 
Encultmation is an absolute necessity; man, being a 
gregarious animal, must learn how to live with the group to 
which he belongs. But because so many cultures are either 
dominantly or in part irrational and inh~man, humanization 
mu!'t take educational precedence over enculturation. For man 
is a member of the human race before he is a member of any 
particular culture, any particula.- race or religion, any particular 
social, political. or e.conomic ideology, movement or party: any 
particular natwnahty or empire. 
l\othing illustrates more clearly the validity of the p.iority 
I am according to humanization than does education with 
regard to race. Enculturation makes for racial consciousness: 
in white nation. it tends to include the belief in white supremacy; 
in China, the belief that all non-Chinese are barbarians; and 
so on ad infinitum. Humanization, on the other hand, gives 
priority to recognition of the fact to which Stringfellow Barr* 
called attention in his widely circulated essay, "Let's Join the 
Human Race". It aim.; not at adjusting the individual to his 
own particular nationality, but adjusting him to the problems 
involved in living as a member of the whole human race. 
Humanization calls for both intellectual and emotional 
education. It is impossible to produce it without dealing with 
both its intellectual and emotional aspects. In order to deal 
with its intellectual aspect, both have to be taken into account. 
Man is not born human. At birth he is human only 
physiologically, and that is the least human thing about him. 
• Stringfellow Barr, formerly President of St. John's College in Annapolis, is 
one of the group of American educators who lead a revolution against existing methods 
of college education by substituting the study of the great books of the Western 
tradition for the disintegrated curriculums being used in American colleges. Others 
in the group include Robert Maynard Hytchins, formerly Chancellor of Chicago 
University, Mortimer Adler, and Scott Buchanan. 
-l 
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And the fact that he is an infant and not an adult of the species 
makes it difficult to call him human in any respect at that eally 
time. For a long time after conception, the foetus of man is 
indistinguishable from that of the lower animals. Even after 
parturition, he is not much more than any other infant mammal. 
He is, in sober fact, merely a two-legged mammal, unable even 
to use his legs like legs-a mammal, however, with enormous 
capacities for the development or mis-devclopment of his mind. 
Whether he is eventually humanized, whether he achieves the 
minimum mental development which will mark him as human, 
or falls short of it, is determined solely by one thing- his 
education. 
Every infant of the human species begins at birth with only 
one desire, the desire to satisfy its hunger; and exhibits only one 
purpose, growth. For ~inc months in the darkness a.nd securi.ty 
of its mother's womb, Its hunger had been automatically satiS-
fied. But .although hunger remains its dominant desire for a 
considerable period of time after birth, by the time it has had 
its first feeding, the first step in its humanization or dehumaniza-
tion has taken place. If at that time it is breast-fed; if it feels 
the warmth, the security, and the love of its mother from the 
beginning, the first step in its right-education and humanization 
has taken place. But if, on the contrary, this does not happen; 
if, for instance, it is bottle-fed and thereby deprived of almost 
constant loving contact with its mother, and even if it is left to 
the hygienic care of a scientifically trained nurse, its mis-educa-
tion has begun. 
Humanization, therefore, begins emotionally and not 
intellectually. The education of this potentially human infant, 
during this all-important period of its life, is entirely in the hands 
of its mother and its family. The school can do nothing di.cectly 
to educate the child properly at this time. But it has an enor-
mou<; responsibility, nevertheless, and it is not entirely h_elpless 
even if the complete solution of the problem calls for a plan 
looking ahead for generations, rather than planning for the 
schooling only of those who happen to be living at this time. 
What it cannot do directly to humanize the individual dur-
ing infancy and childhood, it can do indirectly by re-educating 
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nad humanizing the parents-by providing a s t f d 1 
. . ys em o a u t 
educatiOn whereby the parents can learn not onlv th · ·b· 
· · · h" 11 · • en responsi I-hoes m t 1::. a -Important matter, but what science and the 
accumulated kno~ledge and wisdom of the ages has to teach 
about the educatiOnal functions of the home. 
T~e enormous importance of the first few years of life is 
somethmg we have become fully· aware of onl · · F d 
. y smce reu 
demonstrate? that ~stakes made during this period make such 
a powerful 1mpresswn on the unconscious mind that th 
. a- ey con-
tmue to auect human behaviour into full adult life. Nothing 
b
that the schoodl. can subsequently do can eradicate them. They 
ecome a me 1cal rather than a school problem. The school 
sho~.ld1 not aggravate defi~iencies in humanization, but it can do 1tt c to con:ect ~nfant1le dehumanization except to gloss it 
over or repress 1t, With no assurance that infantile mis-education 
:Will nothlaterdburst out. into what is called juvenile delinquency 
m yout , an perversiOn and crime in adult life. 
What i~ importa~~ from the standpoint of the educator and 
the s~hocl, IS rec.ogm.twn of the fact that this early process of 
~m~tw~al educatiOn IS not a school but a family function. No 
mstltutwn, not even the best managed boarding school can 
do what the evidence indi~tes only the mother, the fath~r and 
oth~r ~embers of the family can do educationally for the child 
durmg Its first. years of life. Failure t<> recognize this means 
usually t~o thmgs: the school attempts a role that it cannot 
fulfill, as. m the case ~f n:rr~e.ry schools; and it relieves the parents 
and fam1ly of a respons1b1hty they have no right to evade. 
. A seco~d im~ortant problem in humanizacion develops 
when the child begtns to feel the first stirrings of sexuality, with 
the onse~ of puberty. It continues throughout the whole period 
of schoohng, and ends when mating has satisfactorily taken place. 
And he.ce, at the age of puberty, the school has a definite role 
to play in humanization. 
Thi., problem is not solved unJess during this period the 
young have· learned how to control and how to sublimate their 
s~plus sexu,al energy. Man, like all other organisms, is equipped 
With far· more sexual potency than he needs. Nature cares 
nothing for man, as man; it cares only for the sutvival of the 
I· 
I !' I 
i' 
i i I 
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species. The basic fact with which education has to deal in 
providing for this problem is that man is not equipped, as arc 
the lower animals, with inbuilt instinctual controls for his sexual 
behaviour. The plasticity of his instincts calls for the substitu-
tion of comcious control for instinctual control. If education 
of the right kind for dealing with this problem is not provided 
in the school as well as in the home, animalization and not 
humanization is the result. Failure to deal with it not only 
stimulates masturbation at the very leasl, but all kinds uf sexual 
perversion at the worst. The problem cannot be i~norcd bv 
the sehoul, if for no other reason than that failure to educat~ 
properly with regard to sexual behaviour is almost certain to 
produce students who do not wan~ to study. 
It can, however, set up a system which makes the situation 
worse: by taking children out of the home too early and putting 
them into nursery schools; but particularly if they are taken out 
completely, as in the British public schools for very young boys. 
Frank Harris,* in his biography of Oscar Wilde,** insisted that 
the prevalence of home sexuality such as Wilde's, in Britain's 
upper classes, was due to the fact that children were sent to 
boarding schools at seven and eight years of age, when they were 
still in great need of mothering. Depriving the young of a 
normal outlet for their love, he insisted, promoted homosexual 
expressions of it. 
All this is simply an attempt to suggest the many areas· 
involved in the concept of humanization. I mention it only 
to make it clear that instruction alone in the academic speciali-
ties which now constitute almost the entire curriculum, rio matter 
which ones are selected, cannot possibly humanize our young. 
* Frank Harris, (1856-1931), though an American was the editor of "The 
Saturday Rev~ew" in London, a leading literary journal ~t the turn of the century. 
He was the _diScoverer of Georg: .Bernard Sha~ and ~- G:· Wells, and the sponsor 
of Oscar W~l~e. He wrote a b!O!fraphy of Wtlde whtch ts a revealing account of 
the_ demo.rahz!ng effe~ts ~f perverswn upon a great talent, and of the bigotry with 
whtch Vtctonan Puntamsm treated such matters in England . 
. ** Oscar ~Vilde, (1856-1900), was an Irish poet and dramatist. He was the 
leadmg playwnte of the London stage at the time of his arrest and conviction for 
homosexuality, and becattSe of the high social standing of those involved in the 
sc_an?al, t~e case w~ a cause celebre. His "Ballade of Reading Gaol," written during 
hiS tmp rswnment, IS one of the most moving poems in English. 
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. In hig~er :duc_ation t!1erc has been traditionally a feeling 
that humamzatwn IS provided bY the studY of the h ·t· 
B h
. . . . umam 1cs. 
ut _t IS 1s not true. !he liberal arts, far more humanistic though 
the~· arc. than the sctences, arc after all special !!ubjects. These 
subjects tend to produce the cultivated, rather than the humani-
zed, man. J:Iumanization is not properly dealt with unless the 
sc~ool pr?vtdes a course, ?r a whole series of courses, which 
will provtde the young ~nth a humanistic philosophy of life. 
Such courses, or _educatiOnal activities as they might more 
accurately be destgnated, must have not onlv an intellectual 
but also an emotional content. · 
It is my thesis that the intellectual aspect of humanization 
should be dealt with by a course of study of the fourteen basic 
problems of man and society. This matter is discus.ed at some 
length in Chapter 8, dealing with intellectual education· and in 
greater detail in Chapter 4 of the first volume of this stu'dv. The 
emotional. aspect of humanization, which is almost completely 
neglected m th~ modern school system, is discussed at length in 
Chapter 9.oft_hts ~olume .. It is_ my conviction that if the concept 
of humamz~tlO~ IS ~xammed m depth, two facts will emerge: 
that humamzat10n ts the proper function of education and 
that education today is not providing it. ' 
_) 
CHAPTER lV 
THE ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATION 
What is organization but the connection of the parts in and 
for a whole, so that each part is, at once, end and means -Samuel 
Taylor Coleridge. 
Two terms- function and organization -which have 
recurred again and again in this study, need definition. Not 
because their general meaning ig unfamiliar, but because I am 
usinr:, them not vaguely but specifically wit~ re~e~ence to matters 
about which there ought to be no amb1gmty. 
Purpose. Every activity and every undertaking, every 
project and every enterprise, can be analyzed in terms of its 
purposes and of the methods used in tr~ing to realize them. 
Purpose, in the sense in w~ich it is here used is. th~t. condition 
which an individual sets before hzmselj, or a group of zndwzduals set 
before themselves, to he reali~ed as a result of the execution. of a project 
or the operation of an e'nterprzse. Even when the purpose 1s unformu-
lated-when it has not been put into words and formally reduced 
to writing-when the actions of an individual, or the activities 
of an enterprise, reflect merely the customary purposes for which 
individual in a culture acts, or the various enterprises in that 
culture are conducted, it is still possible to analyze projects and 
enterprises in · terms of purpose. 
All purposes' may be divided into two categories, functional. 
and non-functional, in accordance with whether the end-result 
is or is not in accord -with1 the essenti~l natm e of the enterprise 
involved. Central to the whole thesis of this study is the assump-
·tion that the function of education is the humanization ofhuma• 
nity:. . Once this• is granted, it follows thaL the prop~r purpose to . 
which an educational system should devote itself 1s to prepare 
. those who are taught in it to live like normal human beings; to 
· teach them to deal with both their personal and their sociaf 
pro}i>lems like rationa.l and humane beings. 
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This is the systei?'s function. If any part of the. system-
any school or collc?c m~luded in it-is devoted to purpose which 
docs _not educate m tlus sense of the term, its purpo'le is non-
functiOnal. 
In D~ckcn': famous novel, "Oliver Twist," Fagin conducted 
a school m whtch a g10up of urchins picked off the streets of 
Lo~don w:r: taught how to pick the pockets of people. It is 
obvwusly ndiculous to speak of the condition of those who gradua-
ted from Fagin's school as educated; they ,..,·ere, it is true, trained 
and skillfully taug_h~ what Fagin purposed they should be taught, 
but the final cond1t10n ofhis graduates was violative of something 
essent~al to. the nature of a normal human being. The purpose 
to wh1ch h1s school was devoted was positively non-functional. 
The condition of those who graduate from conventional 
schools need not violate so drastically what is essential to living 
like a normal human being, and yet, by merely omitting to 
include in their activities something which is essential in this 
sense, the schools fail to fulfil their functions; they are negatively 
instead of positively non-functional. Om schools today may 
not aim at producting pick pockets, but by failing to deal 
adequately with the problem of education as a whole-by omitt-
ing for instance, what is essential to proper ethical education-
they are in fact creating juvenile delinquents in terrifying num-
bers. To fulfil their proper purposes, and to 1ealize their func-
tions, schools, colleges, and universities cannot be satisfied with 
producing partially educated graduates. Failure to educate 
wholly, . is failure to educate properly. 
An educational system, then, if it is to realize fully its func-
tional purpose, must be organized-as Coleridge described 
organization-so that each of its part<; and the system as a whole 
are at once ends and means. The term "parts", in this sense, 
tefets not only to the various schools and colleges which consti-
tute the system, but to thei£ cmriculums and methods of teach-
ing. Every part, in this broad sense, must concribute to, and in 
. no way interfere with, the realization of the system's function. 
Organization. Every activity and every enterprise, including 
of course that of education, can be analyzed not only in terms of 
purpose but also of methods used in trying to fulfill them. 
I. 
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Method may be defined in its broadest sense as the procedure 
followed in doing anything-the way or manner in which a 
thing is done. 
All methods, like all purposes, may be divided into two 
categories, organized and unorganized j into prc.cesses which reflect 
prior thought and prior planning, and so can be s;1id to be organi-
zed; and into activities which arc impulsive, thoughtless, 
disorderly, planless, and so unorganized. 
Organization in its most fundamental sen.~e is the act of 
planning every part, every activity, and every thing essential 
to the fulfilment of a chosen purpose more efficiently than if the 
parts, activities, and things used to conduct the enterprise were 
unplanned. Organization is a cause of which efficiency in the 
fulfillment of purpose is the effect. We organize, however, not 
for the sake of efficiency but to ensure that the intended purpose 
becomes in fact that purpose which is realized. Efficiency 
enters into it merely to ensure that the purpose intended 1.> 
realized more rapidly in point of time, and less wastefully m 
point of costs in labor and materials. 
All this applies to an educational system as it applies to 
enterprises and institutions of all other kinds. 
Organization is an immensely complex problem, of which the 
organization of administration is only one part. To avoid a 
detailed discussion of school administration, as the school system 
is now organized, we shall confine ourselves here to what seems 
to me the three most important organization problems which 
education faces at this critical time: the organization of crrricu-
lums which, at every stage in the system, will contribute to the 
realization of the humanization of mankind; (2) the organiza-
tion of a system of education which includes every institution 
and every kind of "school" necessary for the fulfillment of that 
function; and (3) the organization of teaching :;o that it too 
con~ributes to the 1ealization of that end. What study of 
organization for the fulfillment of function 1eveals, in contrast 
to study for the mere administration of schools, is that we shall 
have to include, or if already used to some extent, utilize, teaching 
methods the importance of which are now minimized because 
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they ~im at character-building and not at the acquisition of 
techmques and knowledge; we shall ha\·c to include institutions 
like the home and the culture which arc not "schools" at all in 
the convclltional·scnsc of the term; and finally we shall ha\·c to 
include in our curriculums, ·disciplines (I prefer that term 
to subjects, if the term problems is to be eschewed), which arc 
·almost completely ignored in present day curriculum-building. 
The consideration of organization, howe\·cr, invoh·cs a 
danger-the danger that we dcYclop an organizational disease 
I have called Imtitutionalism. With Imtitutionalism, means 
and· ends arc inverted; with Educational Imtitutionalism the 
student body exists for the benefit of the institution, not the 
institution E:'r the benefit of the student bodv. The efflorescence 
of courses dealing with administration in th~ best teachers' colle-
ges in America, is a symptom of this disease. In schools and 
colleges suffering from thi~ educational disease, the principal or 
president who devotes himself to administration is more impor-
tant than the deans in charge of teaching; the administrative 
staff is mere important than the teaching staff; the administrators 
have not only greater prestige, they arc also better paid than the 
teachers! 
If this educational disease is to be avoided, organization 
must never lose sight of function. And since organization is 
in itself a means to, and not the end of, education, those who 
devote them~clves to it-though essential in the conduct of over-
large schools-are in fact less entitled to prestige than those 
engaged in teaching. Ideally, of comsc, the adminstrator and 
the teacher should be one and the same. But this would be 
possible only if decentralization were to replace centralization 
of schools and colleges, and administrative problems reduced 
to a mmunum. In the one-room school of rural America, before 
the movement for centralized schools urbanized them, the one 
teacher was also the one administrator, and organization and 
teaching became, in the words of Coleridge, "at once, end and 
means." 
One digression is called for before this definition of organiza-
tion is ended, but its importance "justifies the space I shall give 
it. I have said something about costs in the discussion of the 
i 
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part efficiency plays in the organizational problem. Costs are 
important in education even in rich America. As the system 
has become more and more centralized, and as schools at every 
level have become larg::-r, costs pet student have mounted to 
fantastic heights. But cosls in America, impo; tant as they are, 
arc unimportant in comparison with their imp:Jrtance in poverty-
stricken India. If a sv~tem of education on the Western pattern, 
to which India aspires' for its half million villages, is to be created, 
it mav take many decades to install a "modern" school in every 
villag~. While to equip India with an adequate system ofhigher 
education on the Western pattern, might take even longer. 
However, consideration might well be given to the possibi-
lity of dealing with this problem by a revivaf, and moderniza-
tion of, the ancient Indian gurkula system. With this system, 
a single competent teacher--the guru-could organize the 
teaching of 150 or more students. This system called for a 
hierachy of student-~eachers. As the students advanced 
from "grade to grade", they devoted part of their time to the 
teaching of the stu_dents in the grades below them. The guru 
himself, aside from checking on what was taking place in the 
lower grades, devoted himself only to the teaching of those in 
the highest grades. He did not, so to speak, waste his time on 
the most elementary kind of teaching. 
The system has two obvious advantages: it costs very little 
in comparison with the system we have developed in the West. 
Even mere important, it forces the student to master what he 
has learned in order to pass it on to those he is called upon to 
teach. Enlisting him in the task of teaching, is the best kind of 
review of what he has learned; and gives him a far better goal 
thanjust passing an examination-the goal of being able to teach 
what he has learned to those younger than himself. 
Even in higher education both these advantages would 
continue. Professors with doctoral degrees would not devote 
themselves to teaching freshmen and sophomores. Doctors 
would teach masters; ma~ters teach bachelors; bachelors teach 
seniors; seniors, juniors; sophomores, freshman. At all levels, 
it would mean substituting for/the present factory system of 
"mass" education, with one teacher trying to teach a whole 
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class, what amounts to a tutoring system, with teacher-tutors 
available at no cost to provide a tutor for every nvo or three 
,students. 
For the West, this suggestion may seem outrageous, m 
spite of its obvious possibilities for both better teaching and 
better learning. But for India, it seems to me a possible solution 
for what is now-with the Western system and with the resources 
now available-insoluble. 
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CHAPTER\. 
THE ORGANIZATION OF TI{E CURRICULUM 
To everything is a season, ancl·a time to every purpose under the 
heavens. ---- Ecclesiastes, 3: I. 
The times arc rotten ripe for new practices in education. _ 
R. T. Flewcling, "Twentieth Century Philosophy," 1943. 
The first and most important task of education, I hope I 
have made clear, is not cnculturation; it is not the task of adjust-
ing and preparing the young for life in the culture in which they 
happen to be born; it is not instructing 1.hem today in techni-
ques and equipping them with knowledge which will enable 
them to "earn a living" in the industrialized civilization which 
has spread from England all over the world. _ 
The first and the most important task of education, is to 
humanize humanity-to "educate" the population everywhere 
as nearly as possible into normal human beings. This fact 
must dominate consideration of the content of education; it 
must dominate our consideration of the organization of the 
curriculum-the curriculum, which so far as the school and 
college goes, is to provide that content. It is here that there is 
most disquiet among educators. And it is here, therefore, that 
we must first seck for what may be wrong, or what may be miss-
ing, in education today. 
Diagnqsis of this problem, and pre$criptions for its resolu-
tion, go back to the very beginning of thinking about education. 
Socrates and Plato and Aristotle wrestled with the problem in 
ancient Greece. And since their time, every thoughtful .:-tudent 
of the problem has in one way or another accepted the idea that 
education must "educate the whole man." But if this principle 
expresses the truth about the cutiicular problem, then the 
curricular organization which educates a part of man only, 
however effectively, is not ·a partial but a total f<:tilurc. 
The real curricular problem is therefore less a matter of 
diagnosis than of prognosis. It is at the point of organizing a 
' 
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CLASSIFICATION OF EDUCATION OF ALL KINDS 
Gymnastics 
1 
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curriculum to educate the whole man that the problem lies. 
It is my contention that curricul~r ?issati:faction today is. due 
not to our ignorance of the pnnc1plc mvolvcd.' but fa1lm c 
adequately to define what we mc~n when "'':: ghbly sp~ak of 
"the whole man". Failure to orgamzc th~ curnculum to Imple-
ment this yrinciplc begins with failure to define the nature of 
man. 
It is an absurdly inadequate disposition of the curricular 
problem to say that the curriculum should create "a healthy 
mind in a healthv body." It is an even more absurdly inade-
quate way to dispose of it by saying tha.t it should "teach the 
individual to think." The whole mar_1 Is much more than a 
thinking machine. If a choice m_ust be ma.de between these 
two methods, the first is preferable because It .docs happen to 
be true that education as a whole has to be physical and mental. 
But the education of the mind i-; much too. complex a problem 
to be disposed of by the. phrase "a healthy m~nd". A perfectly 
sane man can be very badly educated; he will have a healthy 
mind but it will not be a very intelligent one. 
.But even the education of the whole man is not the whole 
of the problem with which the organization of the curriculum 
must deal. The educational probem in its wholeness is two-
fold: the education of the individual, and the re-education of his 
culture. Both must be taken into account in curriculum-
buildin&· . I have, however, so far stressed the cducaliion of the 
individual because, if the individual is rightly educated, he will 
have learned what part every individual-and particularly the 
professionally educated individual-must play in the re-educa-
tion of his culture. 
Physical Education. Those who assume that the answer to 
the problem is "teaching the individual to think," plainly ignore 
the fact that ther~ can be no education of the whole man if 
physical education is left out. It is sufficient for our purposes 
at the moment to record the fact that it must not be left out, but 
at the same time to emphasize the fact that "gym" and sports 
are poor substitutes for the sort of physical education which 
-will prepare the student to deal with whole of his psycho-physio-
logical problem. What this basic problem makes clear is that 
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physical educa"tion which is limitrd to exercises, sports and 
athletics, is inadequate; that physical education must include, 
for instance, useful, productive and creative work. The arts 
and crafts movement, and of course rural life, are rich jn curricu-
lar suggestions for the right kind of physical education. It is 
interesting to note tha~ in Gandhi's concept of basic education, 
useful work was an mtegral part of the educational curri-
culum. 
Atfental Education. The second basic area of education is 
inadequately defined by saying. that it should educate the mind, 
and even more inadequately by saying that it should educate 
the intellect. There arc two great areas of mental education 
so important and so different that they call for distinct approa-
ches in the organization of the cucriculum, ( l) intellectual 
education, and (2) emotional education. 
1. Intellectual Educatioa. It is merely stating an obvious 
truism to call attention to the fact that it has been the cultiva-
tion of man's intellectual powers that education, from the begin-
ning of its development as a profession, has primarily devoted 
itself. Yet it is equally obvious that if man is to be wholly and· 
not partially educated, all his mental faculties must be cultiva-
ted. Curriculums today are organized as if man's mind consisted 
of an intellect alone. Yet if adequate consideration is given to 
what we know of psychology today, and particularly to the 
contributions which Freud and Pavlov have made to our under-
standing of the enormously important part which the unconscious 
mind plays in all of our activities -is plain that education of 
"the whole man" is ignored when edu~ation is intellectual only. 
2. Emotional Education. Of the mental faculties, if the 
concept of wholeness is not to be ignored, none is obviously more 
important than that which is the source of the feelings of love 
and hate, offear and rage, of antipathy and sympathy. Emotions 
cannot just be taken as given. Man, it is true, inherits the 
faculty of feeling pain and pleasure; these responses to his sensa-
tions are inborn, not acquired; they arc instinctual reactions, 
not the products of learning. But all his other emotions are. 
learned; they are susceptible of cultivation; they must be educa-
ted if he 'is to live like a humane and not a bestial being; they 
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must be taken into account in curriculum-building if the principle 
of wholeness is to be observed. There are at least four kinds 
of emotional education which ought to be taken into ac-
c~unt: perceptual, introspectional, axioJogical, and volitional. 
a. . Perceptual Education. In trying to define emotional 
education so as to provide ourselves with a frame of reference 
for curriculum building, we find ourselves breaking new ground 
in form if not always in substance; in terminology, if not always 
in cont~nt. In assuming in curriculum-building that man has 
only one mental faculty which ~eeds education, an~ t~at one 
intellectual in nature, we underestimate the enormous sigrufica,nce 
of the fact that he perceives before he reasons. Important as is 
the part which the intellect plays, the validity .w~th which !t 
plays its part is wholly de~endent upon the vahdity of man.s 
perceptions. These perceptiOns can .and mu~t be educated If 
the whole man is to be made a genumely ratiOnal, rather than 
a merely rationalizing, animal. 
b. Introspectional Education. The data with which the 
intellect deals does not, however, consist of percepts alone. In 
spite of the prevalence of the belief that all knowledge begins in 
sensations only, education dare not ignore the fact that an 
enormous part of all the concepts with which the intellect deals 
consists not of percepts, but of what I have come to think of as 
incepts and introspects-concepts which cannot be traced to 
the operations of any of man's five senses; that do not originate 
in sensa.tions but have their source in institutions and inferences 
in which the senses play no part. As I hope to prove, intro-
spection is just as susceptible to cultivation as is perception. 
Curriculum-building, if it is to educate wholly, must take 
introspectional education into account. 
c. Axiological Education. Emotional education, if it fails 
to include axiological education and the cultivation of values, 
becomes the cultivation of methods of stimulating action with-
out the cultivation of the direction at which the methods should 
aim. If axiology is ignored in curriculum building, not humani-
zation but mere indoctrination and enculturation is inevitable. 
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d. Volitional Education. Finally we come to volitional educa-
tion, to the ~ul:ivati?n of that mental faculty which I am driven 
to call t~e w~ll m .sptte of the predilections of modern psychology 
for treatmg 1t as 1f no such faculty existed. The fact is that all 
human action above the level of unthinking impulre and unthink-
ing habit involves the making of choices, and when choices are 
acted upo~ contrary to hab_it. and contrary tO impulse, what 
is exerCise 1s the faculty tradttiOnally called the will. 
That the will can be and i~ cultivated, is demonstrated 
every time man acts contrary to instinct. He instinctivelv 
shrinks from ~ange:. Puttin? him in a uniform, giving him ~ 
rifle, and calhng h1m a solcher, docs not eliminate his inborn 
tendency to fear. But by drilling him, (which is but another 
word for educating hi'm), we qn make him ignore his fears 
and face dangers even when he is fullY aware of the fact that 
they involve the risk of death. What .is true of the education 
of the will of the soldier, is true with regard to all men's 
actions in which the will is or should be exercised. Educa-
tion of the whole man plainly calls for inclusion of education 
?f the will in the task of curriculum building. 
It is a mi~taken interpretation of my meaning to construe 
these four kinds of education as subjects or specialities that call 
for special courses in which they are to be taught. That would 
intellectualize all of them; they arc already recognized 
intellectually in such courses and subjects as psychology and 
anthropology, philosor.hy and esthetics as material to be added 
to the student's stock of intellectual knowledge. But they are 
not recognized as practices to be acquired and habits to be 
embodied in all of the student's activities, and so arc ignored as 
elements essential if emotional education of the right kind is to 
be provided. What is called for is not additional courses, but 
different treatment of 'existing courses. 
Emotional education, of either the right kind or the wrong 
kind, is involved in every course which is taught. It is involved 
not only in what a teacher says, but in the way he says it. It is 
involved in his very bearing before his students, in all his rela-
tions with them, in the problem of disciplining them, in what is 
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demanded fo them when they enter the classroom, in th_c_ way 
they address the teacher, and treat one another. TraditiOnal 
rites and religious liturgics have been de~cloped. for the purpose 
of arousing desired emotions. Ev_crythmg which tak~s place 
· h 1 firom the lowest to the 'highest level, must be m effect m a sc oo , . 1 d . ritualized for the purpose of the right kind of cmotwna e ucatwn. 
As we shall see, when we come to the consideration of the 
basic problems of man and society in which all these areas ?f 
education arc involved, the situation calls not. so ~uch for addi-
tions to the curriculum as for their incorporatiOn ~n every course 
and every activity in school in which they arc mvolved. 
CHAPTER Vl 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
The good soul imprO\·es the body.-Plato, in ''The Reptiblic." 
\~hat Plato sai? lo~g ago, that."the good soul impron·s the 
body, was a prcsnent1fic formulation of what science has now 
come fully to accept, that soul and body, or mind and bodv if 
one prefcrs to avoid the use of the word "soul", are inter-rela'ted 
to such a degree that modern medicine is becoming less and less 
":Materia :Medica" and more and more "Psychc-Somatic.a." 
Phy5ical education, little as 1t has to do 'with the classical 
liberal acts tradition, is an accepted part of the curriculum at 
every level of schooling today. For the most part, however, it 
takes the form of calisthenics and gymnastics, and competitive 
sports and games of various kinds. But this is again a failure to 
recognize the educational problem in its wholeness, a failure 
tv sec that the problem of maintaining health and of teaching 
the maintenance of health is not solved by muscle-building alone. 
This conventional approach has been severelv criticized 
by F. Matthias Alexander;* and especially "With regard to women 
by Anthony M. Ludovici * *, and by many educators who depre-
cate the fantastic lengths to which competitive sports have gone 
in both schools and colleges in the United ?tates. 
Alexander has roundly condemned many of the e.xercises 
which are used in our ~chools. The right kind of physical 
education, he insists, calls for teaching the individual how to 
w-alk, how to sit dO'wn and rise, how to stand and how to sit, and 
not only how to hold his head but specifically ho"' to hold it when 
• "The Use of the Self," by F. Matthias Alexander, with an introduction 
by John Dewey. 
•• Anthony ~1. Ludovici is an English sociologist who has written extensh·ely 
on this subject. His criticism of the present programme of physical exercise, parti-
cularly as it relates to girls and young women, will be found in his book "The Truth 
About Childbirth". 
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speaking. If this kind of physical cducati_o~ \~ere made an 
essential pa1 t of every course and every actiVIty m school, time 
now devoted to exercises could be greatly reduced; while if it 
were incorporated· in arts and crafts-in _singing and dancing, 
and in the study of manual crafts-the time devoted to sports 
and htheltic competitions could be with profit reduced. 
Alexander's emphasis has been on posture, in contrast to 
mu5clc-building exercises, and this is an interesting endorse-
ment of the emphasis hatha yoga* places on asanas. The way 
students walk and scat themselves, for instance, if Alexander is 
right, is more important to the maintenance of health than 
gymnastic exercises; and the way they breathe similarly more 
important if yoga is right. 
Alexander's condemnation of excessive muscle building 
and excessive devotion to athletics in schools and colleges, is 
supRorted by all those educators who have come to recognize 
that 
1
physical exertion at this period in excess of what will nor-
mally continue during mature life, results in "athlete's heart" 
and other physical defects which make for illness and premature 
death. Ludovici condemns all the violent sports and games 
in which girls in school and college are now taught to indulge, 
and furnishe'l evidence which it is difficult to ignore about its 
effect upon the pelvic structure and all the muscles and organs 
used in child-bearing. If he is right, it is a crime to prescribe 
identical physical education for men and women. Both sexes 
need exercise, it is true, but those for women should take into 
account their maternal function, while those for men can 
obviously be more strenuous. 
Equally important to physical education is a9.equate instruc-
tion in the newer knowledge of nutrition. This ca]ls for much 
more than instruction in the elements of nutrition; it calls for a 
course of right-education to offset the gross mis-education (I 
should say shameless and inexcusable lying) which ignores the 
harmful effects of the use of modern industrialized and chemica-
lized foodstuffs.' It would take us far afield to go into details 
* Hatha Toga is the first of the six forms of yoga described in Patanjali's class 
system. Asanar are postures designed to develop all the parts and organs of the 
body. 
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about this, but if the school is to be an institution devoted to 
"the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth," the 
truth should be taught about white rice, ,..,·hite flour and white 
sugar~ _about th~ cumu~ative effect of the ingestion of minute 
quantities of toxic chemical preservatives and what it means to 
eat hydrogenized fats and similar proc~ssed and chcmicalized 
foodstuffs which are lacking in essential minerals and vitamins. 
As Sherman* has made clear, the evidence is conclusive that 
only by eating wh~l~ foods can mankind be certain of obtaining 
the mmute quantities of the trace-elements essential to the 
maintenance of health. 
One thing of outstanding importance I must mention bc-
caus.c o~ its peculiar importance during the period the young 
are m h1gh school and college: sex education. There is already 
a considerable amount of sex-education in manv American 
high schools; there are some very good texts for usc in ·the courses 
dealing with the problem. But again it does not go far enough. 
It should not be merely a description .of an aspect of life about 
which the young arc to be informed, just as they are informed 
about geography and history. Sexual education inust be 
normative, and not merely descriptive. It should aim at providing 
them with a regimen for dealing with this tremendously powerful 
instinctual drive. If no good regimen is provided, they will · 
adopt a sexual regimen of some sort clandestinely, and this is 
almost certain to be a bad one. 
The problem is not only psycho-physiological; it IS also 
moral and religious. There is still a great deal of Puritanism 
in many families and religions, and Roman Catholicism, 
curiously enough, is in this respect the most Puritanical of all 
the Christian denominations. With Puritanism, innocence is 
equated with ignorance, and all sexual knowledge is considered 
shameful. This fact creates one of the difficulties for secular 
sex-education, for in teaching what is the present day scientific 
* Henry C. Sherman, of Columbia University; is one of America's greatest 
authorities on nutrition. In his book "The Chemistry of Food and Nutrition" he 
refers to the norm applicable to this matter as the "principle of natural and nutri-
tional wholes." 
.. 
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consensus about its truth, the educator has to take into account 
the rights of the student's paren~s as the true guardians of the 
young. In this area of his teaching, as in all others, the educa-
tor must avoid drivinf> a wedge of hostile feeling and behaviour 
between the student and his parents. Obscurantism, however 
must be avoided; if the parents do not believe in evolution, th~ 
teacher's obligation to teach the truth is greater than his obliga-
tion to respect the inorance of the parents. There is no reason 
why the truth about evolution should not be taught merely 
because the parents take the Biblical account of creation as 
literal truth; fundamentalist Christians should not :.end their 
children to a secular school. 
So in the case of sex education. Since the truth must be 
taught, all that can be done is to forewarn the parents and to 
give them an opportunity to send their children to a school which 
teaches what they want the child to learn and not learn about 
the subject. This whole difficulty makes it doubly important 
that what is taught in secular schools is in fact demonstrable 
truth. But it must be net only scientifically but also morally, 
the demonstrable truth. Masturbation, for instance, many 
psychologists insist, is not an act which should be condemned; 
they maintain that it is a normal form of behaviour, at least 
for young males. Yet the the fact that nature provides for 
any excessive development of seminal fluid by means of noc-
turnal emissions, makes it dubiously valid to provide boys with 
rationalizations for impulsive action in this matter. Similarly, 
sexual relations between boys and girls in high schools and 
young men and women in colleges is a fact, and will still remain 
a fact however fraught with danger, particularly for girls, until 
the sublimation of this tremendously powerful impulse and 
overwhelming tem1Jtation is made a part of the education of 
every student. The danger of a superficial approach to sex 
education is that its moral aspects may be ignored and only 
its ph) sical aspects taken into co.1sideration. 
The problem of physical education is plainly not a simple 
one. If the whole man - and woman - is to be educated, it 
must include not only these neglected aspects of the subject; 
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it must make a distinction between h . al d . 
and for women. it P. yslc e ucatwn for men 
· '. ~ust be co-ordmated with the student's 
emotwnal educatwn · 1t must introd ~ h' h 
h 1 
. ' u .... e 1m to t e study of the 
w o e psycho-phys10lo6ical problem . 1 d' . . fi . , me u mg 1ts our most 
Important aspects, eugenics or be t'fi 1 b' th . 
b tifi 1 l
. . . au 1 u 1r , euthemcs or 
eau u Ivmg, eugerontics or beaut'fi 1 . d 
or beautiful dying. 1 u agmg, an euthanasia 
-
·, 
CHAPTER VII 
INTELLECTUAL. EDUCATION: 
INSTRUCTION versus CULTIVATION 
Shall I. tell you the secret ?f the tru.e schqlar? It is _this: ~·:very 
· · my master in some pomt and m that I learn from hml.-
man IS , ' · 1 Afr · G " Ralph \Valdo Emerson, "Letters and SoCia 1a1rs: ,reatness. 
To realize the ideal of educating the whole man, the mind 
must be wholly, and not partially, educated. 
To realize the ideal of educating the whole mind, not one 
but all the mental faculties must be developed, of which the 
intellectual faculty,- important as it is, is only one. 
, In spite of this . fact, when curriculums are .exa~ined, it 
becomes plain that the education of the ~hole mmd IS almost 
completely ignored; curriculums are orgaruzed on the assum~­
tion that the mind consists of an intellect alone; that man IS 
a reasoning animal only, as if the fact that he is an emoting 
rather than a reasoning animal was not one of the best demon-
strated of all scientifi~ truths. We begin with consideration 
of intellectual education, not because it is the only important 
kind of mental education, but because it is to the education of 
the intelle~t that the modern educational curriculum almost 
entirely addresses' itself. 
At the very outset, two important distinctions must be 
made: the distinction which French educators make between 
instruction and education; and. the distinction made in the 
opening chapter of this book betweep. the education of the elite 
and the education of the masses of the population, between 
the education of the highly educable minority which is able 
to benefit from higher education, and the education of the 
masses whose educability intellectually --or as it used to be 
called, academically -is strictly limited. 
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In this study, since the word education is used to refer to 
every aspect of education, we shall substitute for the word 
education as the French educators use it, the word cultivation. 
The distinction on which they insist then becomes that between 
( 1) instruction, and (2) cultivation. In considering both these 
aspects of intellectual education, we shall distinguish between 
instruction for the elite and imtruction for the masses, and 
cultivation for the masses and cultivation for the elite. 
1. Instruction, Most of what I think of as education of the 
intellect in the modern curriculum is devoted neither to culti-
vation nor to humanization, but to instruction. \Ve have 
developed instruction today until it has become in our schools 
for teachers and our schools of education, a sort of science. 
From the elementary school to the university, instruction con-
sists mainly of equipping the student with facts and formulas, 
data and techniql).es. The teaching of reading and writing is 
education of this kind -it equips the student with a technique. 
But so is the teaching of medicine, of law, of engineering-
it equips the medical student, the student of law, and the engi-
neering student w~th the facts and formulas he should know, 
and the techniques for using this knowledge. 
Adjustment of the student to living in our industrialized, 
urbanized, specialized,. and technicized society does, it is 
true call for vocational instruction. Even when the merely 
. symbolic disciplines are taught, they are taught primarily as 
instrumentalities to make vocational instruction more effective. 
The student is taught to read and write not because this opens 
the door to knowlede and wisdom, to the enjoyment and the 
riches to be found in books, but because reading and writing 
are essential if h,e is to earn a living at anything above the 
most animal-like kind of manual labour. 
At every level Of schooling today, even the highest, instruction 
predominates .• The medical student, for instance, is provided 
* French education still reflects the idea which Ernest Renan, (1823-1892), 
expressed when I)~ said that there was terrible dang~r in or~aniz~g a system of e_du-
cation wh~ch provided "a considerable popular mstrucuon Without any ser1ous 
higher educafion." 
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with facts about the bones, the tissues, and the organs of the 
human body when he studies anatomy, and f?cts about the 
digestive system, the vascular system, the respiratory system, 
the generative system when he studies physiology. And these 
facts, for the most part, he studies in terms not of health but of 
disease, because the profession for which he is preparing himself 
i.; devoted to 1estming the sick to health. All this, even though 
it takes place iil a univcl'sity, is still inst1uction as that term is 
here being defined. It is education addressed mainly to the 
intellect, though training in manual skills becomes a part of 
medical instruction in so far as surgery, for example, is called 
for by the formulas prescribed for dealing with accidents and 
with difeases of various kinds. 
The parallel between vocational instruction for the profes-
sions and vocational instruction for the crafts -for a craft 
like printing, for instance - is exact. The printer has to be 
able to read and write, but he also has to master the manual skills 
of his craft; and every craft, even such a craft as bookkeeping, 
has some kind of manual skills which have to be mastered. 
Instruction, wheth'er professional or commercial, industrial 
or agricultural, calls inescapably for specialization. Each 
vocation and each body of knowledge, becomes a speciality 
of its own, and each is taught as a special subject, in a special 
course, by specialized specialists. ~n contrast to what is 
called for in educating the whole man - educating homo sapiens 
in contrast to homo faber- instruction today is primarily intel-
lectual educai.ion. 
It is, of course, an enormously important part not only 
of intellectual education but of education as a whole. I want 
to emphasize this as strongly as I can. I do not want to be 
thought of as minimising its importance simply because I am 
insisting that our neglect of other aspects of the education of 
the whole mind is so disastrous. Vocational in:.truction is 
important because it is an essential means to living, particularly 
in our modern specialized world. But. it is a means only, and 
means will be properly utilized by man only if he is taught the 
ends for which the means should be used. It is the ends which 
are involved in cultivation and humanization, and it is to this 
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neglected aspect of curricular organization todav that I parti-
cularly address myself. · 
But first something must be said about instruction for the 
masses and instruction for the highly educable elite. Both, 
of course, must master the essential symbolic di:.ciplines. 
~~struct~o~ i?- the th~ee dis~iplines, "reading and 'riting and 
nthmet1c , 1s somethmg which everybody must receive. But 
long before the end of schooling, the academic sheep can be 
distinguished from the academic goats, and from that moment 
instruction for the mass must be different from for the elite. 
The elite must be permitted to move ahead as rapidly as their 
talents permit; it is a social and educational sin to hold them back 
in the name of a false Egaletarianism. It is, however, not only 
an injury inflicted upon the educable elite, it is also an injury to 
the academically ineducable mass. Instead of boring the 
"ineducable" into truancy and delinquency, they should be 
instructed in the crafts, challenged by the difficulties of master-
ing them, and made to feel pride in what they can do well, 
rather than inflicting upon them the humiliation of requiring 
them to pursue academic studies for which they are intellectually 
or temperamentally unfitted. 
It is at this point that the ideal of the education of the 
whole man collides head-on with the acceptance by the modern 
world of the industrialization of every craft and every field of 
production. If every man is to develop his potentialities to the 
utmost, his work must not be work which actually frustrates him. 
To condemn a potentially skilled Kashmiri artist and craftsman 
to working on the assembly line of an automobile facto1y or to 
the routinized clerical work of a big commerical office or 
government bureaucracy, is to blight him spiritually.* 
This is one aspect of education today which, if the whole 
man is to be educated, calls upon the teacher to transcend 
his work in the classroom. To deal with this problem he must 
become a leader in the revival of the art and crafts; he must 
condition not only his students, but the public generally, to 
* To explore this problem adequately would lead into a digression which I 
must resist; I explored the problem at length, over thirty years ago, when I wrote 
"This Ugly Civilization." · 
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loathe the vulgarizations of modern industry; to cultivate in 
everybody (beginning first of all with himself) a love of those 
innumerable forms of beauty which do not lend themselves to 
mass-production, and so create a revival in the demand for 
the products - and the performances - of the manual crafts-
man and the manual artist. Mass-production mu'it be limited 
to its proper function. To usc it to fabricate electric wire and 
steel pipe, is to ,usc it properly. To usc it to produce any 
product in which artistry is involved, is to promote the degrada-
tion of labour; it is to stultify the potentialities inherent in the 
masses who have academic and intellectual limitations, but 
who could live useful and happy lives if a· demand Y\Crc created 
for what they could pruducc as artist-craftsmen, and their 
artistry and craftsmanship developed to the utmost. 
With his amazing insight, Mahatma Gandhi sensed all this, 
and what he called basic education -while from my stand-
point an inadequate expression of the idea - is an attempt to 
provide instruction for the masses in contrast to the present 
attempt to provide a uniform, low, dead level of instruction 
to everybody. 
Pushed to its fullest implications, this would probably call 
for a revival of education by apprenticeship, and for the restric-
tion of schooling above the Jcvel of the common school to those 
who arc academically educable to an unlimited extent. It 
would probably mean a completely new approach to' the 
organization of the high school curriculum, particularly in 
America, where vast masses of students, whose personalities 
are positively injured by being forced to stay in high schools, 
would be educationally provided for outside of the present formal 
school system. 
2. Cultivation. What we have been doing in trying to 
mak~ everybody into the robcts* for which mass-production 
furnishes employment, and the specialists requi.ced to operate 
an industrialized society, has been to substitute an instructed 
. ' 
* !"rom Fr~nz Kafka's f~mous play, "R·'£!·~·". Kafka, (1883-1924), was a 
Bohemia~ noveliSt and dramatiSt. Robots were Jmltatwns of human beings manu-
factured m a gr'eat factory, each robot being able. to do one kind of work only. 
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f~r a. cultivate~, elite. The result has been to create a society 
. ncb m profie1ent and competent men, but poor in cultivated 
an~ c~ltured ~en.. The di.stinction is real and it i'i important. 
W1th InstructiOn, mformatwn and "know-how" arc primarv · 
with cultivation, evaluation and good taste. · ' 
Liberal Education. There is no substantial difference bet-
ween what is here called cultivation and wha't used to be called 
liberal education. From my standpoint, when American edu-
cation bcg~n to aban~on libral education for scientific education, 
what was m fact bemg abandoned was the cultiyation of the 
highly educable minority for the fulfillment of the ·role which 
they ought to play in any genuinely humanized society. 
The_ change in American higher education from the ideal 
of liberal, to the ideal of scientific education, was responsible 
for the issuance of an impressive report by the Carnegie Founda-
tion for the Advancement of Teaching in 1956. 'The report 
took at face. value the fact that the liberal arts were still a part 
of the curnculum of most American cvllcges. They still arc 
today. But the liberal arts and the humanities unfortunatclv 
' . ' have. been reduced in most colleges to mere spedalitie~. Philo-
sophy, for example, is no longer philosophy in any meaningful 
sense of the term. Over a century ago, when the handwriting 
on the _walls o~ our educational institutions was discernible only 
to someone· With the prophetic vision of Thoreau, he said: 
"There arc nowadays professors of philosophy, but not philoso-
phers." What the rightly educated man needs is not an 
academic introduction to the great historic schools and the 
great historic figures of philosophy, but a philosophy by which 
to live. This is essential if we are to prodnce that properly 
educated minority of cultivated men and women without which 
'the humanization of mankind is impossible. A few courses 
from the traditional liberal arts, still required so as, at least, 
to make obeisance to the ideal of general education, will not 
provide such an elite. 
A liberal education - cultivation, in my terminology 
- the Carnegie report maintained, should seck to instill in 
man knowledge of himself, of others, of mankind's achievements 
and heritage; it should promote in him the capacity for clear 
I 
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and rational thought, and encourage in him a sense of curiosity, 
criticism, judgment, and tolerance. This is admirable. But 
to realize this the liberal arts must be taken much more seriously 
than the repor·L suggests. In the race for "practical" knowledge, 
for specialized training, and for vocational success, these broad 
objectives have been lost, with the result that even in institutions· 
which boast of being liberal arts colleges, where one might 
expect the liberal arts to flourish, they arc neglected. "There 
is no reason," the rcp'ort says, "why the specialist should not 
or cannot be an informed and cultivated citizen." There 
certainly isn't, e£pecially if Robert M. Hutchins is right in his 
statement in a recent book that "the waste and frivolity of the 
educational system arc so great that it would be possible through 
getting rid of them to give every citizen a liberal education 
and make him a qualified specialist, too, in less time than is now 
consumed in turning out uneducated specialists".* 
To produce the highly. cultivated minority which is essen-
tial to the humanization of the whole population, much more 
than a mere revival of the traditional liberal arts curriculum 
is needed. In that curriculum, not only is philosc;>phy in-
adequately dealt with, but so arc the arts. Literature is, of 
course, featured; tradition calls for that. But music, and the 
plastic and graphic arts arc neglected. Even worse, what re-
mains of the liberal arts curriculum aims at producing appreciative, 
rather than creative, men. 
What is needed is a curriculum which will produce not 
only a· minority which reads great literature, which appreciates 
* Th~ sweeping statement, eomin~ f:om one of America's most distinguished 
educators, IS a statement of the utmost s1gmfi.cance. That the system is full of waste 
for both students and faculty, and that it is burdened with frivolous courses of ali 
ki_nds! is perfect!~ true. Dr. Hutch.ins is right in maintaining that if this waste and 
fnvohty were om1tted fro~ th~ curnculum, both. competent specialization and liberal 
education could be prov1ded m much shorter time than is now devoted to produc-
ing partly educated specialists only. 
Bu! I _fin~ it n,~ccssary .t'! rec?,rd a ca-:eat about ~is statement that it is possible 
to prov1de thiS to . ev:ry Citizen. I beheve the ev1dence that only a minority of 
0-e whole popu!atwn IS edl!cable to the extent demanded by the cui tivation of the 
hberal arts, IS mcontrovertlble. Some degree of good taste can be cultivated in 
everyb?dy, and s?me ph!losophy of living given to all, but that everybody can be-
come, m the classic meanmg of the term, a liberally educated man is, I am convinced 
not true. ' 
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music and painting, but also a minority which is able to write 
in the langua?c of the past "cle.arly, forcibly, and elegantly": 
at least the kmd of letters and JOUrnals which moot educated 
men wrote before the Industrial Revolution. But even this 
is not enough. It must produce a minoritv of amateurs with 
a mastr.r~: of many arts, including many individuals who have 
a professwnal mastery of particular ones. The arch-model 
of such an artist was Leonardo da Vinci who was not onlv a 
painter, but also an engineer; the arch-model of a wri.tcr, 
Thomas J.cfferson, who could not only write an essay such as 
the Amcncan Declaration of Independence but who was also 
an .engine.er, a gardener, a farmer, but above all else, both a 
soCial philosopher and a philosophher of living. 
Philosoph)'. If cultivation is built into the curriculum 
for the purpose of producing whole men, philosophv - but 
not mere academic philosophy - must become central to all 
~ntellect':al educati?n ~ it must be considered more important 
m curnculum bmldmg - and given more prestige -than 
any kind of instruction, including that in any of the sciences. 
Philosophy must become an integration of all knowledge and 
wisdom, an essential prerequisite for rational and humane reso-
lution of the problems with which every man is confronted by 
life. It must not only make him familiar with the history of 
philosophers .. and their philosophies, it must equip every stu-
dent with a philosophy by which he will live. 
If philosophy is to contribute its share to the humanization 
of mankind, it mus.t not be approached from the standpoint 
of intellect only; it must be dealt with, as we shall see, emotion-
ally. It must be emancipated from the epistemological curse 
with which Kant infected it; it must not only acquaint the 
student with Epistemic values, it must make him feel them. 
It must not only make him understand intellectually the nature 
of the values essential to living like a normal human being, 
but it must also cultivate in him a love of truth and hatred of 
error, a love of beauty and hatred of ugliness, a love of goodness 
and hatred of evil, a love of devotion to the humane in life, and 
a hatred of purposes which are bestial in nature. 
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This part of the curriculum for intellectual education 
must include sensitizing his epistemic, telic, esthetic, and 
ethical potentialities; it must include equipping him with critc-
rions for the evaluation of these values; it must include the culti-
vation of a conscience which makes him react to all his experi-
ences in life as a thoughtful, considerate, comageous and dedi-
cated human being. 
Ethics. Ethical education must be stressed in this connec-
tion. The wholly educated .man must be a moral and not 
amoral person. This muc;t be born in mind when cultivation 
is discussed. Many highly cultivated men - even geniuses 
-arc not morally wholesome persons. They may not have 
become criminals, but the very fact that great geniuses in the 
past were not merely highly cultivated but highly creative 
persons, has been used to justify amorality. The slogan "art 
for art's sake" can be used to justify complete indifference to 
moral considerations. Highly cultivated men like Wilde in 
England, Proust in France, Ovid and Cattulus in ancient Rome, 
were highly cultivated men, but decidedly ':lnwholcsomc persons. 
Lenin and Trostky in Communist Russia, Goering and Gocbbcls 
in Nazi Germany, were cultivated men, but they were gros~ly 
inhuman none the less. 
Int~.gration of Knowledge and Wisdom It is into the part 
of the curriculum devoted to intellectual cultivation . that ·the 
study of the basic problems of man ariel of soCiety falls. The 
cultivated man must not only know philosophy academ1 .. :ally, 
he must acquire an adequate philosophy by which to guide 
his C\o\-n life, and this is what the study of thesc problems makes 
possible. 
If higher education is to equip modem man with the 
knowledge and wisdom needed to deal with the problems with 
which life will confront him, its most difficult problem is the 
integration of the knowledge and wisdom scattered about· in 
the arts ·and sciences, the religions and the philosophies not 
merely of its own nation or even its own culture, but of all the 
great cultures of the world. Integration of all this in some 
manner is essential for the reason that. without it there can be 
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no assurance that the curriculum adopted will produce the 
wholly educat~d man. Y c: integration of the knowledge in the 
courses of a smgle college m America alone, has baffled Ame-
rican educators. As a result, the graduates of our schools of 
business administration know almost nothing of what the 
gradua~cs of our th~~logical seminaries know; the graduates 
of our schools of med1cmc know equally little of what the gradu-
ates of our schools _of arts and humanities know; the graduates 
of our schools :::f sctencc and technology, know little of what the 
graduates of _our schools ~f law or of our schools of government 
kno,.,.·, _and vzce versa. Subject-centered education, which is what 
cducatwn today has become, completely ignores this problem. 
Of the need for integration there is general recognition 
among most thoughtful and concerned educators. But if the 
many efforts at ~eeting this need arc carefully examined, it is 
not an cxaggcratwn to say that what they seem to prove is the 
impos~ibility of integration. There arc just too many subjects 
to be mtegratcd. When au effort is made to find what is com-
mon to all the various. subjects and spe.:::ialities -common, 
for example, to electromcs and theology- the net result is 
either something so ab~tract as to be virtually valueless, or 
a mechanical aggregation of necessarily superficial fragments 
from each subject, with proponents of each subject clamoring 
for greater recognition of the importance of the special subject 
which they are teaching. 
Integration of every special field is, it is true, impossible; 
but integration based upon the basic problems of man and of 
society is not. Integration in such a frame of reference provides 
a rational means for excluding all those subjects and all those 
fragments of a subject which are not essential to an understand-
ing of basic problems. 
In the final analysis, every field of knowledge, every art, 
every science, every religion, and every philosophy has been 
developed for the purpose of resolving some one, if not all, of 
these basic problems. To deal with these problems, no attempt 
need be made to include something from every subject which 
is now included in our overloaded curriculums. If the prob-
lems are clearly defined, the individual is equipped with a 
l 
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means for fitting everything that he learns - and every special 
subject that he studies -into its proper place in a total philo-
sophy of living. That is what I mean when I speak of integra-
tion in terms of mankind's basic problems. What must be 
included in the curriculum dealing with the instruction and 
cultivation of the intellect, then, is a progra~me which will 
lead the student to make an objective and logical examination 
of his beliefs, his values, and his activities; and, if such self-
examination show~ that some of them consist of mistaken pre-
judgments and prejudices, persuade him to abandon them 
and replace them with beliefs, values and programmes of action 
appropriate to living like a rational and humane being. 
The basic problems of mankind with which every indi-
vidual everywhere in the world is confronted -the problems 
which are universal and perpetual, and not local or momentary 
in nature- should be the basis for equipping the· individual 
to meet the challenge of the.se challenging days. In contrast 
to parochial and immediate problems- problems which apply 
only to oneself, one's own group or one's own nation; which are 
only, of the day or week or month- these are the basic pro-
blems, the problems with which man has always had to deal, is 
dealing now, and will always have to deal. Solutions both of 
personal and of current social, political and economic problems, 
in the absence of clear comprehension of these basic prob-
lems, are more apt to be wrong than right, and to lead to 
mistaken, rather than to right action. 
Such an addition to the curriculum, however, cannot be 
just one more addition to the thousands of courses now listed 
in our ccllege and university catalogs. It has an entirely 
different purpose to fulfil. It must be set apart from all other 
courses in such a manner as to make certain that it fulfills the 
purpme intended. It must also underlie the planning of the 
curriculum in every level of education, but especially on the 
high school and the college levels. And it must be not only 
a course but an experience,. both intellectual and emotional, 
in which every educable student takes part. 
What a philosophy of life must provide, in contrast to 
the sch?larlykno wledge of philosophies which the usual courses 
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in philoso~h~ pro~ide_ today, are principles of action. "An 
army of prmcipl:s, said Thoma<; Paine, "will penetrate where 
an army of soldiers cannot; it will succeed where di 1 +: 
t ld r. "1 . . p omauc managemen wou 1a1 , 1t Is ne~ther the Rhine, the Channel, 
nor the Ocean that can arrest Its progre"s · I.t WI")) h 
. · , marc on 
the honzon of the \vorld, and it will conquer" T . ·d 
· · 1 h · o prO\·I e prmcip es, t e course must be normative and not 1 d 
. . . . mere y es-
cnptive; It must a1m not at the cultivation of h"l h" 
h 1 h. d d. · . . . P 1 osop 1c sc o ars 1p an eru 1t10n, 1t must a 1m at resolving th bl 
· h h. h li · e pro ems 
w1t w 1c vmg confronts every human being d · h 
· b · h d . , an w1t 1m umg t e stu ent with the determination to live in ace d 
· h h · · 1 r. or ance Wit t e pnnc1p es 10r which this caBs. 
The st.udy of the basic problems of man and of society 
should begm the momen: the student has developed an ade-
quate level of u~derstan~mg. It should be quite an important 
part of the curnculum m. secondary education; a most impor-
tant p~rt of college educanon, and predominant in post-graduate 
educatiOn. 
. If the study of the basic problems of man and of society 
~s '!sed as part of a programme for cultivating the student _if 
1t 1S. used. fo.r the purpose of orienting him in his studies, for 
help1~g hm~ surve~ the whole field of learning, for giving him 
a p~nlosophical attitude, and above all, a philosophy by which 
to hve- two problems emerge: at what level should study of 
~11 the p~oblems be~in, and which of the problems should be 
mcluded m the curnculum on the primary and the secondary 
levels, assuming that all fourteen cannot be properly taught 
together. On the basis of my experiments I suggest that 
( 1) on the primary level, only two problems be used the edu-
cational problem. and the occupational problem; (2) on the 
secondary level, s1x of the fourteen: the educational the occu-
pational, the political, the anthropic, the ethicai and. the 
psycho-physiolcgical, and (3) on the college. level, ali fourteen. 
The educational problem, I believe, is called for from the 
beginning as a means of making the student aware of what 
educatio~ of the :ight kind can mean for hiin; the importance 
o{ adoptmg a philosophy by which to live, (or if you prefer 
principles by which to live), and how the study of these proble~ 
can help him to form such a philosophy. 
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The many experiments I have conducted with the study 
of these problems since the first course was given at the Graduate 
School of Theology at Oberlin University in 1940, have all been 
with adult and graduate groups. The problem of using them 
with under-graduates and with students below the college level 
calls for experimentation. 
But for use in colleges- where they arc most desperately 
needed because it is here that specialization is doing its greatest 
damage - I have two suggestions to make: one based upon the 
fact that at the beginning of his college career the student 
should be given a kind of philosophic chart and philosophic 
compass with which to guide himself in his studies; and the 
other upon the fact that in his last year of college work, he 
should make an intensive ~·tudy of both the personal and social 
problems which will confront him after he graduates and 
commences his life in society at large. 
What makes the problem difficult, is the problem of how 
to include such a course in the curriculum without making it 
necessary to cleminate subjects which are essential to the stu-
dent's field of major concentration. The two suggestions I 
have to make take this difficulty into account: 
Introduction to Scholarship. During· the first y~ar of college, 
at the very beginning of the student's. college career, I suggest 
that at least one whole week, and if possible two, be devoted 
to a sort of introduction to real scholarship and higher 
education. This would do for the students what survey and 
orientation courses now used in many U.S. colleges try to do 
in a course spread over either a full semester or" a full year. 
The emotional impact of a week of such concentration, I have 
found in my experiments, is tremendous. And it would come 
before cynical fellow-students or indifferent instructors could 
dull the hopes and anticipations of the freshman student. The 
student· could be introduced to all the basic problems at that 
time. If the week were properly organized to make the experi-
ence an inspiring one, the student would be provided with both 
a chart and a compass to help him in relating each of his courses 
to the whole field of learning. As a friend of mine at Ohio 
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State University once expressed it, "it would r-rovide him with 
a series of fourteen boxes in which to file anything and every-
thing he learns for the 1 est ~f his life.'' 
Introduction. to Wisdom. Dur.ing the last year in college, 
much more time should be gtven bv the student to the 
st.udy .of these ba.sic pro?lems. Their . study should provide 
him with a humamzed philosophy of living; it should introduce 
him to the wisdom of mankind as embodied in its arts and 
sciences, religion~ and philosophies; it should persuade him 
to try to deal wisely, and not merely impulsively or conv·en-
tionally, with the problems which will confront him outside the 
ivory-tower world of the college classroom and college campus. 
Since I am suggesting, in connection with emotional edu-
cation, the devoti?n of a whole morning once a week through-
out the whole penod of college study to an inspirational ~ervice, 
I am going to suggest that the senior students, after taking part 
in the regular weekly service, devote the rest of the day to a 
seminar course in the study of these basic problems. As a 
matter of fact, I!lY experiments indicate that the discussion of 
the problems can be made the central theme of the weekly inspi-
rational service itself. If an outside lecturer makes the princi-
pal address during the service, he should not only be asked 
to discuss the basic problem which is up for consideration bv· 
the senior class that week, but should himself be selected b~­
cause he can make an especially effective and especially inspir-
ing contribution to its discussion. 
Ideally, the necessary intimacy between teacher and 
student that is called for in such a course, can only be provided 
in seminars in which the number of students docs not much 
exceed twenty. But if the senior class is too large to break down 
into such seminars, a lecture could be given to the whole class, 
stating the nature of the problem and the alternative ideologies 
developed for its resolution; the class then breaking up into 
small discussion groups, each with a competent leader, to 
discuss the problem intimately among themselves in seminar 
fashion. 
----------------- -·. 
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In the right organization of the course, intellectual culti-
vation and emotional education become virtually indistinguish-
able. The presentation must bt: logical and scientific -it 
must be framed in terms of the reasoning faculties; but it will 
fail of its objective if the student is not made to feel as well as 
to understand, for the subject matter is not academic; the 
problems have to do not only with what he should think but 
with how he should live. All the means suggested in Chapter 
9 for making emotional education effective, have a proper place 
m the conduct of the course. 
This fusion of intellectual and emotional education was 
c;alled for twenty-five hundreds ago by Confucius in ancient 
China when he said: 
"If a man loves honesty but does not love study, his 
shortcoming will be a tendency to spoil or upset things. 
"If a man loves simplicity but docs not love study, 
his shortcoming will be sheer following of routine. 
"If a man loves courage but does not love study, his 
shortcoming will be unruliness or viol!!nc~. 
"If a man loves decision of character but does not love 
study, his shortcoming will be self-will and headstrong 
belief in himself."* 
• From "The Meeting of East· and West," F.S.C. Northrop, The Macmillan 
Co., p. 324-. 
CHAPTER VIII 
GENERAL EDUCATION 
In India we ha\"e. turne~ the U ni\"ersity graduate into a waste-
paper basket of odd btts of mformation .... Education in these da\"s ~s not. t?e "leadin(:{ forth'_' of the inmost personality of man, but ~he 
1mpostt1?n of cast-Lro_n ahen thoughts upon him. vVe are mechanised 
and regtmented by Lt ... Our euriositv is satisfied ... \Ve are walkino-
frauds. We have intellect divorced f~om will belief in ideals which 
_are not beliefs in life ... modern man does not' feel humiliated bv the 
fac! that his m~nd is divo;ced from speech, his speech from a~tion. 
!hts two-fold ~Lvergence 1s accepted as inevitable - K. ~1. ~lunshi, 
Bhagavad Gtta and ~1odern Life." 
Before ending our consideration of intellectual education 
and turning to the problem of emotional education, a consider-
able digression is called for. 
The unsatisfactory state, today, of that part of intellectual 
education which I have called cultivation, has been the point 
of origin of the movement for general education. The distin-
guished sponsorship for this movement; the character of the 
educators who see in general education the answer to the 
present unsatisfactory state of higher education, are such that 
the subject of intellectual education cannot be dismissed without 
considering what it is that general education has to offer. 
Before attempting to do this, however, it is necessary to go 
back to what has created the problem for which general edu-
cation is supposed to be the remedy. 
If we look back and ask ourselves, "What during the past 
hundred years has most radically changed the methods· of 
educating mankind?" the answer would have to be, modern 
science. 
Modern science dethroned religion and destroyed tradition. 
It secularized government; made the divine right of kings appear 
ludicrous; obliterated the distinction between nobility and 
., 
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commonaltv. It destroyed cottage and custom production 
and made 'the factory system supreme; l~t provided mankind 
with its present all-embracing machi~c technology. I~ substi-
tuted Capitalism for Feudalism, and If Ma~x ~roves him_se~f a 
true prophet, is making inevitable the substitu~IOn of Sociah_sm 
for Individualism. Above all, so far as mouldmg and shapmg 
· the generation to which we belong is concerned, it substituted 
the study of science for that of the liberal arts.· 
The purposes and methods of cducatio~ h~ve be~n trans-
formed. Specialization has replaced humamzatwn. From top 
to bottom, our schools have become pre-vocational and techni-
cal training institutions in which means arc apotheosizcd; 
ends ignored. Physical science reigns supreme -·a supremacy 
disputed only by business. adri1inistratio~. The ~tudy o~ .the 
humanities the liberal and fine arts, philosophy and rehgwn, 
above all ~he whole field of ethics, has been archaized. 
As a result it was possible for Dr. Henry P. van Dusen, 
President of the Union Theological Seminary in New York, to 
make this extraordinary, but unfortunately true, statement: 
"Right, morals, and ethics arc almost wholly absent from the 
working vocabulary of this gcne.ration. Their lips would hardly 
know how to' frame and utter these words; they arc as foreign 
a speech as Swahili ... This is not the silence of reaction ... 
This is the silence of absence. These words and ideas have 
absolutely no meaning for· them." 
No wonder we of the free world arc a generation unequal 
to the challenge of the times. 
If science, as our educators still insist, is the answer to, 
the problems of mankind, science has not been scientific. What 
the schools call science is too often nescience, or so largely 
nescience as to render the application of science to the problems 
of living maleficent. Our physicists and mat4cmaticians, who 
are unquestionably the representatives of what is most scienti'-
fic in the modern world, have hatched out atomic fission, and· 
are now dumbfounded to discover that the generation upon 
which they have conferred this. boon is utterly unequipped 
mentally and spiritually for the proper use of the knowledge 
and power they have place"d in its hands. 
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It is the contention of this study that this tragic consum-
mation of the Enlightenment, this strange denouement of our 
devotion to science, is due mainly to a dual educational sin: 
a sin of commission- concentration upon physics and tech-
nology; and a sin of omission -failure to put the study and 
development of the human sciences, (the mis-called ":;ocial" 
sciences), first. Of these human sciences, I rate some of those 
ignored by, and even unknown to, most social scientists-
sciences like axiology and praxiology -as having an impor-
tance in inverse re-lationship to their lack of popularity. 
Of these two great fields of learning - the physical and the 
human - our schools concentrate upon the less impm tant. 
As a result \Ve have made ourselves maHers of the physical 
world, and rendered ourselves masterlc£s of ourselves. 
It is not teclmolog)', it is behaviour which is our probem. 
The sickness from which modern man is suffering, is neither 
economic nor political; it is philosophical. What the gra-
duates of our schools need is not more scientific knowledge, but more 
wisdom. And wisdom, we must remember, is not a collection 
of physical facts or mathematical equations. Wisdom is 
the application to man's behaviour of that which is good, that 
which is true, that which is beautiful, and that which results in 
humane living. This is the positive aspect of right education. 
Negatively, if the sickness is to be cured, it calls for the recogni-
tion of evil, of error, of ugliness, of mistaken goals. The wh·ole 
content and method of education must aim at the realization 
of these positive and negative ideals. If modern man is to be 
saved from his mistaken preoccupation with the material, a 
radical revolution in education is called for. Scientific know-
ledge must be treated as a means, not as an end. The scien~ific 
method must not be restricted to the mastery of physical 
techniques; the scientific method must be applied. by a ne:wly 
converted and envisioned generation of scientists mainly 
devoted to the normative study of the basic problems of man 
and society. Science must be made a means for the realization 
of the humanization of humanity. 
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Nearly half a century ago, as he recorded in "My Confes-
sions" Leo Tolstoy discovered what is even truer today, that 
the st~dy of what we call science has furnished no real answer 
to the real problems with which living confronts man. 
" ... My personal problem, 'What am I with my 
desires?' remained entirely unanswered. The sciences 
were very interesting, very attractive, but the definiteness 
and clearness of these sciences were in inverse proportion 
to their applicability to the questions of life: the less applica-
ble they arc to the questions of life, the more definite and 
clear they arc; the more they attempt to give answers to 
the questions of life, the more they become dim an? un-
attractive. If you turn to that branch of those sciences 
which attempts to give answers to the questions of life -
-to physiology, psychology, biology, sociology -you 
come across an appalling scantiness of ideas, the greatest 
obscurity, and unjustified pretense at solving irrelevant 
questions, and constant contradiction of one thinker with 
others and eve~ with himself. If you turn to the branch 
of knowledge which docs not busy itself with the solution 
of the problem of life, but answers only its special, scienti-
fic questions, you arc delighted at the power of the human 
mind, but know in advance that there will be no answers 
to the questions of life. These sciences directly ignore the 
questions of life. They say: We have no answers to what 
you are and why you live, and we do not busy ourselves 
with that; but if you want to know the laws of light, of 
chemical combinations, and laws of the development of 
organisms, if you want to know the laws of the bodies, 
their forms, and the relation of numbers and quantities, 
if you want to know the laws of your mind, we shall give 
you clear, definite, incontrovertible answers to all that 
... Experimental science gives positive knowledge and 
manifests the greatness of the human mind only when it 
does not introduce the final cause into its investigation ... 
Experimental science need only introduce the question of 
the final cause, and nonsense is the result." 
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Nearly fifty years later, after a proliferation of science and 
of education which would haYe staggered Tolstoy, Sorokin, * 
m a book dealing with "The Crisis of Our Age", could say: 
"The more economists have tampered with economic 
conditions, the worse they have become; the more politi-
cal scientists have reformed governments, the more 
governments are in need of reform; the more sociologists 
have tampered with the family, the more the family has 
disintegrated ... only after a reconstruction from top to 
bottom will the social sciences be real sciences, independent, 
subservient to no other values." 
If we· cease ignoring what Tolstoy said so long ago- and 
what Sorokin says to-day- a new approach is needed. 
To what extent does general education provide an adequate 
remedy for the staggering problem which modern science has 
created for education? It is impossible to weigh the sugges-
tion made in this study for dealing with this problem without 
stopping to consider whether programmes for general educa-
tion may provide the integration which is called for. 
In 1945, a committee appointed by the President of 
Harvard University to study this problem, finished what they 
said was really "A Study of American Education." The 
Committee's report was published in a book entitled "General 
Education in a Free Society". Within a few years this book 
went through a dozen editions. It i~ not only a comprehen-
sive study of the educational problem; it is also a recommenda-
tion for dealing with what is wrong with it. 
The Harvard Committee began by referring to the fact 
that since the outbreak of World War II, acute searching of the 
heart by those interested in education, had "precipitated a veri-
table downpour of books and articles dealing with education," 
and by calling attention to the fact that there was hardly a 
• Pitirim A: Sorokin was head of the Sociology Department of the Univer.:ity of 
St. Petersburg before he came to the United States and became head of the Soc10logy 
Department of Harvard University. Most sociologists recognize him as the dean 
of the profession today. 
i 
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university or college in America which had not set up a com-
mittee to consider basic educational questions and to make 
drastic plane; for revamping their curriculums. 
"General Education in a .Free Society" has exercised influ-
ence not only upon American education; it has exercised real 
influence upon education in the whole English speaking world; 
ts exercising influence here in India today. 
The work is addressed mainly to professional educators. 
Although it is addressed to them, it raises questions which go 
far beyond the technical problems of professional education. 
Unfortunately in dealing with the educational problem only 
in terms of schooling, it has ingored the problem of the role 
of the school and the teacher, the college and the professor in 
a society which is so abnormal that adjustment to it is in effect 
adjustment to abnormality. With becoming modesty, the 
authors of the study admit that there is "something of illogic" 
in their failure to prescribe for the broader aspects of the 
problem, and in restricting themselves only to what the high 
school and college presumably need:; to do. 
But these critical times justify. no such limitations upon 
serious consideration of the educational problem by professional 
educators. Typical of the consequences of this indifference 
to the broader problem is the fact that they call the study 
"General J;:ducation in a Free Society." While it is true that 
in comparison with Communist Russia, American soCiety is 
still free, emphasis upon it as free ignores the fact that year by 
year it is less and less a society, in the words of Lincoln, "of 
the people, by the people, and for the people," and more and 
more a society of bureaucrats and politicians for bureaucrats 
and politicians. Just as fifty years ago professional educators 
were indifferent to the fact that at that time America was a 
society not of plutocrats, but certainly a society by plutocrats 
for plutocrats,* so today they arc indifferent to the fact that 
• Upton Sinclair, American novelist, social reformer and Socialist, spelled out 
the facts about this so far as education was concerned in two books which created a 
sensation at the time they were published, "The Brass Check," and "The Goose 
Step." 
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they are grappling with the problem of how to adjust the young 
to life in a society of power seekers, run by a power dite, for the 
benefit of those in places of power. 
The authors of the report define education as two-fold. 
"Education," they say, "seeks to do two things; help young 
persons fulfill the unique, particular functions in life which 
it is in them to fulfill, and fit them so far as it can for those 
common spheres which, as citizens and heirs of a joint culture, 
they will share with others." Accepting this, they define 
the educational problem as that of "the right relationship 
between specialized training on the one hand, aiming at any 
one of a thousand different destinies, and education in a 
common heritage and toward a common citizenship on the 
other.'' 
" Then they say, "Illogically enough, such being its purpose, 
(this study) fails to deal with the primary school, and still more 
illogically, with infancy- surely the time of life when educa-
tion is nothing if not general." Then they make this amazing 
statement about professors in connection with infancy, that 
period in life which modern psychology has proved so impor-
tant in determining the mature individual's fitness "for those 
common spheres which, as citizens and heirs of a joint culture, 
they will share with others." "As for infancy", they say, "it 
is doubtful whether a group of professors would show at their 
best on that subject;" 
It is not surprising, therefore, that when they come to 
prescribe a solution for the problems which they so carefully 
analyze, they restrict thelllielves to what schooling alone should 
do, and even further, to what only high schools and colleges 
should do. The tr~mendously importan.t period of infancy is 
ignored; primary educatiQJl and adult education are both 
ignored. · They ignore the home, which they admit plays an 
important part in education, and they ignore the culture, which 
they also admit plays an importaJlt part. .Finally, since the 
high schools and colleges devote themselves almost exclusively 
to intellectual education, their recommendations deal only 
with this aspect of the whole problem of education. The fact 
' .I' 
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that the mind of the student does not function intellectually 
alone but functions both intellectually and emotionally, is 
ignor~d, and the fact that he must .be both in~ellcctually and 
emotionally educated -if education 1s to deal w1th the problem 
of educating the whole man - is entirely ignored. 
As a. result of this conception of the educational problem, 
and of these restricted means for dealing with it, they ignore 
the possibility that no matter what improvements may be 
made in the curriculums of high schools and colleges, the basic 
problem of education may not be solved. As a matter o~ fact, 
they ignore the possibility that if the whole prol:Jcm IS not 
properly envisaged, their diagonsis of what ~s wrong in the 
high school and college may prove to be a m1staken one, and 
their prescription for solving the problem aggravate rather 
than correct what•is wrong. 
Analysis of the Harvard recommendations for curricular 
changes shows that while they will not make matters worse, 
they will not correct what is wrong. 
Basic in their recommendations is a sharp distinction 
between courses aimed at the speciality in which the student 
will major and which he studies in preparation fo'r his. vocational 
and professional life, and those which are to equip him with 
a general education. Of the sixteen courses required for the 
bachelor's degree, they recommended that six should provide 
general education, and ten provide special education. It is 
at this poir.t that they are confronted with the real dilemna of 
today's highly specialized system of education: the six courses 
recommended for general education are to be selected from 
a prescribed list of special courses in science, the social sciences, 
and the humanities. General education is to be imparted by 
a change in the specialities Jtudied! 
General education of this kind is a misnomer. To be 
general in any. meaningful sense of the term, it must begin by 
recognizing that no mere change in the specialities studied will 
Frovide it. No collection ·of special subjects selected by curri-
culum committees for the purpose of trying to redress the 
imbalance of which students today are the victims, however 
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ingenious the selection, can aYoid remaining a collection of 
specialties, and being specialties, they will still fail in producing 
the wholly educated man. 
It is true that by insisting that students take specialties 
outside their fields of major concentration, they ·will ha\'c some-
thing of balance intellectually which they would otherwise lack. 
But this is wholly insufficient to provide the kind of general edu-
cation which is really needed "for those common spheres which, 
as citizens and heirs of a joint culture, they will share with 
other!:'." The approach, even in terms of providing balance 
intellectually, is inadequate. · 
The Harvard ideal of providing students with wnat they 
need intellectually to adjust to life in their own culture, is itself 
inadequate. For all men arc first of all."citizens and hei-rs" 
of the whole of humanity, and what the students need is a philo-
sophy which will prepare them for such citizenship. The· usual 
academic courses in philosophy - studies of the history of 
philosophy and the writings of philosophers - will not provide 
this. They need, rather, to be provided with means of integrat-
ing the sum total of knowledge and wisdom so that they are 
provided with a philosophy of living which will enable them to 
meet, the problems of living not only in their own culture bu 
as members of the whole human race. 
The.whole approach in terms of special subjects, is mistaken. 
Even .if by some miracle the perfect combination of subjects to 
provide for integration intellectually could be found, so long 
as the education remained intellectual only, it would not equip 
them with the philosophy of living which they need. Man is 
both a mind and a body; he is not only an intellectual but also 
a feeling animal. It is the fact that integration around his 
basic problems makes it necessary to cultivate him both intel-
lectually and emotiomi.lly, which makes me feel that what is here 
proposed offers a way out. At any rate, what my teaching 
experiments with the fourteen basic problems of man and of 
society have demonstrated, is that no solution of the problem 
which proliferation of the sciences has created for education, 
which concentrates on its intellectual aspects and does not deal 
----··-·········· 
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adequately with its emotional aspects, will prove an adequate 
solution of the problem. 
What the situation calls for is what I have called huma-
nization. And this involves a repudiation of one of the pre-
mises implicit in the Harvard Committee's study of the prob-
lem. The problem is not to equip the young "for those com-
mon spheres which, as heirs of a joint culture, they will share 
with others." This assumes as a premise, enculturation. It 
assumes that the problem is how to equip the young in America 
"for those common spheres" which they will share in American 
culture. It assumes that the problem in Britain will be to 
equip them for British culture; in France for French culture; 
in Germanv fer German culture, and in India for Indian culture, 
. and so on' ad infinitum. Whereas the crisis which this genera-
tion faces is precisciy the opposite; it is how to equip Americans, 
and '!3ritains, and Frenchmen, and Germans, and Indians, not 
. to live merely in their own cultures, but how to live as members 
of the whole human race. 
The issue is one of priorities. Which comes first, equip-
ment for membership in the ~hole human race, or equip-
ment for membership in one's particular nationality? 
The real challenge, which not only the Harvard but the 
prevailing approach to the problem of general education avoids, 
is the question of how man should be educated when there is. 
·a conflict between what is prescribed by the institutions of his 
own culture- and particularly by those institutions whi<;:h are 
taken for granted because they arc assumed to be in the national 
interest- and what is called for by mankind's humanization·. 
It is because of this that I insist that in formulating the study 
of the basic problems of man and of society, they must be dealt 
_with as universal in nature, and not national, and dealt with 
in terms not of what is temporarily expedient but of what is 
perpetually good, true and beautiful. 
CHAPTER IX 
INTEGRATED EDUCATION 
If the mind is in chaos, defeat meets us e\·crvwhere · if the mind 
is disciplined, the whole world is conquered. ("::\I~n hare Jag har hait · 
Man jite jag jit. ") -From the Sikh Scripture "Guru Granth." ' 
The problem of integration in education requires us to take 
• a bird's-eye view of the immense accumulation of specialized 
scientific knowledge of which w·e, in the Western World, are 
so proud. As a result of this mistaken pride, our colleges and 
universities too arc immensely proud of the number of specia-
lized courses they can list in their catalogues. But the sad fact 
is that neither the specialized knowledge nor the specialized 
courses have ·contributed very much to equipping those who 
graduate to deal rationally with the basic problems with which 
they have to deal as private persons on one hand, and as mem-
bers of the body politic on the other. The moment they get 
away from the subjects in which they majored and on which 
they concentrated, or from the profession for which this specia-
lization prepared them, they are confused; their "mind is in 
chaos, defeat meets (them) everywhere," as the Sikh Scripture 
"Guru Granth," tells us. 
In its present form our specialized scientific knowledge 
is able to tell us with amazing efficiency how to do things but is 
wholly unable to tell us what we should do, and why we should do 
it. If we are to escape from this dilemma; if we are ever to 
apply what we have learned to what I think of as our real prob-
lems of living, and to substitute progress in living for progress 
in production, we will have to escape from the evils created by 
the fragmentation and compartmentilization of all our know-
ledge. If planning and implementation, if organization and 
institutionalization, is to contribute to a better way of living 
and to the development of a better social order, integration of 
all this knowledge is essential. 
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Specialized studies of the fragments of a total and integral 
problem, such as that of health, arc almost wo:se than no 
knowledge at all. We are immensely proud of the fact that 
modern medicine has virtually eliminated infectious diseases 
like dipthcria and typhoid, like smallpox and ycllowfever, but 
we do not hang our heads in shame when we contemplate the 
staggering increase in degenerative diseases like diabetes, cancer, 
and heart-disease. 
A half-truth is often a poorer basis upon which to deal 
with a problem than _frank realization of ignorance. 
To deal with a basic problem like health -which I call 
the psycho-physiological problem in this study -we have to 
study many subjects other than medicine, and this is what I 
think of as the natural process of integratinE, knowledge form 
many divergent special fields of knowledge. Not one of these 
basic problems can be adequately discussed without taking into 
account not onlv what various arts and scienc.es but what 
various philosophies and religions have had to say about their 
nature and what should be done about them. 
Integration, but a natural and not .an artificial scheme of 
integration, is what the situation calls for. 
It is to Comte's* great credit that he foresaw the import-
ance of this long before the various scientific specialities had 
proliferated to their present appalling dimensions. If a scienti-
fic, or Positivist, basis of living was to be substituted for the 
various religious and philosophical basis of the pre-scientific 
past, Comte said the sciences would have to be integrated. 
This is the reason that the classification of the sciences occupied 
so prominent a place in the thinking of thoughtful educators 
for more than a generation after his death. This interest bour-
geoned into an immense literature dealing with Pantology, the 
scientific classification of all knowledge, which ironically ended 
with o~y one still living contribution to modern life - the 
• August Comte, (1798-1857), was a French philosopher who insist~d that a 
scientific religion. must replace religion and pre-scientific philosophy; he was the 
founder of the philosophy of Positivism, and there are still Positivist "churches" based 
upon his teachings. 
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Dewey decimal system for the classification of b ks ":\11 
knowledge", the Pantologists in effect cone! d d cc?0 c: • d. · 
k " "fi · U e , IS lOUn m boo s; a scient! c clamfication of books , ·ill b · "fi 1 · 
. -. c a scienti c c assi-
fication of all knowledge." 
Comte's principle of integration was ba d th 
· h . se upon e 
assumptwn t at every science is dependent c: "t d 1 
d 
. . 10r I s eve opment 
upon antece ent sciences. His svnthesis w b d 
hi 
h f · ' as ase upon a 
erarc y o sciences -mathematics astron h · 
h 
. b" 1 r • ' omy, p )'"SICS, 
c _emistryh, IO O?), _sociology. The more specific and complex 
sciences, c mamta~ned, are ?ependent upon the simpler and 
~ore general. SoCI~logy·, be~ng more complex than biology, 
IS dependent upon biology; bwlogy upon chemistry. ch · t h · h · , emiS ry 
upo~ p ysic~, p ysics upon astronomy, astronomy upon mathe-
J;llatlcs. Socwlogy, on this ingenious theory ca ·t b · 
· d . , nno e posi-
tively e~cloped until all the others have reached a high stage 
of perfectiOn. In effect, he said mankind should not h t · d r . ll . ' ave ne 
to Ive r_atwna. Y until a~ the a':tecedent sciences were developed 
to .a pomt which made It possible for human beings to obtain 
gmdance from the last and most important of all sciences. 
. Spencer* d~molished Comte's theory by the simple ex-
pedient of . provmg that the scientific specialities had not 
developed m any such succession as Comte presumed to be 
the case. All the scienGes, he said, are interdependent. No 
one of them, he pointed out, is actually as self-sufficient either I~gically or historically, as Comte assumed. Buckle** put 
his finger on the real truth when he called attention to the fact 
tha~ no s~ience is reall~ s~ien~ific in its own center, but only 
at Its penphery where It Impmges upon other sciences. Un-
fortunately, the attempt to integrate all the sciences seems to 
have died with Pantology; even Comte's critic Spencer when 
. , ' 
he undertook to provide a universal synthesis, understood it 
m terms of a new specialty - evolution. 
And since Comte's time, what has happened? The busi-
ness of specialization, frag111entation and compartmentilization 
* Herbert Spencer, (18~0-1903), the English philosopher, produced a veri-
-table encyclopedia of the sciences based upon organic and .social evolution. 
. ** Henry Thomas Buckle, (1821-1862), was an English Historian·· his most 
rmportant work was "The History of Civilization in England." ' 
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has progressed beyond the wildest dreams . of Comte. ~ore 
than thirty years ago, the League o~ Natwns InternatiOnal 
Committee on Intellectual Co-operatwn held a conference. 
The conference did not aim at Comte's significant goal; it 
merely attempted to define and delimit a sampl? science, bio-
logy alone. In order to do this, it had to establish seven latge 
sub-divisions of biology*. In all the seven su?-.divisions ~h?s 
delimited the conference found that 50,000 ongmal contnbu-
tions we;e being made annually. How to integrate all t.his 
mass of new with the old contributions, was the problem ~htch 
we in the modrrn world face not only with regard to bwlogy 
but with regard to all the sciences,'for the situation in all thrse 
other sciences is just as frightening.** 
But if specialization in biology and all t~e concrete sciences 
produces such a terrifying volume of undtgested knowledge, 
what shall be said of specialization in the much more complex 
social sciences? The accumulation of specialized knowledge 
here not only deprives even well-educated in~ividuals of know-
ledge bearing upon their personal and soe1al problems, but 
deprives mankind as a whole of the .help so d.esperatcly ~eedecl 
from science in dealing rationally wtth Its soctal, economtc and 
political problems. On this point it. is worth quoti~g some one 
who took part in the efforts made to UJ.tegrate the sciences under 
the auspices of the League of Nations: 
"Here (in the social sciences) the process of delimitation, 
however necessary for working purposes, can be an active 
agent of mischief unless it is regarded as purely provisional. 
* There arc, of course, many more than sc':'cn biolog!cal specialities. The most 
important arc generally designated systematics, physwlogy, botany, zoology, 
morphology, anatomy, genetics, embryology, bioc~cmistry, immunology, pathology, 
endocrinology, blood-grouping; biometry, and bwnomy or ecology. 
** Some idea of the mag':litude o.f the probl~m can be. obt~inc? fz:om the. fact 
that when I was working on thiS study m I 948, a smglc ~men can mstltuUon of ~Ighcr 
learning, the Massacchusetts Institute of Technology, liSted I ,008 c~mrscs specifically 
organized for the training of engineers. In~ludcd. were 45 ~ourscs .m. the. smglc sub-
ject of chemistry alone. The degree to which this results m specialization may .be 
seen by the fact that another American university, Ohio State University, which 
docs not specialize in engineering, offered ten degrees in engineering alone: agricul-
tural engineering; chemical, ceramic, civil, electrical, industrial, welding, mechanical, 
metallurgy, and mining. 
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History, we arc told, is a science. So is rconomics. So is 
politics. So is sociology. So is geograph,· and th ·h 1 
. f '11 . ' c " o e tram. o anci ary disc~plines. There arc even, we would not 
be .dtsposed to deny, SClen:cs of co~parative literature, compa-
ra.tive. art, and comparattve mustc. The application of the 
scientific method to each and all of these domains has no doubt 
greately advanced human knowledge and revealed manv valu-
able. truths. But. is. there not a. dangrr that, in thus pros~cuting 
a . mmute analys~s mto .thrse different activities, human science 
will degenerate mto a not of abstractions and Man himself be 
for~otten? The problc1J1 here is different and more subtle than 
that whic~ ~onfronts the worker in the exact or natural sciences. 
Th~ physi~tst, .the ?hcmist, and the biologist, may have lost 
their relatiOnship With the larger developments of their study . 
but, within their own field, their judgment remains sc.und and 
sure. But in the human sciences this is not the case.. An 
economist who knows not politics, a sociologist who knows 
not history, a historian who knows not geographv, is not a scho-
lar but a laughing stock." ' 
Z• * I h Immern puts t e matter far too lightly. An economist 
who knows no politics or sociology history or anthropology is 
no mere laughing stock; he is a positive menace not only to the 
individuals whom he mis-educates and so mis-leads, but even 
more, he is a contributor to the catastrophe toward which the 
whole of modern scientific civilization is progressing. If we 
finally produce that "Brave New World" which Aldous Huxley 
described so mordantly, or that "Animal Farm" which George 
Orwell satirized, it will in large part be due to the mis-education 
of mankind by the specialists of whom we are so proud today. 
For it is my contention that the specialist is always confused 
if not when he is dealing with the "center" of his specialty, 
(to use Buckle's expressions), the moment he comes to the 
important "periphery" when his science comes into relation-
ship with other sciences. And this weakness of his specialization, 
may even introduce an element of confusion into his knowledge 
of his own speciality. 
* Alfred Zimmern, "Learning and Leadel'Ship," Oxford University Press, 
1929; p.p. 92-93. 
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But from the standpoint of the educational problem, a 
programme of integration of the sciences alone, as i! that was 
all that needed integration, is scientific arrogance and Impudence 
beyond all belief. It assumes that t~e whole of knowled_ge, or 
at least of valid knowledge, is restncted to these bodtes of 
knowledge we call the sciences. This approach. to the probl~m 
of integration ignores the fact that there are Hfolmense bodt:s 
of knowledge - many of them of the greatest Importance m 
dealing with the problems of living - which do not answer to 
the designation 'of sciences. It ignores, for ~ne t~ifol~· t~e vast 
bodies of knowledge accumulated by the htgh Clvthzatwns of 
the Eastera World, the civilizations of Persia, India, China, 
and Japan. It is at the very least provincial for Western science 
to ignore the fact that without a 'trace of modern science,: and 
with only such non-scientific. knowledge as they had succeeded 
in accumulating, they produced civilizations in many respects 
higher than those of_ the Western World. 
It ignores also the vast bodies of knowledge represented 
by mankind's accumulation of belles lettres, poetry, bwgraphy, 
fiction, and in fact arts of all kinds. It ignores philosophy and 
theology. It is ridiculous to dismiss all of philosophy became 
of its metaphysical speculations, and all of theology because 
of its accretions of superstitions and dogmas. Finally, it 
ignores the enormously important bodies of knowledge 
represented by the wisdom of mankind simply because that 
wisdom has not been systematically and scientifically analyzed. 
All these bodies of knowledge, and not the sciences only, 
call for some natural and logical form of integration so that they 
can be utilized in right-education. My experiments with the 
seminars I have conducted on the fourteen basic problems of 
man and of society at various colleges and universities, con-
firms what my study of these problems revealed -that they 
created a demand among the members of the seminars for the 
very integration which ~ personally found necessary in trying 
to formulate the problems themselves . 
• 
Let me illustrate this with the problem we are considering 
in this volume -the educational problem. Take the very 
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fi1st problem in the educational complex - that of function. 
To establish what is the true function of education it i~ neces-
sary to turn not merely to psychology but to biology and to 
find what each of these sciences has to contribute to the solution 
of this particular problem. To deal with physical education 
properly, psychological, physiological, medical, sexual, nutri-
tional, and even sociological knowledges have to be integrated. 
To deal with emotional education, literally dozens of fields of 
knowledge, ranging from depth psychology to )'Oga, have had to 
be integrated. But to deal with intellectual education, an 
effort at the integration of all the sciences and arts, all the 
religions and philosophies had to· be attempted. This, surely, 
makes clear why I insist that study of the basic problems 
results in a natural and logical integration of virtually every field 
of knowledge of sufficient importance to contribute light upon 
the problems themselves. 
And what is true of the educational problem, is true of all 
the others. ~ 
. : 
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CHAPTER X 
THE BASIC PROBLEMS OF MAN AND OF SOCIETY 
Man is born not to solve the problems of the universe, but to find 
out where the problem begins, and then to restrain himself within the 
limits of what is comprehensible.-:Johann Wol(~ang Goethe. 
The basic problems of man and of society, which are 
central to the whole of this study of the educational problem, 
differ in one crucial respect from the subjects with which our 
present courses in schools and institutions of higher learning 
deal: to discuss any one of them, knowledge not from one 
"subject" but from many "subjects" must be used. To des-
cribe the problem itself, and to consider the alternative solution!> 
of it, knowledge· from many fields of knowledge - not only 
from the sciences but from art and philosophy and religion -· 
must be used. No real understandirtg of any of them is possible 
unless this is done. To master most of the subjects which are 
now studied, there is no necessity for delving into any subject 
other than the one which is being studied. To study the sub-
ject of mathematics, mathematics alone needs to be studied. 
But to under.;tand the epistemic problem, in which mathematics 
plays a part, knowledge from dozens of subjects must be taken 
into account. 
The nature of the fourteen basic problems have been fully 
d~scussed in Volume I in our consideration of the "Humaniza-
tion of Humanity." Here it will be sufficient to make clear the 
distinction between a mere problem and what I mean by a 
basic problem, and to summarize the discussion of all the four-
teen basic problems by making clear what is shown in the class-
ification of these problems in Charts II and IV. 
A problem, as 'the term is used throughout this whole 
study, is the situation in which an individual finds himself when 
he is confronted by the possibility of choosing between two or 
more alternate courses of action, two or more alternate values, 
or two or more alternate beliefs. 
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Most of the problems with which individuals have to deal 
are_ ~f personal,_ of l~cal and of temporary importance onlv. 
Thxs xs the form m whxch they of necessity in the ordinarv cou~e 
?f events pres~nt themselves. But underlying their for~, there 
xs always the essence of each problem, and it is this essential 0 bas~c problem which is of universal and perpetual importance~ 
It 1s a purely persona.! problem which is involved in deciding 
whether to order chxcken or roast-beef in a restaurant. But 
it i~ a ~~iversal a~d perp~tual problem-it is a basic problem-
~hxch xs mvolved m c~10osmg a diet which will maintain physiolo-
gxcal and psychologxcal health for everybody. 
Th~ years of pai~taking ~lassification of all sorts of pro-
blems, .'nne~ I began thxs study m 1940, has resulted in reducing 
every xma~mabl~ problem to fourteen categories of basic pro-
blems, as hsted m Chart II. These fourteen categories in turn 
can be :;educe~ to three super-categories, ( 1) problems of beliefs, 
or noetxc and mtellectual problems, (2) problems in values or 
axiol_ogic . problems, and (3) problems of implementation, or 
praxwlogxc problems. And these three in turn can be reduced 
to two super-categories, one of which I think of us ( 1) problems 
of thought, and the other (2) problems of motor-action. 
All these basic problems are old; they date back to that 
moment in the pre-history of mankind, perhaps fifty, perhaps 
a hundred thousand years ago, when homo ala/us lost his animal-
inheritance of inflexible instincts, and developed that plasticity 
of instincts which make it necessary for him to choose how he 
shall deal with his problems. In order to survive, since he 
could no longer rely upon his instincts to choose for him, he had 
to find some sort of solutions for his problems. If his solutions 
were good, he survived; ifbad, he either suffered some of accident 
or contracted some kind of disease and ~s a result died prema-
. turely; if a whole tribe used similary bad solutions of any impor-
tant problem, the tribe as a whole tended to die out. 
Solutions of basic problems are therefore just as old ·as are 
the problems themselves. 
When we examine thse solutions, we find that none of them 
consist of single ideas which can be accepted by themselves; we 
---------------------------- -
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CLASSIFICATION OF THE BASIC PROBLEMS OF MAN 
AND OF SOCIETY 
The Ontologie Problem: 
The Riddle of the Universe 
The Anthropic Problem: 
The Riddle of Human Nature 
The Etiologic Problem: The 
Riddle- of Historiography 
The Epistcmic Problem: The 
Problem of Truth and Error 
The Esthetic Problem-: The 
Problem of Beauty and 
Ugliness 
The Ethical Problem: The 
Problem of Good and Evil 
The Tclic Problem: The 
Problem of Ends and Means 
The Occupational Problem: 
The Problem of Labour and 
Leisure 
The Posscssional Problem: 
The Problem of Property 
and of Trusterty 
The Production Problem: 
The Problem of Enterprise 
and of Eflicicncy 
The Political Problem: The 
Problem of Harmony and of 
Violence 
The Psycho-Physiological 
Problem: The problem of 
Mental and of Physical 
Health 
The Educational Problem: 
The Problem of Educating 
the Individual and the 
Culture 
The Institutional Problem: 
l Problems of Belief (~oetic Problems) 
Problems in 
Values 
(Axiologic 
Problems) 
Problems of } 
Implementa-
tion 
(Praxiologic 
Problems) 
The Problem of Social 
Reformation and of Social ~~ 
·Conservation 
CHART II 
Problems 
of Thought 
Problems of 
Motor-Action' 
All the 
Basic 
Problems 
of Man 
and of 
Society 
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find that they are always dependent upon and often embodied in 
a whole body of ideas, sometimes religious, sometimes artistic 
sometimes scientiffc, sometimes philosophic, sometimes custo~ 
mary, and sometimes traditional in :r:tature. Each solution in 
effect requires consideration of related beliefs, related value~, 
and related practices. It is these bodies of ideas, which have 
this much at least in common that each consists of a bodv of 
ideas, which are here called ideologies. · 
"T"""""-· ,-----------···---·-· ---·-----
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CHAPTER XI 
BASIC IDEOLOGIES AND BASIC PROBLEMS 
Every idea is an incitement.. It offers ~tself for b.elief .and. if be-
lieved it is acted on unless some other behef outweighs It or some 
failur~ of energy stifles the movement at birth.-Justice Oliver Wendel 
Holmes in his dissenting opinion in Gitlow vs. the People of New 
York, 1924. 
Whenever we examine the manner in which mankind 
deals with its basic problems, solutiom will always be found 
in the ideas, ideals; and ideologies it has developed. No educa-
tion is complete which does not provide the individual w~th an 
intellectual instrument for evaluating these conflicting solutions 
of problems about which he cannot avoid doing something, and 
about which he may do the wrong thing if he docs not learn how 
to choose the right thing. 
The nature of the ideas, ideals, and ideologies which embody 
these solutions are discussed fully in Volume. I. Here it is 
sufficient, to avoid duplicating that lengthy discussion, simply 
to make clear that an ideology is neither esoteric nor obscuran-
tist in nature. It is unfortunate that the use to which Marx 
put the term has had a tendency to invest it with an aura which 
has nothing really to do with the derivation of the term. An 
ideology is simply a more or less consistent body of ideas and 
ideals, usually developed around some central idea. The con-
cept as thus defined is absolutely essential if knowledge is to be 
integrated. It provides us with a term which includes all the 
sciences, all the religions, all the philosophies, all the arts, 
and all the folklore of mankind. And when these are properly 
classified, it furnishes us a means for comparing them, evaluating 
them, and determining which of them seem valid and which 
invalid. · 
Such a cla~sification of the' results of my studies of man-
kind's ideologies is summarized in Chart III. The forty-two 
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CLASSIFICATION OF BASIC IDEOLOGIES OF ALL KINDS 
Spiritual Ontologie Ideologies 
Psychic Anthropic Ideologies 
Supernatural Etiologic Ideologies 
Noumenal Epistemic Ideologies 
. Devotional Esthetic Ideologies 
Dogmatic Ethical Ideologies 
Transcendental Telic Ideologies 
Ascetic Occupational Ideologies 
Poverty Possessional Ideologies 
Magical Production Ideologies 
Theocratic Political Ideologies 
Exorcist. Psycho-Physiological Ideologies 
Evangehcal Educational Ideologies 
Conversion I nstituti mal Ideologies 
Materialistic Ontologie Ideologies 
Somatic Anthropic Ideologies 
Naturalistic Etiologic Ideologies 
Phenomenal Epistemic Ideologies 
Sensual Esthetic Ideologies 
Egotistic Ethical Ideologies 
Gratification Telic Ideologies 
Chrematistic Occupational Ideologies 
Prosperity Possessional Ideologies 
Centralist Production Ideologies 
Hegemonic Political Ideologies 
Mechanistic Psycho-Physiological Ideologies 
Sophistic Educational Ideologies 
Impositio.nal Institutional Ideologies 
Pluralistic Ontologie Ideologies 
Pluralistic Anthropic Ideologies 
Pluralistic Etiologic Ideologies 
Intellectual Epistemic Ideologies 
Inspirational Esthetic Ideologies 
Nomologic Ethical Ideologies 
Satisfaction Telic Ideologies 
Hygienic Occupational Ideologies 
Adequacy Possessional Ideologies 
Decentralist Production Ideologies 
Liberal Political Ideologies 
Vitalist Psycho-Physiological Ideologies 
Philosophical Educational Ideologies 
Suasional Imtitutional Ideologies 
CHART ID 
Supernal 
Ideolgoies 
Hylistic 
Ideologies 
Cogitive 
Ideologies 
Basic 
Ideologies 
of 
All kinds 
... 
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BASIC IDEOLOGIES AND THE BASIC PROBLEMS OF WHICH 
THEY ARE SOLUTIONS 
Spiritual lckologie' _ 
Materialistic Id•·ologtt-s 
Pluralistic Ideologies 
Psychic Ideologi~:s­
Somatic Idcologtcs 
Pluralistic Ideologies 
Supernatural Ideologies 
Naturali.,tic I deologics 
Pluralistic Ideologies 
Noumenal Ideologies 
Phenomenal Ideologies 
Intellectual Ideologies 
De\·otional IdCologies 
Sensual ldc:ologies 
Inspirational Ideologies 
Dogmatic Ideologies 
Egotistic Ideologies. _ 
Nomologic Ideologtes 
Transcendent Ideologies 
Gratification Ideologies 
Satisfaction Ideologies 
A'cetic Ideologic.' 
Chrematistic Ideologies 
Hygiene Ideologies 
Poverty Idcologk-s 
Prosperity Ideologies 
Adequacy Ideologies 
Magical Ideologies 
Centrali.'t Ideologk-s 
Decentralist Ideologies 
Theocratic Ideologies 
Hegemonic Ideologies 
Liberal Ideologies 
Exorcistic Ideologici 
Mechanistic Ideologies 
Vitalistic Ideologies 
Evangelistic Ideologic.' 
Sophistic Ideologies 
Philosophic Ideologies 
Conversion Ideologies 
Imposition Ideologies 
Suasional Ideologies 
} Ontologie Problems 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
,\uthropic Problems 
Etiologic Probkms 
Epistemic Problems 
Esthetic Problems 
Ethical Problems 
} · Tclic Problems 
} -Occupational Problems 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
Posscssional Problems· 
Production Problems 
Political Problems 
Psycho-Physiological 
Problems 
Educational Problems 
Institutional Problems 
CHART IV 
Basic 
Probelms of 
All kinds 
\ __ 
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basic ideol?gies listed in th~s cha~t-thrce for each basic pro-
blem-f~ll. mto three catcg~r~cs which I have called ( 1) Supernal, 
(2) Hyhsuc, and (3) Cogittve. These classifications are dis-
cussed in det~il in \~ ol~mc I; for our purposes they need not be 
discussed agam at this time. All that it is necessary to emphasize 
is that they complement the study of basic problems, and their 
complementary nature is made clear by Chart IV, in which all 
these basic ideologies are related to the basic problems of 
which they are supposed to be solutions. As ·will be seen 
in the discussion of all the problems as they are completed, 
the discussion of each problem repaire;; the study of the 
three categories of ideologies which arc offered to mankind as 
"incitements," (to usc the vivid expression used by Justice 
Homes in his famous dissenting opinion in the Gidow case), 
for dealing with them. 
A course of studies in the basic problems of man and of 
society, and in the basic solutions of them, would equip the 
student with a frame of reference into which he could fit any-
thing and everything he learns and experiences. If, in addition, 
the curriculum,as a whole were organized with reference to these 
problems, the student would acquire the habit of relating every-
thing he learns to them. No matter how much he might 
specialize, (and .the practice of any profession or even vocation 
means specialization), the relationship of his own field to that 
of the whole field of human problems, would provide him with 
the balance of which our unbalanced curriculum deprives him 
today. He would at least have been exposed to an education 
designed to instruct, to cultivate, and to humanize the whole 
man. 
Finally, it would make him fully conscious of the fact that, 
willv nilly, he will practice some sort of "philsopophy of living." 
Wh~t this kind of "general_ education" will do for him is to make 
him incorporate into his philosophy in consideration of all the 
problems with which he has to deal, and not merely those which 
by chance come to interest him. He will be less apt to fall for 
panaceas; less apt to indulge in ~rej~dices? ~ess apt to ~e. swayed 
. by dogmatists, bigots and fanatlcs m religwn, m politics, and 
in economics. 
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Life will still puzzle him, as its mysteries and uncharted 
realms puzzle all of us, but he will have been provided with a 
sort of compass to guide him in what should be a life-long quest 
of the widom which will make it possible for him to live it well. 
CHAPTER XU 
EMOTIONAL EDUCATION: THE CULTIVATION OF 
THE CONSCIENCE 
E~otional attitudes engender meaning upon the world; they 
draw hnes about and segregate an otherwise chaotic environment· 
they are our ~~thods for finding our way about in an ambiguou~ 
universe.- W1lham James. 
However well instructed, however highly cultivated, no 
man is wholly educated if he is not propelly educated emotionally. 
That modern man is not properly educated emotionally, in spite 
of all his boasted progress, is indicated by the rising tide of 
personal and social pathologies which can be traced to emotional 
mis-educatiori of various kinds. It is indicated in those still of 
school age in America by the rising tide of juvenile delinquency 
and in the adult products of America's school system by the 
rising tide of dependence, delinquency, degeneracy, and deca-
dence.* It is indicated by similar social pathologies iri most of 
the developed industerial nations of the world, including com-
.munist Russia, which are just as determinedly scientific as is 
America. And it is beginning to put in its apperance in modern 
India by the rising tide of what has'"been altogether too mildly 
called "student indiscipline."** 
It is the conteation of this study that tl,lese anomalies in a 
world which is supposed to be progressing, are due mainly to 
our failure to come to grips with the problem of providing pro-
perly for emotional education. The. failure of our school sy.;tem, 
and the responsibility which I attribt;.te to it for this situation, is 
three-fold; its acceptance of the role of adjusting the student to 
*The evidence in support of this sweeping statement is detailed in my "Educa-
tion and Living" pp. 115-178. 
* * To call destructive riots "indiscipline" - riots in which whole universities 
have had to be closed down, and in which the police have had to resort to shooting 
at mobs of students in an effort to maintain law and order-is to resort to under-
statement with a vengeance. What the R~ians c~ll "hoo!!ganism,". w~ i? ~m~­
rica call "juvenile delinquency," and here m Indta call student mdiSctplme. · 
l 
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an industrialized s::>cicty which is essentially destructive of 
emotional health; its failure to organize the curriculum to pro-
vide for right emotional education; and its failure to include in 
the educational system as a whole an .adequate system of adult 
education. The first failure I discussed at length in "This Ugly 
Civilization;"* it would involve us in too much of a digression 
to go into the inattcr here. The failure in the organizatio.n of 
the curriculum we· arc discussing in this chapter. The failure 
in terms of the educational sytem as a whole we shall discuss in 
Chapter 9 of this volume. The problem cannot be dealt with 
unless all aspects of it arc taken inco account. 
In 1937 the Committee on the Relations of Emotion to the 
' ' . . Educative Process made a report to the Amcncan Couilc1l 
on Education, prepared by Daniel Alfred Prescott, then 
Professor of Education at Rutgers University. The report 
was published in 1938 under t~c title "Emoti?n a~d the Educa-
tive Process." There is nothmg carth-shakmg m the report. 
It establishes the importance of the problem, rather ~han saying 
anvthing very significant about what should be done about it. 
But in the letter of transmittal of the Committee, there is a 
paragraph which calls attention to the existing neglect of this 
problem so vividly that it is worth quoting: 
"World political developments, new devices for 
swaying the emotions of entire nations simultaneously, 
emphasis on blind mass fervor, impatience with the scientific 
approach to national problems, all have driven home the 
lesson that the job of education is not done when knowledge 
is disseminated and increased. If the teacher, concerned 
with his primary busine;ss of knowledge, fails to deal with 
the whole man, particularly with the control of passion and 
the guidance of desire, he may properly be charge_d with 
contributory negligence when the democracy becomes either 
a mob or a regimented army, when freedom to learn or 
to teach disappears, when emotions submerge the life of 
reason, and so force recognition of their claim to a share 
in the lives of men." 
* This book of mine was published in 1929; it is my first major study of what 
is wrong with out industrial and urbanized civilization. . 
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·what transforms this statmcnt of conditions into an indict-
ment of e~ting educational processes, is the fact that failure 
"to de?l with the w~o~; _man, ~articulally control of passion and 
the gmdance of dcs1rc Is prt>cisely and exactly what we find in 
our schools, colleges and universities today. In virtuallv none 
of them is emotional ed~cation a recognized part of the curriculum 
and of the educational process. But what concerns us in 
.this chapter of this study is not the mere fact of neglect, but the 
fact that we have means and methods which we arc not using for 
dealing with the problem. If we will, we can educate the whole 
man; if we will, we can educate him not only intellectually but 
also emotionally. 
The Nature ~~Emotional Action. By emotinn, * by emotional 
action, and by emotional attitudes is here meant vmious forms 
of felt and conscious responses of an individual to the ~timulus 
of emotion-provoking and emotionally charged experiences in 
his life. The essential sequence cf events which results in produc-
ing em0tional action, seems to be that ( 1) an experience flashes 
into the individual's conscious.or sub-conscious mind; the indivi-
dual become~ awa;.e of it even though that awareness may only 
be on the threshold of consciousness; (2) the experience stimulates 
and arouses tendencies either instinctive and inborn, or deeply 
impressed long before on his unconscious mind; (3) the response 
takes the double form of a feeli'ng and an impulse; (4) this feel-
ing, w?-ich tends either toward attraction or toward revulsion, 
and this impulse, which tends either toward friendly or hostile 
action, will automatically result in motor:..action of an impulsive 
or animalistic kind unless it is properly controlled. 
Four characteristics of emotional action arc of significance 
so far as education is concerned: 
Consciousness. Whatever the nature of the experience which 
constitutes the stimulus to which we respond with an emotional 
state or action,** whether the stimulus is a conscious experience 
• The derivation as wcii as the denotation of the word are perfect, the Latin 
emovere means to move out; e means out, and movere, move. 
•• Human action in the inclusive sense in which it has been defined in Volume· 
I, Chapter 6, include~ everything done and. expcrieJ?-ced by !_in _indi':idual du~ing an 
interval of time. An emotional state, durmg the mterval It IS bemg expenenced, 
is therefore also· an emotional "action." 
l 
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such as that of seeing a table covered with luscious food, or an 
unconscious experience, such as a nightmare experienced while 
asleep, the emotional response is always a co~cious on~. Take 
away con.~ciousness from the concept of emoti~n, and It ceases 
to be an emotion; it becomes only an operatiOn of ~he nerves 
and the brain while the individual is asleep, in a hyf>nOticc trance, 
m samadhi, or some other unconscious state. 
Feeling and Impulse. During the interval in which an indivi-
dual is responding with emotional action to the ~timulus of some 
experience, he feels and he is ~mpelled to a~t; he feels pain or 
pleasure, love or hatred, attraction or revulsion, and at the same 
time is moved to attack or to run, to welcome or to repulse. An 
emotional action consists of nothing but feeling and impulse; 
it is alwa}'S a mental, and never a motor-action. 
I 
Mental Versus Motor-Action. The moment the impulse is 
translated into a motor-action of any kind; the moment the 
individual in fact attacks or run;, or appropriates or embraces 
in response to a feeling and impulse, he begins on action which 
is distinguishable and essentially different from the emotional 
"action" which inspired it. The feeling of pleasure experien-
ced at the sight of appetizing food may move him to eat, but a 
motor-action like eating is a different kind of action from the 
emotion which stimulated it, even though, after the motor-action 
begins, the emotional and original mental-action continues. 
Again, this is evidenced by the fact that while both may continue 
simultaneously, the motor-action may either terminate before 
or continue after the mental-action has ended; the individual 
may continue to eat, for instance, after he has ceased to feel 
the pleasurable emotion wh~ch stimulated hiJJ.l in the beginning. 
Instinctual versus Acquired Components of Emotion. In the 
expression or manifestation of our emotions, there arc always 
two components, one instinctual and inborn, and one acquired 
or learned. In some cases the instinctual component is predo-
minant, as when we feel simple pain or simple pleasure, but the 
acquired component predominates in the expression of the same 
emotion of pain or pleasure by a person who has been stoically 
conditioned. The instinctual component cannot ·be destroyed 
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no matt~r what w~ do, as Freudian psychology has made abun-
dantly clear, but It can be repressed; the individual can be 
con~itioned, or taught, _to repress his feelings and to suppress 
all Impulses to do anythmg about them. When an individual's 
body is b~~ken in _torture, ~is ':erves and his nervous system 
react to tius expenencc as mstmct dictates that they should 
even though he may be able to suppress every tendency to moan' 
or cry out when he is being broken. The feeling of pain and 
pleasure is as much inbuilt into the psyche by nature as the action 
of the blood in coagulating is in built into the bodv · both are 
instinctually inbuilt because both are necessary t~ 'the main-
tenance of life. 
But the manifestations of emotion by mankind-the emotio-
nal. reactions of every individual person-reflect much more his 
education than they do his instincts. The form in which he 
manifests them are acquired or learned. American Indians 
used to be conditioned from childhood to show no sign of 
pain, however, terribly they might be tortured when captured 
by their enemies; when the white settlers in America, whose 
educations had included no such course of emotional condition-
ing, were tortured by American Indians, they would manifest 
their pain by hysterical moans and cries of the most agnonizing 
kind. 
In recognizing that man's emotional behaviour is so largely 
a reflection of what he learns and not what he inherits, we are, 
of course, recognizing that his emotional behaviour is a pr9duct 
of hi's learning; and logically we conclude that provision for the 
education of his emotions must be included in any curriculum 
that pretends to provide for the education of the whole man. 
The distinction here made between the learned and the 
instinctual components of emotion can be vividly illustrated by 
analysing the genesis of emotional attitudes like those of shame 
and modesty. There is no instinctual emotion of shame; every 
expression of such an emotional attitude is acquired; it is produ-
ced by the individual's education. A Muslim woman, raised in 
an orthodox Muslim home, feels shame if her face is exposed to 
a strange man; a Balinese woman, until the Muslim government 
of Indonesia took over and imposed Muslim standards upon 
! 
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the Balinese, felt no trace of shame when she wore no .blouse of 
any kind and exposed her breasts and torso to the- waist in a 
public thoroughfare. 
A Catholic, raised in a Catholic community, by a· devout 
Catholic family, and a member of the Catholic Church, will res-
pond with a feeling of awe and reverence on visiting a Cathedral 
like Notre Dame in Paris, and with a feeling of horror and 
·revulsion on visiting a typical Hindu temple and seeing the 
"grotesque" idols it contains. A Quaker, raised in a Quaker 
atmosphere, and still a devout Quaker, will feJl the same kind 
of horror at the iconography-the crucified Christs, the bleeding 
hearts, the statues of the Virgin-in the average Catholic Church. 
The part education plays in these instances of emotional 
reactions, is true of the part it plays in all emotional reactions. 
The forms in which we express our emotions and our emotional 
attitudes arc all products of education. And all of them, even 
when they arc in fact formulations of instinctual reactions, arc 
educable. 
The Importance of Emotio11al Edur.atiott. The importance I 
am attaching to emotional education is based on one of the most 
obvious of psychological truisms-the fact that the emotional 
activities of human beings have about the same relationship to 
their intellectual activities as the unseen two-thirds of icc-bergs 
have to the one-third above water and visible. This is true of 
self-conscious intellectuals, and it is of course true of the great 
masses of mankind whose intellectual education and self-con-
sciousness is of the feeblest. The average man does not think 
and reason as he acts; he feels· and emotes. And if he neither 
thinks nor emotes, he acts automatically as his habits prescribe. 
The importance of emotional education becomes even more 
evident if full account is taken of the fact that it is in their emo-
tional ,reactions that all human beings implement their values. 
It is possible to intellectualize about values; it is possible with 
intellectual education to make· human beings analyse and verba-
lise, and even profess values, but ·it is impossible to make them 
feel values, and to be driven to implement them, unless they are 
properly educated emotionally. To educate the whole man, 
-
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the educator must not onh· equip him \\'t.th h 1 f 
. . a psYc o ogy o 
ya}ucs, he must make htm feel them For all th . 1. · ·1 d 
• . • , C \a UCS, !DC U -
mg the moral Yalucs so little considered bv nlan t d . fi 1 
-. . . . . , o a~, arc c t; 
the; arc \<~lues precisely because the\· have been d 1 , · 1 
d · h · d" 'd , · cep \ Imp an-te m t e m 1v1 ual s unconscious mind and as a ·It 
. . . , ' , rcsu ctncrgc 
from 1t m the form of fcchngs of guilt or innoccnc f b . ~ 
I. d f · · . c, o eaut\ or ug mess, an o mchnatwns to some kinds of act"1011 d : , s an averswns 
to others. Today, because of the neglect of moral ed t" 
h. h · · fi . uca wn, w IC IS JUSt one orm whtch emotional education should take, 
most men and women arc not mcrclv amoral manv of th 
· · 1 · 1. , , cn1 arc positive y 1m mora . Their behaviour is legal or· conventional 
at be~t; they _v~lue not _morality but what is safe or profitable, 
and m a cnsts act without regard to any kind of moral 
standards. To recognize the importance of emotional d _ 
. . . c uca 
twn, . 1s to rccogmze the importance of the cultivation of the 
consCicncc. 
To appreciate the full importance of this one must bear in 
mind that one can feel not only pain and ~Ieasure, but Jearn 
~lso to feel and to react emotionally with approval and inclina-
tiOn to the spectacle of beauty, to the discoverv of truth and to 
act~ons which an; good, and with aversion ~nd repuision to 
uglmess, to the tnumph of error, to actions which are evil. It 
is b~~a~sc of this that right-education of the emotions develops 
sensitiVIty to scruples of conscience, imbues ,the individual with 
the feeling .of duty and obligation, and in sum, cultivates the 
conscience. 
Speaking of the neglect of this in American education 
in a recent book, Frederick Mayer, a professor of the humanitie~ 
in the University of Redlands, says that juvenile delinquency is 
simply _the product of "forgotten values."* As a result, Dr. Mayer 
mamtams that schools, all the way from kindergarten through 
college, face an educational challenge that is virtually ignored. 
The challenge, he says, is to revivify basic goals. Juvenile 
delinquency, he insists, is growing so alarmingly because offailure 
to meet this challenge. 
* "Our Troubled Youth," by Frederick Mayer, published by the Public 
Affairs Press, Washington D.C., 1959. 
·~ 
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h h ks of "basic goals" is an interesting The fact t at c spca · k c: 
h ·n which educators todav shrm 1rom side-light on t e manner I . 'd . 
d l.k d and evil morality an consCience. the usc of wor s I c goo ' 1 I f 
- . h h . I 5 Angeles area one of t 1c argest o At a tJmc w en t c .o T • ' • • ' b . 
l. of the Umtcd States, IS d1stur eel h t mctropo ttan areas . 
t c ?rca . d l" , as never before-when dclmqucncy by JUVcmlc c mqucnC) . . . D 11.1 '. 
. . I fi ms m every area of SOCiety- r. n a) er shows Jtsclf m count css or . . . . I 
h. "th evangelical and m my tcrmmo ogy, calls for tcac mg WI · ' • h 1 1 
H that Amcncan educators s ou c not em~tional zeal. d e s~y~·n methods of procedure and to use 
hes1tatc to aban ohn. exdJ~ 1 o~al in dealing with the crisis with 
every means at t .ctr 1Sp ur·l h 1 
. f" d H quotes Woodrow n 1 son, w en lC whtch thcv arc ace . e p . l f 
' "d f•th United States but the rcSIC cnt o was not Pres1 cnt o c 
Princeton University: 
· " . old b)' not seeing their real challenge. Coun tncs grow "1" • 
. h . Rome fell prey to German m1 ttansm. Th1s was t e "'ay · 
We need to recapture our youth in this country by seemg o~: 
· b . t on the J. ourney toward mwarclncss. real values- y startmg ou 
When sked how this kind of education relates to delinquency' 
Dr Ma er stressed the priviledged role the teacher can play ~n 
li hting yup the meaning of life for boys and girls. As h~ puts It, "~orking with delinquents _and t~y.ing t~ prevent delm~ucn,ts 
. t a chore. ultimately it IS a pnvilege. He sums up his O'\\ n 
IS no. . . 'the statement· "I believe in the power of warmth 
convictiOns m · . , d h · b k 
and love to evoke a more healthy society, and en s ts oo 
with a letter he wrote to a young teacher ':"ho wanted. to stop 
hm·g· "Do not desert your post. Do not hve by expediency ... teac · . 1 f' · d t th A t h r You belong to the most vita pro esswn an o e s a eac e , 
most constructive enterprise of the human race. 
Finally the importance here attached to e~otional education 
· · d" t d not only because it is necessary If adults are to be IS vm Ica e · b 
persuaded to behave like normal humane bemgs, but ecause 
it is necessary if the students in _our sc?ools and colle?e~ are. to 
be taught to .use their academic or mtellectual t~ammg h~e 
h · d bei·ngs Emotional education must be mcluded m umamze · . . 1 b 
the home and "pre-school curriculum," but It ~ust as~ _c: 
included in the school and college curriculum. Without this, It 
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is idle to try to organize a curriculum which purports to provide 
education for the whole man. 
For the fact which cannot be ignored is that at birth the 
infant of the species homo sapiens is not human, except physically; 
he is merely an animal distinguished from all other animals by 
his enormous capacity for the development of his mind. But 
the mind with which he is endowed at birth 'is a potential rather 
than an actual human mind, and whether he becomes genuinely 
human depends in laq;c part on what is done to educate him 
emotionally during the first years of his life. Emotional educa-
tion not only precedes intellectual education in point of time; 
it either creates the right or the wrong foundation for all other 
kinds of education. 
At birth, the human infant is dominated by two desires. 
One, the desire to satisfy its hunger, is a purely animal desire; 
the other, the desire to be loved, is a distinctly human one. The 
first is a physical need, the second a psychical need. Its very 
first feeding constitutes the first step in its emotional education. 
If it is then breast-fed; if at the time it first begins to satisfy its 
hunger, it is lovingly fed and feels the warmth of its mother's 
breast, the first step in its right-education emotionally has taken 
place. And if this loving feeding of it by its mother continues 
for the full term for which nature prescribes breast-feeding for 
humans-variously estimated to be between two and three 
years-right-education emotionally continues to take place. 
But if on the contrary this does not happen-if, for instance, 
it is bottle-fed instead of breast-fed, and particularly if it is separa-
ted from its mother as is the custom in nearly all modern hospi-
tals and left to the scientific but impersonal and loveless mini-
strations of a trained nurse-its emotional mis-eclucation begins 
at birth. 
What this analysis of man's first experiences in life makes 
vividlv clear is that humanisation is an emotional problem 
long before it becomes an intellectual one. And since intell-
_ectual education, when it begins many years later, is so largely 
dependent upon the attitude inbuilt by the individual's very 
first experiences, emotional education may even be considered 
I 
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more important than intellectual. This is why the neglect of 
· emotional education in terms of the organization of education 
is so damaging. 
Since all of the individual's experiences during the first 
half dozen years of its life condition and educate him emotionally, 
unless those experiences before he goes to school are of the right 
kind-which is just another way of saying that unless what the 
child's mother and family have done to him represents right-
education-his attitudes both to his schooling and to the pro-
blems with which he will be confronted after graduation from 
school, will be of the wrong kind. The need of the right kind 
of emotional education begins, therefore, before he enters school; 
it continues aftcru•ards in school and in college; it continues 
after he finishes schooling until the time his character-develop-
ment crystalizes, as it need not but as it usually does. In those 
individuals who arc fortunate enough to escape such character-
crystalization, emotional development continues as long as 
life continues. 
Emotional Habits and Attitudes. Implanting of,the right kind 
of emotional habits and attitudes into the very psyche of the 
individual, is the objective to which education of the emotions 
should be directed. The task of deliberately providing this, 
and providing it on the basis of rational planning, cannot be 
ignored because the inbuilding of attitudes of either .the right 
kind or the wrong kind cannot be avoided. The plasticity of 
man's instincts makes it inevitable that he will fill this "vacuum" 
by acquiring such emotional attitudes as are necessary if he is to 
live at all. Refusal to provide for this need by emotional educa-
tion of the right kind, is a kind of educational sin, since it leaves 
the acquisition of emotional attitudes to pure chance. It is 
better, therefore, to give thought to the kind of emotional 
education which is necessary to in build right attitudes; to apply 
forethought to the matter of education of the emotions rather 
than to run the risk that atitudes acquired purely by chance 
will be of the right kind. 
In dealing with this problem in this way, we are dealing 
with a stubborn fact; · the reality of emotional habits and 
attitudes, a concept which psychologists have been driven to 
I 
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frame to account for the "consistency of conduct." As one 
psychologist puts it: 
"Attitudes are not faculties, but neither are they 
fictions .. There must be something to account for the 
consistency of conduct. It is the meaningful resemb-
lance between actiVIties and their congruence with one 
another that leads the psychologist inescapably to postu-
late some such generalised forms of readiness (to feel and 
to act) as the term attitude denotes." * 
The fact that attitudes, however acquired, whether acci-
dentally or by deliberately inculcated teaching of some kind 
tend to exert a controlling and almost determining influenc~ 
upon the manner in which most individuals deal with their 
problems, in contrast with that exerted by reasoning and by 
<:onsiderations of a purely intellectual nature, makes the 
education of the emotions so important a part of the task of 
educating the whole man. 
These at~itudes; these conditioned mental states; these 
tendencies to respond in particular ways to different kinds of 
experiences and to the different kinds of problems with which 
the individual is confronted, tend powerfully to determine not 
only what the individual does but what he feels. As Allport 
puts it: 
"Without guiding attitudes, the individual is con-
fused and baffled. Some kind of preparation is essenti~l 
before he can make a satisfactory .observation, pass a suit-
able judgment, or make any but the most primitive reflex 
type of response. Attitudes determine for each individual 
what he will see and hear, what he will think and what he 
will do. To borrow a phrase from William James, they 
'engender meaning upon the world; they draw lines about 
and segregate an otherwise chaotic environment; they 
are our methods for finding out way about in an ambi-
guous universe.' " * * 
* G. W. Allport, "Handbook of Social Psychology," edited by Carl Murchis~m, 
Clark University Press, 1935, p. 836. 
** Ibid., p. 810. Saying that "attitudes determine" is putting it much too 
deterministically; I personally go no further than to say that they tend to determine. 
That is enough because they do determine in the fullest meaning of the word in the 
case of most individuals.- R. B. 
rF" 
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Every human being is a bundle of tendencies; a bundle of 
habitual responses to the stimuli of experience. Confronted 
by a given experience, by a given problem, or by a given oppor-
tunity to act in a given manner, the individual tends to feel 
and to act the way his attitudes prescribe. All these tendencies, 
which may range from extremely mild ones to overpoweringly 
strong ones, have their source in the operations of his uncons-
cious mind. But this is also true of his instinctual drives; thev 
too originate in the operations of his unconscious mind. Bu.t 
there is this difference between them: the attitudes arc produced 
by prior conditioning of the individual- by his emotional 
education - while his instinctual drives are inherited inborn 
endowments. 
All human action, except that of the most tropismic nature, 
as for instance in the automatic act of digestion, and all human 
feeling, except that of the equally automatic feeling of pain or 
pleasure, reflect, however, not what is inborn in the individual 
but what he was conditioned or educated to do and to feel. 
Both feeling and action therefore reflect previous conditioning 
of the unconscious mind either by single strong emotional 
shocks which have enduringly affected it, or by many repeated 
mild· emotional experiences which have similarly enduringly 
affected it. 
The distinction to which I am calling attention between 
these- acquired attitudes and the inborn instincmal drives of 
mankind, can be well illustrated by the manner in which human 
beings deal with hunger. Hunger is instinctual. Every indi-
vidual when he needs food not only feels the pangs of pains of 
hunger instinctually, but has an instinctual drive to do some-
thing to satisfy his hunger. But both the feeling and the drive, 
instinctive as they arc, can be and invariably are conditioned; 
emotional education can make one individual feel and act 
when hungry in a totally different manner from another. 
Hindus who have from childhood been conditioned to eat only 
vegetarian food and who have been religiously indoctrinated 
with the belief that it is sinful to eat meat, will feel revulsion 
at the thought of eating meat however hungry they may be, 
and if they have ·been conditioned long enough and strongly 
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enough, will refuse to cat it. Christians on th th h d 
h d . . . c o er an w ose con ttlomng or emotional cducau·on h · h 
. . · as gtvcn t em 
a totally dtffcrent attitude toward meat-eating, will be attracted 
and not repelled by meat dishes e\·cn when only slightly hungry. 
. So plastic arc m~n 's instincts, and so complctelv can the 
attitudes through whtch the instincts "'·press th · 1 b 
. . · '·' cmse ves e 
conditiOned, that the problem of dealing with the instincts is 
not pr~blem at all; the real problem is that of what to do if 
the attlt~dcs ~roduced by the conditioning to which the student 
has been subjected by all his previous experiences before he 
comes to school, arc attitudes of the wrong kind. 
\Vhat concerns us h:rc, once the importance of this aspect 
of th_e problem ~f e:notwnal education is recognized, is what 
emotiOnal educatiOn m the school might do in dealing with this 
~roblem, and what needs therefore to be done in the organiza-
tiOn _of the school s~stem as a whole, in the organization of school 
curncul_u~s, and m the organization of teaching methods to 
re-cond1t1~n and to re-educate emotionally students with the 
wrong attitudes, and of protecting students with attitudes of the 
right kind from those with attitudes of the wrong kind. 
Th:re are ~hrec student attitudes so obviously essential 
to effect1vc shoohng, that their validity can be taken for granted. 
These ~hree can ~c used to illustrate some of the problems to the 
resolutiOn of whtch the programme for emotional education 
sh~mld be devoted. The first of these is an attitude of genuine 
~ill~n~ncss. toward the observance and the acceptance of 
dtsctplm_e m the classroom, in the school, and on the campus. 
Supcrfictally, most students will seem to have this attitude but 
deep_ down emotionally many of them will actually be willing 
to dtsregard the necessity for it and, what is worse rationalize 
their influencing and even inducing other students :o join them 
in their disregard for it. 
T~~ second of these attitudes is willingness to study and 
recogmtwn of the importance of learning. Here too what is 
superficially true of most students will not be true of many of 
them. Some will in fact have emotionally been conditioned 
so that they will make a serious effort to master whatever they 
' / 
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are required to learn; others will fritter away ti~e an? devote 
the barest minimum of it to such study as they believe will enable 
them to obtain a passing grade. 
Finally there is the attitude of respect fo~ ~he teacher and 
toward the institution in which they are pnv!leged to study. 
Some will be genuinely moved by the attitudes they have 
acquired to treat both with respect; others will feel toward them 
what will in effect seem not only to justify their own failure to 
study, but also to justify whatever they do to make it difficult 
for their fellow students to do so.* . 
The programme for emotional education, and the school 
system's whole approach to the task of providig schooling, must 
aim at maintaining attitudes of the right kind in those who 
already have th·em and of preventing those students with atti-
tudes of the wrong kind from infecting other students and per-
haps demoralizing the student body as a whole. 
The first and most drastic principle of organisation for 
which this calls is the one that is most generally disregarded: 
No student with attitudes which are seriously wrong ought to be permitted 
in any properly organized school. The moment a student who is 
enrolled develops them, or is discovered as having them, he 
ought to be expelled, or if this is too drastic, segregated from 
the other students in special classes or special reform schools, 
as cases of infectious disease in hospitals are segregated in special 
wards where they cannot infect other patients. The students 
who wish to learn have rights which cannot be disregarded. 
No obligation of the educator is greater than that of protecting 
them from being emotionally infected by students who have 
• Extremists in Progressive Education, who maintain that the student must be 
free to express himself no matter how many rules he viol.ates or how imprudently he 
treats his teachers, will deny the validity of developing attitudes of obedience to 
rules, of disciplined study, of respect for teachers. They deny the validity of such 
values. Discussion of this, however, leads into the problem of the evaluation of 
values. My own feeling about the matter is this: if the extreme importance attached 
by the advocates of Progressive Education (which they now call the New Education) 
to permitting the student to do whatever he wishes, without regard to the work of 
the teacher and the rights of other students, then schools ought to be abolished, and 
every child individually educated. Schools are collectivities, and no collectivity can 
accomplish the purpose for which it is established unless each member of the group 
sub_ordinates his own impulses and wishes to what the group as a whole is collectively 
trymg to do. 
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been cmoti~nally mis-cducatcd. The sound apples in a barrel 
have the nght. to be protected against rotting, and mixing 
rotten apples w1th them not only violates this right of the sound 
apples, it docs nothing to lessen the rottenness of those alreadv 
rotten. · 
Schools exist to teach - they arc uot reformatories. What-
ever they do to help students with wrong attitudes or a tendency 
toward them, must be incidental to what they arc doing to hcli) 
the normal students. Every practice which makes it difficult 
or impossible for schools to deal with students unfitted for 
scho?ling by prior emotional mis-cducation, ought to be 
abolished. Of such practices and customs, the most damag-
ing today is that of compulsory school atendance. The 
moment a student with even a mild tendency toward bad 
attitudes discovers that no matter what he does, he '"ill not 
and cannot be expelled - the moment he discovers that the 
laws of the land or the rules of the institution give him immunitv 
from expulsion- his recalcitrance is encouraged and i~ 
subtancc sanctioned. The whole idea that every child is entitl-
ed to whatever kind of education he or his parents desire is 
without the slightest validity. The whole idea that there is 
an equalitarian right which entitles every child to schooling 
including higher schooling, is a degradation of the democratic 
dogma. Compelling a school or a teacher to try to teach those 
who cannot or will not learn, is a gross violation of the rights 
of those who can and will. The corrollary of the right to school-
ing is the capacity and willingness to learn. 
And so far as the vast masses of children are concerned, who 
are capable of elementary learning (and arc therefore entitled 
to elementary schooling) but who lack what is necessary for 
higher education, no rights are violated if they are not permitted 
to attend high schools or colleges. Compulsion so far as higher 
education is concerned, and public suppor~Jor it so far as every 
child is concerned, are in no way fulfillments of a universal right. 
On the contrary, they violate the rights of those who can and 
will make the effort to profit from higher education. 
The moment a student ceases to learn, his rights to school-
ing cease to exist. 
.. -
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A second principle applicable to the maintenance and the 
development of right attitudes is this: that from the moment of 
matriculation the students discover that right attitudes are expected of 
them; that the institution and the teachers take this for granted. 
But the corrollary of this is that the institution and the teachers must 
deserve to be respected. To be entitled to an attitude of studious-
ness by the students, the substance of what is taught must deserve 
to be learned. To justify an attitude of observance of rules, 
the rules themselves, and the institution which issues them, 
must deserve to be obeyed. 
It is possible to insist that every teacher must be respected; 
to insist that everything prescribed must be studied; to issue 
rules which call for observance and which penalize students 
students who violate them. But if the character of the teacher 
does not deserve and command respect, the respect will be 
formal only, and the formality will be observed only as long as 
penalties are imposed for disregarding it. 
For it is not true that every kind of conditioning of the 
individual is possible. If an individual is conditioned to act 
in a manner violative or' the normal instinctual needs of the 
species, his conditioned responses will disappear the moment 
the conditioning pressure ceases to be applied. This is the 
way Pavlov's famous dogs behaved; however abnormally 
they were conditioned to behave, the moment the conditioning 
pressure was abandoned, they began to revert to their normal 
and instinctual patterns of behaviour. 
If -the teacher is to educate his students emotionally in 
the right way, the process of right-education must begin with 
himself; his own character must inspire the right emotional 
attitude in all those who come in contact with him. He must 
not only be a master of the subjects he teaches- any lack of 
knowledge in this respect will obviously engender a disrespectful 
attitude in those he is pretending to teach- but if his character 
in other respects is bad, as in the special kind of teacher-dis-
honesty represented by favouritism, and the special kind ef 
teacher-acquisitiveness represented by pre-occupation with 
exploiting his position, he will not only fail to command a respect-
ful attitude, he will tend to create an attitude of general contempt 
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for teachers. If students find themseh·es being taught by 
teachers of this kind - and thev have almost an instinct for 
finding it out- they will almo~t certainly be conditioned to 
feel contempt not only for teacht"rs but for the whole institution 
of which such teachers arc a part. 
Teaching, like medicine, is a profession. Like physicians, 
teachers can engage in malpractice. But malpractice in 
teaching goes far beyond mere d<'ficiencies in knowledge of 
subject-matter. It is malpractice for a teacher to fail to 
observe the ethics of his own profession; it is malpractice .for 
him merely to possess traits which provide the wrong model for 
student behaviour. The professional teacher is, of course, a 
specialist devoted to teaching; he may think that his responsi-
bility ends the moment he ceases to lecture. But even if he is 
teaching a special subject, he cannot avoid influencing the 
pt"rsonalities of his students. 
He is like a priest or minister; he cannot avoid making 
a profession of his character and personality. If he is teaching 
merely for the sake of a job, and because he can make more 
money out of it than he ·can by working on something else, this 
in itself disqualifies him for the profession. The teacher's pro-
fession is truth and spreading the truth, and charater-building 
is essential if he is to create truth-seekers. If he cannot re-
build his own character and transvalue his own values, he will 
neither be able to respect himself nor inspire his students with 
the right attitude toward learning. If he cannot make this 
transformation, he ought to leave the -teaching profession as 
he will be doing harm, and not good, as long as he remains in it. 
The Two Levels of Emotional Experiences. To provide 
the right kind of emotional education and to cope with the 
pedagogic problem which the need for planned emotional 
education creates, advantage must be taken of some perfectly 
obvious psychological truths, in particular the distinction 
made in modern psychology between ( l) mild and (2) strong 
emotional experiences. 
1. Mild Emotional Experiences. Every experience in life, 
it is true, makes some sort of inpression upon the mind, 
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and every experience has some, however slight, emotional 
clement in it. But experiences in which the feelings aroused 
arc faint, make no significantly enduring impression upon the 
unconscious mind, and it is impressions made on the uncons-
cious mind that arc involved in emotional education. Greeting 
someone whom one knows and sees daily is such a mild emotional 
experience. So is the .tasting. of an apple one is eating .. So 
is the aroma from smokmg a cigarette, and the flavour of dnnk-
ing a glass of beer.* 
But let any one of the' smiled emotional experiences be re-
peated frequently, and ultimately t~c cum~lative ~ffcct ma~es a 
deep impression upon the unconsciOus mmd; mild. cxpcne~cc 
frequently repeated become more and ~ore attractive; a desire 
to experience them becomes an cndunng and almost perma-
nent part of the individual's 'personality. Repetition of mild 
emotional experiences create virtually ineradicable attitudes 
and make for consistent responses to future experiences of the 
same kind. Repetition makes it possible to use mild experiences 
as the backbone for emotional education. 
The manner in which a teacher and a class greet one 
another is typical of such mild emotional experiences. They 
greet one another in some fashion almost daily. This fact can 
be used by the teacher either to instill a wholesome or unwhole-
some emotional attitude in the members of his class. The 
manner in which he enters, and what he first says; the manner 
in which the class is required to act when the teacher enters 
- perhaps to .rise and to remain standing until the teacher 
responds to their greeting and seats himself- may each time 
create little discernible feeling. But let this mutual courtesy be 
repeated often enough, and it becomes a major contribution in 
instilling an attitude of courtesy in every participant in the 
experience. The reverse effect can be implanted if there is 
no greeting at all; if the teacher comes in, perhaps a few minutes 
* This may not be true the first time a mild emotional experience is experienced. 
On the contrary, there are many such experiences, which, the first time they are 
experienced, in fact produce strong and enduring impressions. The first cigarette 
smoked; the first glass of beer, the first sexual experience, may make an enduring 
impression, no matter how slight is the impression made by similar experience 
at subsequent times. 
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late; makes no apology and explanation for his tardiness· or 
if the clas~ pays no att:mion to his entrance, goes on talking 
and shuffimg ~bout until ~he teacher begins teaching and calls 
them to attent.wn. Let this sort of experience be repeated often 
enough, and 1t becomes a major contribution to instilling an 
attitude of discourtesy. 
2. Strong Emotional Experiences, In contrast to mild 
emotional experiences, \vhich have to be frequentlv repeated 
if they arc to be ~sed in emoti~nal education, a single ·experience 
sufficiently startling or sufficiently shocking, which produces 
s~rong an~ deep. feeling, ~an by itself create an enduring and 
virtually meradicable attitude toward future experiences of 
any related kind. Startling emotional experiences of this kind 
may be accidental but they can also be planned, and both can 
make enduring impressions on the unconscious mind. It is 
accidental shocks of this kind, repressed frequently from child-
hood when as a child an individual has a morbid or traumatic 
emotional experience, that psycho-analysts have so often found 
to be at the root of the neurosis of adult patients who have 
completely forgotten the experience. On the other hand, it 
is a strong ·planned emotional experience which is provided 
in the elaborate rituals and ceremonies which most cultures 
call for in connection with puberty and marriage, birth and 
death. 
There are an infinite variety of such !strong emotional 
experiences which can be planned and used by teachers and 
by schools in providing emotional education of the right kind. 
Convocations, for instance, justify themselves if they are not 
only planned but conducted with a view to producing an endur-
ing impression upon the participants. The celebration of 
festivals and holy days can be used for the same purpose. But 
. strong emotional shocks can be administered in ordinary teaching. 
A physicist, for example, who describes to his class a universe 
without a trace of·God in it, can subject students who have 
been raised in devout homes and have never before heard the 
existence of God questioned to an emotional, and not merely 
an intellectual shock which will last a life-time. 
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The end-results of either repeated mild emotional experi-
ences or of single strong emotional. cxpcrienc~s. may be cit_hcr 
hygienic or traumatic; they may cxthcr conditiOn the ~Ubjcct 
to respond healthily and wholesomely to future cxpcncnces, 
or may disintegrate and disorient him so t~at he react~ to th_cm 
curotically. Obviously, emotional educatiOn of the nght kmd ~ust be planned to produce hygienic impressions and instill 
wholesome attitudes. 
Since life inevitably exposes every human being to both 
unwholesome mild and unwholesome stron~ emotional _cxpcri-
nces emotional education of the right kmd should mclude 
e lan~cd experiences which in effect innoculatc the student ~gainst the traumatic effects of accidental experiences of a 
morbid nature. 
The Three Emotional Climacterics. There are three periods 
in the life of every individual when it seems as if nature 
itself creates the opportunity for making intense and almost. 
indelible impressions on the uncons.cious mind :- t_Iu:cc pcri~ds 
. when traumatic experiences will xmbuc th~ md1v1dual _wt~h 
enduring emotional attitudes of the wro~g kmd, _and hyg_Iemc 
and wholesome experiences imbue them wtth endurmg emotiOnal 
attitudes of the right kind: ( 1) the period immediately after 
birth, which lasts a relatively short time -perhaps a matter 
of months; (2) the period beginning at puberty and. lastin~ a 
a considerable number of years, and (3) the penod wh1ch 
is climaxed in the forties and fiftiGs by the male and female 
climacterics. During each of these periods the individual 
undergoes profound physiological and psychologi~al trans-
formations. The last two of these arc connected wxth sexual 
developments and changes. Sexual education has already been 
discussed in connection with phsyical education, but it is just 
as truly a part of a programme of right-education emotionally 
as physically. What students arc taught in connection with 
their physical education on this subject must therefore be co-
ordinated with what they are taught in connection with their 
emotional education. There is no need, however, of assuming 
that this requires ignoring the fact that there are many unrecon-
ciled points of view among psychologists and physiologists about 
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what constitutes a proper sexual regimen for mankind· the 
college student, if fit for college admission, should be m~ture 
enough not to be troubled by this. But the differences must be 
dealt with i_n such a way that the student is not bewildered by 
them, and 1s nevertheless led to adopt a sexual regime which 
disposes of 1J?.e most important of these problems with which 
he has to deal. 
1. The Infantile Climacteric. Parturition, Freud's studies 
of neurosis has made clear, is a profound emotional shock 
to every new-born infant- a terrifying shock if we try to 
imagine what the new-born infant experienced during its 
laboured emergence into the outside world from the security, 
from the automatic and in a sense loving ministrations to all 
of its. wants, in the. warmth of the womb. Suddenly it finds 
itself in a world which by comparison with its womb-world is 
icy cold, a world in which it is deprived of constant contact with 
its mother, a world in which it has to cry for food for warmth , , 
for contact, and for support if its need for these is not constantly 
anticipated . 
It is probable that Freud was right in maintaining that 
parturition was a startling emotional experience and that it made 
a lasting impression upon the unconscious mind of the new-
born infant; but that it was traumatic experience is a more 
dubious interpretation of the facts. It is probable that whether 
it is a traumatic or a hygienic experience is dependent upon what 
happens immediately after it finds itself in the outside world, 
and in a state of extreme impressionability. If at this time it 
is not lovingly cared for, it most certainly receives a traumatic 
emotional shock on top of the shok of birth; if instead 
of being loved it is in fact rejected by the mother, the depriva-
tion makes an enduring traumatic impression upon its uncons-
cious mind; and if the deprivation is harsh enough, develops 
in the child a neurotic attitude which in many instances is 
never completely eradicated. 
About this infantile climacteric the educator in his class-
room can do nothing directly. But indirectly he can do almost 
everything the situation calls for. If such a Mother's School as 
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I discuss in some detail in Chapter 10 were made an intergral 
part of the whole school system, many mot?ers, and through 
them the fathers and other members of the fam1ly, would be made 
aware of the enormous importance of the impressions in depth 
made upon the unconscious minds of .their children by what 
they do, often inadvertently, to .them m the first few mo~ths 
and years of their lives. Nature Itscl~ se~ms to cal! fo.r the n~ht 
kind of emotional conditioning at this time, and mflicts ternfic 
psychic penalties upon the chil~, and t:rrible social pa~holo­
gics upon society, if the child IS even madvertently reJected 
by the mother or harshly mistreated by any of the. members 
of its family. If parents arc unaware. of. the neces~Ity for ~he 
right kind of emotional education at this. tim~; an~ 1f educators 
make no contribution to adult cducatwn m th1s area, the 
increase in the number of problem children, of juvenile delin-
quents and of neurotics of all kinds will continue indefinitely. 
B~t the school system can do much more than this. It is 
the school system which in the modern world trains the physi-
cians the mid-wives, and the trained nurses who deal with 
moth~rs and who organize the modern hospitals which create 
the modern attitude and the modern folkways having to do 
with child-birth and child-rearing. Most of them have been 
so grossly mis-educated, that in most of the modern world the 
medical profession is unconsciously engaged in making war on 
the traditional and almost instinctual tendency of mothers to 
breast-feed, to hold, to carry, to cuddle, and to love their 
infants on the ground that a minimum of handling is better 
for babies, and that trained nurses can do more hygienically 
what needs to be done in caring for them. And pediatricians 
who are specialists in child care know virtually nothing about 
the specialty to which the psychiatrists and psycho-analysts 
devote themselves in trying to correct the damage done to 
human beings during this early period in their life. 
If the school system does not provide leadership for the right 
kind of emotional education during the pre-school period, it 
finds itself, as is the case today, engaged in trying i:o teach such 
enormous numbers of problem children, juvenile delinquents, 
and undisciplined students, that it is almost impossible to do 
justice to those who are normal and who want to learn. 
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2. The Adolescent Climacteric. The second of th 
. ds f . . ese pe~o o great emotwnal Impressionability - the adolescent 
penod,. for. want o~ a b~~.ter term -begins. ~th the onset of 
puberty, With ~he . shock of nocturnal emiSSions in boys and 
the menarch_e m g1rls, and ends with the "shock" of the first 
sexual expenences, the "shock" of marriage if it comes ea 1 
h d h "h k" ' ry eno~g , an t e s ?c s .of the wedding night and honeymoon. 
Du~ng much o~ th1s penod, the young in the modern world 
are m sc~ool, gomg to colle.ge, or taking courses at a university. 
Here agam we have a penod when nature itself seems to call 
f~r emotional. education ?f the most inspiring and impressive 
kind. And ~mce the penod. is passed while the young are in 
classrooms, 1t becomes a direct responsibility of the school 
system, and must be provided for in every curriculum which 
makes a pretense of educating the whole man. 
During this period, when the individual comes to grips 
with some of the problems of adult life for the first time there 
is a great hunger for ~nswers to the problems with which they 
are ~onfronted; the~e 1s a .natural seeking for ideals by which 
to hve, and there 1s nothmg more important that the school 
system can do than to make certain that these hungers are 
not ignored. · 
It was on the basis of the need for emotional education 
during this period that Grundtvig* based the whole of his 
theory of education. It is because• of the terrific impact which 
ideas .and ideals make. upon the bourgeoning adult, and the 
endunng extent to which they can shape their attitudes, that 
he insisted that the curriculum of the school which they attend-
ed at this time should provide them with a deeply moving 
vision of how life should be lived. Since the conventional high 
schools and colleges at that time did not provide it, particularly 
to the :rural population which he considered the cream of the 
whole population, his disciples began the organization of the 
Danish Folk School System. Enlivening, they said, was more 
* Nicholas F .. S. Grundtvig, (1783-1872), may justifiably be considered one 
of the greatest philosophers of education of all time. The Danish Folk School 
movement, which his writings inspired, is responsible for making not only Denmark 
but the Scandinavian countries as a whole into the most enlightened nations 
in the whole modern world. 
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important than enlightening i in~piration more .imp.ort~nt than 
instruction. Given the enhvemng and the mspiration, the 
quest of knowledge follows and becomes lif?-long, they ~rg~ed. 
Fail to provide them what they need :motwnall~ at this time, 
and education of all kinds fails of 1ts purpose. 
3. The Adult Male and Female Climacterics. Sometime 
between forty and fifty, the individual enters upon the last 
of the three periods of emotiona_l "st?rm and stress", of_ clima:- · 
teric psychological and physiOlogical change. Dunng th1s 
period, menstruation ceases for wome?? _and men. become cons-
cious of a decline in their sexual vmhty. . Agam nature not 
only creates in both men a~~ . wome? a condition of ~igh 
impressionability and susccptrbrhty which call~ at ~hat time 
for right-education emotionally. But though this penod comes 
long after schooling has ended, and the educator no longer can 
influence the individual in a classroom, the school can neverthe-
less make a major contribution toward creating the right kind 
of emotional attitude toward it. It can, along with emotional 
education for adolescence during the. school years, make the 
individual aware of the fact that later in life he will go through 
this difficult period, and by the very fact of making him aware 
of it create a more wholesome emotional attitude toward it. 
' It would involve too long a digression to go into details 
about what should be taught with regard to this particular 
emotional pr'oblem; the sl!bject be covered, in dealing with 
two of man's basic problems, t~e occupational problem, and 
the psycho-physiological problem. 
Organizing Emotional Education. To provide for the emo-
tional education of students in schools and colleges, no special 
course need be added to the curriculum. So far as this 
problem calls for intellectual treatment, it is already taken 
care of in existing courses in applied psychology. But four 
activities that take place in some form in every school and 
college ought to be examined and considered since they provide 
the major means for dealing with the emotional education of 
the whole man. These four activities I think of as (I) inaugural 
events, (2) terminal events, (3) regular dedicatory services, and 
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(4) celebrations. Discussing them at thr's tr'm · 't · 
. . . . e IS, I IS true, 
drscussmg them out ~f their stnctly logical place in this study. 
They have to do '''Ith the or5anization of tea h' th 
h . . c mg, ra er than t e orgamzation of the curriculum But th d' · · 
· · fi d · · · · e rgresswn IS JUSti e as It IS Important to make clear that schools and col-
leges can do a_ great deal to provide this missing element in 
modern educatiOn. 
. I. Inaugural E"!otive Events. Schooling includes a suc-
cessiOn of what I thmk of as inaugural events, beginning with 
enrollment _at_ e_ach level_ of the school system. Every such 
enrolment, If It IS to provide a strong and impressive emotional 
experience of the right kind, must become a kind of initiation· 
it m~st, _if P?ssible, consist of an experience as vivid, as dramatic: 
and .I~ It~ Impress on the unconscious mind, as enduring as is 
~he Imtabon of mo~ks and nu_ns into religious orders. Though 
1t may be more drfficult to mvest enrollment in a school or 
college with such an emotive character such as in the case of 
the imitiati.on of novitiates into a religious order, the fact re-
m_ains that every enr~llment i~to . a school, every begi!}ning 
~I~h a new cl~ss, every _mtroducbon mto a new course or subject, 
IS m fact the I_nauguraboh ~f a ~ew experience in learning, and 
s~ch an ex~enence can be_ntualized and so made into an impres. 
sive expenence. There IS no experience more important to 
the realizat_ion _of the potentialities of life than learning, and 
when learnmg IS robbed of this almost sacramental character 
by a failure to ritualize each step in it,· education as a process 
is not only cheapened, it is negatively-valued. That students 
introduced to learning in such a manner should lose respect 
not only for learning but for schools, for teachers, and for every· 
thing connected with institutions of learning, should not be a 
matter of surprise. We are ensuring it ·by failure to take 
advantage of the need and the opportunity of making each 
inaugural event an essential part of a programme of right emo· 
tiona! education. 
Our problem as educators is that of investing all such 
inaugural events in the school life of students with a sacramental 
character, of making every student feel like an acolyte, and every 
teacher like a priest. 
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It is my contention that every subject, even a subject as 
mundane as accounting; every course of study, no _matter how 
technical; and every basic problem of man and of_society, ~an be 
invested at its inauguration with such an evo~at1ve and Impres-
sive character. Accounting, for example, IS not merely an 
acquirement which makes it possible for t~ose w~o master 
it to earn a living. It is an important soc1al serv~ce. The 
accountant is in fact a recorder of measured econom1c truths; 
the record of economic facts which he keeps is not merely a means 
to profit but to the social contribution inevitably made by every 
efficient' enterprise. It is possible, therefore, ~o present . these 
aspects of accounting in such a manner as. t~ mvest the mtro-
duction to its study with a character-bmldmg element, and 
make it a factor in the right kind of emotional education. 
What is possible with su.ch a ~ubject. as accountin_g~ is 
even more possible in subJects hke history or po!Itical 
science. And it is still more possible when the student lS mtro-
duced not merely to a single subject but is enrolled in a whole 
school. It is possible in connection with all inaugural events 
whatsoever. 
Introduction to a higher level-of learning, when a student 
enters high school or college, c~lls for a numb:r o: ~eremon~es, 
extending over several days, chmaxed by an mspirmg oration 
which makes clear the significance of learning and the privilege 
of attending an institution oflearning. · It should make him feel 
the great significance of the concept of the education of the 
whole man because this alone can equip him to deal with all 
the problems he will face in life in a rational and humane 
manner. It should be virtually a series of religious services 
that begin and end with a procession. It should include music 
and group singing, pageantry and even folk-dancing. 
It should be a modernized equivalent of the way the 
young in India were introduced to learning before the British 
arrived and Western conceptions of education were imposed 
upon the indigenous population. In an official report to the 
Government of Madras made in 1822, this introduction is 
described as follows: 
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"The education of the Him-!oo vouths II 
h · - . genera y commence w en thcv arc five vears old· 0 h" th" . . . , n reac mg lS 
age, . the master and scholars of the school to which the 
boy IS to be sent, arc invited to the house of his parents. 
the whole ~re seated ~n a circle round an image of Gunase; 
~nd the chlld to be mitia_te? is placed exactly opposed to 
It. T~c school master Slttmg by his side, after having 
burnt mccnsc and presented offerings, causes the child to 
repeat ~ prayer ~o Gunasec, entreating wisdom. He 
then. gmdes the c~1ld ~o write with its finger in rice the 
myst1c name of th1s deny, and is dismissed. with a present 
from the _parents according to their ability. The child 
next mormng commences the great work of his education."* 
2. Termi_nal · Emotive Events. For every inaugural 
event, there IS of course, a terminal event. The emotional 
importance of ~nal ?raduation, with its award of diplomas, 
degrees, and pnzes, IS usually recognized with a convocation 
er s?me. kind of graduating ceremony. But rituals at the 
term~natwn of e~ery edu~ational event is called for by right 
emotwnal educatl?n: It Is called for in promotion from one 
class to another; It 1s called for even at the end of a lecture 
period, or at the end of the day when a teacher and his students 
part. Advantage must be taken to make every possible occasion 
a part of a programme for creating the right. kind of emotional 
attitude in the relationship of students and teachers. 
3. Week(;! Dedicatory and Inspirational Services. Chapel 
services ?n Sunday_ n:ornings were taken for granted in all 
c~lleges ~n th~ Chnstlan . Wo_rld at one time, and they are 
still req~ured m all denommatwnal schools. The revolt against 
~h~p.el m the Western World was due in part to the original 
msistence upon compulsory attendance, but mainly to its de-
nominational character. Yet nothing is more essential to the 
wholesome emotional development of both the students and 
teachers of a school or college than an adequately planned 
inspiring weekly service of ritualized re-dedication to the task 
of learning. 
* "History of Education in India," Syed Nurullah and J. P. Nair, Bombay, 
1943, p. 7. 
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4. Celebrations and Festivals. Finally, every traditional 
festival and national holy day, and every significant anni-
versary, should be used to stage a dramatic pageant, and 
with oratory, music and singing, and processions, transform it 
into a deeply moving and deeply impressive emotional experi-
ence of the right kind. 
The Emotive Environment. To invest these activities with 
the emotive values which are potential in them, the right 
kind "stage" must be provided. The right emotional attitude 
towards beauty- even the right ethical attitude toward it 
-should be instilled by the artistry of the grounds, the build-
ings, the statuary and the paintings, the very quarters in which 
the students live, and even the classrooms. By requiring the 
whole student body to respect, main~in and devote time to 
developing the existing beauty of every part of the institution, 
they can be made aware of the· part school attendance plays 
in their right emotional education. 
But this manifestation is by no means all that is possible·. 
It is easy to deprecate the importance of costume. But there 
is nothing which mankind has mere persistently used as a means 
of manifesting its emotional attitudes than costumes and decora-
tions. For exactly the same reason that a mystic order pres-
cribes a uniform for its members, a school or college should 
prescribe the kind of costume which is most apt to manifest the 
fact that both teachers and students are engaged in a common 
quest for learning; · 
Counselling. Student counselling is already an accepted 
procedure in many colleges and universities, but it should be 
made an integral part of such a system of emotional education 
as is here suggested. It should not, however be limited to the 
students. It is even more importan~ that the members of the 
faculty should be helped with their emotional problems. An 
emotionally maladjusted individual student is a menace to 
himself and to his fellow students, but an emotionally malad-
justed teacher, because of his position, can do infinitely more 
harm in mis-influencing and mis-educating emotionally than 
any individual student. A teacher teaches not only by what 
-
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he says but by what he is. Cvnicism which · · d 
· 1 · · - ' IS a maJor e uca-~wna sm, m ~ teacher, communicates itself not formallv but 
~nformally. It IS not merely an intellectual but an emotional 
Illness. It should not be confused with R.-.al· . th c . · 
. ·r h. " rsm, e \nlc 
rs I anyt mg less realistic than the Idealist. ' · 
It is because of these aspects of the emotional attitudes 
and not only the more obviouslv mistaken ones that th ' 
of counselling should be broad.ened and dealt' .th e concept[ 
• Wl as part o 
a total co-ordmated programme of emotional education. 
Director of Emotional Education. To realize the possibi-
lities of such a planned programme of emotional education, 
the whole pr?gramme should be put into the hands of a 
Faculty Comnnttee on the Education of the Emotions of which 
the Deans or Principals would be ex-officio members. 
Finally, just as physical education is centered in a Director 
of Physic~! Education,. so emotional education ought to be 
centered m a professionally trained Director of Emotional 
Educatio~. We. take it f~r granted that athletics and sports 
are su~c1ently Important m college to justify the inclusion of 
a quahfied member of the faculty who devotes all his time to 
p~ysical educat~on. Emotional education, however, is of infi-
mtely gr~a~er . Importance, and physical education positively 
harn:ful If It .Is not accompanied by the development of the 
emouonal sttltude called sportsmanship. The task of the 
Director of Emotional Education will, of course include some 
lecturing, but his primary tasks are two-fold: ~ounselling not 
only the students but also the faculty about their emo.tional 
problems, and organizing all the events, both curricular and extra-
curricular, which take place each school-year so that they instill 
in the students emotional attitudes which will inspire them to 
consecrate and dedicate themselves to learning, and imbue 
them with values which will make them love truth and good-
ness and beauty as long as they live. 
. I 
• 
CHAPTER XIII 
PERCEPTUAL EDUCATION: THE CULTIVATION 
OF SENSITIVITY 
For my part, when I enter most intimately into what I call mv-
self, I always stumble on some particular perception or other, of he~t 
or cold, light or shade, love or hatred, pain or pleasure. I never catch 
myself at any time without a perception, and never can observe anv-
thing but the perception-David Hume. · 
Until the advent of Watson* with the psychology of 
Behaviourism, Humc** with his doctrine of Sensationism 
' was the most extreme exponent of naive Mechanistic psychology. 
Huroc maintained that all of Man's mental life consisted of what 
in this study arc called percepts. Yet the flaw in Hume's 
basic assumption ought to be fairly obvious. Man, he main-
tained, is never "at any time without a perception; and never 
observes anything but the perception." The trouble with this 
is that it docs not distinguish between the recollection of a per-
ception and the perception itself; between introspection, recol-
lection, and imagination on one hand, and sensation on the 
other. As a matter of fact, it is much truer to say that man is 
never at any time without recollections than to say that he is 
never without ·perceptions. There are innumerable times 
when man is so stoutly in the grip of introspection that he is 
virtually anesthetized against the perception of any sensations 
from without. 
All this is not to minimize the importance of perception, 
an_d the cultivation of .sence perceptions. It is simply to 
protest .a~ainst the gross oversimplification represented by 
Mechamstic psychology and propagated by Behaviouristic 
psychologists, and to record the caveat that education of the 
whole man is not possible if it is assumed that perception alone 
is the key to the cultivation of the mind. 
• John B. Watson, (1878-1958), the American Psychologist. 
•• David Hume, (1711-1776), Scottish philosopher and historian. 
• 
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. The fact is that ~11 of what human beings learn. as I han· 
tned to demonstrate m the discussion of reflex and inflex arcs 
in the firs: \ oluml: of ~his study, consists of responses to either 
outer or mner stimuli - to stimuli of which the indi\·idual 
becomes. aw~re either_ through his fiw senses, or through his 
faculty for mtrospecttOn. 
. All the facts of which we become aware, and all the 
mfcrence_s we ma~e, arc the products of either our pcrceptival 
or our mtrospecttve experiences, and both these kinds of 
experiences, since they leave impressions of some kind upon us 
arc educational in nature. ' 
What we ordinarily call education -education in its 
narrower rather than broader meaning -- consists of what 
might be called planned experiences in contrast to chance experiences; 
yet whether planned or whether accidental both kinds of 
. . ' 
cxpencnces, smcc they leave some sort of residue in the mind 
and have some sort of effect upon the intellect, the character 
and the personality of the individual, arc in the broadest sense 
educational. 
The disti~ction between experiences which arc perceptual 
and those which arc introspective in nature, bcwecn exper-
iences which have their ground in sensations and those which 
have their basis in recollections, imaginations, intuitions, 
and revelations, whatever these "inations" be called is from 
' ' the standpoint of curriculum building, enormously important. 
What we sec and hear and learn through one or a combi-
nation of sensations, when seized upon by the mind so that it 
is merely known -so that we have something ranging between 
a mere notion and a clear idea about jt --will in this study 
be called perception. It is true that it is easy to confuse per-
ception with sensation in discussing these matters, but sensation 
I propose to limit to the designation of the neural process called 
the reflex arc, while perception will be used to designate the 
conscious identification and evaluation of sensations. Sensation 
man has in common with all animals. Perception is an ex-
clusively human attribute. Every sensation which we con-
sciously identify or evaluate is a percept which varies in its 
clarity and its value in accordance with the extent to which 
onr senses and sensibilities have been cultivated. 
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Introspection and ination, as we shall sec, arc very diffe-
rent, and call for different treatment educationally. 
In strictly intellectual education; in what constitutes the 
bulk of the present-day curriculum, (perhaps properly so), 
there is no education of the perceptions as such. The words 
and symbols used in teaching have to be perceived by the 
student, and perceptual education to this extent is therefore an 
unavoidable, because incidental, part of purely intellectual 
education, but countless masters and doctors in all sorts of 
subjects have been so poorly educated perceptually that they 
arc virtually tone-deaf and colour-blind. It is absurd to 
speak of such men, however many degrees they acquire, as 
wholly educated human beings. Their senses have not been 
sensitized. They arc blind to the beauties of nature and of 
art; they arc deaf to the beauties of song and music; they arc 
insensible to the beauties of poetry. 
The extraordinary extent to which the senses may be sensi-
tized and the perceptional faculty educated has probably been 
most vividly demonstrated by the educational work of Maria 
Montessori.* · Most of her work and most of her writings, 
unfortunately, have dealt with the education of the very young, 
but what she has demonstrated is applicable to perceptual 
education at every stage of education from infancy to full 
maturity. 
Man versus Animal Perception. All that an animal learns 
through the usc of its five senses is mechanical in nature. Its 
senses arc photographic. Its eyes register what they see 
exactly as ,a camera registers what its lenses "see". What its 
eyes see are forms; what its ears hear are warni1lgs: what its nose 
smells are signals; what its palate tastes, food; what it touches is, 
support. This is true in spite of the fact that many animals 
have se~ses far keener than ours. Birds can see infinitely 
better than we can; dogs smell better; rabbits hear better. 
~ Mari~ Montessori,_ (1870-1952), of Italy, developed. the s~tem of training 
and mstructmg young ~h1ldren based upon the use of eqmpment for encuraging 
'spontan!!<>us self-educa~o.n called the Montessory.system. The system places special 
emphasiS upon the trammg of the senses. · 
-
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But once an animal has matured, the development of its 
senses stop. 
The purely animal, and in a sense mechanical, responses 
of animals to their sensations is always one of some degree of 
attraction or some degree of aversion. Their reactions to their 
sense-experiences are biologically utilitarian; they never rise 
above the level of what their instincts tell them are useful. The 
sight or smell of the food they naturally eat, attracts every 
animal; the sight or smell of a man frightens and repels every 
animal which has not been tamed and domesticated. And 
that is as far as the sensory development of animals goes. 
Animals respond to their sensations; they do not perceive 
them; they cannot distinguish and perceive shades and tones, 
and make esthetic distinctions and esthetic judgments. The 
case with man is very different. He too is born with five senses. 
And he too has neural mechanisms which respond hereditarily 
to stimulation. But in his case he has what no other animal 
has, senses which are plastic, the sensitivity of which can there-
fore be cultivated as long as he lives; which can be sensitized 
to an almost incredibly higher degree than the mechanical 
response with which he is equipped at birth. This cultivable 
and acquirable response, however, differs not only in degree 
but in kind from mere sensation; it is a product of his education 
and not an inherited biological endowment. 
The extraction from the biological phenomena of sensation 
of the maximum of what our sensations can contribute to the 
education of the whole man begins with perceptual education, 
is atrophied or intensified, as we shall see, by his axiological 
education, and finally culminates in critical fac~ties which 
are provided by his intellectual and introspectional education. 
What the musically untrained individual perceives when he 
hears a bar of music is not much more than a pleasant suc-
cession of sounds; what the musically cultivated individual 
not only perceives but adds to perception are nuances which 
conscious attention and discrimination enables him to discover 
and of which the uncultivated individual is completely unaware. 
Perceptual education transforms what the uncultivated indi-
vidual perceives into what the cultivated individual apperceives. 
I 
I 
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Perception versus Apperception. Perception, as we shall use 
the term, is merely the knowledge directly obtained through 
the medium of the senses; it is the direct knowledge obtained 
by individuals as ~ resJlt of sensations of seeing, hearing, tasting, 
feeling and smelling. · 
Apperception, on the other hand, is the kind of perception 
experienced - the kind of knowledge obtained -- by an 
individual who deliberately and even self-consciously evaluates 
what he perceives as a result of prior discrimination, interpre-
tation, recogn"ition, recollection, and classification of percep-
tions. In the individual who is highly cultivated perceptually, 
this complex process becomes so much a part of the man that 
he hardly has to make any conscious effort to apperceive. 
How far this can go we see in the capacity for apperception 
of great geniuses. A painter like Turner,* "sees" ir:t lands-
capes what the average individual completely overlooks; a 
painter like Landsecr apperceives in animals what most of us 
never "sec" without his help; a composer like Beethoven* or 
Chopin* hears, or rather apperceives, in sounds what only their 
genius enables us to hear; a great poet like Keats apperceives 
in a Grecian vase what is only an old vase to most people, and a 
great dramatist like Shakespeare apperceives in human be-
haviour things that even to so-called trained psychologists are 
invisible. But apperception, and the cultivation of sensitivity, 
is not restricted to artists; it is highly developed in scientists. 
A scientist like Darwin cultivates his perceptual faculties until 
the whole parade of living organisms on the Earth takes on 
nuances imperceptible to the ordinary individual; and ento-
mologist like Faber* cultivates sensitivity to insect life; an orni-
thologist like Audubon* cultivates it with regard to birds. 
Unfortunately, particularly among scientists, perceptual edu-
cation is too often specialized·. 
*Joseph M. W. Turner, (1775-1851), the great English landscape painter; 
Sir Edwin Henry Landseer, (1802-1873), the famous English animal painter; Lud-
wig van Beethoven, (1770-1827), the great German composer; Frederic F. Chopin, 
(1809-1849), the great polish composer of symphonies; John Keats, (1795-1821); 
English poet; Jean Henri Faber, (1823-1915) the French naturalist who made the 
observation of insects a life-study; John J. Audubon, (1785-1851), the great Ame-
rican orithologist whose paintings of birds have never been surpassed. 
I 
I 
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These.' of course, were all geniuses of apperception, but 
Montesson demonstrated that it was possible to educate even 
feeble-minded children to discriminate in sounds and colors as 
most normal people cannot. The average person can de\'elop 
his perceptual faculties to an extent which we almost completely 
overlook when we concentrate merel) upon his intellectual or 
vocational education. 
Most individuals learn to perceive automatically; they 
learn how to distinguish between colors and sounds, but never 
get to the point where they evaluate shades and tones. Percep-
tual education begins with the transformation of their vague 
notions about colours and sounds into clear ideas about shades 
and tones, forms and details. 
What is true of the education of simple sensations, is true 
also of highly complex sensory experiences. The individual 
can be taught to perceive clearly not only a particular shade 
of blue; he can also be taught to appercise scenery and works 
of art. He can be taught to perceive such experiences not as 
hazy notions but sharply and acutely. At this point: percep-
tual education can be said to be complete, and introspectional 
takes o\ler. · 
In providing for merely perceptual education, the three 
principal canons for cultivating the unconscious mind which 
I have tried to formulate in Chapter 16 must be observed; what 
they prescribe must be incorporated and made a part of every 
course and every subject in the curriculum. No special courses 
are needed to provide perceptual education, if perceptual edu-
cation is included in all courses and not only courses in the arts 
and crafts, in literature and music, painting and architecture, 
drama and poetry, in which cultivation of the senses cannot 
be avoided. Every student, however, and not only those spe::ia-
lizing, in one of these arts, must be perceptually ed~cated. 
In educating the whole man so far as his perceptions are 
concerned, the goal ought to be: every individual not on(y a music 
lover but a vocalist or instrumentalist; and every student not on(y an 
art-lor1er but ·participant in the creative and interpretive arts. 
~------------......... .... 
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C II :\ P T E R XI\" 
INTROSPECTIONAL 
TION 
EDUCATION: THE 
OF THE SELF 
CULTIVA-
Perform thy task ... Do not be impelled by the fruits the task 
might bring to thee ... Vast is the gul~ betw~xt the task performed 
in yoga and the deed done for lure of 1 ts _[nuts ... Stand thou ~hen 
unconcerned ... even by the clash of doctnnes now confused. 1 hen 
shalt thou remain unshaken ... in creative concentration.-Bhagavad 
Gita, II: 4 7 :53 
The discussion of perceptua] education has, I believe, 
made clear the fact that the moment we consider education of 
mental faculties other than those which are intellectual in nature, 
we break new ground; we find ourselves dealing with aspects 
of education which prevailing practice does not include in 
curriculum-building. But with none of man's mental faculties 
are we confronted with more novel problems than those which 
arc involved in what I think of as eduation for introspection. 
Introspects arc units of knowledge of which we become 
cognizant in responding to stimuli which are mental and 
internal and not physical and external; they are units of know-
ledge which originate in our. brains and not our sense organs, 
and which operate by inflex and not reflex arcs. Just as it is 
necessary to use the word iatrospection as a parallel for the term 
perception, so it is necessary to. coin the word introspects to pro-
vide ourselves with a parallel for percepts, and the word ination 
to provide ourselves with a parallel for sensation. Introspection, 
as it will be used in this study, refers to the end-result of th,e 
process of ination, as the term perception refers to the end-
result of the process of sensation. !nation, in turn, refers to tlie 
ne~tral and physiological process which is dependent upon 
the operation of inflex arcs, just as sensation refers to the neur<~.l 
and physiological process which is dependent upon the opera-
tion of reflex arcs. 
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It is impossible, as I read the evidence, to account for 
what takes place in thinking as ~Iechanistic and Behaviouristic 
psyc_hology accounts for it. It is, in my opinion, utterly im-
possibl: to accoun_t fo:. what takes place during introspection 
- dunng acts of mtmt10n, recollection, imagination and con-
ception- in purely physiological terms. It is for this rc.ason 
that I ~aye been driwn to formulate and develop the hypotlicsis 
?f the mflex arc,. and develop the concepts of percepts and 
mtrospects. But Important as this hypothesis is to the consi-
deration of t::urricular problems, it would im·olvc an unnecessary 
digression if it were fully explored at this time. 
What concerns us here is not onlv the distinction between 
introspection and perception, but also' the distinction between 
introspection and thinking. Introspection is one kind of 
_thinking. It is thinking subjectively and not objectively; it 
is thinking not for the purpose of comprehending noetic pro-
blems nor for the purpose of controlling and directing action, 
but purely for the sake· of self-comprehension; for the purpose 
of understanding, of integrating, and of realizing the Self. 
Babbitt, in Sinclair Lcwi's famous novel !of that name, 
thought, even though he wasn't what we call a thoughtful person. 
But all his thinking had to do with the immediately practical; 
with something that he was at the moment engaged in doing. 
All his thinking was devoted to solving the problems of getting 
something which was for him an immediate want or desire. 
It involved a complete violation of the injunction upon which 
Krishna insisted in the Bhagavad Gita, "Do not be impelled 
by the fruits the task might bring to thee." 
Introspective education becomes enormously important 
the moment we distinguish between an "intellectual" or a 
"spiritual" person on one hand, and a "sensate" or "practical" 
person on the other; between the type of person who is, in 
Jung's* language, an introvert, a:nd the type who is an extrovert, 
* Carl Jung, the ·swiss exponent of "analytical psychology," was probably 
Freud's most important follower. He based his work to a very large extent upon 
the distinction between· temperaments which are inwardly or introspectively ori-
ented, which he called introverted, and temperaments which are outwardly oriented, 
which he called extroverted. 
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or in Sheldon's * language, between viscerotonic and soma to-
tonic personalities on the one hand, and cerebrotonic persona-
lities on the other. Babbitt was an extrovert; he was an extreme 
extrovert so extreme as to be in fact a neurotic. When late 
' in life he suddenly discovers that there is an inner life which all 
his life he has failed to cultivate, he goes to pieces. 
The issue, however, is not of education either for extrover-
sion or for introversion. If introspection is overcultivated, 
it produces the neurotic mystic who is mistakenly enamoured 
of other-worldiness as Babbitt was of this-worldiness. The 
issue is education for wholeness. And wholeness is not achieved 
if introspection is ignored -if education devotes itself wholly 
to the production of the practical man. The cultivation of 
inner and intellectual life is essential to the education of the 
whole man, and absolutely essential to the production of an 
intellectual and idealistic elite. 
What takes place during introspection is the production 
and creation of what I have been driven to call introspects; 
and the various kinds of introspects: recollects, incepts, concepts 
and images. The thoughts, notions and ideas, facts and data 
which are the end-products of introspection, since they are 
not the products of a succession of sensations, cannot be called 
percepts. That· is the reason I distinguish between percepts 
and introspects; there are two, not one, basic units of know-
ledge. 
Behaviourists will, of course, dismiss the concept of intros-
pects as pure superstition- as a rationalization of what in fact 
has no actuality. But that man does have an inner and intro-
spectional mental life, and that this produces ideas other than 
those produced by his sensations, remains a stubborn fact in 
spite of Behaviouristic dogmatizing on the subject. Just because 
words like spiritual and intuitional are considered taboo by most 
scientists and scientifically oriented educators; just because the 
* William. Sheldon, an American psychologist, made an exhaustive study 
of h~an types 1~ a book which. he entitled "Vari<:ties of Human Temperaments." 
The mwardly oriented type which Jung called mtroverts and William James 
"tender-minaed," Sheldon called cerebrotonic. ' 
/ 
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experimental and the pragmatic is more highly valued todav 
than the introspective approach to learning, it docs not alte.r 
the fact that an enormous part of the mental life of everv human 
being is introspective and not perceptual in natu~e. The 
facts in connection with introspection do not however have 
' ) 
to be attributed to the interposition of something of a divine 
or spiritual nature; they can be attributed to the operations 
of the unconscious mind; they can be quite scientifically account-
ed for as simply cognition of notions and ideas which well into 
the conscious from the unconscious mind. This explanation 
negates the Behaviouristic insistence upon sensation as the sole 
source of all human thinkin&, and makes it absurd to deny 
the actuali.ty of inflex arcs, and of the introspects with which 
rheir operations provide us. 
That sensitizing of the senses and cultivation of keener and 
keener perception should be taken into account in curriculum 
building, is something that most educators will find it quite 
possible to accept. Indeed, it is already accepted in so far as 
the curriculum includes any worth-while teaching of poetry 
and other arts, of music and painting, and of other subjects 
which become purely academic unless good taste is cultivated 
m the courses devoted to them. 
But most of those of us who are entangled in the existing 
system of education will hesitate to take the further step of 
accepting the idea that the cultivation of introspection should 
also be considered essential in curriculum-building. We will 
probably hesitate because we have been conditioned to feel 
introspection is dangerous; that modern man should be taught 
to stick to facts - what can be seen and heard or otherwise 
sensed - and because we have been thus conditioned, we feel 
that even if the faculty of introspection is susceptible of educa-
tion, it is not worth while devoting thought to it or apportioning 
time to its cultivation. 
But none of this happens to be true. Introspection can 
and should be cultivated. The belief that it cannot or should 
not is based mainly upon the fact that existing curriculums 
restrict themselves to what is accepted by science as within the 
domain of the scientific, and excludes everything which is not. 
i 
! 
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If man is to be humanized; if he is to be wholly and not only 
partially educated; if he is t? cultivate an inn~r a~ ~ell as an 
outer life we shall have to dtsregard the Behavwunstlc conten-
tion, and apply the scientific me~hod to introspection just as 
we do to sensation and perceptwn. 
That the introspective faculties can be developed is an 
indubitable fact. They can be systematically developed. 
They are subject to education, just as they arc also subject to 
neglect. To establish this fact, it is ~ecessary only to consider 
the ancient Hindu system of education called yoga, and to 
study what Pa~anjali* taught in his "Yogi Shastra" not as 
something esoteric in nature to be used only for the purpose 
of learning how to enter into mystical trances, but as a method 
which had been used for thousands of ears systematically to 
cultivate introspection; not only to develop the spiritual life, 
but to make the individual aware of the nature of his own 
Self. 
The cons.::ious life of most human beings is without any 
trace of true consciousness of self. The difference between 
the state called sleeping and the state called being awake; bet-
ween a state of complete unconsciousness and the state of 
ordinary consciousness, is for most human beings a difference 
of degree rather than of kind. The somnambulist not only 
walks in his sleep, he performs all sorts of actions of which he 
is unaware. The conscious life of the overwhelming majority 
of individuals, the things they do, the things they say, their 
relations with other people, their experiences, their sensations, 
their thoughts are in fact sleep-like. They are the products of 
conflicting impulses of which they have no awareness; they 
have never developed an integrated Self nor educated that 
Self to awareness both of what is transpiring within and what 
is transpiring without. 
* Patanjali, who is thought to have lived about 350 B.C., was the author of the 
famous "Yogi Shastra," the systematic threatise on yoga which has been the basis 
of yogi education ever since. Though thought of as an ancient Hindu sage, he was 
in fact a master of applied psychology long before the science of psychology was 
develo}:ed in the West. 
I 
I 
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Gurdjieff and Ouspensky* built an elaborate Esoteric 
philosophic system based upon this undeniable empiric fact: 
that the whole person of most indh·iduals is without anv real 
unity other than of their physical body; that most person~ have 
no integrated personality that deserves to be called a Self; 
that for all but a very few introspective individuals, the inner 
life is but a flux of conflicting impulses, sensations, thoughts, 
tendencies, beliefs, desires, memories; and that there is no 
single "!", but a plurality of "l's" of which the one which 
spoke or acted at any given time was a mere matter of chance. 
For most human beings, consciousness is confusing because 
there is no constant "I", no integrated Self to experience 
consciousness. The lllusion of being "I" stems out of the 
fact that "I" consists of a single body, that this body has habits, 
and that this body ha<; a . memory. 
The cultivation of the Self, the integration of the Self, 
and the realization of the Self is impossible without the culti-
vation of introspection. 
• Georgy Ivanovitch Gurdjieff, who made a mystery of his origin and birth, 
but who died in Paris in October 1949, spent a lifetime teaching a system of know-
ledge to a small circl~ of pupils. He left only one book which he called "All and 
Everything·" . 
His most important disciple was probably the Russian writer, P. D. Ouspcn~ky, 
who, like Gurdjieff, trav~led extensively _all ov~r the world. ''In Search of the Mira-
culous," which was the tltlc of the book m wh1ch he expo~nds,for the most p~rt,,the 
teachings of Gurdjieff but also his own search for. esote~•c truth. W~at J.usufies 
interest in the teachings and works of these men 1s the•r preoccupation Wlth the 
problem of the integration of the individual's Self. 
C II A P T J<: R XV 
AXIOLOGIC EDUCATION: THE CULTIVATION OF 
VALUES 
The story of modern axiology ...... is the story of a culture 
fighting for its very life ...... There arc indeed signs that ...... the 
Nietzschcan argument which, starting with the assumption that the 
entire metaphysical structure is gone, and proceeding with the 
premises of evolutionary naturalism, concludes that our traditional 
values arc gone, has been accepted. It may be that our desperate 
efforts to retain these values, despite their absurdity on the reigning 
naturalistic premises, is itself a weakness and that these very ideals 
arc themselves ghosts of Plato and Aristotle, which, in the light of a 
more perfect scientific day, will vanish away ...... In any case ... . 
the technical asp~ct of modern axiology is but the external fi1rm of a 
much deeper issue. As Nietzsche too clearly saw, the "value of our 
values" is the question of modern philosophy; the "future task of 
philosophy" is the solution of this problem and to its solution "all 
other sciences have now to pave the way."-Wilbur l\'1. Urban, in 
"Twentieth Century Philosophy." 
Perceptual and introspectional education, when compared 
to axiological education, have the relationship of means to ends. 
No matter how successful, in a sense they arc meaningless if 
nothing is taught about the ends for which perception should 
be more sensitive and introspection more frequent. Yet . 
nothing illustrates more clearly our indifference to the problem 
of the education of the whole man than our failure to assign 
to axiological education i'ts proper importance in curriculum 
building. 
Axiology, if an oversimple definition is permissible, is the 
science of values, and values - the subject-matter of study by 
the virtually non-existent group of scientists who could be 
called axiologists- arc mankind's felt and emotional reactions 
to the stimulus of all of its experiences. Though values are 
judgments, they are emotional and not intellectual judgments.-
They should not, therefore, be dealt with as modern psychology 
~. 
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tends to do, as if thev were a phenonwn-1 callt.nrr 1 fi · 1 
. . · • • ~ on v or rnte -
Icctual_ consrderatw~. . A curriculum which onh· deals with 
then: mtellectually m 1ts l~ourses in philosophy. is a defective 
curnculum. Such a curnculum not merdv 01n1· 1 ·I. t · . . . S \\ l.t IS 
essenttal to the educat~on of the whole man, it leaves to chance, 
and so to almost certam mrs-education, what the student should 
value and what dis-value. 
As a result ?f this neglect it has ben made easy to profess 
noble values whtch arc not felt, and to fed values which the 
ind_ividu~l _is asllamcd to profess. What he professes is what he 
bchevcs. It ts the part of wordly wisdom to openly acknowledge 
and articulate; what he values is often the exact anti thesis of 
what he professes. 
The individual who acts upon the judgment that "business 
is business" and "every man for himself and the devil take the 
hindmost," may go to church on Sunday and sav that he 
values the ideal of "the brotherhood of man;" he ·mav take 
part in a religious service in which he says that "cverv ~an is 
his brothers' ~ecper;" but what he does belies what· he says. 
The value wh1ch he really feels is valid, is the value on which 
he acts. This is the value which he is really convinced in 
his heart is valid no matter what sort of values he may profess. 
Because of our ne6lect of the right kind of axiologic edu-
cation, it is a very rare individual in our confused world today 
whose practiced values and whose avowed professions are one 
and the same. Nothing is more completely a proof of the failure 
of modern education, and specifically of higher education, than 
the schizophrenic intellectual and emotional dishonesty repre-
sented by the contradiction between what most professional 
men today profess, and what they arc convinced is \:alid if they 
arc to succeed. Nothing represents a greater challenge to 
education than the task of making the individual aware of the 
real nature of his values - the convictions which actually 
shape his life than equipping every individual with a 
rational method for testing his values and of inspiring him with 
a determination to live, both at home and in his work, both 
personally and politically, in accordance with them. Nothing 
I; 
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is more important, certainly no amo~nt of me:ely technical 
trammg, than making it natural for htm to act 1? accordance 
with what he professes as good, as true, as beautiful. 
Emotional education must therefore not only be percep-
tual and introspectional, it must also be axiological. 
/ 
---
r. H A P T E R XVI 
V9LITIONAL EDUCATION: THE CULTIVATION 
OF THE WILL 
Everything m the world depends on will. 
-Benjamin Disraeli. 
The term will, the idea of will-po~er, and the act of willing, 
are today considered psychologically old-fashioned.* Modern 
psychologists for the most part will have nothing to do with 
them. But at the time Disraeli said that everything depended 
on will, every body, including the psychologists, took the exist-
ence of the will for granted. An extensive literature on the 
education of the will exists dating back to that time. 
But little or nothing is gained by substituting for a term 
the meaning of which is generally known, obscure concepts 
about the existence of which modern psychologists differ among 
themselves just as they differ from the psychologists who in the 
past believed in the existence of will, will-power and willing. 
The fact with which we have to deal is simply this: human 
beings seem to possess, and universally feel that they possess, 
the power of making or forcing themselves to initiate, prosecute 
* I quote a cogent, and for me a still largely· valid, statement about this from 
R. P. Halleck, in his "Psychology and Psychic Culture," pp., 51-2: 
"We arc constantly busied with things which bring into play all the powers of 
the mind. A boy looks into a garden and sees a tree laden with fruit. This mental 
activity is chiefly perception. The tree is at some little distance, and he is puzzled 
to decide whether the branches are laden with apples or quinces. He calls up by 
representative power mental images of former quinces that he has seen. Next, he 
proceeds to compare the fruit before him with this image, and he decides that both 
the colour. and shape differ somewhat from those of the quince. In this activity 
he is thinking. He is pleased with the juicy-looking fruit. Memories come to 
him of the plca~urc experienced in eating others apples, and with these memories 
comes emotion. But still he stands there. The mental state is incomplete. The 
more he looks at the. apples, the more he wants them, the stron~er becomes his 
emotion. But he soon finds out that to want and to feel do not brmg the apples to 
him. A high fence is between hiT? and the~. Finally his _will causes him to act. 
He climbs the fence, plucks the frull, and be!pns to eat. Th1s boy has now brought 
every mental power into play. He has perce1ved, remembered, thought, felt, acted; 
and he is now, in consequence, eating the fruit." 
: i: 
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and terminate something which they choose and desire to do, 
or which it is their duty to do, or which th.ey have decided to 
do inspitc of temptations not to do so. . This po'_'Vcr ~sed to be 
called will-power, the mental fa~ulty w~Ich. cx:r~Iscs It the will, 
and the intervals of time dunng which mdividuals use" this 
faculty and exercise this power, acts of u:illin.~. If by any chance 
the Bchaviourists and other Mechamsts m psychology ever 
really succeed in proving tha.t man is. a machine and his will 
and will power (which he naively behe~es h~ po~sesscs) . mere 
illusions, all they will have succeeded m domg IS makmg it 
necessary to speak not of the act of willing but of the act of believing 
that will-power is being exerciJed. There is, of course, a difference 
between the two. But if it docs not abolish the actuality of 
'intervals of time during which we believe that we are e~gagcd 
in willing, it does undoubtedly render any time we may devote 
to reasoning about what to do as superfluous as the time we 
spend in willing itself. Reasoning, by their logic, can no more 
influence action than can willing. 
But the task of proving the non-existence of willing is no 
mean one. A single instance in which one individual acts in contra-
vention of hi.; instinctive impulses will render the evidence of a thousaad 
instances in which individuals act in accordance with them, worthless. 
And there is not a day passes, and perhaps not an hour, when 
an individual does not, by his actions, do the precise opposite 
of what he has an impulse to do. 
That willing is essential to translating decision into 
action becomes obvious whenever the action called for by a 
decision is difficult, laborious, u~pleasant. It takes the exercise 
of something which used to be called will-power for the average 
child to force itself to memorize the multiplication table. In 
activities of this kind, without willing and the exercise of will-
power, it is far too easy to be satisfied with wishing, and to forget 
about doing. Willing, then, no matter how called · or how 
explained, is the final phase of an interval of time devoted to 
wishing which subsequently, so to speak, explodes into motor-
action. It begins with reflecting, imagining, wishing, choos-
ing; this is followed by deciding; but it will not culminate in 
action in accordance with the decision ·taken without the act 
of willing. 
--· 
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The interval of time preceding a motor-action -let us 
say the interval preceeing the action of a soldier in going to 
a post of great danger - may be a state in which he feels the 
pangs of fear. The more he thinks about and imagines what 
may happen to him if he does what he has been ordered to do 
the ~eater ~ill be his mechani~~ inclination to disregard wha~ 
IS his duty m the matter. Dnvmg himself to obey the order 
involves what has been traditionally called exercising the will. 
If the act of willing is an illusion, then the fact that he drives 
himself to obey the order is also an illusion. On the Mecha-
nistic the.ory.' it is neces~ary to assume that everything he does, 
from begmmng to end, IS only a soldier's response to his animal 
impulses. On this theory he may be permitted to believe 
that he has a certain degree of awareness of what he is doing, 
(otherwise he would not be able even to hear his orders, much 
less see where to go), but what he thinks about the matter, what 
he chooses to do about it, and finallv what he decides to do 
about it, can have no connection with what he actually does 
about it. For the Mechanist to admit that any kind of mental 
activity other than that of feeling and impulse can in any man-
ner influence human action, is to open the door to acknowledg-
ing the reality of choosing and willing. 
To exercise will is to direct one's mind and one's body 
to do that which, without such action, the individual would not 
do. 
It is an exercise of the will for a soldier to go where he has 
been ordered to go when his whole inclination is to run from 
the danger involved. All his impulses may be clamouring at 
his nerves and his muscles to run away and his refusal to yield to 
them is a form of mental action so distinct from other kinds 
of mental actions as to justify distinguishing between them. 
For him to yield to his impulses would be obeying not the 
faculty traditionally called the will, but the facuity called the 
emotions. Most exercises of the will involve resistance to 
emotions. It is not only possible to distinguish willing from 
emoting; it is equally possible to distinguish it from thinking, 
and from the even simpler form of mental actions called sensa-
tion and perception. If these are real, then logically the will 
is just as real. 
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It is true that several kinds of actions, both menta~ and 
be taking place simultaneously. The soldier is motor, may . b . k"ll d hearing the shots and explosions, and se.ezng men cmg 1 . e and 
wounded around him at the same time. that he feels the 1m pulse 
Cl is using his will to compel h1s feet to stay where they to run an B · · 
d t to run away with his body. ut recogmtwn of arc an no · · f h [; 
the simultaneity of actions is merely rcc?gmtwn o t c act to 
h. h I called attention in the discussiOn of the nature of 
W lC • h } d h . 
h actions in the first volume of thts w o e stu y; · w at IS 
uman f h . d" .. d I . 
11 l action is in fact only one aspect o w at an m 1v1 .ua IS ca cc y h 0· · · doing at any given moment of time. . et t c .1st~nct10n 
b t een these kinds of actions is not obhterated by thts; the d~s:nction remains a fact, and its actuality is demonstrated by 
the fact that the intervals in which one aspect of an _ac~ion 
begins and ends, and other aspects begin and_ end, rarely comc1de. 
The soldier may, for instance, feel the cmotwn of fear fm: a long 
interval-let us say, for a whole hour- but durmg the 
whole of this interval, he will see many differen.t. things and ~ear 
many different sounds, and each such act of seemg and hcar~ng 
represents the beginning and end o~ separate acts of perception 
each of which involves the completion of numerous reflex a res. 
Wheil any kind of action or activity is deliberately planne~, 
and a decision to do what has been planned and chosen IS 
subsequently carried out in the form of an action or sc.t;:ies of 
actions -when actions are subsequently performed as a result 
of prior deliberation or thought -willing is obviously 
involved and will-power is obviously exercised. 
Willing in all planned and premeditated action, is an 
action taking place prior to the p~rform~n~e of t~e pl~nned 
action. The soldier may hav:e exercised will m forcmg himself 
to go to the place of battle where he knew _there was great 
danger of his being killed before the first shot m the battle ~ad 
been fired. In this, willing was performed before the actwn 
of going to the place to which he had been ordered, and certainly 
before the action of staying on that spot took place. The motor-
action of going, and the later act of remaining, were plainly cli~e­
rent actions from that of using the will to start the first step which 
led to the performance of these subsequent actions. The 
a::~------~ 
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willing and the doing may therefore take place either in the 
same interva~ of time, or in different intervals, and this too 
justifies treatmg them as not only two a!:tions but, since one 
is a motor-acrion and the other a mental action as different 
. ' kinds of actiOns. 
In recognizing the distinction between willing and emoting, 
between willing and perceiving and between wi:ling and 
thinking, the common sense of mankind recognizes as actual 
what no amount of scientific theorizing, of the kind in which 
Behaviouristic and Mechanistic psychologists arc indulging, 
can wipe out of existence. 
I know of no better concrete illustration of willing than 
that represented by the action which I am myself performing 
at this time, roughly between three and four o'clock on the 
-afternoon of January 30, 1960, in writing these lines in my 
study in Ahmedabad, India. This is the anniversary of the 
day when Gandhi was killed. For all of India it is a holy day. 
I was invited by friends to attend services to commemorate the 
day which began at six o'clock in the morning. To attend 
the services, I had to get up at four-thirty, nearly two hours 
before daylight. As a result, I was unable to do the stint of 
writing which I try to finish every morning; I was unable to 
get back to my typewriter until the afternoon. The after-
noon is hot; I am tired and sleepy; every impulse in mind and 
body clamours for relaxation and for rest. Yet I am forcing 
mvself to finish the particular work which I started yesterday, 
an:d forcing myself to do it by what has been from time imme-
morial called an· act of will. 
It is true that I want. to write. But it is also true that I 
want to rest. In' making my choice between these two emo-
tions I deliberated; I spent some time in choosing. But in forci~g myself to do what I decided to do? I eli~ son:ethin.g 
different, I willed. And that part of my mmd wh1ch did this 
willing, is the faculty here called the will. 
Granted that the evidence for the existence of the will is 
·accepted at least provisionally, the questions with_ which thi~ 
confront us as educators are threefold; ( 1) Is the Will educable· 
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(2) Should training of the will be provided for in curriculum? 
(3) And finally, are there methods available for such training? 
1. The Educability of the Will. That the will is educable 
at one time as universally accepted among educators as 
was d · f h · 
was its existence. The literature on the c u~atwn o t c will 
is enormous, both popularizations of th~ s~bJeCt and by pre-
sumably qualified authorities. From this hterature, from the 
later discoveries in psychology by Freud and Pavlov, and from 
Patanjali's work on _Yoga, its educability. ~an be dc~onstratcd 
just as convincingly as can the educabihty of the mtcllect. 
Compulsive neurotics, for instance, have ~een and . a~e 
being cured by modern psychiatry .. A co~pulsivc ne_ur?tic IS 
symptomatized by acts and_ behaviOur wh1ch . the VlCtlm of 
obsessions cannot prevent. htmself from performmf ~n terms 
of our problem, what this means is that. he hasn t w!ll-p~wer 
enough to prevent himself from performmg them. But smce 
he can be cured, this means, again in terms of our problem? that 
his will has been sufficiently strengthened, and suffictently 
released from the handicaps under which it was labouring, so 
that it could prevent him from doing what before he wa~ unable 
to prevent himself from doing. Whatev~r the ther~py ~nvolved 
in curing compulsive neurotics the fact 1s that thetr w11ls were 
re-educated; and if these sick wills could be re-educated, all 
wills are obviously educable. 
It is necessary to distinguish between a sick will, such as 
that possessed by compulsive neu:otics, and a w~ak will. With 
most students it is weakness of will rather than stckness of will 
with which the educator is confronted. The difference between 
the two defects may be'merely a matter of degree, but sickness 
plainly calls for therapeutic treatment by. a psychiatrist; ~.eak­
ness for education via a curriculum wh1ch makes provlSlon 
' for it. 
The educability of the will is demonstrable in another way. 
Willing is a conscious process. The will is a faculty of the 
conscious mind. And that the conscious mind can be educated 
must be accepted, or the whole basis for educability of any kind 
collapses. Moreover, the conscious mind can be directly con-
trolled; unlike the education of the unconscious mind, which 
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c~n only be reac~cd indirectly, the conscious mind can be con-
sciOusly _and de~Iberately controlled and developed. Methods 
for re~chin_g and mftuencmg the unconscious mind are numberless 
and m~lude not only conventional methods of teaching but 
everythmg from the usc of suggestion and hvpnotism to the 
use of drugs and narcotics-not onlv the old-fa~hioned d' · 
. . . , ruggmg w~th op~ates, but .t~c new-fashwned controlling of the conscious 
mmd w1th tranqmhzers to lesson conscious excitement a d th 
f " d" , n e use o. no-no s , as they are called, for the purpose of fighting 
sleepmess. 
William James was one of the first psychologists to base his 
recommendatwn~ about tea_ching upon the now accepted theory 
~hat e_very physica~ sensa~10n, every experience of any kind, 
mcludmg the expenences mvolved in the exercise wing of will-
p~w.cr, leave a permanent impression upon the ten thousand 
mllhon cells of the human brain. Since these impressions 
arc constantly accumulating, and their sum total become the 
constituent ele~e.nts in character and personality, the situation 
~alls ~or recogmtwn of t~e principle that everything we do makes 
zt ~a~z~r to do the_ sa~n~ thzng .over agaia. Believing that all the 
actl.vitles of a? I_ndlVIdual are registered permanently in the 
bram, James msisted that disciplined education was essential. 
"The hell to be endured hereafter of which theology tells " he 
". ' wrote, IS no worse than the hell we make for ourselves in this 
world by habitually fashioning our characters the wrong way. 
.... Could ,the young but realise how soon they wlll become 
bundles of habits, they would give more heed to their conduct 
while in the plastic state." 
It is, in my opinion, the business of the school to make 
every student aware of the need for cultivating perseverance 
and determination,· and the need to cooperate with his teachers 
in taking advantage of the provisions incorporated m the 
curriculum for cultivating will-power. 
2. Curricular Organization for Cultivating the Will: There are 
two conclusive reasons for including the education of the will 
in the curriculum, the first being that a. strong will-a propellly 
· cultivated will, like a properly cultivated intellect-is a part of 
f 
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the equipment with which education should provide every man 
and woman if the ideal of the education of the whole man is 
to b~ realized. The second is that a weak-willed student is 
invariably a poor student. A strong will is needed not only 
in the world at large, it is needed in the classroom if the student 
is to profit from his schooling. Merely to memorize what needs 
to be memorized in the course of schooling, will-power has to 
be used, and the student who is deficient in will-power will not 
only fail to memorize what he should, but even if he remembers 
it long enough to pass his examinations, will be unable to reco-
llect it and use it in later years. 
Both of thest; reasons justify curricular provision for the" 
education of the will. But again, this need not take the form 
of a special course to be added to the already overburdened 
curricula of our schools and colleges. Consideration of the 
methods available for cultivating will-power make i.t plain that 
education of the will can be incorporated in existing courses. 
3. Methods of Educating the Will. We are justified in 
antici.pating to some extent the discussion of the organization 
of teachmg. But in order to avoid too lengthy a digression, 
I shall limit myself to calling attention to the three most impor-
tant methods of cultivating determination and educating the 
will. The first, (a) the use of suggestion, both altero and auto-
suggestion, was extensive-ly discussed by psychologists who dealt 
with the problem of developing will-power fifty years ago when 
everybody beli.eved in the existence of a will. The second, 
(b) which dates in its modern form to the work of Pavlov, is 
the use of conditioning, which has been extensively used in the 
Com!llunist world and popularly called "brain washing," but 
which, it is not so well recognized need not be used brutally 
and immorally but can be used properly for educational purposes. 
And the third (c) is the use of mental exercizes which experience 
has shown result in the development of will-power in a manner 
analogous to that in which physical exercises develop muscle-
power. The virtues of initiative, of perseverance, of "doing it to 
a finish" -all of them different forms in which determination 
expresses itself-can be developed by practicing or exercizing 
these virtues, just as better posture and greater strength can be 
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developed by practicing standin a d ,· . 
properly exercizing the muscles ;f th~ b~~~~~g correctly and 
Suggestion, conditioning and .. 
. d . · ' exerctzmg the will ca b 
mcorporate m teaching anv subject Th n e 
the beginning and the ending of anv ~la<;s ey can_ be ta~ght in 
tion · and thev can be t h · or penod of mstruc-
, · aug t non-verbally t all · 
can be used initiallv by the t h b a times. Both 
important suggestio~ the tcach;:c er, u~ ~robably t~e m?st 
them is that the students . can rna e m c~nnectlOn with 
d
. . . practice auto-suggestion and auto-
con ltlOmng as an essential part of their "ho . ·" 
they themselves will take hold of the p bl me ;\ ork ' so t?at 
their own will-power in the ti d . rod em o st~engthenmg 
of the classroom. me evote to studymg outsiqe 
James didn't agree at all with Dewe)' and D ' th · · d" · · ' ewey s more 
en usiastlc ISClphes, that the most successfi I d . 
from the spontaneous interest of the p "I u he ulcatiOn .con:_les 
f 
. . . up1, w o earns m the 
course o sattsfymg his curiosity Few hild . b h · c ren arc cunous 
a O!-!t t e alphab:t, " a~d fewer about the multiplication 
~able. As. he put It: It JS nonsense to suppose that e.verv ste 
m education can be interesting The figh+: · 1 · p fi b · ung tmpu se must 
o ten e appealed to. Make the pupil feel ashamed of bein scar~d by fractions, of being 'downed' by the law of fall' g 
b?dtes; rouse his. pugnacity and pride, and he will rush at ~~~ 
diffi~ult places With a sort of inner wrath at himself that is one 
o.f his best moral faculties. A victory scored under such condi-
tiOns becomes a turning point in character." · 
In terms of educating the will, it is equally nonsense to 
suppose that every exercise which makes for habits of endurance 
perseverance, and. discipline, will be "interesting". But tha~ 
makes· such exercises n.?ne the less necessary. 
About this, William James and the psychologists and 
educators now considered old-fashioned, are infinitely wiser 
than those of us moderns who follow the educational fashions 
of the mo~ent. James, with his ineluctible common sense, has 
a to~ally drfl~ercnt approach from what is being used in con-
ventlal teachmg today. 
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Todav not only teachers but parents as well, arc vtcttms 
of mis-ed~cation with regard to the discipline which this sort 
of teaching calls for--in part owing_ to .John Dewey, ~ncl in 
part to Sigmund Freud. The. F:cudtans have pop~tlan~cd the 
belief that the infantile and chrldtsh psyche can be trretnevably 
bruised by disciplining it, and the Deweyites eschew all insis-
tence upon not only discipline in the classroom ?ut even self-
discipline in the child, on the ground that the chtld must only 
do what it likes to do. The Freudians may be right in main-
taining that harsh disciplining of the ~cry young . child _is a 
mistake but there is a limitation to thts expressed m a btt of 
ancient' Indian wisdom in the "Chanakyasataka :': "Fondle 
your son until he is five years old; for ten years beat htm; and as 
a friend treat him, when he is sixteen." In modern terms, this 
means to me; if you love your son during his first five years, -zou 
can discipline him for the next te~, and make an cndunng 
friend of him after he becomes stxteen. 
In no field of education is this truer than m that of the 
education of the will. 
r 
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C H A P T E R XVII 
THE ORGANIZATION OF THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 
In the past, man was first; in the future, the sYstem will be first-
Frederick '..Yinslow Taylor, "Principles of Scien~ific ~Ianagement." 
Long ago Aristotle called attention to the fact that the train-
ing of _th_e character precedes the training of the intellect. For 
the tramm5 of_the character, Aristotle look chiefly to what he 
called the envtronment. That this is true both in terms of 
analysis of the educational problem and of prescription for its 
solu_tion,_ is obvious. But if it is true, then something not ·so 
obv 10us lS also true; the educational system cannot be thought about in 
terms of classrooms onfy. For there is nothing we educators can 
do in our classrooms which will produce properly educated men 
and women, if the environment before they enter school and 
after they leave it, influences them to believe, to value, and to 
act in contravention of what the school teaches them. This 
is doubly true if what the school teaches is not what the culture 
prescribes-if the school considers the function of education not 
enculturation but humanization. 
If we exclude the home (the pre-school environment) and 
the culture (the post..:school environment) from the organization 
of the educational system, what we do in our classrooms, how-
ever effectively we organize the work we do in them, will fall 
far short of what is necessary in the ed;1cation of the whole man. 
We educators, therefore, find ourselves compelled to be-
come social engineers; we are forced to step out of our classrooms 
and take the lead both in the task of family revivification and 
of social renaissance, if for no other reason than that failure to 
do so means failure to educate properly in the school itself. We 
must make the environment-the whole culture-play its 
proper part in a complete system of right-education. We must 
organize education not only in our schools but outside of them. 
We must organize education as a whole. 
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EDUCATION IN THE SCHOOL, THE HOME, AND THE 
CULTURE 
The First Six Years 
From Six to Twelve 
From Twelve to Sixteen 
From Sixteen to Eighteen 
From Eighteen to the End of 
Schooling 
{
Pre-School Education: 
The Home 
The Culture 
{
Primary Education: 
The Common School 
The Home 
The Culture 
j Secondary Education: The Vocational School The Academic School The Home 
. The Culture 
{
Tertiary Education: 
The Folk School 
The College 
The Home 
The Culture 
{
University Education: 
The Professional School 
The Home 
The Culture 
The School of Living 
{
Adult Education: 
Post-Schooling to the End of Life The Home 
The Culture 
CIJART V 
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Impossible as this may at first sound, it means that we 
muse find something which works and which will provide for 
right-education of the young by the parents, by the newspapers, 
by fhe cinema, by the radio and the television, by business and 
industry with its advertising and salesmanship, by the church 
and the temple, by political parties and social movements, 
and even by the government itself. \Ve cannot afford to 
remain mere cogs in a system of juvenile education inside of our 
schools; we must also devote ourselves to the re-education of 
adults in order to counteract the mis-education of the culture 
and the environment. We must face up to the problem of organiz-
ing the whole of the educational environment, not only that 
part of it represented by schools. 
In a free society this is possible, as in a regimented society 
it is not. In a free society this transformation and transvaluation 
of the environment by educators is possible without resort to 
revolution; in a totalitarian society it cannot be done. To the 
extent to which a free society falls short of giving the educator 
the full academic freedom this makes necessary, he must become 
a social reformer, while in a society in which all freedom is 
denied, a social revolutionist. Refusal to take on this responsibi-
lity is a kind of treason to the profession to which he belongs. 
Every institution, then, in which individuals acquire the 
characteristics they display, and not only the school system, is 
a part of the educational system of every society, some being 
intra-mural and some extra-mural so far as the classroom itself 
IS concerned. 
Extra-mural educational institutions like the home and 
culture which are not organized primarily for education, as is 
the school system, n'i:ust therefore be recognized as part of the 
whole problem with which the educator must concern himself. 
If any institution in society is engaged in shapingcharacter, 
(the home, for instance); if there are individuals in the institu-
1tion engaged in giving any kind of instruction in it, (as a mother 
t:annot avoid instructing her children); if there is a content, 
and in a sense a curriculum, in what is taught in the institution, 
(even though the content and the curriculum are informal and 
implicit as in the home, instead of organized and explicit, as 
in school); and if as a result it contributes to the education or 
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character formation of even a single "student", (as is the case 
with all children raised in homes), then it functions as a school 
even though it is not called a sschool and docs not confine itself 
exclusively to the task of education. Thus defined, the home 
in which a child lives, the shop in which a trade is learned, the 
churches and temples, the newspapers and periodicals, the 
cinemas and broadcasting stations, the social movements and 
the political parties, arc all parts of the education system as a 
whole. 
Extra-mural educational institutions, in this broad concep-
tion of education, may be either good or bad, depending upon 
whether they furnish right-education or mis-education; upon 
whether they contribute to or hinder the humanization of these 
who arc influenced by them. If education as a whole in any 
society docs not humanize at least the determining number of 
its whole population, education in that society is bad, no matter 
how well its formal school system is organized, no matter how 
imposingly hou~cd, no matter how completely staffed, nor how 
great the amount of money spent upon it. 
The school system in such a society may do some things 
very well; it may, for example, make efficient technical specia-
lists out of the young; and yet if it fails to deal with the whole 
problem of endowing its charges with all the characteristics of 
normal human beings; if it educates them only partially and 
not wholly, it will not be a good school system.. This is just 
another way of saying that a achool system may be bad not · 
because of what is taught in it, bu~ because of what those who 
teach in it omit to do outside of it. 
A really good educational system may be likened to a 
chair. No matter how sturdy three of the legs, unless all four of 
them are sound, we have a chair which· does not deserve to be 
called a chair; we have chair which it is dangerous to use as a 
chair. But the educational system as a whole is ·like a chair in 
another respect. It must not have five or six legs; it must not 
have too many legs or any legs which prevent it from function-, 
ing as it should. The right organization of education as a whole 
calls for making certain that the system has every "leg" ·it 
should have, and no "leg" it should not. 
C H A P T E R XVIll 
EDUCATION IN THE SCHOOL 
Popular education and certain faiths about popular education 
are in the mores of our times. V\'e regard illiteracy as an abomina-
tion. \Ve ascribe to elementary book learning power to form charac-
ter, make good citizens, keep family mores pure, elevate morals, 
establish individual character, civilize barbarians, and cure social 
vice and disease. \\'e apply schooling as a remedy for every social 
phenomenon which we do not like.- \Villiam Graham Sumner. 
In considering the organization of education in the school 
as contrasted to education outside of the school, we might well 
begin by recognizing that schooling has a quantitative as well 
as a qualitative aspect. In quantitative terms two mistakes are 
possible; there can be the mistake of having too little schooling, 
and there can also be the mistake of having too much. It is to 
this quantitative aspect that William Graham Sumner referred 
in his ironic reference to the present day belief that more and 
more sheer schooling-more and more classroom education-
is the solution of the educational problem. The movement to 
increase schooling, supported in the United States by the vested 
interest represented by the National Education Association, 
has spread all over the world. That vested interest wants more 
and more support by the government for the school system, and 
offers as the solution of the educational problem a constant 
increase in the number of years which the young arc to be 
incarcerated in classrooms. Even if this programme were free 
from every consideration of an invidious nature-even if those 
who are promoting it here in India as it is being promoted in 
America-were completely disinterested and believed in it 
sincerely as a solution of the educational problem, it would not 
alter the fact that it is from beginning to end based upon a 
mistaken diagnosis of .the nature of the problem. 
Organized versus Spontaneous Education. The broad compre-
hensive sense m which education is conceived in this study, 
t 
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makes it necessarv to distinguish between what might be called 
the organized an'd planned education provided by schools of 
various kinds, and the spontaneous and largely unplanned 
education provided in the home and by the culture generally. 
What has happened in the modern world has bc?n a steady 
expansion of organized education and a corr~spondmg contrac-
tion of the education which used to be provided by the home. 
On this matter of quantity of schooling, Frederick Mayer, 
the American educator whose book on the educational problem 
was discussed in Chapter 9, Section I, is typically American. 
In spite of the ·fact that he recognizes the critical nature of the 
challenge facing education, and recognizes that the American 
school system must grapple with problems which it Is now 
neglecting or mishandling, he nevertheless recomends mcrea-
sing of the amount of schooling as if that were the sove-
reign panaces for the pr~blcm. He thinks that the problem 
can be dealt with by providing public funds to support increased 
schooling for every individual for a period of ten years on the 
elementary and secondary level,. of three years on the college 
level, and of three years in post-graduate schools for those going 
in for higher education. This means from thirteen to sixteen 
years of schooling. It means, if schooling begins at six, that 
it will not end before nineteen for some and before twenty-two 
for others. The young, as a result, will not be expected to do a 
tap of meaningful, pro~uctive work before they are sexually 
mature, past the period when nature itself has prepared them 
for fatherhood and motherhood, and when they ought to have 
learned to support themselves, if not by what they earn in out-
side jobs, by what they do in the home or on the farm. 
Like most protagonists of more and more schooling, Mayer 
has given no thought at all to Grundtvig's totally different 
approach to the organization of the school system. Primary 
schooling for everybody, Grundtvig insisted,· should end by 
the time they are ten or twelve. By this time, assuming that 
they had started at six, they should have mastered all the 
essentials of an introduction to learning. Then, he insisted, 
they should go to work for four to six years, preferably with their 
hands, in the country and not in the city, and in agriculture, in 
I 
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domenic crafts, or in some other meaningful and non-repetitive 
work. During these formati\·e years they should _grapple with 
the realities of life, and experience the most important of all 
means for disciplining themslves intellectually and emotionally-
the discipline of useful. and productive work. About the time 
they reached the peak of the second great emotional climacteric 
in life, when nature itself is driYing them to pair off and mate, 
they should spend not less than one and if possible two years 
in what in Grundtvigian terminology is called a folk school, 
but which in fact is a kind of college with collegiate standards 
of teaching, in which not knowledge and technology, but 
philosophy and inspiration dominate the curriculum. 
I have discussed this exhaustively in "Education and 
Living", and it would ta~e too much space to go into the matter 
here. But the alternative to the Mayer hypothesis deserves con-
sideration-the possibility that it is an excessive number of years 
spent in schooling which creates insoluble educational problems 
and which aggravates such problems as juvenile delinquency. 
In considering the relationship of classroom schooling to 
the organization of the whole educational system, the outrageous 
hypothesis that it may call for less schooling than America is 
inflicting on her young, should ~e considered. 
Since education begins before schooling; since what we 
educators can do in our schools-specifically through those 
institutions of higher learning which shape the :w·hole organized 
school system-is profoundly affected by what transpires in 
the pre-school and post-school periods of spontaneous and 
unorganized education; and since these stages in education 
"from the cradle to the grave" arc necessarily inter-related, the 
question of what kind of schools to provide should take into 
consideration the role not only of the school, but that of the 
home and the culture. If this is done, we find not only that. 
there is a difference in role, but that provision can be made 
in the school system itself for exerting a profound and determin-
ing influence upon the education which takes place in the home 
and the culture. 
If what the home and culture are doing to students is harmful 
to them educationally, the educator has no right to passively 
. I 
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accept the situation. It is not true that because he annot control 
the home and the culture as he can control what goes on in 
school, that "he is entirely helpless. It is only true that he cannot 
influence the extra-mural environment directly. Granted that 
he has to resort to indirection, he must then consider what to 
do indirectly which is adequate; what he might do to make as 
certain as possible that nothing outside the school undoes what 
he is trying to do in the school itself. It is this situation which 
makes adult education actually more important" than juvenile 
education. 
The right organization of education on the university 
level is essential if there is to be the right approach to adult 
education, since it is the education of educators whic:h is involved. 
Teachers' training schools and schools of education determine 
not only what teachers do in clementary and secondary schools; 
thev determine the conception which teachers will accept with 
reg~rd to this whole problem. It is on the university level that 
questions like the number of years of schooling, and what must 
be done in the field of adult education to make juvenile education 
most effective, arc subjects for consideration. 
Ways and Means. Before considering all the different 
institutions of which such a total educational system should be 
composed, consideration of "ways ad means" for supporting 
the whole education system is in order. For if the support 
of any part of it is wrongly organized, the whole system must 
inevitably go askew; it will reflect not the fulfillment of its proper 
function, which is what can be expected if it is properly suppor-
ted, but what is demanded of it by those who support it. 
One important preliminary distinction needs to be made. 
This is a discussion of provision for the support of schooling~· it is 
not a discussion of the ownership and operation of schools. A parent, 
for instance may provide support for a school in paying tuition 
for his children, but that does not mean that he is engaged in 
operating the school. Similarly, a special commercial interest 
may donate money to a school, but the school may neither be 
owned nor operated by the special interest itself. This is 
important to the discussion of government provision for the 
support of education in any form. In the case of military 
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education, the government not only provides for the support of 
the establishments providing it but must also own and operate 
them. But this is not necessarilv true of common schools high 
' , 
schools: colleges, a.nd .uniwrsities. The government may provide 
for their support md1rectly by scholarships as will be here dis-
cussed, v .. ithout itself owning and operating a single school of 
any kind. 
"\.Yays and means" for the support of schools fall into four 
quite distinct categories: ( 1) private support, (2) support by 
autonomous educational endowments or foundations, (3) support 
by special interests of various kinds, and ( 4) support by the 
government. Unfortunately, the school system today is suppor-
ted with funds obtained from all four of these sources quite without 
regard to whether there are, or are not, norms, appjcablc to 
the matter. 
1. Private support means payment by the family for all 
the costs of educating their children, including full tuition to any 
school to which they are sent, or payment of all the costs of his 
own education by the individual who is himself studying. The 
indicated norm with regard to this is: The primary burden of 
the cost of education should be private. Each family should 
pay for the cost of educating its own chtldren, and each indivi-
dual, if he has no family, for his own education either by working 
while studying or paying for it after he has finished his studies. 
There arc two classes in even the most prosperous oi nations 
today for whom the fulfillment of this norm is impossible: the 
poorest classes, who are unable to make more than token pay-
ments even for the primary education of their children; and the 
middle classes with highly gifted children, who find it very 
difficult to pay the full- cost of higher education for them. Ideally 
there should be no such conditions, but we have to begin not 
with ideal conditions but with conditions as they arc. To pro-
vide· for this gap in supporting education by paying for it priva-
tely; there are methods now being used, the practicability of 
· which has been demonstrated, which can be expanded to do 
away with the gap altogether. 
; I j 
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2. The second method of providing for the support of 
education is through autonomous educational foundations. 
There arc many such foundations in America and in many other 
countries. Every private school or college with an endowment 
fund large enough to pay the entire cost of the institution, is. 
such a completely autonomous foundation. Girard College, 
in Philadelphia, is such a foundation. But there are many more 
which arc in part privately supported and in part supported by 
their endowment funds. Nearly all colleges and universities 
which charge tuitions fall into this category. To the extent 
to which they arc supported by income from tuitions, they are 
privately supported; to the extent to which they arc supported 
by endowment funds, they arc autonomously supported. 
Yale and Harvard and Princeton Universities are examples 
of such foundations for education. 
And there are institutions which are in part privately, in 
part governmentally, and in part autonomously supported. 
All the State Universities in America- Ohio State University, 
'for instance- are supported in this manner; in part privately, 
from tuitions; in part by the government, by grants from the 
public treasury; in part from their own endowment funds. 
The indicated norm applicable to support of education by 
foundations and endowments, may be expressed this way: 
autonomous educational foundations, free from domination by 
any special interest, (including the government), which accept 
no grants from sources which in any way restrict their freedom, 
should provide for the gap between what private support and 
private payment make available, and the actual cost of the 
necessary schooling. 
This norm is rooted in a principle which, so far as educa-
tion is concerned, is fundamental. This is the principle of 
educational autonomy - the principle that educators and edu-
cational institutions should be completely free to teach the 
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. There is 
only one way to insure this, human nature being not what it 
should be but what it is: to endow educational institutions so 
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that they are not dependent for support upon non-educational 
institutions of any kind. 
3. The third method of providing for the support of edu-
cation is through special interests - a church or religion, a 
profession or industry. All the educational institutions main-
tained by the Roman Catholic Church arc supported by this 
method. To whatever extent a professional association, like 
the bar, maintains law libraries; or an association representing 
a particular industry, like the fertilizer industry, makes grants 
to educators or to educational institutions, a special interest is 
providing support for education. 
The indicated norm here is two-fold: ( 1) in a free society 
every special interest must be free to educate as they must be 
free ta influence and persuade; however, (2) ·no special interest 
should pretend to give a general education, since in the very 
nature of things it must give primacy to its own interest, and 
this unavoidable bias makes disinterested education a misnomer. 
When a special interest of any kind establishes an educational 
institution, or makes a grant to an existing independent educa-
tional institution, the facts about the matter must not be con-
ceal.cd, and nothing should be said or published under the 
aegis of an apparently independent educational institution 
financed in this manner which pretends to be a disinterested 
contribution to truth. "Teach the truth, the whole truth, 
and nothing but the truth" is utterly incompatible with teach-
ing what is in the interest of a special interest. 
4. There remains, finally, consideration of the support 
of education by the State. This method of providing for edu-
cation is, unfortunately, the method which everyone today 
considers outside the realm of criticism. Yet studies of educa-
tion in America, where State support of education first began 
to be practised on a wholesale scale, demonstrate that it is wholly 
mistaken method of dealing with the problem. It has provided 
universal education, it is true, but the education provided is 
inferior in every respect to that. provided by most private schools, 
colleges, and universities. This is a controversial statement; 
it will be heatedly repudiated by the advocates of public edu-
.L 
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cation. But even if public schools provided educations compar-
able to those provided by private schools, there is still a conclus!Ve 
reason for doing away with the whole business of State owned 
and operated schools, colleges, and universities. 
In the broad sense in which education is here defined-
which reflects the way in which everybody, old and young, arc 
actually educated - schools, colleges, and universities arc 
simply one of a large number of enterprises engaged in educa-
tion which constitute the whole educational system of society. 
Homes and churches, . libraries and museums, theatrical and 
broadcasting enterprises, books, newspapers and periodical 
publishing enterprises, arc all parts of the total educational 
system. Every argument as to why these enterprises should be 
non-govcrnment'\lly operated, applies also to schools, colleges, 
and universities .. All these educational enterprises should be 
either privately operated, or, if they require enfranchising-
as with broadcasting enterprises- operated by autonomous 
foundations which arc not subject to control by special interests 
of any kind. 
There is what might be considered a canon of education 
which applies here: Education should be paid for and provided 
only by interests and institutions which have no interest primary 
to that of education. The canon is based upon an induction 
from indisputable facts: whenever education is paid for or 
provided by any interest or any institution with an ,interest pri-
mary to ~hat of education, (and the State is an interest and an 
institution with a very special primary interest indeed), the 
truth about anything taught will be taught only in so far as that 
does not clash with the special interest involved. 
There is a negative aspect of this canon which may be 
phrased as follows: Government should pay for education only 
when such payment is essential to enable it to fulfill its own 
proper functions. These proper functions, as the discussion of 
the political problem in this whole study makes clear, revolve 
around the use of force - as classically expressed, "for the main-
tenance of law and order" and "for the defence of the realm." 
To· fulfill this function, the government must have trained -
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or educated - police and militarv forces d t £i 
k. d f d · · · ' an o pay or this m o e ucatwn iS a proper function f . T 
. . . o gO\ ernment. o 
whatever extent Its Civil servants need t · · h' h · 
. . . rammg w iC 1s not 
available m ordmarv schools this too rna . b th' £i 
h. h h ' ' " e some mg or w 1c t c government can properly pa...,: 
But. ideally ~o government should have anvthing more 
to do With educatiOn. In a free societ)· how·eve · 1 · 
· d £i · • • • . , r, a popu atwn 
trame or 1ts respons1b1ht1es as citizens is an esse t'al · 
· " h · n i prereqm-
site to t e mamtenancc of law and order" and "th d £i f h 1 , Id e e ence 
o t ? rea m. eally the conditions of the citizens of such 
a soe1~ty should be such that they can all pay for their own 
cduc~~ons. But th~re are many free societies in which economic 
conditiOns are not ideal, in which there are some classes un-
able to pay for the minimum of education which this calls for 
In so far ~ education is essential to all the citizens to enabl~ 
them ~o d1sch~rgc their duties as citizens properly, payment 
f?r their ~~ucatwn becomes as proper as payment for the educa-
tiOn of Civil servants and polices and military forces. But the 
moment the State pays for any kind of education over and above 
what is necessary to the discharge of civic obligations of its citi-
zenry, we have an act of usurpation - we have the use of the 
taxing and police powers of the government for oppression. 
Humanization, general education, and the education of the 
whole man ~s .~family, not a ~tate, responsibility. It is as much 
the respons1b1hty of the farmly to equip the children it brings 
into the world with knowledge of that world and how to live 
in it, as it is to feed, clothe and shelter them. Of this kind of 
educ.ation, trai~ing for citizenship is very slnfll part, and 
nothmg lends itself less to compulsion, nationalization and 
bureacratization as does humanization, general educatio~, and 
the education of the whole man. 
The acid ·test of the validity of the prevailing dependence 
upon the State for the support of the school system is furnished 
by religion. Whenever the State takes on the role of propa-
gator and defender of a faith, it proves up to the hilt the immora-
lity of the usc of force not only in imposing a state religion upon 
the population, but also in imposing a state-prescribed education 
upon the people. Within the nation, the doctrine that state 
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and religion should be one, justifies everything from the esta-
blishment of a state chu.rch to the suppression of heresy. With 
regard to religions other than its own, it justifies crusades, jehads, 
and other kinds of religious wars. It transforms religion from 
an activity in which the individual may freely and voluntarily 
engage, into an activity justifying inquisition, persecution, and 
oppression in a million forms. It is because of this that J cfferson, 
and all the great lovers of liberty, insisted upon the separation 
of church and State. 
Mistakenly, however, Jefferson and all who followed him 
in this matter, did not foresee that liberty required also the 
separation of school and State. Humanization, for example, 
is imposstble so long as school and State are one; the State 
will sec to it that devotion to the nation is placed before devotion 
to humanity. Public support of the school system involved the 
glorification of everything that is the State's own - the glori-
fication, as officially preseribcrl, of its own language and litera-
ture, its own ~cienccs and arts, its own ethics and customs, its 
own religion (or irreligion), its own statutes and constitution, 
its own social, political and economic ideologies, and even its 
own racial policies with their prescriptions for an official skin 
colour, facial contour, kind and colour of hair! 
What is it that the apologists for white imperialism used, 
to call the "white man's burden"? It was the "burden" of 
imposing his way of living, his morality and religion, and his 
law and government upon the benighted natives of the rest of 
the world. 
If there is no validity to compulsory religious indoctrination, 
there is no validity· to compulsory national indoctrination either. 
The State has no right to impose its notions of what people 
should know and believe and do upon anybody~ State employ-
ed educators and ~ State operated educational system may 
pretend to be neutral between different religions and different 
ideologies, but they cannot be. 
To avoid the charge of being partial to any one religion, 
the school system in America ·and in many other countries has 
been secularized. But Secularism is itself a doctrinal ideology, 
-
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abhorrent to millions of religious persons. Roman Catholics 
in America feel so strongly about this matter that they have 
built a duplicate school system from parochial schools up to 
universities to avoid what they consider the evil of Secularist 
indoctrination of Catholic children and students. (And yet 
with sublime inconsistency, they insist that State education in 
Catholic countries like Spain and Ireland must be compulsory 
indoctrination with Catholicism!) Mter the French Revo-
lution, the French public school system became doctrinally 
anti-Catholic, just as after the Russian Revolution, the Commu-
nist public school system became doctrinally Atheistic. 
The dilemma cannot be avoided. The moment the State 
establishes a school system, it establishes an official form of 
indoctrination. In Communist Russia, official indoctrination 
was plainly labelled "Socialistic", and indoctrination in the 
public schools of Capitalist countries was called "Bourgeois." 
In America, there is no official label for the indoctrination, but 
that it is Bourgeois and Capitalist no unbiased person will deny. 
At the one point where the State does have a legitimate 
right to provide. education for its future citizens -in equipp-
ing them to discharge their civic responsibilities -it has unfortu-
nately been .assumed that this can only be done by establishing 
a State owned and operated school system at every level from 
primary school to the university. But this does :Q.Ot happen to 
be true. As a result of this mistake in dealing with the problem, 
we have what we call "free" education for every child, ignoring 
the fact that what the State gives "free" with one hand it takes 
with "force" by taxation with the other. 
We have blinded ourselves to the fact that we have socia-
lized and communized education; that we have as a result compul-
sory school-attendance of children, and that we use the law to 
compel taxpayers to contribute to the erection of schools and for 
the support of a school bureacracy- including those taxpayers 
who prefer to send their children to private or parochial schools 
and who are therefore compelled to pay twice for the education 
of the young. 
The exploration of this aspect of the matter is detailed in a 
late volume of this study which is devoted to the political prob-
r 
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}em as a whole. Here it is sufficient to point out that there is 
at least one alternative method of providing for the training of 
every child of citizemhip which docs not invo}ye these ano-
malies and these oppressive uses of police power. Every civic 
interest could l:e just as well serVed by abolishing the whole . 
public school system, taking the government out of college and 
university education altogether, and substituting for this a sys-
tem of State scholarships -scholarships granted by the State 
to every child but to be used in schools selected by their parents. 
The family, which has the real responsibility for the education 
of its children, must then be left completely free to select the 
school- religious or secular, as the family may choose-
to which to send its children, with only the one limitation that 
the school selected must provide the minimum of education which 
the State decides is essential to citizenship. 
This idea will seem strange to our bureaucratized employees 
of the public school system not because it is a bad idea but 
simply because it means abandoning ideas about education 
which they have never stopped to examine. 
Academic Freedom. There is another, and equally impor-
tant, reason for making education a private and not a public 
enterprise, applicable to all schools, but particulady to institu-
tions of higher education. 
Schools, colleges and universities, in common with all 
cultural enterprises, should be staffed by the kind of elite I 
have for many years insisted should furnish leadership and 
direction to society. The schools, at all levels, but above all 
at the university level, must be autonomous enterprises to make 
it possible for those who staff them to furnish unbiased instruc-
tion to their students and impartial leadership to society. They 
must be completely free and independent; they must cease being 
dependent for their support upon the State; they must be freed 
from catering to politicians and public officials; they must not 
be subject to the dictation of partisan ideologists; of evangelists 
of religions; of leaders of the commercial, industrial and financial, 
world. Academic autonomy is not real unless those who teach 
or who do research, are completely free to seek the truth, no 
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matter whom it may disturb nor what vested interest it may 
mJure. Without this freedom, teachers will warp what they 
teach - or what they publish -deliberately or subconsciously 
so as to please those who dictate to them; they will devote them-
selves to what those upon whom they are dependent demand 
of them. 
The effectiveness of schooling at all levels depends not 
merely upon the technical competence of the educator, but 
upon his character and personality. If the educator has to 
teach not what he believes to be the truth, the whole truth, and 
nothing but the truth, but what he is compelled to teach, he 
cannot conceal from his students the insincerity and lack of 
integrity which this forces upon him. Without academic 
freedom -with the schools subject to the control of those who 
are not dedicated, courageous, concerned and thoughtful edu-
cators - a subtle note of insincerity and hypocrisy infects all 
education. Values, particularly moral values, cannot be instilled 
unless the educator himself is free from duress of any kind, and 
so free from the slightest taint of venality. This calls for a 
revolution both in the manner in which schools are controlled 
and the manner in which, for the most part, they are financed 
today. That there is nothing impractical in suggesting that 
we provide a non-governmentally operated school system, and 
an educator-controlled school system from top to bottom, is 
proved by the hundreds of private schools and universities which 
have existed for centuries in most of the nations of the world. 
What the situation calls for is an increase in their number, and 
a decrease in the number which are state-owned and government 
operated. The chances that this will take place in the United 
States are almost nil; the whole system would have to break 
down -as some day it will with the breakdown of the whole 
of American civilization - before those who have a vested 
interest in its continuance will take an objective view of the 
matter. 
But in India, as in some of the newer nations of the 
world, there is a bare chance that such a revolutionary 
approach to education might be launched. There are still 
hundreds of thousands of villages in India in which there 
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arc no schools of any kind, and upon which the state may 
never be able to inflict its heavy educational hand. 
There is ample evidence that before the British govern-
ment began to install a governmentally operated schools system 
in India, over a hundred years ago, there were private schools 
in practically every Indian village. British records arc dotted 
with references to the surprise of those who wrote them, about 
the degree of literacy in the villages, and the ability of the 
merchants to keep accounting records. The level of literacy 
in India prior to the British conquest was fully as high as that 
in the most literate countries of the rest of the world, and may 
actually have been higher in the villages than at present when 
nothing is done by private initiative because everybody has 
been taught to look to the State to provide them with schools. 
If one half the ingenuity which has been devoted to 
creating a State supported school system were devoted to 
creating an adequate system of private schools, the function of 
education would almost certainly be better fulfilled than it is 
at present. The guardianship of the young would be returned 
to those who arc their proper guardiims, the family. Additio-
nally education would be enormously improved because this 
would maKe possible academic freedom from the bottom to the 
top of the educational hierarchy. Teachers could teach, and 
educators could organize education, without having cons-
tantly to consider whether what they do, or plan to do, pleases 
or displeases officialdom. 
There is no form of leadership by educators more import-
ant than that of creating a climate of public opinion in which it 
wou.ld become perfectly natural for people to pay, family by 
farruly, for the education of their own children, and over and 
above that, to make contributions to support the different kinds 
of educational institutions essential to the right-education of old 
and young. With such a change in public opinion, clamor to 
have the State· provide "free" educations would be treated with 
the same sort of contempt with which clamor to have the 
State provide food, clothing and shelter to everybody used to be 
treated in pioneer America. There would be a return to the 
.self-respecting doctrine that it is the people whose duty it 1s 
to support the State, not the State's to support the people. 
C II A P T E R XIX 
EDUCATION IN THE FIRST SIX YEARS 
The Educatio11al Fu11ctio11 of the Home: Character Buildi11g. 
A child's education should begin at least one hundred years 
before he is born-Oliver \\"endel Holme's. 
'Ne begin now consideration of the institutions- and not 
merely the schools - of which a system of education which will 
both educate the whole man and provide for man's humani-
zation, should be composed. Both must be provided in that 
revolution in education which, however slmdv it may be 
realised, the situation we face calls for. · 
There have been systems of education which provided for 
the education of the \\hole man. All cultures with a total 
tradition, as with primitive cultures, had such educational 
systems. They were, however, growths; they were not planned, 
and though they educated the whole man, they failed to huma· 
nize him~ as their sad histories demonstrate. The ideal system 
which we must try to envisage must include all the institutions 
·necessary to educate the whole inan and at the same time huma· 
nize him. 
In considering the kinds of institutions for which we have 
to plan, we must not lose sight of two all-important specifications: 
the fact that it must provide, for two quite different ~classes of 
students -for the minority of students who are capable, and 
for the vast mass of students who are incapable of higher educa· 
tion in the academic signification of the term; and secondly, 
the fact that it must provide for education from birth· to death . , 
and not merely during childhood and youth. Unless these 
specifications are taken into account, there may be a plan, but 
it will be a plan for partial, not total education; and partial 
education, however efficient, is no cure for mis-education. 
Henry Adams,* in his classic autobiography in which 
* Hen~y Adams (1838-1918), was an American educator, historian and 
author, who taught for seven years at Harvard University, and who cond~mned 
what I am calling partially planned education in an eloquent summation of what 
he had learned in a whole lifetime of "education." So important did he consider 
the part education played in life, that he called his autobiography "The Education 
of Henry Adams." The expression, "from cradle to grave", was from the edition 
published by Houghton, Miffiin & Co., in 1927, p. 13. 
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he tells the story of the life of a dedicated educator, insisted 
that education is "from cradle to grave". 
We should begin, therefore, with the period from birth 
to six. Since this problem is dealt with at length in the discus-
sion of the part the home should play in education in Section 
VIII of this Chapter, it would ·be a useless duplication to go into 
the matter at this time. What that discussion makes perfectly 
clear is that during the period from birth to about six, the school 
system should have nothing to do with the child in any form 
even faintly resembling the classroom technique of education. 
What this calls for is the consideration of an outrageous 
hypothesis -- a hypothesis which will outrage the devotees 
not only of the nursery school but also the devotees of Froebel 
and the kinder-garten. Neither of these institutions should 
have been invented. Thev are contributions to the emascula-
tion of fc\.mily life and to the modern trend aiming at the shift-
ing to the school of educational functions which belong in the 
home. What Froebel and his followers have to contribute to 
the solution of the problem of the education of the young child 
should hav·e been taught to the mothers, and their institutions 
used as experiment stations, or as places to which children go 
only for short periods at a time with their mothers; or to which 
they went regularly alone only when an emergency makes it 
impossible for the mother to take care for it and there arc no 
other members of the family - elders or siblings - to entrust 
it to. 
For if the child is to be properly educated emotionally.; 
if the nascent adult is to be wholly educated, the child should 
not be weaned too early;. it should not be "skirt" -weaned 
before three nor "family-weaned" before six. For the first 
few years of its life, it should be in almost constant contact 
with _its mother; for the next few years, in constant contact 
with its family. The modern idea that the mothers -with very 
young infants should be freed from them so that they can work 
in industry or devote themselves to careers outside of the home, 
is in effect a movement to neurotici2e the child; to. produce 
problem children who have been deprived of the loving con-
tact they must have for their emotional secu~ity; and at the same 
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time neuroticizc the mothers by dcprivin5 them of a maternal 
experience essential to the normal life of all women. 
The influence ,.,-e educators can exert - and at this point 
it is enormous- should be used to aoolish the misbegotten 
institutions called nursery schools and kindergartens. One 
of the chief hindrances to decent schooling in America is 
plainly the overloading of the school system by placing on its 
shoulders responsibilities which in other times and other cul-
tures have as a matter of course been discharged by the family. 
for this overloading we educators are ourselves in lar(J'e 
part responsible. \Ve have been too ready to assume, a;;d 
often to claim, that our schools should look after the total 
devclopment of growing boys and girls and that, being expert<>, 
we can do a better job with and for them than their own mothers 
and fathers. 
Schoolmen have not been content with their former func-
tion, one largely of instruction; they now claim the right to deal 
with the whole child'- his health and hygiene, his games and 
sports, his manners and morals, his social adjustment, tlie 
rounded development of his whole character. 
What might well be substituted for the nursery school is 
a mothers' school, or as it really .ought to be, a mother-and-
child school. Such a school should aim to enroll as many 
mothers with very young children, and potential mothers who 
are expecting their first child, in the study of child care, child 
psychology, dietetics, family relations, and in particular eugenics 
and euthanasia,* the normative sciences which enter into the 
solution of the population problem. 
* There ~rc four of these normative sciences- eugenics, euthenics, cugcrontics, 
and euthanasia. 
Eugenics; when broadly interpreted, is not only the study of birth control and 
family planning, but the study of the part which sexuality should play in a normal 
pattern of living. 
Euthanasia, if also broadly interpreted, is not merely the st.1dy of the implica-
tions of what has been called "mercy killing," but the whole problem of what man-
kind should be taught about the manner in which every individual should deal 
with the inevitability not only of his own death but that of those he loves. 
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A model for what such a mother's school· might be is 
furnished by the experiment in education started at Vassar 
College by a thoughtful group of the faculty of that famous 
college for women. Vassar College came into existence with 
Feminism and the Feminist movement. It symbolised the revolt 
of American women against the restrictions under which they 
had suffered educationally, and particularly against the denial 
of college educations to them. Its aim, unfortunately, came 
to be the preparation of women not for home and family life 
but for careers outside of the home. But in spite of Vassar's 
intentions, most of the graduates of the college married and 
became mothers. What the college eventually did was to orga-
nize a summer school for graduates who had refused to embark 
upon "careers" and had instead become mothers. The mothers, 
sometimes accompanied by their husbands, came back to 
Vassar to attend this Institute of Euthenics with their infants 
and children, and took courses dealing with all the problems 
involved in what I am discussing in terms of the educational 
functions of the home. And of course through such an Insti-
tute, the faculty of the college exerted an· influence upon the 
wh?le culture which they could not have exerted had they 
continued to confine themselves to the formal teaching of the 
regular college curriculum to undergraduates only. 
[ 
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CHAPTER XX 
EDUCATION FROM SIX TO TWELVE 
The Function of the University: Master;• and Leadership 
A parent gi\·es life, but as parent gives no more A d 
k rk b h' d d , · mur erer ta es 1 e, ut 1s ee . s~ops there. A teacher effects eternit\" he 
can never tell where h1s mfluence stops.-Henry Adams. · ' 
• 
If we begin with th: n.ccds of the child, and not the needs 
of the sc~ool system as 1t 1s, classroom schooling should begin 
around stx. and end for all but a tiny minority by twelve. The 
school which should be organized to introduce the child to 
classroom learning, I think of both as the common and the 
primary schools - common because every child needs to be 
introd~ced to learning in spite of differences in sex, in tempera-
. ment, m status, and regardless of how great the difference in 
their educability; and primary because the function of such 
a school is to equip them with primary skills- skills which can 
be better taught in a classroom than in a home· skills like 
reading an~ writing, _and s?ch .knowledge of geogra;hy, history, 
an.d th.e sciences which will give them a primary acquainten-
shlp With the nature of the world and the nature of the society 
in which they find themselves. 
~ut primary schools should not be the monstrous growths 
we ~ave built in America in the name of centralized schooling, 
housmg often thousands of children, the majority of whom 
spend from one to two hours daily in school buses being trans-
ferred from home to school and back again, and requiring an 
expensive separate administrative staff which does no teaching 
at all. 
Here a digression dealing with a most important matter 
is unavoidable. In trying to classify the institutions which 
as a whole constitute the educational system, a classification 
which is summarized in Chart V, it will be noted that I have 
been forced to ignore the terms commonly used to designate 
different kinds of schools. The terms primary, secondary, and 
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higher education arc today meaningless. One knows nothing 
about the kind of education ':Vhich takes place in a school when 
the usual designation for it is used. A graduate of what would 
be called a primary school in France, is much better educated 
than the average graduate of a high or secondary school in the 
United States. German Gymnasium students, attending 
what are secondary schools in Germany, would be in colleges 
in the United States. Similarly, when I was in Portugal I 
met some young men from a Portugese lyceum, which is a second-
dary school, and I found them better educated than ~st 
American college students. If the school system is to be discus-
sed in a really meaningful manner, some standardization of 
terminology is needed; in the absence of such standards, I 
have been forced to usc age-periods in this study. 
Primary schools should be in every community and every 
neighbourhood, so th1\t the children arc close enough to their 
homes to walk to and from them and return home for their 
luncheons. The common school could be, in a very small 
village, a single room and yard in the home of the teacher so 
that establishing it would present no insuperable financial 
burden to the population of even the smallest and poorest of 
villages. The parents even in such communities could sup-
port it because it would not require much more than the 
financing of the teacher, the purchase of books and inexpensive 
supplies, and no great investment in housing and equipment. 
I have discussed this at length in "Education and Living"* 
and while that was written nearly twenty years ago, it is in 
its essentials what my subsequent studies of education seem to 
vindicate. All that I believe it necessary to do here is to draw· 
the inferences which still seem to me ~alid so far organizing 
the school system as a whole is concerned. 
There is not the ·slightest question but that the time now 
spent by children in modern primary and secondary schools 
mastering the elementary tools of learning could be greatly re-
duced. For one thing, these schools are too large; the more 
* "Education and Living," Chapter IV "Juvenile Education, from Six to 
Twelve" pp. 85-104. 
L 
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modern, the larger and more highly are they centralized. 
Most of the time of the pupils in these over-large schools is 
de~oted .not to st~dy but to shifting from one class to :mother, 
or m trying to adJUSt themselves to the frequent shifts prescribed 
for .them. As it is now, the effectiveness of all new pedagogic 
devices for teaching the basic symbolic disciplines tend to be 
nullified, because the public has been taught that the school 
system should find ways of occupying virtually the whole of 
the child's time until he is sixteen and even eighteen years 
old. At all hazards, the schools arc made to keep them from 
becoming competitors to the existing labour force until there 
is no escaping from the necessity of permitting them to go 
work. To keep them occupied, the schooling process, instead 
of being shortened, is lengthened, and time which could be 
devoted more wisely and profitably to learning to work is wasted 
upon pseudo-study and extra-curricular activities which do 
not amount to much more than killing time pleasantly. 
If our primary schools were relieved on the one hand of 
educational activities which ought to take place in the home, 
and on the other of activities which ought to take place while 
they work as apprentices on the land or in some craft, the schools 
could concentrate on their essential task, the equipment of the 
young with the symbolic tools and the basic knowledge which 
they need as members of civilized society. It is exceedingly 
probable, as Grundtvig maintained, and as his followers in 
D~nmark de~ons~rated, that they could then give the average 
chtld everythmg m the way of elementary academic instruc-
tion by its tenth or twelth year. Our primary schools could 
then graduate the masses of less educable pupils as well equipped 
as the a'9·erage is now graduated at sixteen or eighteen. 
If this were done, the complex and expensive administra-
tive mechanism we now call a high school would become an 
anachronism. Its equipment, buildings, and teaching personel 
would be released from the futile task of trying to provide 
secondary academic education to every child, and could be 
used. to provide vocational schooling to the majority and aca-
d~mtc schooling to the minority which can really profit from 
higher education. 
t. 
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If, furthermore, the schools were decentralized, and the 
Indian tutorial system reintroduced, a single teacher could 
take care of a whole school; he could be decently paid and 
could afford to take the graduate training·which woul_d make 
him worthy of higher pay, and a schoo~ could .be provided f~r 
every village and evey neighbourhood, w1th none of t_he fantastic 
expenses now necessary to build gigantic centr~l~zed school 
buildings for thousands of children with the additiOnal waste 
of time and of money transporting them long distances between 
their homes and their schools. 
The curriculum of such a primary school would still centre 
around reading and writing and 'rithmetic; around geography 
and history, and the traditional subjects in primary sch~oling; 
but ideally ·--in terms of the proper function of educatwn as 
a v.hole · in terms of humanization and not mere enculturation 
' 
-certain important chan~cs seem to me called for. 
For one thing, geography ought to be de-nationalized; 
on the one hand it should be localized and on the other globa-
lized. Right-education should make everybody thoroughly 
familiar.with the geography of their own community and region, 
and then give some introduction to the geography of the 
World and of the astronomic system of which the Earth is a 
part. 
J?or another, history also should be .de-nationalized. 
Nationalized history is inescapably chauvinistic; it is, as 
Napoleon described it, "a lie agreed upon." Every indxvidual 
should know thoroughly the history ofhis own community and 
region; it should acquire a greater importance in his eyes 
than that of the nation and its distant and pretentions capital 
since it will, as a matter of fact, play a greater part in his life. 
But it should not onlv be de-nationalized, it should be huma-
nized. Every child o~~ht to learn that he is first of all a member 
of the human race,·. and that the particular nationality into 
which he is born is purely an accident of birth. With this 
kind of history, he would be conditioned to think of other 
nationalities and other races not as rivals and hostiles and, as 
the Greeks put it, "barbarians", but as fellowmen -fellow 
members of the whole of humanity. 
.. 
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Fi~ally, th~ curriculum should not aim merely at literacy 
but_ at mtroducmg the young to the great literary treasures of 
thexr O\\'n culture. To make it possible for them mereh· to 
read the quantities of trivialities, if not worse, provided by 
newspapers and by advertising men, and not to imbue them with 
a taste for good reading, is to do them more harm than good. 
'TL "R d "* Th . . . 
.1 r!e ea er. e most Important didactic teaching-
aid in an ideal school should be the "reader" which should 
be used to introduce the student to the reading of good books. 
It ought to be veritable educator's Bible. It ought to contain 
th~ most . forceful, th~ most eloquent and the most moving 
thmgs wntten and srud by the greatest geniuses which each 
culture has produced-- not mere brief extracts, but either the 
whole of a selection, or all of the selection except that which 
can be left out without damaging its total effect. It would, 
therefore, be a big book -printed necessarilv on "bible" thin 
paper, but legible, in type which is not too s~all since it should 
be given to the student immediatelv after he has mastered read-
ing -and bound so that it would last a lifetime. 
Such an American reader would c.ontain Thomas Jefferson's 
"Declaration of Independence," and Thomas Paine's ."The 
Crisis." It would contain Washington's "Farewell Address." 
It would contain Emerson's "Essay on Friendship" and 
Thoreau's essay on "Civil Disobedience." It would contain 
Webster's "Liberty and Union" reply to Foote, Lincoln's 
"Gettysburg Address," the essence of his Second Inaugural, and 
probably his "house divided against itself" address. It would 
c?ntain Ingersoll's reflections at the tomb of Napoleon, and 
hxs address at the funeral of a child. These are some of the 
more unusual items which should be included. But thev will 
make it clear that it must be a catholic and not a conventional 
. • Until. the adv:ent of Progressive Education in America, the book which every 
pup !I used m learnmg to read was called a "reader". McGuffey's readers were 
used for this purpose fo_r ge~erati.ons, and were printed by the millions. They were, 
unfortunately, too puntancical m tone and were attuned to different age levels. 
This suggestion of mine is intended for a reader to fit all ages, just as the Bible, 
which used to be taught to veritable infants, was the same Bible, read by adults. 
M'>: suggestion is for a reader consisting not of mechanically composed selections 
whittled down to the level of the least common denominator of intelligence of the 
class, but of selections intended to stretch their intelligence to the utmost. 
~-· 
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reader; that every item must be at one and the sam~ time richly 
American and truly Humanist. They also make 1t ci:ar that 
nothing truly jingoistic -however eloquent, as for mstance 
Edward Everett Hale's "The Man Without a Country" -
should be included. 
It ought to contain the best in the American Humanist 
tradition in poetry. Bryant's "Thanatopsis" plainly belongs 
in it· but it is a nice question as to whether Keyes' "Star Span~led Banner" docs -it is pretty chauvinistic! Ingall's 
"Opportunity," yes; Howe's "Battle Hymn of the Republic," 
yes, but "Barbara Fritchic," no! 
}~very nationality should have su:h a read.cr of its o':n. 
Shakespeare belongs not in the Amcncan .but m the En~hsh 
"reader·" Goethe in the German; Racmc and Mohcrc, Roussea~ and Hugo in the French. I ]{now the literature 
of India too little to dare to make suggestions. The Bhagavad 
Gita is an obvious "must", but for each nationality those most 
thoroughly saturated with the best of its literary tradition 
should make the selections. 
With a teaching-aid of this kind, the pupil would not only 
learn -how to read, but in reading it his mind would be constantly 
stretched above its existing level of development. If properly 
taught, he would be immunized against the reading of trash, 
and if he could never afford to buy another book, he would 
still have a treasury of good reading in his home. 
Teaching in the primary school might well centre around 
such a "reader." 
. ~ 
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CHAPTER XXI 
EDUCATION FROM TWELVE TO SIXTEEN 
The Foundaton of Secorzdar;· Education: Preparation for the work 
The prevailing philosophy of education today tends to discourage 
hard work.-Abraham Flexner. 
Clear thought is the quintessence of life. In the end its acid 
power will disintegrate the force and flummery of current passions 
and pretenses, eat the life out of e\·ery crm·en creed, and bite its way 
through to a world of light and truth.--H. G. \\"ells. 
As with the nursery school, I suggest consideration of ari 
outrageous hypothesis- that secondary schools, both junior 
high schools and high schools, as we now have them in America, 
should be abolished. They arc anachronisms. Worse than 
that, they arc positive hindrances to right-education both of 
the manually and the intellectually endowed children who 
have finished their primary schooling. 
They are anachronisms because they originally carne into 
existence for the small proportion of children from the upper 
classes whose parents could afford to keep them in school 
indefinitely. Attending what used to be called an academy 
in America1 at least taught these favoured children enough to 
qualify them as "ladies and gentlemen." I use these two 
terms reluctantly, because while there is nothing wrong ·with 
the idc'al of gentility, there arc no others with which to• suggest 
the invidious sense in which they need to be used. "Secondary 
schools," as we now think of them, were originally either 
"finishing" schools for the gentry, or preparatory schools for 
professional life and scholarship of some kind. 
They arc neither of these things today, but rather bastar-
4ized and hybridized institutions blindly groping for a function. 
What they are principally expected to do, at least in the 
United States where trade unions are so powerful, is to keep 
the masses of children in school as long as is humanly possible; 
to prevent their entering the labour· market and becoming a 
factor in the rnorropoly of labour exploited by the unions . 
I 
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There is of course an educational function to be fulfilled 
by vocationai and academic schools during the years between 
twelve and sixteen, but high schools today make no real 
attempt to fulfil it. In dealing with this proble~, we must 
first of all consider the dilcmna created for educatiOn by the 
present tendency toward the "degradation of the democratic 
dogma.'' 
Probably the worst mistake in the organisation of schooling 
today has its source in a mistaken idealism: in a sentimental 
devotion to Democracy with a capital "D"; in a completely 
unrealistic and unscientific Equalitarianism; in a universal 
acceptance of the slogan that "all men are created equal" 
which, so far as children arc concerned, means that all children 
arc equally educable. 
The simple and obvious fact is that this is not true. 
Even if all men were born equal, (which the birth of the 
first feeble-minded infant proved to be untrue), their necessarily 
different experiences after birth would make them unequal. 
The organization of the school system, and of everything which 
the school system does must begin not with the similarities, 
but with the 'differences in t~e natures of individual human 
beings. These differences, which were noted by the great seers 
of ancient India, arc confirmed by the very latest of scientific 
discoveries. The ancient seers of Hinduism maintained that 
men were born with four different natures. Modern psycholo-
gists may not accept the classifications of human nature embo-
died in the ancient social system of Ind1a, but it does accept 
the proposition that men are by nature unequal and different, 
and not equal and. uniform. William James maintained that 
all of them could be divided into those who were tough-
minded and those who were tender-minded. J ung maintained 
that the division consisted of those .who were introverts anq 
those who were extroverts. Sheldon maintained, in one of the 
most comprehensive of recent studies, that they are all either 
viscerotones, somatotones, or cerebrotones. Many years ago, 
in writing "This Ugly Civilization," I divided them into 
quality-minded, quantity-min~ed, and herd-minded types. 
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In spite of these varying classifications, what all students of the 
subject agree upon is that the differences are real and if this 
is true, Equalitarianism is grossly unrealistic. ' 
So far as the educational problem is concerned this means 
that in organizing schooling, we must begin by 'recognizing 
tha_t a~l ~ndividuals arc not equally educable; that great masses 
of md1v1duals _are for the most part educable only in terms of 
manual, practical, useful, or applied activities; that most of 
them have a strictly limited capacity for intellectual or aca-
demic education; that only a small minority are benefited by 
attendance at institutions of higher education; that the majority 
arc manually, and only a tiny minority intellectually endowed. 
Thomas Jefferson, whose interest in education was so great 
that he prescribed that his tombstone be inscribed with the 
statement, "founder of the University of Virginia," and who 
made the initial blue print for education in his home state, 
would be horrified by the present day American programme 
of education. Nobody can accuse the author of the Declara-
tion of Independence of being undemocratic. He was, as a 
matter of fact, the founder of the Democratic Partv in America. 
But Jefferson was no sentimental fool. He was a keen observer 
of realities, and one of the wisest men America has produced. 
Yet his educational blue print for his country was based upon 
a rigorous distinction between the educable and uneducable 
student- the "culturablc" and "manuable" student. 
Nock, * in a provocative book which every person inte-
rested in the educational problem ought to read, said: 
"No more sincere a believer in the doctrine of equality 
ever lived than Mr. Jefferson; certainly none more intelli-
gent; yet the plan that he drafted for public education 
in the State of Virginia is the severest possible judgment 
against the popular perversion which we have followed 
ever since his day, and are still following. Mr. Chinard 
of the Faculty of Literature at Johns Hopkins University, 
* Albert Jay Nock, "The Theory of Education in the United States," Harcourt 
Brace & Co., 1932, (pp. 45-46). This was a set of lectures delivered by Nock at 
f the University of Virginia. 
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who probably knows more about ~fr. Jeffers~n than any 
one else in the country knows, thmks that h1s plan may 
have had a good deal to do with shaping the French 
system, which ...... differs from ours in being rigidly 
selective. In outline Mr. Jefferson's plan was this: 
Everv child in the State should be taught reading, writing 
and ·common arithmetic; the old-fashioned primary-
school course in the three Rs. Each year the best pupil 
in each primary school should be sent to the grammer 
schools, of which there were to be twenty, conveniently 
located in various parts of the State; they were to be kept 
there one or two vears, and then dismissed, except 'the 
best genius of the ~hole.' who should be continued there 
for the full terms of six years. 'By this means' wrote Mr. 
jefferson, 'twenty of the best geniuses shall be raked 
from the rubbish annually.' I ventue t0 call your atten-
tion to these rather forceful . words, as showing how far 
this great believer in equality was from anything like 
acceptance of our official assumption that everybody is 
educable. But this is not all; At the end of six years the 
best ten out of the twenty should be sent to William and 
Mary College, and the rest turned adrift. Mr. Jefferson's 
plan appears· selective with a vengeance in our eyes, accus-
. tamed as they are to the spectacle of immense hordes of 
inert and ineducable persons slipping effortlessly through 
our secondary schools, colleges, universities, on ways that 
see. greased for their especial benefit. 
"Of the twenty best geniuses annually raked from 
the rubbish of the whole State, only fifty per cent were 
destined to reach an under-graduate college!" 
What the realities plainly call for are two kinds of secondary 
·schools, one for those who are manually endowed and who 
ought to go to work learning the crafts and trades they will 
follow, and one for those who are intellectually endowed and 
who should be preparing themselves for higher ed~cation. 
The first kind of secondary school should be an essentially 
vocational or technical school; the second a traditional aca-
demic high school -but traditional mainly in that its stand-:-
ards are ~igh. 
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From t~clvc to sixteen the rigidly selected minority in 
these real h1gh schools should be laying a solid academic 
foundation for their studies for professional life. For this 
they will have to Jearn how to usc their mind. As \Veils puts 
it, they must become masters of that extraordinary faculty 
called the intellect, and learn how to usc it as an instrument 
with which to create and to discover, and to "bite ....... . 
through to a world of light and truth." 
For those who are manually endowed, we of this generation 
-who have made Science and its consort Technology, our Gods, 
should recognize the dignity of an activity called manual 
work. It is not exaggerating the facts to say that the real 
effort in education today is devoted to abolishing labour, not 
to ennobling it. Our efforts at enmobling manual work are 
confined to occasional eulogies on the dignity of labour. But 
our conduct - particularly as educators - gives the lie to our 
words. We belittle labour in fact, no matter what we say with 
our mouths, because we have been conditioned to consider 
manual work unpleasant. The truth was summed up a 
generation ago in Flexncr's book about American education 
which caused such a fourore at the time it was published. As 
he expressed it, "The prevailing philosophy of education today 
tends to discredit hard work."* Flexner wa.S thinking of 
"hard" study and not only of "hard" labour. But both tend 
to be discredited by the high value attached by American 
educators to the cult of "giving everybody a good time." 
* Abraham Flexner, was one of America's most important Educator.s His 
study of medical education resulted in a revolutionary change, for the better, in the 
standards of medical education. The quotation is from his book ''Universities," 
p. 47. 
C H A P T E R XXII 
EDUCATION FROM SIXTEEN TO EIGHTEEN 
The Function of the folk School and College: Vision 
Where there is no vision, the people perish.-Proverbs 28:18. 
Twenty years ago when I wrote "Education and Living," 
I was still willing to accept the idea that the college should deal 
with the problem of the young from sixteen to twenty. In the 
years since I have become increasingly convinced that if the 
wastes of the school system were eliminated - the sheer idio-
cies which now encumber the curriculums of our schools of 
all kinds - better educated men and women would be produced 
if the four-year college term were reduced to two, and all 
schooling ended for all except those going on to a professional 
school or having a genuine call to enter upon post-graduate studie~ of some kind. I now believe that if we move in this 
direction, we will add two rich years to the lives of most of 
those who would otherwise waste them in college. In · addi-
tion, enormous sums of money and thousands of educators 
would be released for fields of education which are in fact 
undernourished today. 
Robert Maynard Hutchins, when ChancelJor of the ,Uni-
versity of Chicago, was right: the four year colJege course is 
four years of foolishness for most students. Let's make up our 
minds what the college diploma should mean, and then let the 
student learn what it calls for just as fast as he can. Some of 
them will be able to cover the ground in a year; some in two 
or three; the laggards who require a full four years would be 
showing suspicious signs of being those who should never have 
been admitted to college at all. 
The indivated norm is, nobody iil school after eighteen except 
those preparing for a profession or with a genius for scholarship. 
_J----~--------................. . 
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1: The College. With some such dual approach to the 
problem of schooling between twelve and sixteen as that re-
presented by work and vocational schooling for the majority, 
and academic secondary schooling for the educable minority, 
the way would be prepared for a dual approach to ftc problem 
of schooling between sixteen and eighteen, when nature itself, in 
the second great emotional climacteric in life, seems to dictate 
devotion to framing a vision by which to live. 
There is a distinction which needs to be observed in ful-
filling this need in the college on one hand and the folk school 
on the other. Both, it is true, must provide vision, but the 
college must provide a vision appropriate to those whose work 
in the world will be mainly service of a scholarly or professional 
nature, while the folk school must provide a vision appropriate 
to those whose work will be mainly concretely productive in 
nature. 
The traditional idea that the task of the college was to 
provide a liberal education, was in effect a recognition of the 
importance of providing the college student with a philosophy 
of life - with a vision of how he was to live his life. The intro-
duction of the sciences into the curriculum, and the consequent 
subordination of the liberal arts and humanities, led to the 
substitution of facts for vision and data for culture as teaching 
objectives. And this in turn led to the mania for specialization 
and the transformation of the college into a .hybrid which was 
in part a pre-professional school and in part a liberal arts college. 
TOday it has become neither fish, fowl, nor good red herring. 
It should again become an institution devoted to the production 
of the intellectually and spiritually liberated individual with 
an abiding hunger for the quest of the good, the true, and the 
beautiful_;a hunger which should not be destroyed by specia-
lized training for a particular profession. Since those who 
belong ·to the "highly educable" minority will implement this 
hunger very differently from the way it is implemented by the 
majority, the college curriculum will be fatally defective if it 
fails· to provi.de the student with a philosophy of living appro-
priate to ·what Santayana called "The Life of Reason!' 
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2. The Folk School. By the time the "manually educable" 
majority have spent the four years between the end of their 
primary schooling and their sixteenth years in some sort of work 
as apprentices in homes and farms, in crafts and shops, and at 
such planned vocational schooling as already suggested, they 
will be ready for a period of final juvenile schooling, for they 
too will be emotionally ready for the adoption of a philosophy 
of living appropriate to the manner in which they will spend 
the rest of their lives. They and their parents should have been 
fired with a vision of what at least one, and preferably two years 
of the right kind of schooling of this kind might mean for them, 
for their families, and for the community in which they will 
spend their lives. 
Grundtvig's solution of this problem has been amply vindica-
ted pragmatically. In the folk schools or people's colleges which 
his disciples began to establish nearly a hundred years ago in 
Denmark, and which from Denmark spread to Norway, Sweden, 
and Finland, they have proved that curriculum and teach-
ing which Grundtvig prescribed, was capable of transforming 
peasants and warders into the most highly: cultured masses found 
anywhere in the world. · 
The folk schools created in the young men and women who 
attended them a hunger to improve their farming, to cultivate 
the arts and crafts, to make their homes more comfortable and 
beautiful, and to develop their communities to the utmost. The 
folk schools created the hunger, but its role was not to provide 
technic~ education. Technical schools of all sorts developed 
around the folk schools, and above all, cooperatives of all kinds 
were organized to provide instruments through which the 
people could realiz~ their aspirations. 
However different the immediate environment and· the 
local conditiollS in other nations and other continents, the pro-
blem is in essence the same, and it is my conviction that the folk 
school, adapted to those varying climates and conditions, ·is the 
answer for schooling the masses of young men and women 
everywhere. 
It would involve too great a digression to go into this matter 
in detail. But I mention it mainly to make one point; it would 
I 
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be far better to let the masses of children continue working 
without any kind of secondary schooling, than to do what we are 
doing in America-compelling them to go to high schools, in 
which they are trained to be lazy, in which they learn nothing 
worth while since they are principally engaged in killing time, 
and in which, because of boredom, they get into mischief and 
arc tempted into juvenile delinquency. The Danish solution of 
this dilemna is probably the ideal one; the American solution 
the worst . 
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CHAPTER XXIII 
FROM EIGHTEEN TO THE END OF· SCHOOLING 
The Function of the University: Mastery and Leadership 
\.Ye must hold a man amenable to reason for the choice of his 
dailv craft or profession .. It is not an excuse any longer for his deeds 
that they are the custom of the trade. What business has he with an 
evil trade? Has he not a calling in his character ?-Ralph Waldo 
Emerson. 
1. Mastery. Strictly speaking, there is no such school as 
a university; it is in reality a collection of professional schools, 
even when it does not consist of a school devoted to a specific 
profession but merely of a school devoted to some one special 
field of scholarship. Whatever the profession, then, even if it 
be merely the profession of scholarship, the function which the 
school should perform at this level can be summed up in the 
word mastery. 
Mastery, however, is as greatly needed in the humblest 
occupation as in the most exalted. It is just as necessary that a 
housewife baking a loaf of bread, a mother training her child, 
a farmer tilling his fields, a carpenter building a house, or a 
mechanic working at a lathe, master their vocations as it is that an 
engineer building a bridge, an architect designing a church, a 
physician prescribing for a patient, a lawyer defending a client, 
a sculptor carving a statue, a painter decorating a wall, a teacher 
instructing a class, shall master their professions. If mastery in 
the professions is of greater importance than in the crafts and 
trades, it is because more people are affected by what a profe-
. ssional man does. What a teacher does, for instance, affects 
hundreds and often thousands of pupils whom he instructs and 
influences; what a housewife or a farmer does affect for the 
most part only one family. If an agronomist makes a mistake 
in his findings, he may contribute to the destruction of thousands 
I 
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of acres of land; if a farmer makes a mistake in tillage, he dama-
ges only a single farm. If a parent, seeking to educate his own 
children, permits them to read trashy books, he damages only 
a few so~ls; but 1f an author-a professional writer-writes a 
vicious book, he may damage countless numbers of human 
beings, generation after generation. 
The function of the professional school is not to equip the 
limited number of students who arc capable of higher educa-
tion with the means of earning more money than they could in 
humbler occupations; nor is it to supply the number and kind 
of technical specialists which a complex industrial society needs 
for its enterprises; it is to make certain, first, that they acquire 
mastery of their professions, and then, that they utilize that 
mastery to discharge all the obligations to societ/ which the 
privilege of higher education imposes upon them. 
All that has been said about vocational schooling is in 
some form applicable to professional and technical schooling; 
substitute the various professions for the various crafts, trades 
and industries around which to organize education, and you 
have a professional instead of a vocational school. 
There can be a vocational school in every community; a 
professional school cannot. ~ecause of this fa~t, the profcs:'ions 
ought to be regionally orgaruzed, and each regiOnal professiOnal 
group should take the full responsi~ility for the educa_ti_?n of 
future members of their own professiOn. All the practitiOners 
of medicine in a given region should therefore be fellows of a 
regional medical school; all the lawyers fellows of the regional 
law school · all the educators, of the regional school of education. 
The members of every profession, as a matter of professional 
esprit de corps, ought to give some time to teaching, much ~ 
physicians used to feel obligated to give time to the P?or m 
public clinics. But more than that, they ought to. fee~ obh~ate.d 
to give time to research, or at the very least, to poohng m penod1c 
conferences what they have learned from their experience in 
the practice of their professions. The assumption of . such 
responsibilities for teaching and for r~search, and a continued 
relationship with their regional professiOnal school, would tend 
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to make fellowship replace membership in mere medical, bt: 
and other professional associations. 
The effect of such a change would be to transform existi1 
professional associations from a species . of labou~ union,-
(mainly engaged in promoting the econom1c prospenty oft~< 
members, restricting admission to the professiOn, and opposu 
legislation considered inimical. to their ~est~d interests), into 
fellowship devoted to educatwn, to sc1ent1fic research, a1 
to scholarship or truth-seeking in their own professions. T 
whole standard of professional life would be raised by the oblig 
tion to teach young aspirants to the profession, and the oblig 
tion to keep abreast of the latest developments in every scien 
and art affecting professional work. 
• It is possible, therefore, to think of these regional p~ofession 
schools as institutions which would replace the vanous Sta 
boards which now license doctors, lawyers, architects, pub. 
accountants, and other professional men. Why should not t 
professional schools take permanent responsibility for the c;hax 
cter of the service rendered by thqse upon whom they have co 
ferrcd degrees? Without resort to coercive statutes, the me 
right to withdraw a professional title would give the school ; 
the power needed both to protect the public and to discipli 
its membership. 
Today, graduation from a medical school and licensing · 
a State board of examiners arc prerequisite to the practice 
medicine. But under such a scheme of medical education 
I am envisionin6, fellowship in the regional medical schc 
would qualify for practice, while dismissal from fellowship J 
failure to observe the code of ethics and the standards of t 
profession would automatically result in withdrawal of the rig 
to use tJ:!.e title, and so of the right to practice medicine. 
U ndcr the existing scheme of things, the lawyer is a spec 
of businessman engaged in making as much money as possil 
out of the practice of law. Under such a scheme of things a~ 
am suggesting, he would be, subject to the ethics and standm 
of his regional school of law, a life-member of a group dedicat 
to the application of law, to the problems of providing justi' 
-----
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Under the existing scheme of things, the teacher-a member 
of the profession which teaches. all ~rofe_ssions-is a mere employee 
of some school, college or umvcrstty. Under such a scheme of 
professional education as is here suggested he would be a fellow 
of his regional school of education; he' would. be alternately 
teacl:ing in his own sc~ool, and learning by periodic visits to his 
alma mate~, h?w .to teach .more effectively, and how to keep 
ahve the I?sp1ratwn essential if teaching is not to become hope-
lessly rouuruzed. 
~hroug~out the life of ~he members of every profession-
and m parucular the teachmg profession-there would be a 
sort of movement back and forth between work in "extension", 
or practice, and study "in residence" in his regional professional 
school. ~o me.mber of any profession would ever graduate in 
the sense m which he graduates today. His diploma would be 
transformed into a certificate of admission to fellowship in his 
profession. J:Ie ~ould never feel: as graduates are taught to feel 
t~day, that h1s ~1ploma w~ ~n mstrument for display entitling 
him to engage m a competJtlon for money making. He would 
never be freed from the ethical obligations which are the coroll-
aries of the privileges of a professional education. He would 
not be tempted to treat his code of ethics in a Pickwickian manner. 
The physician, for instance, would think of himself not as a 
physician earning a living from treating the sick, but as an 
educator, in the sense in which Plato (in "The Laws") insisted 
that it was a physician's task to teach health, in contrast to the 
"quack" who devoted himself to making money out of the 
application of quick and easy remedies. 
The lawyer would become a professor of justice; the writer, 
the painter, the architect, the musician, the dramatist, a pro-
fessor of beauty; the scientist, not only a technician, but a pro-
fessor of truth; the teacher, not only an instructor and indoc~ 
trinator, but a professor of humanization. 
The mastery of a profession would mean mastery oot only 
in a technical sense, but mastery for the purpose of contributing 
to the creation c;>f a better life and the organization of a better 
society. 
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Leadership. If in the organization of a comprehensive 
scheme of education, particular tasks are assigned to particular 
schools, what is obviously left for the university is the co-ordina-
tion of all education. In such an all-embracing conception 
of educational. institutions, one institution would have to be 
assigned the task of co-ordinating the activities of all of them 
including the home and the culture-of seeing to it that institu-
tions are organized for each task of education in every com-
munity of every region, and then, by frequent surveys and 
frequent conferences, making certain that each is doing what 
it should do, so that the educational system as a whole realizes 
its purposes. 
But co-ordination, vital as it is, is not enough. Indeed, 
co-ordination of the right kind is not possible unless the university 
is constantly clarifying the purpose of education as a whole, 
and developing the methods by which that purpose is to be 
realized. 
This, of course, is just one way of saying that the university 
must be a place where a group of scholars devoted to truthseeking 
are providing, through the school system, the leadership in society 
which the educator should assume. Without participating, 
as an institution, in any other activity than the development 
and stimulation of education as a whole; without playing poli-
tics, for instance, it could provide the influence which is needed 
if man and society are to move progressively toward the realiza-. 
tion of their highest human potentialities. 
"A university should be a place of light, or liberty, of learn-
ing," was what Disraeli thought, not a mere place of pedagogy. 
Albert J. Nock outlined some of the things which might be 
considered in the creation of such universities in an essay he 
called "The Vanishing University." He described it as "A 
university run by its fellows, with only the loosest and most 
informal organization ..... A university that would not hold 
out the slightest inducement to any but those who really wanted 
to be put in the way of learning something, and who know what 
they wanted to learn;· a university that imposed no conditions 
r 
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but absolute freedom-freedom of thought, of expression, and 
of discussion."* 
That our universities will not be centres for truthseekers 
nor places of leadership will remain a fact until we who 
1. h are educators rea 1ze t at there is a responsibility which the . 
di h · Th r- · Y are ?ot sc ~rgm?. e . l~Ilure to discharge this responsibility 
IS what .Sir Richard Livmgstone had in mind when he wrote 
"EducatiOn fo.r a .Worl~ A_drift." It is the contention of this 
study that this failure JUStified him in saying: 
"The history of mankind might be described by a cynic as 
a series of splendid ex~editions towards no goal at all, led by 
~en who have all the gifts of leadership, except a sense of direc-
tlon, and every endowment for achieving their ends e:teept 
knowledge of ends worth achieving." ' 
If a really new page in history is to be turned, what is called 
for is a new kind of leadership. 
* I have taken the liberty of making one change .in what Nock wrote· I have 
~ubstituted "r~m by ~ellows" ~or his phrase "~un by students." The word "s;udents" 
lS !oo s_uggesuve of 1mmatunty to warrant Its use with regard to the conduct of a 
umverslty. It should be run by mature scholars artists and scientists who are 
banded together in the search for "the good, the t;ue and the beautiful." If there 
was a fellowship of that kind, the minimum of ad~inistrative machinery (which 
his reference to "no president, no trustee" suggests), would be required. ' 
The essay·appeared in "The Fr~:eman Book," published by W. B. Huebsche, 
Inc., 1924, pp. 58·59. · 
CHAPTER XXIV 
ADULT EDUCATION 
The function of Schools of Living: The Re-Education of Society 
We need education in the obvious more than investigation of the 
obscure.-Oliver Wendel Holmes. 
Since the organized school system ca.nnot prevent . ~he 
culture under existing conditions from excrtmg th~ determmmg 
influence upon adult life, upon .the ~orne and fami.ly, an~ upon 
all the institutions of which soc1ety IS composed, (mcludmg the 
school system itself), the problem with which education is con-
fronted would seem an insoluble one. Wh~t needs to b<' 
recognized, however, is that it will remain i?soluble only as 
long as the educator accepts his present role m the scheme of 
things. What needs to be recognized is that the moment he 
begins to take full responsibility for the wh?le problem of 
education-including the problem created for him by the home 
and the culture-existing conditions will begin to improve. The pro-
blem will remain insoluble only if he is content with the hopeless 
task of trying to organize a good system of cl~ssr~om .education 
in a culture which is in fact undoing all that he IS trymg to do. 
A profound revolution is called for, and it must begin with 
the educator. 
The role of the school and of the culture, educationally, 
must be reversed. The determining influence must be exerted 
not by the culture but by thai: educated ·elite which it is the 
educator's first task· to create. If the child is not to be mis-
educated before the educator can do anything about the matter, 
and if the adults who .are being mis-educated by the culture 
are to be rightly re-educated, the scliool system will have to add 
to the existing system a school for adults specifically organized 
to re-educate a determining number of them for leadership in 
the community and in the culture. 
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It is ridiculous to assume that just because the culture has 
from time immemorial exerted the determining influence in 
educating human beings and in shaping the course of human 
behaviour, that the education it provides is automatically right-
education. Just because men and women have become old 
enough . to have . child~en, to ~articipatc as adults in industry 
and ~gr~c~lture, m social and. Civic life, does not mean that they 
arc md1vJdually and collectively equipped to dctennine the 
proper pattern in accordance with which life should be lived. 
In accepting this situation and in organizing the educational 
system on this fallacious assumption, we have in effect turned 
modern man over to the tender mercies of a society in which 
values and aspirations arc prescribed by venal advertising men 
on one hand and political demagogs on the other. In making 
no adequate provision for furnishing adults the guidance and 
leadership needed in dealing with the serious social and cultural 
problems with which all adults are confronted; in failing to make 
adult educati(m our first concern, we virtually render worthless what 
we may have succeeded in teaching in school and college. If 
we do not include in our concept of the educational system, 
an adequate school for adults, we surrender education as a whole 
to the domination not of what is true and good and beautiful but 
to the domination of the prevailing culture. 
We in effect acquiesce in the doctrine that whatever is, and • 
whatever prevails in the mores and folkways of our culture, is 
right; we abdicate our role of custodians of the good, the 
beautiful, and the true. 
Tradition versus Re-Education. No such problem confronted 
man until tradition began to collapse before the rise of modern 
science. The problem cannot arise in a culture where tradition, 
rather than science, is the determining factor in education. It 
cannot arise in static, homogeneous cultures, or in cultures which 
change so slowly that the ultimate purpose of life; as well as the 
activities and the institutions of people, are prescribed by tradi-
tion; in which there is a traditional environment which family 
life and the education of the child reflect, and in which every-
body inherits standards about how life should be lived in much 
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the same way that everybody inherits the colour of his skin and 
the language he speaks. 
About what the individual should learn, tradition remained 
the determining factor until the dawn of modern science. It 
remained the determining factor even in the many instances of 
conquest of people with one tradition by a people with totally 
different traditions-as for instance when Christians or Muslims 
conquered so-called "pagan" and "heathen" peoples-because 
that meant merely the imposition and substitution of one tradi-
tion for another. ' 
What might be called total tradition and the absolute 
authority of the culture, in matters of education, was entirelv 
shattered by the Age of Revolution. The English Revolutio~ 
led to the realization of that freedom of conscience about which 
Milton and Locke had written, but this is just another way of 
saying that non-conformity to tradition was legitimatized. 
The American Revolution and the French Revolution spread 
non-conformity through the whole of the Western ·World. But 
it was the Commercial and Industrial Revolution, which 
reflected the rise of modern science, that ·finished the authority 
of tradition completely. After these seismic disturbances, 
only in Asia were there still high civilizations with great popula-
tions raised in accordance with a total tradition. 
The climacteric fact with which education is confronted 
today is that virtually the whole word is now not only without 
. the guidance of tradition, but it is without the guidance of any 
substitute for it; it is in other words, without the guidance of 
any adequate system of adult education. 
Custom versus Tradition. This does not mean that the adult 
population has emancipated itself from the thralldom of its 
environment. It still consists of individuals reacting to their 
culture. But the culture to which they are reacting in the 
modern world finds its authority and its sanctions not in a slowly 
evolved and almost immutable tradition, but in the influence 
eXerted upon it by rapidly changing social and commercial, 
scientific and political customs and fashions of all kinds. Since 
the time when custom and fashion-in contrast to a tradition 
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slowly developed over centuries by trial and error-began to 
dictate how the individual should b<' taught to live and what the 
school system should teach to enable him to live that wav an 
. ' ' 
educatwnal gap ha~ been created. Into this gap radio and 
television, the cinema and the newspaper, advertising and 
salesmanship, ideology and politics have moved. On the crucial 
questions of purposes in life, moral and esthetic values, and 
patterns and habits of living, everybody as a result follows 
impulses engendered by these biased forces and not bv the 
disinterested dictates of reason. · 
. Adult education by the culture is as a whole unplanned, 
and those who arc educated by it are of course unaware of 
the fact that they are being educated in this manner. In all 
modernize~ cultur<'s it is effected through a great variety of 
institutions most of which provide mis-cducation of the worst 
kind. Libraries and museums; parks, botanical and zoological 
gardens; sports and playgr;ounds; concerts and lectures; camping 
and traveling, provide educational experiences for adults which 
are wholesome, which devdop and cultivate their personali-
ties. But the institutions which dominate adult education 
today are not wholesome, and instead of humanizing people, 
contribute to their dehumanization. This, for example, is true 
of such institutions of modern mass-culture as the cinema and 
the sensational newspaper; radio and television broadcasting; 
advertising and salesmanship; national patriotism and partisan 
·politics; monomaniac ideological movements, and fanatic and 
dogmatic religions. 
The essence of right-education is truth-seeking-the search 
for and the presentation of the truth, the whole truth, and 
nothing but the truth. No institution which has an inbuilt 
bias can provide this, unless it provides also some sort of 
immunity against its bias. This is the handicap under which 
most social movements and most religions labour. Even if they 
do present he truth about what they believe, they rarely tell 
the whole truth about those who do not believe as they do. This, 
in general, is the case with all apparently disinterested institu-
tions which nevertheless "have an axe to grind". They do 
not need to be venal, like advertising, in order to mis-educate. 
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And unfortunately, in the free .world today it is venal advertis-
ing and venal salesmanship which are the most influential ol 
all methods of adult education, while in the Communist world 
' it is Marxian dogmatism and bigotry which are put into first 
place in all institutions which in any way educate adults. 
The trouble with education by the culture is that instead 
of being provided by truth-seekers, it is provided by wealth-
seekers and power-seekers on one hand, and by monomaniacs 
or narrow-ffiinded bigots on the other. In a modern culture 
such as that of free America, the institutions which provide 
it-advertising and newspapers, for instance-are staffed bv 
men who have been taught no wisdom, who have been taught 
to know social conditions but have been emotionally calloused 
to feel no concern about them, who have been so miscducated 
that they feel no concern about truth or goodness or beauty, but 
solely about promoting their own ambitions by promoting the 
interests of those who employ them. In the cultures of the 
Communist world, the situation is even worse; all the institutions 
of society arc staffed by power-seekers who arc often bigots and 
monomaniacs as well. The "revolt of the masses," which makes 
it possible for the Hitlers and the Mussolinis, the Lcnins, the 
Trotskys, and the Stalins to seize power and destroy all 
possibility of voluntary and peaceful humanizatiou, is itself 
positive proof of that· mis-education. 
In the free world, for which American provides a shining 
example, nothing proves more completely the failure of the 
formal school system-and particularly the institutions of higher 
education-than the callousness and lack of concern, the lack 
of wisdom and the lack of dedication of the men who staff the 
institutions and provide the teaching of those who, when they 
graduate, use all their talents and knowledge for profiting from 
the mis-use of our mediums of mass-culture. America, thanks 
to its school system, is almost completely literate. AU these 
wealth-seekers and power-seekers who are responsible for the 
mis-education of our adult population are therefore products at 
least of our primary and secondary schools, and a staggering 
proportion of all of them are graduates of our colleges and 
universities. Our schools of marketing provide us with adver-
I 
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rising men; our schools of journalism with those who \\rite for 
newspapers. Our institutions of higher education provide us 
with those who, as doctors and lawyers or as businessmen and 
as politicians, use their positions to mislead and mis-educate 
the adult population of the nation today. 
What the situation calls for is neither a return to the domi-
nance of tradition, not yet the adoption of another. variation 
in the educational fac;hions of the moment. It calls for such a 
revolution in education, particularly higher eduction as I have 
called for in the beginning of this study. It calls for the sub-
stitution of humanization for enculturation, for the substitution 
of general and inte~rated education for specialization, for giving 
priority to what will result in the education of the whole man 
and so ultimately the re-education of society itself. 
Drastic _as_ ~his s~unds, it has the virtue of being something 
that can be 1mt1ated m any college or university; in almost any 
school or classroom. There is always a minority of the student 
body which has by good fortune been educated to be thoughtful 
and concerned, in whom there is a fund of idealism which can 
be fired, and who as a result can be moved to show the courage 
necessary to dedicate themselves to the peaceful revolution for 
which I am pleading. But if they are to be helped to escape from 
being spoiled by the prevailing atmosphere of selfishness and 
cynicism, they must be equipped with a philosophy of living in 
which the role they are to play in society is explicitly outlined, 
and in which the function of membership in a determining elite 
is not subordinated to self-seeking vocationalism pure and simple. 
As this properly equipped minority spreads through society 
the institutions of the culture which shape the aspirations and 
provide ideas for the masses of adults will begun to transform 
conditions from top to bottom, and create the sort of conditions 
· in which the quest for truth and beauty and goodness is not 
considered old-fashioned. 
But the situation calls for more than this. It calls for the 
organization of a kind of school now missing, through which 
they can work and exert the necessary influence upon the whole 
culture, community by community. It calls for an addition to 
T 
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the ex1stmg school system, in every community, of the right 
kind of school for adult re-education-just as the situation in 
the home today calls for the right kind of schools for mothers 
and fathers. 
Adult education of the kind which should be provided in · 
such schools acquires its enormous importance, as compared to 
iuvenile education, from the fact that it is not only adults who 
~akc the decisions about how life shall be lived and what sort 
of social institutions shall exist, but even more from the fact that 
it is the adults as parents who arc the educators of the next 
generation during its pre-school period. If the adults \\"ere 
properly re-educated, a revolution would be started which in a 
generation could transform mankind; For re-education is 
adult education directed at correcting the errors which abound 
in both tradition and custom. And none of these errors are 
more demaging to mankind than those which have to do with 
parental conditioning of the unconscious mind of their children, 
imbuing them with values and ideals, and so forming their 
characters, their attitudes, and their habits. 
What the right organization of the educational system as a 
whole calls for is not merely the abandonment of .the education 
entertainment which now goes under the misleading name of 
adult education; not merely the abandonment of the super-
fluous extra-curricular activities and meaningless courses which 
now overload the existing school system; not merely the abandon-
ment of nursery schools, but the addition of a number of "schools" 
for adults all of which might grow out of, and be centred in, 
what I have called Schools of Living. These schools would 
provide cJasses and courses for a mother-and-child school, for 
an arts and craft school, for a social-philosophy school. I have 
spelled out this suggestion at length in the second volume of. 
"Education and Living."* It would involve too great a digression 
to repeat the whole of it here. But some outline of its substance 
must be made. 
* "Education and Living," Volume II, pp. 683-702. The whole of this 
volume of 435 pages is devoted to the definition of right-education and re-education 
in such schools for adults. 
/ 
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Its purpose should be the humanization of the communi~y­
the humanization of the whole culture-through adult re-educa-
tion. It should be organized by the educatGd elite of the 
community-by those who arc not only educated, but concerned, 
courageous, and dedicated, and who should form a fraternity 
and fellowship to influence their community through this school 
for adults. This school shoulcl, of course, have classes for adults-
for the mothers-and their-infants in arms; for the adults inter-
ested in studying both their own community problems, current 
social problems, and the basic problems they have to deal 
with both personally and as members of society. But the con-
duct of these classes should constitute only a part of the work of 
the school. It should be a community-planning centre. It 
should promote the making of periodic surveys of the community, 
and promote the making and constant revision of community-
plans. 
Finally, it should be a cultural centre. It should be an 
arts and crafts centre. It should sponsor drives to provide 
libraries, museums, and other institutions needed in every 
community. It should sponsor lectures, concerts, dramas, 
dances, pageants, festivals. It should help to bring to each 
local, and usually culturally isolated community, the best that 
all cultures can offer in the way of enlivening and enlightenment. 
But it should never forget that it is a school; that its function 
is education. It will inevitably inspire social and political and 
economic movements, but it should not itself be a social or 
economic or political movement. It should stand above all 
particular movements, bringing to bear upon the all the 
resources of unbiased knowledge and wisdom. 
Of course 1t will be unable, in the beginning-, to find, parti-
cularly in small communities, many of the intellectual and 
artistic personalities requisite to such an ambitious pro5ramme. 
But it should have such an intimate relationship with the univer-
sity in the region in which it is located, so that it can call upon 
the university staff for such help whenever needed. 
The introduction of such a school into a prosperous and a 
complacent culture ijke that of America, is virtually hopeless. 
! 
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But an usual opportunity for its introduction exists in India. 
True, the existing political leadership is determined to crystalizc 
India into "a Socialistic pattern of society," but no such cry-
stalization has yet taken place, and none can until the community 
life of its half million villages is as completely obliterated as it 
has been in America. Unitil that takes place, village and rural 
rcnaissan'cc is still possible. Traditional Indian community 
life, moreover, included an institution which to a degree pro-
vide the leadership for the community and the culture for 
which I am calling. This was the Saraswatcc Bhavan. What 
might be done is not so much to revive the Saraswatce Bhavan 
as to re-incarnate it in terms of existing needs. The Saraswatee 
Bhavan could perform the education function for which the 
original School of Living in Suffern, New York was established 
m 1934. 
The hard-headed educator who prides himself upon being 
practical and who has been conditioned to think of any radical 
change in the existing system as hopelessly visionary, will 
naturally ask how adults can be persuaded-since forcing them 
is out of question-to attend such schools. About this I have 
one conviction to submit, and one suggestion to make. 
I believe that it is quite possible to ·persuade a sufficient 
number of men and women to take part in such a movement and 
participate in the work of such a school, to re-educate that 
determining number which is all that is needed to transform 
eventually the whole of a community. 
To transform a culture, it is not necessary to look for some 
miraculous method of transforming every member of it over-
night. It is sufficient to provide vision and method, values and 
ideals for a minority large enough to provide the whole com-
munity with leadership of the right kind. 
But I have in addition a very hard-headed suggestion to 
make. It is promised on the assumption that educators should 
st~p using the c~ercive powers of government to compel every 
~hild to become literate, and should substitute instead the spread-
mg of the truth that schooling for thaif children is a great 
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~ri~ilege for which parents should be '"illing to make sacrifices 
s1milar to those they make in bringing them into the world and 
supporting them until they arc able to support themselves. 
Let us assume that the number of adults in the community 
who could be persuaded to participate in serious adult educa-
tion is too small to provide what I haYe called the determining 
num~cr for t~e transformation of the whole community. The 
questlon then 1s, ho\v· could the number be increased to a deter-
mining nu~ber? I suggest, making attendance b)' the parmts at a 
School of Lwmg or a Saraswatee Blzavan a prerequisite to the admissioTZ 
of their children to school. Parents now make all sorts of sacrifices 
to provide money with which to educate their children. This 
is particularly true of the best of the adult population. What 
this suggestion calls for is no material addition to the sacrifices 
which they arc already making for that purpose; it calls for the 
sacrifice of a part of their time for the purpose of personal study 
by them of the real problems of living; it calls for their devoting 
a part of their time to their own fullest humanization. There 
is no reason to believe that parents would not be willing to give 
up sufficient time for this purpose to win for their children the 
privilege of going to school. 
What we would then have is the best of the parents who 
arc engaged in farming or in some of the crafts, and virtually 
all of those engaged in the professions--doctors, lawyers, engi-
neers and architects, teachers and preachers-working to-
gether at the task of learning how to use education as a means 
of broadening and deepening, enriching and humanizing 
the whole of their own community. 
What such a school would do for the community is to create 
a self-conscious minority which had been taught "sales-resistance" 
to what advertising now prescribes; which would refuse to sub-
scribe to trashy newspapers and to attend equally trashy moving-
pictures; which would refuse to listen to trashy broadcasting 
and television programmes. 
It would do more. Since the men· and women who write 
advertisements and who write and edit newspapers; since those 
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who act in the theatre and the cinema, and who in any way 
produce these mediums of mass-education would themselves 
participate in such a programme of re-education, they would 
begin to apply to their own work the values and ideals which 
are now missing from it; they would gradually transform the 
existing mediums of mass-culture from mass mis-educators of the 
community into mediums of right-education and social 
renaissance. 
/ 
CHAPTER XXV 
EDUCATION IN THE HOME 
A child's education should begin at least one hundred years 
· before he was born.-Oliver \Vendcl Homes. 
If children are to be properly educated by the school sys-
tem; if they are to receive the pre-school preparation they 
need in order to profit from what the school svstem itself has to 
offer them, their education must begin in the. home. It cannot 
wait until they are old enough to go even to a nursery school. 
The home must therefore become an integral and organized 
part of the educational system as a whole. For the child 
cannot be prepared to play the part it should in the adult world 
by classroom instruction only. 
To prepare the child to benefit from classroom instruction, 
but even more, to prepare it for development into a normal 
human being, it must be provided in the first few months and 
first few years of its life with all the fundamental personality-
characteristics of a· normal human being. These personality-
characteristics the child can acquire in only one way, from its 
mother and from the other members of its own family.* For 
it to become, m the course of its growth and maturation, a loving 
and cooperative human being; for it to become a poised and 
emotionally-secure person, it must be loved and not merely 
instructed; it must feel that it. belongs to a family, and not to any 
impersonal public institution. 
No hospital, no orphan a~ylum, no boarding school, not 
the best of foster homes, not even the model substitutes for homes 
and families about which Utopian Socialists have dreamed, 
* The scientifically important case of Helen Keller provides not an exception 
but proof of the point here made. The mother and family were unable to cope with 
the problem of raising a child born deaf and blind; she became a wild animal until 
in her teens they employed, quite by accident, a dedicated teacher- really a foster-
mother- who devoted almost her whole life to offsetting the handicaps with which 
·Helen Keller was born. 
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can furnish a substitute for what a loving mother alone can 
provide; nor oflset adequately the dep:ivation of. ~motional­
security which results if it has not been nghtly conchtwned and 
rightly educated in the first six years of its life in a home belong-
ing to its own family. In all substitutes for home life during 
these crucial years, there will be missing the most important 
of all the experiences which it must have during these years-
the experience of being accepted and of being loved by its 
mother and father, its brothers and sisters, its grandparents and 
its other relatives. 
Right-education for life requires the right kind of home 
life during these years; and the way to ensure the proper 
development of the fundmental personality-characteristics of a 
normal human being is not to turn the child over to the pre-
sumably expert ministrations of professionally trained teachers 
in a school, but to make provision for the right-education of its 
mother and the other adult members of its family. The modern 
world is discovering in the most painful way possible-by con-
frontation with millions of problem children-that no child 
can be properly prepared for living by taking this phase of edu-
cation out of the hands of its family. By urging both parents 
today to obtain employment in industry and in effect forcing 
them to leave the task of character-building to the school 
system, we create juvenile delinquents, no matter how many 
welfare agencies we set up to take care of the problem thus 
created. 
The truth of this was in effect recognized before the 
Industrial Revolution and before the rise of the modern system 
of "factory" education was developed. The education and 
the training of all craftsmen required that the "student" be 
apprenticed to his "teacher" and live in his master's home as 
a member of the household. It was similarly recognized in 
the ancient Indian system of education in which the "student", 
or shishya, lived as a member of the household of the guru, or 
"teacher", selected to educate him. 
The evil in the present situation is two-fold; it emasculates 
the child, and it emasculates the family. In effect, it deprives 
the family of a function it should fulfill, and so contributes to 
I 
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familv disintegration. And it ignores the fact that the child 
has to be individually conditioned and tutored in its earliest 
vears, particularly so far as emotional education is concerned, 
~nd that the home naturally provides such conditioning and 
tutoring by the mother and the other members of the family. 
What we overlook is that as the classroom method of dealing 
with the vel)' young child came in, this tutoring disappeared. 
Somewhere in his famous "Commentaries on the Laws of 
England," Blackstone remarks, in discussing t4e duties required 
of parents by the common law, that of the three requirements 
_protection, education, and maintenance - the most import-
ant was education. Not the mere increase of pupulation, he 
said, but the increase of a well-ordered, intelligent and honor-
able population determines the strength of a State. At the 
time Blackstone wrote, a little more than two centuries ago, 
the process of shifting the responsibility for education from the 
family to the State had not yet begun. Today, confronted by 
the fourth and fifth generation which has been subject to State 
responsibility for education, it is high time we asked ourseh:es 
whether the innovation has been successful, and whether Its 
continuance is not proving disastrous, not only to the individual 
and the family, but also to society. 
Because the basic personality-characteristics of the indi-
vidual begin to be formed at birth, it is impossible to relieve 
the family of this responsibility without finding a substitute for 
familv hfe itself. From Plato on, one socia1 theorist after another 
has toyed with the idea of producing a model citizenl)' by 
providing that children should be taken from their homes and 
families and educated by experts at the expense of the State. 
The fact that none of these experiments have lasted very long, 
or produced the model citizenry hoped ~or, ought t~ be acc~pted 
as conclusive evidence that something IS wrong With the Idea. 
Over and over again it has been shown that even inexperienced 
and unschooled patents, in homes in which love is not subor-
dinated to other values, (to the monetary value, for instance, 
of the money which both parents might earn by taking outside 
* This work by Sir William Blackstone, (1723-1780), was for over a century 
the most important text book used in the study of law .. 
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jobs and turning their children over to schools at the earliest 
possible moment), rear children who arc morally and emotio-
nally far superior to those raised by the professional experts 
employed in schools of various kinds. 
The only exceptions to the norm towards which this points 
arc furnished by homes in abnormal communities -in large 
urban centers, for instance- with their abnormal environ-
ment for all human beings. It is impossible in a big city -
not only in the slums but also in the most fashionable neigh-
bourhoods -- for even a good home to fulfill· its character-
building function properly. Such a situation, however, docs 
not call for shifting the function to a school. Such a situation 
calls for decentralization of the population -for the revival 
of village and rural life- and for moving out of big cities by 
every family which wishes to provide a proper environment 
not only for the pre-school education of its children, but for all 
the members of the family as well. The problem docs not call 
for the abolition of the family as the founding fathers of Socia-
lism insisted; it calls for a planned programme of right-edu-
cation for the adult members of the family. The right kind 
of adult education movement would in effect .make the home 
an integral part of a total system of planned education. But 
educators would then have to step out of their classrooms to 
provide the leadership for which this calls. 
Of the many traits and habits which every child necessarily 
acquires during the first few months and years of its life, the 
most important are emotional in nature. It can no more avoid 
acquizing a group of emotional attitudes than it can avoid 
acquiring the ability to speak, and if it does not acquire the right 
ones, it will acquire the wrong ones. 
If an infant is either deliberately or unconsciously rejected 
-if it is deprived of the experience of snuggling against its 
mother's breast as it nurses, or skirt-weaned too young and 
deprived of almost continuous contact with its mother at that 
time - it will become emotionally insecure and instead of 
feeling love and kindliness for mankind, feel hostile and aggres-
. sive towards everyday. To be properly educated emotionally, 
the child must be accepted; it must feel that it belongs 
j 
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somewhere and to somebody, not artificially as in a school, 
but in the very nature of its needs as an organic being. This is 
possible only in a home in which its emotional experiences make 
it feel that it is loved and in which it is therefore inspired to feel 
and express love in return. 
No nursery school, no matter how expertly organized, can 
furnish the kind of emotional experiences every child must have 
if it is to develop the right kind of emotional attitudes. Such 
a school, if it were to attempt to provide the love which every 
child needs, would have to have a ratio of children to teachers 
which would come very close to one child: one teacher. \\'hat 
is more, it would have to find teachers who had no homes or 
children of their own to make a first clai,m upon their fund of 
love. 
Not every home, of course, furnishes ·its children the kind 
of emotional experiences they should have. This is why adult 
education is necessary. But in the very nature of things, no 
school with its arbitrary and temporary teacher-child relation-
ship can provide them. The teacher cannot be trained to 
provide love, as he or she can be trained to provide knowledge 
of geography. If normal emotional attitudes are not built 
into the unconscious minds of children during the first- years of 
their life, not only arc they deprived to a proper means for 
controlling their animal impulses but the foundation for the 
development of neurotic personalities arc laid. As the family 
disintegrates in the modern world, with both parents going out 
into industry, the child is increasingly deprived of the emotional 
security it should normally acquire. That we are troubled 
by the startling increases in the number of neurotic and psy-
chotic personalities, and by social pathologies like sex perversion 
and juvenile crime, follows naturally and inevitably from the 
family's failure to fulfill its normal educational function. Modern 
parents may be well-meaning-most of them are. They ~ay 
shower material benefits upori their children; they may beheve 
that they demonstrate their concern and their love for them by 
providing them with all the amenities of a high standard of 
living - all that the modern urban and ind~strial world ?~ers 
from expensive food and the best in clothmg to televlSlon, 
/ 
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frequent VISits to the cinema, and the latest automobile -
but the right emotional attitudes, the fundamental moral virtues, 
the right personal habits and beliefs and aspirations have 
virtually no relationship to these things. 
What this means is that the school today finds itself con-
fronted with problem-children no matter what class of home 
they come from. What is staggering the leaders of education 
in America is not that juvenile delinquents come from poor 
homes but that they also come from well-to-do homes. Since 
the schoool cannot cope with this situation after the children 
come to school, it must turn to a programme which will trans-
form the homes from which the children come. 
The difficulty of the problem should not be under-estimated. 
An adequate programme for dealing with it docs not call merely 
for teaching parents how to teach and train their chlidren during 
the years before they go to school. It calls for them to abandon 
the urbanized homes in which all families toda_y tend to live. Instead 
of accepting the urbanized home as an inescapable fact, it is 
necessary to make parents aware of the fact that such homes 
cannot provide the environment essential to the right pre-school 
education of their children. 
It is here that John Dewey and the rest of the organizers 
of modern education have made their terrible mistake. For 
Dewey specifically began by admitting the truth of the fact to 
which I am calling attention - the truth that only the rural and 
village home can provide the right kind of environment for 
the child. But then, when he began to formulate a new system 
of education for the modern industrialized world, he assumed 
that the school could provide what the new urbanized home 
could not. 
Granted, he said, that the village home provided the kind 
of environment essential to the right pre-school education of the 
child, the fact which the educator must now accept is that in 
the new modern world, the children will come from urban and 
not rural homes, from homes in which not only the home but 
the parents themselves cannot provide the kind of pre-school 
education the child must have. Some other institution, he 
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maintained, must therefore take over the task of furnishing the 
education which the pre-urbanized and pre-industrialized home 
used to furnish. The public ·school must provide what the 
modern home can not.* 
Dewey accepted Industrialism as "the wave of th~ future" 
from the very beginning of his work as an educational philo-
sopher and reformer. "The modification going on in the 
method and curriculum of education," he said, "is as much a 
product of the changed social situation, and as much an effort 
to meet the needs of the new society that is forming, as are 
changes in the modes of industry and commerce." 
Upon this two comments can be made: in spite of tlus 
change, it is not true even in America that there are no homes 
left in which this fundamental education is not and cannot be 
furrushed by the family to its chlldren; thcre are still many 
such homes in the rural regions and rural commuruties of Ame-
rica. While in most of the so-called under-developed nations 
of the world-in India, for instance-the overwhelming majo-
rity of homes are still located in villages and not in cities. All 
these homes, instead of being deliberately emasculated and 
deprived of a function which is properly theirs, should be helped 
to function normally by integrating them into the educational 
system as a whole instead of shifting their functions to nursery 
and public schools. 
I ask those leaders of education, living in great metropoli-
tan centers and pontifically determirung what shall be taught 
to children in this age of transition, have they the moral right 
to deny a single family the right to decide whether their children 
shall be conditioned for village and rural or for city and indus-
trial life? 
Secondly, if we assume that all children, both those from 
rural and those from urban homes, should begin schooling 
shortly after they stop crawling, that they should be kept in 
school as long as possible each day, and that they should receive 
* Dewey's argument is set forth with clas5ic effectiveness in his "School and 
Society" which he published in 1899. I discuss the validity of the thesis he maintain-
ed in the very beginning of my own book, "Educ·ation and Living." 
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· t. h·ch w1.ll adiust them to an urbanized and indus-lnstruc wn w 1 :.~ . . . . . 
· li d Id what we will be domg 1s mststlng that future tna ze wor , . ·fi d 1· 
· h Id abandon rural and vlllage h e an 1ve upon generatlons s ou . . 
a single, predetermined "modern" pattern of hfc. There Is 
fi th1· s conclusion. If the school system takes over no escape rom . . d. · 11 · 
h h I t k Of teaching mcludmg that tra 1t10na y g1ven t e w o e as • " d " 1· fi in the hoine, in order to prepare the chi!~ for mo ern . 1 e, we 
·ll b · · u· that ed· ucation before s1x should be g1ven not w1 e mslS ng . . 
where it should be, in the home, but where 1t should not, m the 
school. 
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C H A P T E R XXVI 
EDUCATION BY THE CULTURE 
I can not say that .I am in the slightest degree impressed by your 
bigness ?~" your matcnal resourc:s, as such. Siz~ is not grandeur, 
and terntory does not make a natiOn. The great Issue about which 
hangs a true sublimity and terror of overh~nging fate' is what vou 
are going t? ~o ~ith ~II thes: thin~.~Thom~s H. Ht;xle;·, at .Johns 
Hopkins Umversity m Baltimore m 1876. 
That a culture is an educational institution- or rather 
a whole collection of educational institutions -every student 
of cultural anthropology well knows. What is, unfortunately, 
not so well recognized is that modern culture- in spite of its 
science and its technology, in spite of its staggering material 
productivity and impressive conquest of men's natural environ-
ment -is one of the greatest mis-educators in the whole 
gamut of all the cultures which mankind has devel~ped. * 
Modern culture is more crassly Materialistic than any 
proceeding culture. It ridicules tratitional spiritual and 
moral values because of the superstitions of the religions which 
produced them, ignores the Amoralism and Moral Relativism 
which are implicit in its devotion to higher and higher material 
scales of living._ 
It is more destructive of the natural resources of the Earth 
than any preceding culture. It is not merely· teaching people 
to consume with prodigal waste the mineral resources of the 
Earth, but to engage in a vertiable war upon the soil, the 
forests, the water, the flora and fauna, and even the atmosphere 
essential to organic life. 
It maims and slaughters human beings on its highways, 
in industrial accidents, by poisoning crops "With pesticides, by 
devitalizing and chemicalizing foodstuffs. 
* For any who wants evidence establishing these sweeping statements, I suggest 
reading "Education and Living," pp. 115-272, where the evidence is documented 
in detail. 
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It is more destructive of human life than even the most 
warlike and the most savage of its predecessors, and while it 
organizes Leagues of Nations, and United Nations, and 
peace congresses of all kinds, its de'votion to Nationalism and 
to ideologies like Fascism and Communism has plunged it into 
wars the most destructive of life and wealth in all history. 
Finally, it is destroying itself emotionally. Speed, more 
speed, and still more speed -with utter disregard of the rhythms 
of nature -is being used to destroy man's mind and soul. It 
cannot build jails fast enough to house its criminals and juvenile 
delinquents; it cannot build insane asylums fast enough to 
house those whom it is burning up neurally and psychically. 
And all these social pathologies arc glossed over and 
minimized not only in its schools, which it insists should not 
concern itself about them but concetratc upon the business of 
preparing the young for life in modern culture, but in all its 
mass-educational· institutions _::___ advertising and selling; cinemas; 
radios and televisions; newspapers and periodicals - all of 
which arc engaged in conditioning the whole population to 
accept modern culture, and to ignore anybody and everybody 
who in the slightest degree questions what it calls Progress and 
who may be pleading for some balance essential to the main-
tenance of mental and physical health. 
If education is to realize its possibilities, it must face up 
to the fact that its role is not cnculturing with modern values, 
but testing thcm'in terms of what used to be called the eternal 
verities. 
If education accepts its proper role of leadership, 1t will 
begin recognizing that initial-education, (which is what It provides 
in its schools), since it reflects what the culture and not what the 
educators prescribe, is for the most part mis-education. What 
is needed, and what is education's proper function, is to 
provide right-education. To be able to provide this, it must 
fake on the task of re-education--of the re-education first of itself 
' then of the school, than of the home, and finally of the 
culture. · 
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If education faces up to its full responsibilities· if ·t d' · · 
· th · ' 1 IShn• gUishes between e purposes 1t now fulfills and th fi ti 
which it should fulfill, it will look beyond the proble~ ~~~a~~ 
in schools and classrooms, and take the lead in pro 'd' 
f d 1 d . h' VI mg a system o a u t e ucat10n w 1eh would in time transform and 
transvalue the whole of modern culture. 
,) 
C H A P T E R XXVII 
' THE ORGANIZATION OF TEACHING 
Seven years of silent inquiry are needed for a m_an to learn the 
truth, but fourteen in order to learn how to make 1t known to his 
fellowmen. - Plato 
A fresh approach to methods of teaching is needed if we 
are to take the problem of the education of the whole man 
seriously. Existing methods must be re-examined and re-
evaluated. New methods, and old methods now neglected, 
must be considered. And if this is done, I believe the result 
w1ll demonstrate the mistake of seeking one perfect method of 
teaching. This is what in effect the zealous followers of John 
Dewey claim to have found in what they used to call "Progres-
sive Education" and which they now call "The New Education." 
But that is not all. Such a re-examination and re-evalua-
tion of teaching methods, I believe, will also show that what 
I think of as classroom teaching, with its primary reliance upon 
instruction and lecturing, upon textbooks and examinations, 
is not the proper answer to the problem of organizing educa-
tion so that the end-result is the education of the whole man. 
What such a study seems to point to is not the usc of one 
method but the use of a plurality of methods, each one the 
one best adapted to the particular purpose which needs to be 
realized. 
In America, where more effort and more money has been 
spent in teacher-education both in accordance with the older 
conventional classroom methods and with the method of 
classroom teaching developed by John Dewey's disciples, a rash 
of books have appeared in recent years, both by distinguished 
lay-men and distinguished educators, severely critical of the 
results achieved. A· group of educators of the highest standing 
formed an organization some years ago for the purpose of 
doing something about it, which they called the Council for 
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CLASSIFICATION OF ALL KINDS OF METHODS OF TEACHING 
Family Nurture 
Custom 
Belligerent Compulsion 
Statutory Compulsion 
Religious Propaganda 
Political Progaganda 
Patriotic Propaganda 
Commercial Propaganda 
Rational Compulsion 
Didactic Teaching 
Discursive Teaching 
Heuristic Teaching 
Activity Teaching 
Teaching by Example 
Arbitrary Compulsion 
Magical Teaching 
Permissive Spontaneity 
-\logical Compulsion 
Alogical Exercises 
Suggestion 
Auto-Suggestion 
Hypnotism 
Inspirational Teaching 
.l 
l
l Tcching Methods 
in the Home and 
Culture 
} 
} 
Logical Methods 
of Teaching 
Illogical Methods 
of Teaching 
} 
Alogical Methods of 
Teaching 
CHART VI 
All Kinds of 
Methods 
of Teaching 
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Basic Education, though by basic education they meant not 
what Gandhi meant, but the old symbolic and academic disci-
plines. What they claim is that existing methods of teaching 
in America, which claim to reflect what Dewey advocated, 
arc not even achieving the result which classroom teaching 
was invented to teach. 
A nation-wide debate resulted from the publication by a 
well known educator, of a book entitled "Why Johnny Can't 
Read."* What the book clearly demonstrated was that after 
a generation of the teaching of reading by the new methods, 
the standard of reading had become poorer than \\-ith the old 
methods which the "new" educators had so bitterly condemned. 
One of America's leading editorial commentators, Dorothy 
Thompson, writing in October 1956, in .a magazine with a 
circulation in the millions, "The Ladies Home Journal," 
called America a nation of "literate illiterates." 
·"It is possible," she wrote, "that in the universal push to 
abolish illiteracy, we may create the phenomena of literate 
illiterates in every higher sense." 
Like a genuinely thoughtful person, she .was concerned 
not with mere literacy, but with the problem of teaching the 
child to want to read what is worth reading. I myself have 
insisted that enabling a person to read sensational newspapers, 
to read advertisements, and to read "comic books," is actually 
not to improve him but to make it possible for the writers of 
these things to degrade him. What produces the kind of 
human being who reads not trash but what is worth while read-
ing, is not the mere ability to read, as Dorothy Thompson puts 
it, but "his awakening. . . . . . to the freshness and originality 
of thought and expression commanded by the great masters 
of prose and poetry." 
A Gallup poll of the American public taken in May, 1957, 
revealed the fact that only 17 per cent of the public was reading 
a book of any kind at the time the poll was taken. Yet of the 
over one hundred million adults in America at that time, 
* Rudolf Flesch; 1955. 
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approxim~tely eighteen m_illion have attended college, fifty 
millions h1gh school, and VIrtually all of them primarv school. 
What is more, this poll, which had been taken annu~lh· since 
1949, showed that the percentage had ·declined in eight years 
by almost one-quarter, from 21 percent to 17 percent. 
By way of contrast, similar polls taken in nations uninfected 
by Progressive Education, showed no such shocking. figures. 
In neighbouring Canada, 31 percent were reading a book at 
the time the poll was taken, in Australia 33 percent, in West 
Germany 34 percent, and in England, 55 percent. The critics 
of Progressive Education arc certainly entitled to an explana-
tion for this dismaying result. 
What the situation plainly calls for is not exclusive devo-
tion to Progressive Education, ingenious as arc some of the 
pedagogic devices which it has introduced, but a combination 
of methods adapted to all the probleins involved in the task 
of educating the whole man physically, .intellectually and 
emotionally. 
With this ideal in mind, the problem of how to teach calls 
for the selection of methods of teaching which will, from the 
vantage point of the classroom, equip both the masses and the 
classes, both the manually and the mentally gifted, and both 
the academically educable and the academically ineducable, 
with the physical, intellectual and emotional education which 
each should acquire. The question is, which of all of the avail-
able methods of teaching, (and not only the methods adaptable 
to classroom teaching upon which the modern educator relies 
almost exclusively), will enable the whole population, and not 
only the juvenile population, to become rightly . educated? 
As we have seen in our discussion of the qrganization of the 
curriculum in Chapters 5 to 8, there is need for effective methods 
of not intellectual and physical education, but of at least four 
kinds of methods of emotional education -perceptual, intro-
spectional, axiological, and volitional. 
What the study of teaching methods with this end in 
mind plainly establishes is that not one but a combination of 
methods is called for in each instance, though in each distinct 
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field of education some one method may deserve to be given 
primacy. 
Teaching versus Self-Instruction. Education begins not 
with self-instruction but with teaching by others. The 
individual receives his first teachings at birth, not from a 
professional teacher but from· his mother, fr?m a. mid-~ifc or 
a physician -from whoever happens to g1vc hm~ h1s first 
experiences as he cmcrge.s fro~ the wo~b. Lcarnmg - even 
the unconscious and ammal-hkc lcarrung of the new-born 
baby -follows upon this initial act of teaching. And then, 
until he becomes physically and mentally able to study on his 
own initiative - until self-instruction in contrast to teaching 
by others, cari take place - everything that he learns is a 
product of teaching by others. 
During early infancy he is psychologically incapable of 
learning anything on his own imtiative except such rudimentary 
physical matters as the manipula_tion of his. mouth and eyes, 
his fingers and hands- parts of h1s body he 1s able to use even 
before he is able to crawl. Learning from self-instruction 
probably begins in the mo.st rudi~c~tar~ fashion sorn_etimc 
after weaning, when he bcgms to d1stmgmsh between h1msclf 
and what is not himself. But real self-instruction be,sins much 
later, probably during adolescence, or when h~ .begins to be 
self-conscious in the full meaning of the term. MI!hons of adults 
never reach this stage; millions suffer from adult infantilism; 
millions live their whole lives as such immature personalities 
that they can hardly be said to teach themselves anything. 
But even for those who begin to teach themselves quite 
early in life -who have the ability to provide themselves with 
self-education- teaching by others does not stop. Teaching 
pervades the whole of life. It continues day after day, experience 
by experience, up to the day of the individual's mental death. 
The moment the individual no longer learns from others, he is 
mentally dead even though his body continues after a fashion 
to live on. Only the complete· imbecile resists all teaching; 
only the most hopelessly insane individual is immune to teaching 
·early in life; only in the last and saddest stages of senility is the 
individual unable to learn from others. 
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The Three Basic Afethods of Teachin,f!,. There are mnu-
merable methods of teaching, but in choosing those best 
adapted to the various problems "ith which the professional 
teacher has to deal, it will help greatly if they are considered 
in terms of the three distinct categories into which all of them 
seem to fall. These three I think of as ( 1) logical, (2) illogical, 
and (3) alogical. When teaching methods arc classified in these 
three categories, we get a diagramatic picture •of available teach-
ing methods as shown in Chart VI. 
Extra-Mural versus Intra-Afural Teaching Methods. l'vfany 
of the methods of teaching in the familv and in the culture 
arc basically the same · as those used in ;choolrooms; they are 
simply used and practised in social institutions different from 
the formally organized school system. To go into a discus-
sion of all of them would involve a digression into subjects which 
I dealt with at length in a previous book.* But it is necessary 
to all attention here to them and to make clear that unless the 
school system and the professional educator provides leadership 
in dealing with the problem they represent, the school system 
will be unable to do its own work properly. Eight of the 
most important of these educational practices are included in 
the list in Chart VI so as to make this discussion of organiz-
ing teaching . methods fairly comprehensive. 
One thing must be emphasized. In the world today, 
virtually all those who shape and use these extra-mural mt.thods 
of teaching are graduates of the modern school system. The 
more modern the nation, the greater the proportion of them 
who are graduates of institutions of higher education. Formal 
education can therefore take credit for what they do which 
is right educationally, but also it must take the responsibility 
for what they do which is wrong. The worst of these extra-
mural. methods of education today is commercial propaganda 
- advertising, salesmanship and publicity -in the free world, 
* See ,;Education and Living," Volume I, Chapter VII, "Standardization." 
The statistics used in this book were based upon the period 1930 to 1940. At that 
time it showed that four times a~ much money was being spent in America on adver-
tising, selling and publicity as on the whole school system. 
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and State or statutory propaganda in the totalitarian world. 
Between them they are today undoing the best of what the formal 
school system is doing. If this form of mis-education is ever 
to be ended it must begin in the school and it will only begin 
there when' the school takes full responsibility for education 
both in the school and in the home and culture. 
C H A P T E R XXVIII 
LOGICAL METHODS OF TEACHING 
Until there. is correct thought, there cannot be right action; 
and when there Is correct thought, right a~tion will follow. 
- Henry George 
Every method of teaching which is directed primarily at 
the education of the conscious mind, I think of as logical -
logical in intention 1f not always logical in fact. The characteri-
stics which distinguish such methods arc a logical relationship 
between the statements which the teacher makes, the instruc-
tion he gives, the questions he asks, the activities he directs, and 
the responses which the student is expected to make, the 
exercises he is expected to perform, and the activities in which 
he is expected to engage. The relationship is formally a logical 
one; it can be expressed syllogistically. In all of them the teacher 
presents premises, and follows this by making the student in 
some way aware of conclusions. 
The Two Canons of Logical Teaching. There are two canons 
or norms of logical teaching, and the effectiveness of the 
teaching is in proportion to the extent to which these canons 
are observed. The first is an intellectual, conceptual, ideologi-
cal, and noetic canon: ( 1) Logical teaching should produce compre-
hension of the subject-matter taught. 
The second canon is implemental, pragmatic, praxiologi-
cal: (2) Logical teaching should produce mastery in the doing- in 
the practice and application - of what has been taught. 
It is possible to distinguish, as shown in Chart VI, at 
least six mothods of logical teaching which conform to these 
canons. 
1. Teaching by Rational Compulsion. Consideration of 
teaching methods might well begin with what is the crudest 
. ; 
·:. 
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of all methods of teaching, compulsion. It is the use of force 
-physical force either overt or constructive - ~hich distin-
guishes compulsion from all other methods of teachmg, and the 
problem which this creates is not, as prevailing sentimentaliz-
ing about education prescribes, how to eliminate it but how to 
distinguish between right-compulsion and mal-compulsion. 
For the obvious fact which cannot be ignored is that the comp-
lete elimination of all compulsion not only deprives the teacher 
or' a necessary method of teaching but also ensures the mis-
cducation of many students. Some children, and perhaps 
most children, might be conditioned in the first few years of 
their life so that they can thereafter be led to do everything 
that they should do purely by persuasion, but the fact remains 
that many arc not, and many will never be. In dealing with 
these children compulsion must be used, not only in teaching 
them but also to prevent their infecting other children with 
their bad habits. 
Every child must be taught some things, and prevented 
from doing many things, which arc mandatory and prohibitory 
in nature. Compulsion to ensure this must begin before the 
child is intellectually capable of comprehending the necessity 
for such things. True, if it can be made to comprehend so much 
the better, but comprehension or not, it must be compelled to 
leave matches alone and prevented from playing with fire; 
it must be restrained from breaking things and from damag-
ing property. 
On the other hand, there are many individuals, no matter 
what their age, about which this still remains a fact which has 
to be accepted. A student, not only in an elementary but in 
a high school and college, must be compelled to observe 
decorum in the classroom, and prevented, by force if necessary, 
from doing anything to the building or equipment of the insti-
tution in which .he is studying which is destructive of its property 
or which interferes with its atility to perform properly its task 
of teaching. 
An adult must submit to the authority of a traffic officer 
when walking across a street as well as when driving an auto-
mobile; the traffic officer, in directing traffic is teaching in 
J 
. . 
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precisely the same way a parent is teaching when he forcibly 
restrains his child from injuring itself or from damaging any 
propert)'. But it is in defending the realm, particularly in the 
police and military forces of a community, that compulsion is 
essentially a rational means of "drilling'' or teaching. 
It is a mistaken sentimentalism which has interdicted 
the usc of all compulsion in teaching. But though this is true, 
compulsion, no matter how national, has a definitely limited 
place in the arsenal of teaching techniques. As in the usc 
of compulsion in any other area of human life, it should not 
be resorted to in teaching if there is any alternati\'e method 
of teaching which can be used to .teach what needs must be 
taught. Even when compulsion has to be used, it must be used 
sparingly. Otherwise it is likely to generate in those subjected 
to it secret hatred for authority which may later develop into 
open rebelliousness, It may, if unwisely used, even defeat 
its purpose, and instead of teaching the student to submit to 
discipline in. tho interest of social order, provoke him to seek 
compensation for his' involuntary. submission to too strict_ a dis-
cipline in early life, through the obsessive exercises of hate and 
power later in life. 
. . 2. ' Didactic Teaching. Because education today · is al-
~~st ~xclusively equated with schooling- because. it is so 
universally tak~n for granted that education takes place only 
in classroqms-:- th<'! method of teaching which has been most 
highly developed. by profess~onal educators is the one I think 
of as didactic. The teacher furnishes the student facts, and 
trains him in procedures and practices. He poses problems 
and disposes of them. Didactic teaching is therefore the anti-
thesis of . heuristic taching. 
·· Ot.lr · modern schodls of education- our teachers' col-
leges·- have developed didactic teaching so that the teaching 
process; 'the 'subject-rrratter, ·the text-books~ and the teaching-
aids are virtually scientific in their precision and · detail. 
Didactic teaching lends itself perfectly to the teaching of the 
symbolic disciplines, 'equally perfectly to the t~aching of the 
pure or descriptive sciences, · and to the facts contained in 
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subjects like history and geography.. It ~ends itself only in 
part to the task of teaching the apphed sCiences, and le~st of 
all to the teaching of the arts, the crafts, and the techmques 
generally. 
Taking modern schooling as a whole, about nine-tenths 
of it is didactic in nat.lre. This is probably the gravest mis-
take made todav so far as teaching methodology is concerned. 
If the whole m~n is to be educated, and particularly if this is 
the ideal in teaching not only the intellectual elite but the 
masses of people, this almost exclusive usc of the didactic method 
is grossly in excess of what right-education. calls for. 
The most important didactic teaching-aid in an ideal 
school should be the "reader," described in Section IV of 
Chapter 9, in discussing the curriculum of the primary sc~ool. 
Next in importance would probably be the dcnatwnahzed 
geography and history suggested in that same discussion. 
They too should be fascinating reading tools. But since the 
"reader" may well be for many students the only book they may 
ever own, its presentation, when a child is ready for it, should 
be an event. It should be presented before the whole class 
as soon as the teacher decides the student is ready for it. It 
should be for the student and tht class an emotional experience 
in depth. It should be inscribed to the student, and when 
presented the speech of presentation should make it dear that 
it is his to be kept all his life, because no matter how many times 
he reads the great classics of his own literature, they will always 
reveal new meanings to him, and familiarity with them will 
make him not merely an instructed but a cultivated person. 
Part of the teacher's joy in connection with the use of the 
"reader" by his class should be leading them to discover not 
only the truths it contains but the poetry of language- the 
revelation of the enrichm~nt which comes from mastering new 
words and new ideas and from reading the great geniuses who 
have created the best of the nation's cultural :heritage. 
3. Discursive Teaching. Third in popularity· so far as 
classroom teaching is conc~rned, particularly in higher educa- · 
tion, is what I think of as discursive teaching. The teacher, 
J 
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when using this method of teaching, docs not "tell'' and the 
student "listen;" he docs not merely "ask" and the student 
"answer;" he docs not merely "instruct" and the student 
"execute" as called for by a syllabus; but he organizes a discus-
sion in which he leads, it is true, but in which the responses of 
members of the class arc not prescribed. The seminar and 
the class discussion, (and tutorial discussion in contrast to 
tutorial instruction), are discursive methods of teaching. In 
spite of its informality, like a~l method~ of l~gic.al t_caching it 
leads from premises to concluswns, and 1ts objective IS compre-
hension by the conscious mind of the student. 
4. Heuristic Teaching. A fourth method of logical 
teaching, of which the essence is leading the student to dis-
cover the truth about a matter for himself, is what has been 
called heuristic. In contrast to didactic teaching, which aims 
at equipping the student with answers which he is supposed 
to remember, (however imperfectly he may understand them), 
heuristic teaching aims at making understanding more vivid 
than is possible didactically, by posing a problem, making 
suggestions about procedures for resolving it, and then, having 
created conditions which give the student the necessary opportu-
nity, allowing him to discover the answer to the problem for 
himself. 
In a sense, heuristic teaching stresses the educational value · 
of experiencing in contrast to verbalizing. 
Experience old proverbs assert, is a great teacher. For 
the intellcctualiy less-educable masses of mankind, it is t~e 
greatest of all teachers. And since life itself consists of a ~encs 
of experiences, life itself is their greatest teacher. But by 1~self, 
experience is a rather fitful and wastef~l teacher. Ungmderl 
reliance upon it has its dangers. It Ignores the enormous 
value of pre-knowledge - of acquiring knowledge before ~he 
individual has to use it. It ignores the importance of profitm_g 
from the experience of others. Because of its fitfulness, cxpen-
ence which teaches a necessary lesson often· comes too late for 
the individual to profit from it. 
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Heuristic teaching should therefore be planned; it should 
ensure experiences from which the student is certain to make the 
discoveries necessary in order to cope with the problems he 
will face later in life. What results from this kind of teaching, 
much more than from didactic teaching, is the acquisition of 
confidence and conviction. Though not prest>nted in formal 
logical terms, it is still an essentially logical method of teaching; 
but the logic is deduced from a discovery rather than from a for-
mal proposition. 
5. Activity Teaching. While activity teaching is as old 
as mankind, it has come to be considered an entirely modern 
innovation because of the emphasis placed upon it in the New 
Education which stems from the work of John Dewey. In 
classes which follow this form of education, fully half of the time 
is supposed to be spent at work or play in school shops, studies, 
laboratories, playgrounds, or auditoriums. The students learn 
from motor-activities rather than from books or lectures. The 
theory upon which this kind of classroom activity-teaching is 
based can be s:1mmed up in a positive and a negative form. 
The positive form is that the students should learn from self-
directed, spontaneous activities preferably pursued not as indi-
viduals but as a group; negative, that teaching should not be 
imposed through formal learning from books and lectures. 
. The danger which has developed is that in stressing spontaneity, 
all disciplining is excluded. And this reduces the whole proce-
dure to an absurdity, since it assumes that there is nothing 
which needs to be learned but that which will be spontaneously 
acceptable to the student. 
But there is an aspect of the fetish for "action" in teaching 
which it is easy to overlook. In spite of the fact that :those who 
are its most ardent advocates call their methods the New 
Education, activity teaching is not new. Before the develop-
ment of classroom teaching, this method was taken for granted; 
it was called apprenticeship; most boys studying a craft were 
apprenticed by the time they were seven; girls were taught 
~ousewifery by their mothers, and farm boys farming by their 
fathers, though neither were formally considered apprentices. 
I 
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When apprenticed formally, they usually spent seven vears 
before they "graduated" and became journeymen slaters. and 
carpenters, armourere and smiths, weavers and tailors. But 
this activity teaching in real "workshops," and not schoolroom 
imitations of them, was not confined to the crafts; it was also 
used in teaching the arts and professions.. Prospective lawyers 
did not go to a law school, they "read law" as apprenticii ad 
legem in the office of a practising lawyer; the prospective physi-
cian did not go to a medical school, but was apprenticed to 
a physician; the prospective artist joined the bottega of an esta-
blished master-artist and was taught the graphic arts by begin-
ning with the mixing of the paints, preparing surfaces for 
painting, painting backgrounds, and finally, if he had the nece-
ssary talent, becoming a master in his own right. 
When the modern variant of "apprenticeship" is compared 
with its progenitor, there is ample evidence indicating that 
vocational education today would profit enormously if it were 
to reLlrn for the most part to teaching "on the job" and 
not "in the school." 
6. Teaching by Example. In sharp contrast to the 
activity method of teachine,, both old and new, is the method 
which I think of as teaching by example. A teacher not opJy 
teaches by what he does, as in apprenticeship teaching, and not 
only by what his pupils do, as in modern activity teaching. 
He not only teaches by what he says, as in didactic and dis-
cursive teaching; he also teaches by what he is. He cannot 
avoid doing so. What he is reveals itself in everything that 
he says and ~verything that he does; it speaks without speech 
and demonstrates without action. 
This inescapable accompaniment of all teaching provides 
the teacher at one and the same time his greatest power and 
charges him with his greatest re~ponsibility. 
In a sense, preparation for teaching begins not with the 
intellectual and technical mastery of what the teacher is to 
teach, but vvith the cultivation of his own character. If he is 
him~elf studious, his example will tend to make his students 
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studious. If he has no real interest in scholarship, he will 
dull whatever interest his students may have. 
If he is himself sincere and honest, he will tend to make 
his students sincere and honest- even if he never uses either 
words in his discourses with them. But if he is neither, he 
may read scripture to them until he is black and blue in the 
face, and his students will discount everr word he utters. 
If he himself has cultivated good taste; if he really likes 
good music, good reading and poetry, good drama, good 
painting, sculpture and architecture, his students will tend 
to cultivate good taste. If, on the other hand, he is a cynic 
and philistine, there is nothing that he can say about literature 
or music or any of the arts, which will instill good taste in his 
students. 
If he himself is a thoughtful truth-seeker; if he is concerned 
about social and economic and political well-being, he will tend 
to make his students concerned about such problems. But 
if he has no genuine concern about them, he may teach sociology, 
economics, and political science with perfect academic mastery 
of each subject, and yet his students will have no concern about 
any of the problems with which these subjects deal- except 
to remember enough of what the teacher requires of them to 
obtain passing grades. 
Finally, if he is a dedicated person; if he has a purpose in 
living above that of merely enjoying as high a standard of 
living as possible, he will tend to make idealists of his students 
even if he never exhorts them by a word of an idealistic nature. 
There is an old saw which says, "Actions speak louder 
than words," but this is just another of saying that "Example 
teaches more effectively than anything else." 
CHAPTER XXIX 
ILLOGICAL METHODS OF TEACHING 
'Who was it who invented the art of divination? It was the first 
rogue who met the first fool. - Voltaire. 
Illogical methods of teaching, in contrast to both logical 
and alogical methods, are directed at both the conscious and 
the unconscious mind. What chiefly distinguishes them from 
both logical and alogical methods is the fact that they have no 
rational relationship to the subject-matter being taught. 
Primitive educational practices are richly illogical; too many 
of these methods of -teaching survive, unfortunately, t9 this 
day. These methods of course produce effects, but the effects 
have neither a causal nor syllogistic relationship to the inten-
tions of those who use them. It is as if those who used them 
were acting on the theory that effects can be divorced from 
causes, and premises from conclusions. 
There are at least three kinds of these teaching methods 
which can be used to illustrate what is involved; ( 1) the use 
of magic, (2) the use of arbitrary, and often inhumane, compul-
sion, and (3) the use of what might be called permissive spon-
taneity. 
I. Magical Methods of Teaching. The primitive agri-
culturist, for instance, was taught by his shaman or medicine 
man that the way to assure the production of a good crop was 
by propitiation, by making the right kind of sacrifices to the 
mana of the soil. Not only the content, but the method of teach-
ing, was magical. 
Magic, most anthropologists agree, was a kind of primitive 
science, though a completely irrational one. 
2. Arbitrary Compulsion. The use of switching, flog-
ging, and other forms of physical punishment for teaching 
have in .many cases as illogical a basis as has reliance upon 
magic. 
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Man being normally a humane being, any kind of inhuman 
treatment whatever the motive, is ipso facto irrational. Inhu-
mane co~pulsions, nevertheless, continued to be used in teach-
ing even· in' lth6: so-talletl. civ'ilizdt' woHd unt~l· relati~ely. recent 
times. A description of teaching methods m the md1genous 
schools of India which prevailed a hundred years ago furnishes 
an illustration of the inhumane usc of physical punishment, 
though this example of inhumanity can be more than matched 
by the beatings administered in English schools in the hey-day 
of the Victorian Era. 
"The internal routine of duty for .each day will' be 
found with very few exceptions, and little variation, the 
same in all the schools. The hour generally for opening 
the school is six o'clock. The first child that enters has 
the name Saraswatee, or the goddess of learning, written 
upon the palm of his hand as a sign of honour; and on the 
hand of the second, a cypher is written, to show that he is 
worthy neither of praise not censure; the thrid scholar 
receives a gentle stripe; the fourth two; and every succeed-
ing scholar that comes ,an additional one. This custom, 
as well as the punishment ln native schools, seems of a 
severe kind. The idle scholar is flogged and. often· suspend-
ed. by both 'hands ·arid a p~Hey to the roof, or obliged to 
kneel down and rise incessantly, ·which is most painful and 
fatiguing, but perhaps a healthy mode of punishment."* 
Since I have tried. to .formulate norms, canons, or laws for 
both logical and alogical teaching, some canon applicable to 
iliogical teaching- ought to be submitted. I ··.have been able to 
formulate only one which applies to the use of any such methods, 
and which can be reduced to a single word: Don't. Don't use 
any of them because illogical methoQ.s of teaching have no place 
in a solution of the educational preblem which deserves to be 
called a solution. Whatever of such teaching persists calls to high 
heaven for eradication. 
. * From "Selections from the Govcrhmcnt of Madras," No. II, Appendix D, 
1822. From the discussion of Indigenous education in India, in "The History pf 
Education in India," by Syed Nurullah and J. P. Nair, 1943, p. 7. 
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3. Teaching b)' Permissive Spontmzeit)'. Among the cults 
which have developed in modern education, particularly in 
primary education, as a result of the revolt against not only 
authoritarianism but even discipline in teaching, none is more 
illogical than the cult which attaches greater importance to the 
impulsive activities of children than to their direction by the 
teacher. The method, if it can be called a method, is rationa-
lized by emphasizing the concept of spontaneity as against 
discipline, and permissivesness as against compulsion. It is 
really a perversion of what was valid in both John Dewey's and 
Maria Montessori's educational philosophy. Instead of recogniz-
ing the distinction between the spontaneous discovery by the 
child of the significance of what the teacher has prepared it to 
discover, (as in Montessori's "explosion into writing"), and what 
a child is simply moved by its impulses to do, all of the child's 
activities, no matter how meaningless and pointless, arc treated 
as if they had a mysterious significance. The method is illogical 
both because it is irrational and because it is entirely without a 
particle of magical value. 
CHAPTER XXX 
ALOGICAL METHODS OF TEACHING 
Look to the essence of a thing, whether it be a point of doctrine, 
of practice, or of interpretation. ·- lVIarcus Aurelius. 
Alogical methods of teaching, in contrast to illogical methods, 
are rational and not irrational in spite of the fact that they 
ignore all formal logic. In contrast to logical methods, they 
have two characteristics in which they arc entirely different-
their role in education depends upon the efficacy with which 
they make impressions on the unconscious mind and not the 
degree of comprehension provided for the conscious mind, and 
there is no formally logical relationship between instruction and 
response; the relationship between the means and the end 
is not syllogistic from premise to conclusion, but etiologic, from 
cause to effect. 
In psychological, instead of educational, terms, alogical 
teaching is what since the time of Pavlov psychologists have called 
conditioning. 
Although alogical teaching is directed at the unconscious 
mind, in nearly all instances it takes place when the student is 
conscious and completely awake. But there are some exceptions. 
Hypnotism furnishes such an exception. Hypnotism is 
practised for all sorts of reasons-for entertainment, for instance-
but it is also a method of teaching. This is true of both its 
use in post-hypnotic suggestion and its use therapeutically. Yet 
it is a method of teaching in which the subject is unconscious 
at the time the hynotist is making suggestions, and in effect 
"teaching" his subject. 
It is the contention of this study that no one method of teach-
ing can possibly result in the education of the whole man. 
Logical teaching of all kinds, didactic most of all, is essentially 
practical in the sense in which the word practical is commonly 
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used today. All logical teaching is practical because it contri-
butes to the vocational education to which most of education is 
devoted today. 
But there are important aspects of the education of the 
whole man. which can?ot ?e dealt with by mere logic and mere 
intellectuahty-educatwn m values, for instance. When values 
are dealt wi~h intellectually, what results is comprehension not 
implementatiOn. The student may learn all about the values 
of the different cultures of the world-about those of the Esqui-
maux and those of Modern Man, about those which prevailed 
in Medieval Europe as compared to those which prevailed in 
Ancient Rome and Greece-and yet completely fail to cultivate 
his own feeling_ for values in the ~lightest degree. For imbuing 
the student w1th felt-values, logtcal methods of teaching arc 
almost valueless. For this purpose, alogical methods of teaching 
must be used. 
The Four r:anons of A logical Teaching: There arc four natural 
laws of alogical teaching, ( 1) the law of impression, (2) the law 
of repetition, (3) the law of association, and (4) the law of stimula-
tion. There are, of course, an infinite number of devices to 
which teachers can resort to influence the unconscious mind 
. ' but all of them depend for their effectiveness upon one, or some 
combination, of these four natural psychological laws. 
l. The Law of Impression: That every thing experienced 
makes some sort of impression upon· the unconscious mind, 
is one of the truisms of modern psychology. This is obvious if 
only because the unconscious mind is the storehouse of our 
memories. But for a single experience to make an impression 
in depth'--an enduring impression-upon the unconscious mind, 
it must produce a strong and vivid emotion, it must startle and 
shock. Experiences which make these enduring impressions 
can be either traumatic or hygienic, either unwholesome or 
wholesome. 
The mental and emotional illness which Freud and the 
psycho-analys call neurosis has its origin for the most part in 
traumatic experiences-experiences which make such a deva-
stating impression upon the unconscious mind that the whole 
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experience tends to be repressed, manifesting its cxistancc sub-
sequently in the neurotic behaviour of those who have suffered 
such experiences. If these traumatic experiences arc analyzed 
in terms of the problem with which we arc ·concerned, they 
amount to this; they condition the individual to respond neuroti-
cally to life, and to exhibit a neurotic attitude toward all sub-
sequent experiences which in any manner recall the original 
traumatic experience. 
While psycho-analysis confines itself to dealing with the 
effects of traumatic experiences, this docs not mean that indivi-
duals do not have single experiences which have a similarly 
enduring effect upon them, but which arc not traumatic in nature 
at all. It docs not mean that they cannot have deeply felt 
experiences which arc in fact wholesome and hygienic. In 
terms of our problem, this means that it is possible deliberately 
to subject individual to, and in effect inflict upon them, deeply 
impressive experiences which have an enduringly wholesome 
effect, and which condition them to exhibit more wholesome 
attitudes toward their subsequent experiences in life than would 
otherwise be the case. These kinds of impressions can be 
deliberately used for the right kind of emotional education. 
Mystical and religious experiences are often of this kind. 
If the impression produced is deep and vivid enough, it produ-
ces what is called a conversion and may result in an enduring 
change in attitudes. 
The variety of these hygienic and wholesome experiences 
is infinite, and the educator can take advantage of this fact and 
incorporate as many as possible of them into his work. 
The deeply moving experience provided by seeing a wonder 
of nature like the Grand Canyon of the Colorado or the peaks of 
Kunchangenja in the Himalayas, or by a great work of art which 
may range from the reading of a poem like the Rubaiyat of 
Omar Khayyam to the first sight of an architectural monument 
like the Taj Mahal; the hearing of a great oration like Linooln's 
Gettysburg address; the reading of a great work of literature like 
Ruskin's "Unto this Last," or Thoreau's "Walden," has in count-
less cases produced such a deep and wholesome effect upon 
... 
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individuals. But it is not necessary to O'Q t c 1 d 
. al h ;::, o o ora o or to the 
Him ayas to ave such experiences. Sunrise and sunset, the 
starry heavens at night, the miracle f d 0 sec and flower, can 
provide them. 
Both the form and the substance of s ch . · 
· · f h · u expcnences are 1mporht~nht Id t cy are to J.ustify their use educationallv. Mahatma 
Gand I a . such cndunng experiences in· rcadi ·R ki 
1 d Th 
. ng us n and 
To stay an orcau. Nicholas Grundtvig I·ns'st d th ·· · 
• 1 e at 1t was 
the busmess of the teacher to provide such e · hi 
. . xpenenccs to s 
students when lecturmg to them in his classroom A d K · 
d h b 
•· · n nsten 
Kol , w o ecamc the first exponent of Grundtvig' th · f 
education, illustrated what Grundtvig meant b ~ ethory ? 
· h h' r , · Y saVIng at m 
his orne IS 1ather had a 'grandfathers' clock" whi' h h ld 
· d li · 1 c e wou w~nd Ku~ re gKwu
1
sdy. and which then ran a whole week. But, 
sru . ,. nsten · o , It was the business of teachers. to "wind up" 
the1r students so that they kept "running" the rest of their lives. 
The right organization of the curriculum the n'ght 0 · 
· f h h . . ' rgamza-
twn o t e sc ool system, and the nght organization of t h' 
· 1 d k' . . eac mg 
mhust me u ~ rna I.ng ·such V!Vld and deep impressions upon 
t c u?-consciou~ mm~; must regularly expose the student to 
expenences which will produce enduring emotional attit d 
of the right kind'-attitudes which must be developed if he ~ : 
use what he learns at school and in college in a rational and 
humane manner throughout his life. 
· The making. of sha:p, ~ivid, and· deep. hygienic .impressions 
upon .th~ unconsciOus rn:nd IS observing the first canon .of alogical 
teachmg-the law of 1mpression. 
' . . . 
~· The Lq.w ·of Repetition. ·The second canon {)f alogical 
teachmg 1~ bas~d upon th,e psychological fact that, unlike strong 
~d< startlmg expenen,ces, serene and placid and mild experien-
ces do not make an enduring impression on the unconscious 
mind u,nless th.ey arc frequently ·repeated.. If the mind con-
centrates upo~ their nature a~d meaning, and they 'are repeat~d 
frequ~ntl~ enou~h, they ultimately make precisely the same 
endunng ImpressiOns on the unconscious mind and produce the 
same. enduring .emotional attitudes, as do single deeply felt 
expenences. But they must be endlessly repeated. 
\ 
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Like strong experiences, mild experience may be either 
traumatic or hygienic. Unpunctuality is an attitude decidedly 
unwholesome; it can be in built into the unconscious mind until 
it -becomes almost impossible for an individual to be on time for 
any engagement. This is the end-result of repeated disregard 
of appointments. Each one of these is a minor traumatic 
experiences. Bad manners, and criminality, can become inbuilt 
attitudes bv the same process of repeating mild breaches of 
manners o~- of moral'>, which, when repeated sufficiently often, 
become conditioned responses to temptations, and opportunities 
to disregard the rights of others. 
But wholesome attitudes of all kincl.s can be produced by 
the same process-by the process of repeating wholesome or 
hygienic experiences. The individual who habitually observes 
every opportunity to be considerate to others, inbuilds an endur-
ing attitude of concern about the rights of others. The individual 
who habitually observes simple duties, inbuilds an attitude of 
discharging obligations under all circumstances. 
The second canon of alogical teacl;ling is simply to repeat 
wholesome experiences; repeat maxims of a hygienic kind over 
and over again; chant them, recite them, meditate upon them 
as regularly as one eats and rests and sleeps. 
3. The Law of Association: The psychological fact called 
the association of ideas fascinated Hume and Locke long be-
fore the development of modern psychology. "Our mind," 
said William James,* "is essentially an associating machine~" 
As the facts about this apply to al~gical teaching, they may be 
summarized as follows: Every individual tends to associate new 
notions and new ideas not only with those 'with which he is 
already familiar, but with feelings and attitudes about them 
which have previously been inbuilt into his unconscious mind. 
He tends automatically, and usually· unconsciously, to com-
prehertd new ideas by associating them with his existing ideas, 
and to feel about them as he already feels about ideas which are 
~imilar to those with which he is already familiar. 
. * Quoted by Dale Carnegie, in ''How to IJevelop Self-Confidence and Influ-
ence People by Public Speaking," pp. 63-64; Association Press, 1926. . 
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All his fe~lings fal~ into one of the two opposite categories, 
plcas_ant or pa~nful. \·\hen he feels a new experience, what he 
fc~ls IS unc_onsc10usly _the product of associating the new experience 
WI~h prcv10us cxpcncnccs which have been either pleasant or 
pamful._ If he~ smells assafetida for the first time, he gives his 
perceptiOn of It content by associating it with the notion of 
nastiness and the feeling of repulsion. On the other hand if he 
smells a flower which is strange to him, and associates it; odor 
with the odor of roses, his perception of it becomes identified 
with a feeling of pleasure and with the idea of beauty. 
~o u~c the l~w of association for the purpose of producing 
cndurmg ImpressiOns upon the unconscious mind of a student, 
he should be made systematically to associate experiences of any 
kind which arc new to him with ideas and feelings which arc 
already an inbuilt part of his innermost self. 
William James discusses the process in connection with the 
cultivation of memory: 
"Suppose I am silent for a moment and then say 
(to myself) in commanding accents, 'Remember; Recollect' 
Docs (my) faculty of memory obey the order, and repro-
duce any definite image from the past? Certainly not. 
It stands staring into vacancy, and asking, 'What kind 
of thing do you wish (me) to remember?' It needs, in 
short, a cue. But if I say, 'Remember the date of your 
birth, or remember what you had for breakfast' or 
'Remember the succession of notes in the musical scale ' 
' then my faculty of memory immeil.iately produces the re-
quired result: the cue determines its vast set of potentialities 
toward a particular point. And if I now look to sec how 
this happens, I immediately perceive that the cue is some-
thing contiguously associated with the thing recalled. 
The words, 'date of my birth,' have an ingrained 
association with a particular number, month, aqd year; 
the words 'break-fast this morning,' cut off all other lines 
of recall except those which lead to coffee and bacon and 
eggs; the words 'musical scale,' are inveterate mental 
neighbours of do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, do. The laws of 
i 
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association govern, in fact all trains of our thinking which 
arc not interrupted by sensations breaking on us from 
without. Whatever appears in the mind, must be intro-
duced; and, when introduced it is as the associate of 
something already there. This is as true of what you arc 
recollecting as it is of everything else you think of .... An 
educated memory depends upon an organized system of 
assoc1at10ns; and its goodness depends on two of their 
peculiarities: first, on the persistency of the associations, 
and, second, on their number. . . The 'secret of a good 
memory' is thus the secret of forming diverse and multiple 
associations with every fact we care to retain. But this 
forming of associations with a fact-what is it but think-
ing of the fact as much as possible. Briefly, then, of two 
men with the same outward experiences, the one who 
thinks over his experiences most, and weaves them into the 
most systematic relations with Jeach other, will be the one 
with the best memory." 
4. The Law of Stimulation : The last canon of alogical 
teaching roots itself in the biology and not only the psychology 
of mankind. As a biological entity, man is endowed with two 
kinds of hereditary, spontaneous, involuntary, and virtually 
tropismic, impulses, ( 1) impulses of inclination and attraction, 
and (2) impulses of revulsion and repulsion. The instinctural 
drive in man for survival, for sexuality, for expression are the 
basis of these two kinds of impulses. Ideally, man ought to work, 
he ought to learn, he ought to sacrifice immediate desires for 
distant goals spontaneoiisly. Ideally his natural impulses ought 
to be sufficient to move him to do what he should. But as a 
matter of fact few individuals are ideally endowed in this respect. 
If, therefore, the average child is to be made to learn, its 
impulses must be stimulated to move it to do what it will not do 
spontaneously. The discovery that promises of rewards and 
threats of penalties will stimulate students to study is one of the 
oldest discoveries of teachers. This is in effect all that the law 
of stimulation amounts to: the offering of rewards and the threa-
tening with penalties, by unleashing impulses deeply implanted 
in the unconscious mind, will make an individual do what he is 
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CLASSIFICATION OF METHODS OF STIMULATION 
Slapping, Whipping, Flogging· 
Fining; Imprisoning; other ' 
Forms of Physical Compulsion. 
} Physical Compulsions 
Fear of Rebukes, Remonstrances. 
Criticisms, Castigation; Threats io 
Degrade, Disgrace, Demote; Threats 
to Expel, Excommunicate, Ostracise: 
Threats to Condemn to Hell, etc. · 
Threats to Dock or Reduce 
} Spiritual l 
Wages; to Lay-off or Discharge· to } M 
Fine or Confiscate; to Reduce ~r " Material j enaces 
Withhold Allowances, etc. 
Threats to Slap, Whip, Flog· to 
Fine; to Imprison, etc. ' } Physical 
Appreciation, Praise, Honors 
Decorations, Acclaim; Good-~epute 
Prestige, Influence ' 
Deference, Devotion, Power; 
P~ide, Self-Respect, Self-Sufficiency; 
R1ghteousness, Hope of Salvation 
Promise of Heaven, etc. ' 
Prizes, High Grades, Promotion; 
A good Job, A Better Job, Higher 
Pay, Bonus, Profits, Dividends, etc. 
Spiritual 
CHART Vll 
Incentives 
Stimula-
ations of 
All Kinds 
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desired to do and refrain from doing what it is desired he should 
not do. 
Simple and obvious 
plexity is breath-taking. 
compkxity is shown by 
as all this is, in application its com-
To avoid a lengthy digression, this 
means of Chart VII. 
For our present purp.oscs it is sufficient to recognize that 
one of the laws of psychology of which we can take advantage 
in teaching, and of which teachers have taken advantages from 
time immemorial is that of dangling before the student some-
thing he wants ~nd threatening him. with something which 
he docs not like. This is the law of whtch teachers used to take 
much too much advantage in its least desirable from when 
switching and flogging was one of the principal methods of teach-
ing. It is still the law of which th? modern schoo! takes advan-
tage when it offers the student a pnzc or a prom?twn, a scholar-
ship or a good job to stimulate .him to st~dy. I~ IS not, of c~':rsc, 
in accord with the great Vcdtc moral mJunctlon of the (Jzta-
not to strive for "the fruits of action." But with the immature 
child and even with most immature adults, it is apparently one 
of th~ effective, means of stimulating them to do what the 
"stimulator" desires them to. 
If the various teaching techniques which are succssful in 
making enduring impressions upon the unconscious mind are 
carefully analyzed, it will always be found that some one or some 
combination of these four laws of alogical teaching arc being 
consciously or unconsciously used. 
Conditioning. It is to Pavlov's classic experiments m 
demonstrating the existence of the conditioned reflex that we 
owe our understanding of the usc of conditioning in education. 
What he made clear was the mechanism which must be used in 
building into the individual responses of the desired kind. 
Watson's* Behaviouristic psychology represented the 
construction of a complete human psychology based upon the 
assum~tion that all human behaviour consisted of conditioned 
* John B. Watson, (1878-1958), l!he American psychologist who developed the 
psychological doctrine called Behaviourism. 
• 
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and not of reasoned or of willed activities, with experience and 
environment acting as the agency (or the principal) which 
created the responses reflected in all human actions. It is not, 
however, necessary to assume that Watson was right in his 
interpretation of what Pavlov had demonstrated. For the fact 
is that there is a rational and a willed use which can be 
made of the mechanism represented by the conditioned reflex 
and not merely the determinist and mechanist interpretation 
Watson assumed. 
. Children, for instance, must be taught 'not to play with. 
knives, with matches and fire, with anything which may injure 
them or others; they must be taught not to damage or destroy 
property of any kind; they must be taught not to run out into 
the street impulsively and incure the danger of being hit by a car 
or truck, and whatever the methods used to tuch them, or rather 
to ·condition them, not to do these things is a proper method of 
teaching. If force is essential at any time to provide such 
conditioning, ancl. if it is used often enough, the child always 
associates the undesired action with the pain inflicted in the 
course of its forcible conditioning. 
There is a proper place for adult conditioning as well as for 
child conditioning. Every adult should be conditioned to observe 
traffic regulations, to react to temptations to commit breaches • 
of these regulations automatically in the proper manner by 
associating impulses to commit such actions with punishment 
by law. The great value of police patrolling is that every such 
policeman acts as a conditioning stimulus to all who see them. 
And of course as long as there are wars, and military forces have 
to be maintained to deal with them, the conditioning of adults 
for military service is necessary. All drilling, if its nature is 
carefully analyzed, is a form of conditioning. And whatever 
methods the drill-sargeant needs to condition the soldier to 
instant obedience, must be used to create armies which will 
operate successfully when at war. Finally, travelling at sea may 
be mentioned as another example calling for adult conditioning 
not ortly for the crew but for the passengers, if the safety of every-
' body on board is to be asured in times of stress and danger. 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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It is· a gross abuse, however, to usc conditioning to dehu-
. manizc, to deceive or mis-instruct, or· to vulgarize any human 
being. And ·yet conditioning has been used from time . imme-
morial by both· State and church for this purpose, and is still 
being used in all three of these ways in the Marxian states in 
''brain-washing" and in fundamentalist Protestant and Catholic 
Churches in the conditioning of individuals to feel sexual shame. 
Only right-conditioning has a proper place in the aresenal· of 
teaching techniques. 
Conditioning; which is the metho!;i common to. all forms 
of alogical.teaching, is antithetical to both instruction and culti~ 
vation as these concepts have been defined in this study. Yet 
in spite of this, it is a method wh~ch must. be w~ed if st~dents 
are to be truly humanized. For hurp.anization c(,l.lls for. manv 
actions and activities which must be automatically and not i~ 
·each instance voluntarily performed, But to justify its. usc, 
it must not aim at what is in fact antithetical in substance and 
essence to right instruction and right cultivation. It is, in other 
words, a method of doing what other methods used to instruct 
and to cultivate cannot do. . 
. 1. Teaching by Alogical C,ompulsion. Though it goes against 
the grain for me to speak of alogical compulsion as a method of 
• teaching, the fact that it does teach' cannot be denied;. and since 
its use by the Marxian dictatorships in· what has· been called 
"brain-washing" has · enor!llous ·contemporary importance, its 
real nature· must be understobd so that not only its inhumanity 
but its entirely invalidity as. a ·methdd of teaching is recognizeu. 
Iri such aloglcal· compulsion, Pavlov'·s methods of conditiori~n:g 
dogs is used to condition human beings. Wha:t Pavlov igtiordd; 
but what -his. Marxist followers· did. not, :was the fact that his 
method of conditioning the dqgs up'qn which· he experimented 
'always involved the use of physical force even though the force 
used ·did not involved beatitig;· thein. · In "brain..:washing" 
heretics who were impris6ned ~rid' nbt liq~idated, and · prison:rs 
bf war whom the Marxists want~d to. convert, were not'· only 
isolated; pre.vented_ froin ·sleeping "alic\_ 'starved, but alsb beaten 
an~. torture~ in variou~ ways ~nti~ 'they were' finally 'so demoralized 
that they· responded to their '"teachers" in. the manner desired. · 
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The aim ';as to reduce th.em to ~uch a state of mental vacuity 
that anythmg and everythmg wh1ch they were asked to believe 
would be accepted. 
Compulsion of this kind is neither rational, as the usc of 
com~ulsi?n in dea~ng with specific cases of indiscipline is logical, 
nor 1rratwnal, as IS the usc of compulsion in magical, mystical 
and other methods of illogical teaching. It is alogical. 
Alogical compulsion is not, of course, new. It was used by 
both Catholics and Protestants up to about two hundred years 
ago in trying to stamp out what each considered the heresies 
of the other. 
Bigots and fanatics, despots and tyrants, by eschewing all 
dictates of morality and humanity, have always resorted to it. 
For precisely the reason which makes its use in politics and in 
religion a crime, it is a crime to use it in education. 
2. Teaching with Alogical Exercises. \We take it for granted 
that exercise is essential in physical education, that it must be 
used if we are to teach health of the body; but we shrink from 
recognizing, what was taken for granted for over two milleniums 
in India, that it is also possible to promote health of mind by 
exercises of various kinds. Yoga is such a system of alogical 
exercises. I propose consideration of some of the yogic exercises 
for this purpose. Six of them seem to me most important -
exercises which will cultivate (a) attentiveness, (b) concentration, 
(c) meditation or introspection, (d) imagination, (e) endurance, 
and what for want of a better term has to be called (f) dislinking. 
It is true that the yogic exercises begin with physical educa 
tion, with hatha J'oga. Put in Patanjali's systematic development 
of the traditional yogic practices, they are considered merely 
preliminary steps in the complete process of mental and spiritual 
development which was their ultimate aim. 
• The "Yoga-shastras" by Patanjali, the recognized systematic exposition of 
yoga, are believed to have been written during the same period as the "Laws of 
Manu," the "Manava Dharmashastras" which are attributed to Manu. Nothing is 
known of the details of Patanjali's life; he is believed to have lived during the period 
immediately preceding Alexander's invasion of India,_ in 325 B.C. 
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Mental yoga in contrast to hatha yoga, can be said· to begin 
with dharana, or attentiveness. 
Cultivating Attention: Dharana. No human accomplishment 
whatever, from such simple accomplishments as that of garden-
ing or bricklaying to such complex accomplishments as algebra 
and violin-plying, is possible without attentiveness. The intel-
lectual training to which we devote our schools and colleges 
today is hopelessly ineffective unless we succeed in teaching 
our students to focus their minds on what they are studying. 
Dharana is the systematic cultivation of attentiveness. 
To cultivate this educational virtue, special exercises are 
undoubtedly. needed for most student~. But they do not neces-
sarily call for the addition of a special course; the exercises can 
be built into any curriculum if, in every course, whatever its 
subject-matter, attentiveness is specifically taught. 
If attentiveness is necessary to the study of everything, it 
is also necessary to what is most neglected today, the develop-
ment of introspection and the inner self. Unless the student 
is made aware of the significance of faculties like attentiveness 
and how to use them, plainly his inner life and its expression in 
thought and action will not be properly cultivated. 
Cultivating Concentration, or Dhyana. Attentiveness, however, 
is only the first step in a process of learning in which mastering 
the faculty of concentration is the second. The child's mind 
"flits from one thing to another. From play to flower, to 
lesson, from lesson to putting out his tongue at a companion."* 
The child mind is fiftful and wavering, and the majority of 
'adolescent and even adult minds are little better. 
The conscious mind, however, can be trained to con-
centrate, anQ. if education in the classroom is to be effective, 
the unconscious mind must be conditioned so as to make this 
possible. The system for training in concentration, the yogis 
called abhyasa. For the most part our students today concen-
trate, when they do conc~ntrate at all, unconsciously and more 
* K. M. Munshi, "Bhagavad Gita and Modern Life," p. 134, Bharatiya Vidya 
Bhavan, Bombay, 1955 
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or less accidentally; attention is not called to concentration as 
a distinct . operation of the mind. Yet the student must con-
~entrate mtensely and purposefully if he is really to study 
Inste.ad. of merely spending his time lis.tening to lectures and 
readmg text books. 
Dhyana, Patanjali ins~sted, must be systematically practised. 
The student .should practise concentration at a fixed time daily. 
He should s1t alone and in a solitary place. He should seat 
himself fir~ly and in a correct posture, and in this, Mathias 
Alexander w?uld . entirely agree with them though the Indian 
woul~ h~ve !nm sit .on the floor while the Englishman would 
let him s1t m a charr. But any posture which is unstrained 
a~d which enables him to keep steady and poised, will do. 
Hrs body, head .a~d back must be kept in a straight line; 
Alexander would Insrst that neck posture, which he has demon-
strated as so essential to full and conscious control of mind and 
body, must be correct. Having taken his seat, he must 
concentrate upon one subject, and prevent his mind from 
flitting from subject to subject. He must control his thoughts 
instead of letting them wander about. ' 
. I h_ave personally found it possible to encourage concen-
tratiOn m the members of seminars which I have conducted 
th?ugh the. n;embership included graduate adults, by first ver; 
bnefly outlm~ng the su~ject for discussion, and then calling for 
a penod of Silent attentiOn, concentration and reflection before 
discussion began. · 
. Cultivating Meditation and Introspection: Upasana. Concen-
tratiOn, however, unless it is to induce a state of trance or samadhi 
must be devoted to meditation and reflection, to what Joh~ 
Deway called reflective thinking. Once the student has learned 
to keep the subject being studied constantly in the center of his 
~nd, it is possible to consider all its implications and meanings, 
and to reflect upon its association and relationship to what he 
already knows. 
.. ·. * Matthias Alexander is an English experimenter in education whose work has 
the endorsement of men like John Dewey. 
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Cultivating Imagination: Sanyama. yoga_ r~cogn_izes the 
supreme importance of developing the I~agmat10n; It _recog-
nizes that this extraordinary faculty which man alone m the 
· 1 kingdom possesses is essential to the development of 
aruma ' . 1. · h his creative powers and his highest pot~ntla Iti:s as a . uman 
b · All of his introspectional faculties -his capacity for emg. h lf · · · 
· s cerebration and his powers for bot se -mspirat10n unconsc10u , . . . * 
and inspiring others - are dependent upon Imagmat10n. 
The lecturer in a classroom and the writer of a text-book can 
either dull or intensify the imagination of thos~ who. hear him 
or read him. If the· substance of what he says IS by Its nature 
uninspiring- as is the multiplication table and the c~ntcnt. of 
much that students must merely memorize - the form m which 
he expresses what he has to communicate, and the very tone-
colour of the words and sentences he uses, must kindle the 
imagination, and so endow with life what he is teaching. 
Cultivating Endurance: Titikslza. If any kind· of learning 
is to be pursued to the utmost, the student must cultivate 
endurance. The revolt of the followers of John Dew~y, who 
proclaimed the dogma that all study must be pleasant, mvolves 
implicitly a denial of the importance . of endurance. The 
moment lessons become irksome or exercises cannot be sponta-
neously enjoyed, they maintained, they sh?uld. be: abandoned. 
That the popularity of this cult in · educat10n IS m large part 
responsible for the lack of discipline in the s~ude_nts ~ho have 
been subjected to it, is unquestionable. It IS high tlme _that 
the absurdity of this cult of mere pleasure should be recogmzed. 
It is true that endurance, as many Hindu saddhus and Bud-: 
dhist bhikhus, practise it, aimed primarily at rigorous physical 
endurance. Discomfort, and even pain are· to be endured 
·simply to 'demonstrate mastery of the mind ov_er the body~ . 
They insisted that· students must learn to stand m cold water 
in Winter and in the blazing sun in Summer: that they must 
fast to th: point of starvation and go sleepless; that they must lie 
* Sanyama means control of all _impulses and. d~ires so that _they do not intc;~­
fere with the process of concentration and medttatlon. In yogJc psychology, thlS 
stimulates creative imagination. 
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-on the bare ground when sleeping, and cat not merclv ra\'," but 
distinctly unpleasant foodstuffs. Fanatic practitione.rs of the 
cult of endura~cc in all religions, and not only in Hinduism, 
have pushed thts to the extreme of bodilv mortification of the 
most f~nta~tic. kinds: Flagellation, to the point of drawing 
blood, IS vmdicated m terms of this doctrine. 
Up to a point, a regimrn of Spartan simplicity and of 
what, by modern standards, is considered physical discomfort, 
is unquestionably necessary to right-rducation, but beyond 
this point, instead of making it easier to attend to and con-
centrate and reflect upon a particular subject, it has tl;lc 
opposite effect; the mind is distracted rather than focussed on 
the subjrct on which it should be centered. The endurance 
which is really needed is mental endurance. Training in phy-
sical endurance, apart from what is essential to the maintenance 
of bodily health, is justified only in so far as it makes for mental 
endurance- only in so far as it makes for such disciplining of 
the mind as is necessary to worth· while studying. 
Cultivating Dislinking: Ph ala T;•aga. Finally, )'oga stresses 
what for want of any better English term might be called dis-
linkin~, or what Aldous Huxley* called non-attachment .. 
In the Bhagavad Gita, Krishna tells Arjuna that the 
discipline to which he should devote himself depends upon 
the observance of one supreme rule: "Do not be impelled by 
the fruits which the task may gain for thee." In verse after 
verse of the famous song, Krishna harps on the same refrain: 
"Conduct thyself, severing the contact between the task and its 
fruits;" "Remain unattached;" "Abandon the lure of the fruits 
of action;" "Let every enterprise or thing be without desire or 
motive;" "Destroy the link" between what is being done or what 
·is being learned, and the mundane, material · and profitable 
return which might be obtained from it.** If the highest 
potentialities of man arc to be cultivated, knowledge must be 
• 
* Aldous Huxley discussed this at length in his anthology of mystic writings 
which he called "The Perennial Philosophy." 
** Bhagavad Gita, II- 47-53 
r 
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pursued for the sake of truth, art crea~ed for the sake of beauty, 
action performed for the sake of virtue, (or duty - dharma 
being the Hindu term); nothing. should be done and not~i~g 
of course studied for the sake of profit and glory. The act1v1ty 
and the fruit-; of it must be dislinked. End and means must 
become one and the same.* 
In terms of academic education, learning must be pursued 
for its own sake; education must be pursued for the mastery of 
art and for the truths of science, and not for the purpose of pas-
sing an examination, obtaining a degree, and earning a good 
living. 
Not even the most rigid skeptic, if he interprets these 
exercises in terms of modern psychology, can reasonably 
question the suggestion that time should be allotted in the 
classroom, and of course outside of it, for exercises of this kind. 
It is, however, possible to use this as a teaching method without 
adding any special courses to existing curriculums. 
* C. :-.l". Patel comments as follows: 
The Gita doctrine of non-attachment goes far beyond the attitude of indifference 
to material rewards. There is a natural inclination in all of us to feel a kind of pro-
prietary right in our own actions, especially when they arc what we consider to be 
good. As we feel our body, to be our body, our intellect to be our intellect, and feel 
proud of them when they arc of such excellence as to deserve esteem from others, 
so also we feel our moral energy to be our energy, and feel a secret pride in its exercise. 
The presence of this secret pride is evidenced by the satisfaction 're feel when the 
worth of our work is recognized, and the pain we experience, not merely when we 
fail in our efforts, but also when we arc ignored or derided. The Gita teaches detach-
ment from this self-conscious moral personality, the kind of moral personality which 
tends to develop into a sense of Puritan self-righteousness. Without the least re-
mission of our moral earnestness, we must learn to conquer all tension in the pursuit 
of moral arid ethical aims by learning to transcend the consciousness of self and 
feeling oursevcs merely as the agent of a universal energy of purpose working for 
the good of humanity. 
R. B.- As a mere Humanist, i cannot subscribe to so extreme a doctrine of 
absolute non-attachment. There is, it seems to me, a valid distinction to be made 
between the healthy pride which might be taken by an individual in his own achieve-
ments, and an egotistic pride in them- between pride and vanity. But entirely 
aside rom this issue, there docs not seem to me any question about the validity of 
the doctrine so far as it relates to·any"kind of creative and productive activity. The 
work ought to be its own primary reward; ends and means should not be divergent; 
whatever the reward, it should be a necessary and incidental consequence of the 
work; it ought not be the primary purpose motivating the individual. Learning, 
above all, ought to be its own reward. 
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3. Teaching by Suggestion. Most of us today, particularly 
th~se of us ~vh~ _have been assiduously conditioned bv the 
fetish of obJectivity and the prestige of scientific orth d, . 
h . d o oxy, attac to suggestion an to conditioning an odor of charlata · 
· · d . . . ntsm, s~persutwn, an savag~ry. But It IS h1gh time, if the educa-
tion ?f the ~hole m~n IS t? cease being a figure of speech, that 
we give senous consideratiOn to the usc of both as teachin 
meiliods. g 
. Suggestion ~n~ _conditioning were used in the very begin-
m_ng by _our pnmitlvc ancestors. Both arc still used among 
t:Ibes whi~h have not bee_n civilized; by the shamans or "medi-
cme men who are their only professional educators· and 
l~ter·among civi~ize_d peoples, by priests and holy men of ~arious 
kmds, as the prmciple means for maintaining control over the 
people, an_d for keeping t0 themselves a monopoly of the profits 
fr~m magtc and other forms of superstition. But in spite of 
this, ~hey performed a useful social service; they made for social 
cohesiOn and so made possible the inheritance of cultural achieve-
ments of all kinds. 
Suggestion, though not by that name, came into the 
c~mate of modern_ thinking nearly three hundred years ago 
With that half-geruus, half-charlatan, Mesmer.* But• animal-
magnetis_m and the esoteric vocabulary which developed 
around It, never recovered from its unfortunate sponsorship. 
Charlatans exploited it in preying upon the credulous and 
p:ofessional hypnotists. used it for · amusement pu:poses. 
Fmally, under leadership of Charcot** in Paris it ceased to be 
. ' ilie exclusiVe property of ilie charlatans. Unfortunately, be-
cause of Charcot's pre-occupation with ilie cure of hvsteria 
and his use of hypnotism in trying to deal with hy~tericai 
patients of all kinds, it came to be associated mainly wiili 
hysteria. It is only now beginning to be taken seriously by the 
medical profession. 
. * Franz Anton 1\-fesmer, {1733-1815), was a German who created a furor 
throughout Europe with what he called animal-magnetism. In Paris he received 
the patronage of the most aristocratic cricl<!s. The phenomena of suggestion he 
developed came to be called Mesmerism. · 
** Jean Martin Charcot, {1825-1893), was a French neurologist. Freud began 
his studies of hysteria and neurosis under Charcot. Later he abandoned the use 
of hypnotism in favour of psycho-analysis. 
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Conditioning has an almost equally unfortunate history 
although its sponsorship was far better than that of suggestions 
and hypnotism. Pavlov, who made it an essential part of modern 
psychology, was a scientist of s~anding, but the concept of the 
conditioned reflex was used mamly for the purpose of develop-
ing a Mechanistic form of psychology. It was seized upon for 
actual usc bv various schools of thought infinitely worse than 
that represe~tcd by the professional hypnotists who took 
over the concept of suggestion. In the modern world, condi-
tioning was first used by Mussolini in the development of 
Fascism, by Hitler in imposing National Socialist gleich-schaltung 
upon the German people, and by the Russian and Chinese 
Communist. dictators in "brain washing" those not "liquidated" 
for refusing to submit to Communist regimentation. In their 
hands, conditioning was used with a ruthlessness and savagery 
almost without parallel in history. 
Finally, in free America, the use of suggestion has fallen 
into the equally unfortunate sponsorship of the advertising 
world, and it is used with an ingenuity scientific in its thorough-
ness for the purpose of exploiting the credulity of the consum-
ing public .. More recently, the methods of suggestion developed 
by the •advertising world for· commercial exploitation, have 
been used by the politicians of both the great American poli-
tical parties for the purpose of bamboozling the voting public. 
Because of the billions of dollars spent in advertising, (it is not 
called suggestion), the practice of.suggestion by advertising and 
propaganda, (propaganda is called public relations), is a subject 
of scientific study and systematic .education in America's great 
schools of business administration, of marketing, of advertising, 
and of salesmanship. 
From all of this, it is my contention; we educators must 
rescue both suggestions and conditioning. There is on<? compel-
ling reason for doing so. No matter how much we insist on being 
objective, the fact remains that, willy nilly, we cannot avoid 
using suggestion, and cannot avoid conditioning. The only 
question is whether we suggest and condition unconsciously and 
thoughtlessly, or use them both rationally, after· taking into 
account the dangers implicit in their use. It is essential that 
r 
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we plan and organize what we cannot in fact avoid doing a d 
. ' n 
so rescue suggestwn and conditioning from the charlatans the 
advertising men, and the political rcgimcnters of all ki~ds. 
Both are among the most neglected of all methods of teach-
in~ today. But since they arc essential in imbuing students 
wrth values, moral as well as esthetic, their nature and value 
as teaching methods justify consideration in some detail. 
Both suggestion and conditioning have a proper and im-
portant part to play in the process of educating the whole man 
in spite of their long history of abuse and misuse. 
For the subject, suggestion and conditioning are emotional 
~xperie?ces; their effectiveness depends upon the depth of the 
1mpresswn made on the subject's unconscious mind. Like 
all emotional experiences, they can be either hygienic or 
traumatic; they can contribute either to right-education or to 
mis-educa:tion; they can humanize and they can dehumanize. 
If made a part of a programme of right-education thev will 
make the individual perceptually more sensitive; devel~p his 
introspective faculties; increase his will-power.; cultivate his 
imagination; improve his memory, and so make it possible to 
imbue him with the values of normal human beings. 
Suggestion itself, (as distinguished from conditioning), 
may. be defined as the process by which one person, (whom 
I shall call the principal), secures the uncritical acceptance of 
some proposition or some proposal by another person, (whom 
I shall call the subject), in such a way that acceptance, and 
action upon it, is embraced by the subject with a feeling of 
conviction, even in the absence of logical grounds for doing so . . 
It is the non-dependence upon logical grounds which 
distinguishes suggestion from logical methods of teaching. 
But although logical grounds may be absent, this does not mean 
that the en_d sought is illogical or irrational. 
The principal using suggestion can usc it effectively in 
proportion to the respect in which he is held by the subject or 
subjects to whom he makes suggestions. Anything which 
tends to make him impressive- unusual stature or strength; 
I 
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fine clothes, jewellery, residences, automobiles, and other 
symbols of wealth; high social position; a position of acknow-
ledged authority; uniforms, costumes, medals, decorations, 
and other regalia symbolic of power and prestige; age and 
experience; a confident manner, personal magnetism, a repu-
tation for special capacities and notable achievements; superior 
abilities of any kind- the more readily will the suggestion 
he makes be accepted and acted upon with conviction. 
It is far easier to evoke a suggestible attitude in a group 
than in a single person, and the larger the group. the easier it 
is to evoke an atmosphere of suggestibility. A great .crowd 
can be swayed much more readily than a small one. A class, 
an assembly of students, a popular mass-meeting, a theatrical 
audience, a church or temple congregation, are groups of this 
kind. 
It is mainly through suggestion that indoctrination .and 
enculturation takes place. Children accept the moral dictums, 
both good and bad, of the family and the culture into which 
they arc born, just as they accept the religious, social, and 
political ideas of their elders, because of their suggestibility. 
And they continue to believe in them and to act in accordance 
with them until they arc rendered skeptical by counter-sugges-
tion, or by reasoning, logic, or scientific evidence which tends 
to insulate them against what they have previously believed 
with conviction. 
These indisputable facts about suggestion explain why 
modern education, and teachers trained in the atmosphere of 
our scientific world, hesitate to use it. But the hesitation is 
primarily an outgrowth of the belief that there are only two 
possible attitudes to take with regard to it, a credulous attitude, 
and a skeptical attitude. When educators begin to recognize 
that there is a third attitude which teaching should aim to deve-
lop in students, this hesitation will be abandoned. This third 
attitude I think of as an attitude of open-mindedness rather than 
skepticism, of receptiveness to what the teacher has to say, 
but not of unthinking credulity. 
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In using suggestion as a teaching meth ..1 • • fi 
b . . · ou, It IS 1rst of all necessary to ear m mmd that well-educated · d' ··d al . 
1 1 h . h 'd m I\ I u s, parti-cu ar y t ose w o pn e themselves on their so h. ti' • 
b . P IS cauon and who have een tramed to be skeptical about ·th' 
bl h . any mg not accepta e to ort odox SCH'nce are usuall,· · 'bl 
. . ' ' , msuggesn e ~hey ~e msuggesnble first because they already have convic~ 
twdns a. ou~fimost mdatters on grounds which they believe logical 
an sc1entl c; an second because the more thev h . b 
· d h · . , a' e een 
trame ~o accept t e sCientlfic outlook the more their postulates 
and beliefs tend to hang together and mutually support one 
another. 
. If suggestion is to be. used openly with students who are 
children of_ o~r matter-of-fact culture, this insuggestibility 
m_ust be ehmmated. They must be persuaded to co-operate 
With the educat?r; t~ey must be convinced intellectually- not 
only that suggestiOn Will work, but also that just as thev accept 
· as true the facts the educator presents to them so the~ should 
accept as equally valid the suggestions he makes ~o them.' There 
is no more reason for ignoring what he suggests thev should do 
than for ignoring any statements of fact which h~ makes to 
~~m. ?nc~ their assent ~~ this _has .been won, their insuggesti-
bility Will disappear; hostility will be replaced by cooperation. 
In contrast to the insuggestibility of sophisticated adults 
and older students today, young and unspoiled children who 
still have implicit confidence in their elders; uneducated and 
unsophisticated adults, of whom there are many even in the 
modern world; and primitives, still steeped in their primitive. 
cultures, are all highly suggestible, partly because they have 
fewer convictions based on matter-of-fact knowledge, and 
partly because the knowledge they do have rarely forms a 
logically consistent and coherent system of assumptions and 
beliefs which reciprocally support one another. This makes 
them credulous and not skeptical, and receptive without dis-
crimination to anyone who plays upon or takes advantage of 
their suggestibility. It is this fact which imposes such a high 
moral responsibility upon the educator who deliberately uses 
suggestion in teaching his students. The only thing which 
justifies its use is its necessity in the inculcation of values and 
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in all other forms of emotional education. The educator must 
first sec to it that there is a solid basis in logic and science for the 
effect which he proposes to achieve through the usc of suggestion. 
4. Teaching by Auto-Suggestion. With suggestion, the 
teaching process involves a principal and a ~ubjcct; with 
auto-suggestion, the principal is eliminated, or Withdraws after 
having persuaded the subject to practice auto-suggestion; the 
subject is his own principal and his own teacher. A proposi-
tion to be accepted, or a directive to practice something, is 
formulated in the mind of the subject; he believes or he persu-
ades himself that auto-suggestion will lead to its acceptance by 
his unconscious mind and to its eventual objective realization; 
he practices auto-suggestion until he accepts and acts upon the 
proposition or directive unhesitatingly a~d with. conviction, 
even though there is an absence of any stnctly log1cal or syllo-
gistic relationship bet~ccn the ~uta-suggestion ':nd .the cf!ect 
which. it produces. L1ke suggcstwn, auto-suggestwn 1s alogtcal 
but not irrational. What counts is the fact that the evidence 
that it works is indisputable. But whether it works depends 
upon whether the subject is receptive, open-minded and persis-
tent. It is a kind of mental exercise which the individual can 
practice at his own convenience, but which is most effective 
if regularly practised very early in the morning or very late 
at night when there is· usually a 'minimum of distractions to 
interfere with its effectiveness. 
Though called for in strengthening will-power, increasing 
sensitivity, developing introspection, and cultivating memory, 
it is probably most imporfant in stimulating imagination. 
Munshi * stresses its value in stimulating the imagination. 
As he puts it: 
"Imagination is no man's servitor. In the first place 
it is an unruly element. It obeys none of the orders of 
·the will. It can be cajoled into responsiveness; it cannot 
* "Bhagavad· Gita and Modern . Life," K. M. Mumhi, Bharatiya Vidya 
Bhavan, Bombay, 1955, pp. 128-129. Since Dr. Munshi is himself an educator, 
he is president of Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, what he says about. the ma~ter acquires 
additional weight. 
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be coerced. Reason is also its foe. Imagination will 
respond only if its laws arc observed ... 
"Will can only make an effort, it cannot make it 
enthusiastic. The element of enthusiasm is contributed 
by faith; the unshakable belief that the object which 
has to be created already exists. It is odd, but there 
1t 1s. Faith is that belief which brooks no logic and feels 
no doubt. And the deepest of faiths is in the thing which 
you know exists. Therefore, if you believe in a thing, it 
will come to be created. 
"]apa, (repetition), alone creates this conviction. 
The low monotonous repetition of words that the desired 
result already exists, that creation is an accomplished fact, 
will bring the faith that it does exist and bestir the imagi-
tion to creative effort. 
"Dr. Coue's * Japa 1s not, 'I want to be better.' It 
is, 'I am better.' The Vaishnavite Japa is 'Shri Krishna 
is my resort,' not 'I want to resort to Him.' The Sanyasi's, 
(devotee's) Japa is 'I am Brahma,' not 'I want to be Brahma.' 
" 'The Charkha is Swarajya,' 'Constructive work is 
Swarajya,' 'The war is won,' 'W c are free,' are collective 
Japas popularized by men who have come by constant 
repetition to feel the statements to be true. These slogans 
create faith, stimulate creative imagination and achieve 
results. 
"The difference between a formula expressing a wish 
and stating an accomplished fact is fundamental. A wish 
strengthens attachment for the object and the fear of its 
not being achieved and hatred for everything which inter-
feres with the wish. On the other hand, the assertion 
of a fact made over and over again stills the distractions, 
inflames the imagination and calls up its creative power. 
It conjures up the picture of the object, makes it vivid, 
intense, living; it mobilizes all the latent powers of the 
: * Emile Coue, (1857-1926), was a French exponent of auto-su~gestion. whose 
teachings and writings on the subject created such a sensation that hiS doctrme was 
called Coueism. 
/ 
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personality and marshals them behind the objective. What 
is thus intensely pictured becomes a creation. 
"This can be tried in small matters of daily life. 
When you arc despondent, sing a spiritual song and the 
mood will disappear. When you want to develop a loving 
mood, sing a love song softly to yourself again and again 
and the mood will come. Again and again I have tried 
japa for conquering nervousness, for controlling small 
weaknesses, for tiding over difficulties. And every time 
it has paid me; it has left me stronger than before." 
Where Munshi recommends japa, he is in fact recommend-
ing an exercise; where he speaks of "slogans" he is in fact 
speaking of auto-suggestions. To the sophisticated and skepti-
cal modern frame of mind, it is irrational to suggest to oneself 
that something already exists which has not yet become an 
objective reality; it seems ridiculous to say "I am better" when 
one may not in fact have started to feel better. It will help to 
resolve this difficulty if one recognizes that saying "I am better" 
is in fact saying that "I am becoming better," or "I want to 
become better." What the students of auto-suggestion have 
discovered is that saying it in the more positive form has a 
greater effect in stimulating the imagination. It is, of course, 
absurd to say that something is when in fact it is impossible 
for it to exist or to be realized. No amount of assertion by a 
man who has lost a leg, that "I have leg," will have the slightest 
value; only auto-suggestions which are possible of realization 
will work. 
Not even the most violently skeptical modern need balk 
of doing what is alogical if pragmatically it works. 
In recent years, there has been a revival of interest in 
auto-suggestion in America, the practice of it having been re-
christened as auto-conditioning. But giving it a new name, 
does not alter th~ fact that it is what was called auto-suggestion 
fifty years ago, and was called japa thousands of years ago in 
Ancient India. 
5. Teaching by Hypnotism. Hypnotism is a form of 
alogical teaching which displays some characteristics common 
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to both suggestion and conditioning. With h .~" h 
· · a1 h b · h ypnou.')m t e pnnc1p as to o tam t e voluntar-v acquiescence of th b" 
· h . · e su ~ect 
for entrance mto t e hypnotlce state but once in th t t th 
· · 1 · h ' e s a e, e pnnc~pa exe.rC1dses the same complete control over the subject 
tha~ IS exerc1se w en compulsory conditioning is used: The 
subject has to do what the hypnotist tells him to do a d thi 
·1 h k ,n s 1s precise y w at ta ·es place with all forms of conditioning. 
Hypnotism is a state resembling sleep but diffen"ng fi 
. b. . d d ' rom it m emg m uce by suggestions made to the subiect b 
· I h. :.1 Y a hypnotist. n. t 1s state there is complete rapport betwe 
the subject and the principal, ~nd the subject is complete~~ 
responsive to whatever suggestiOns arc made to him. 
. . Hypnosis is induced by. sugg:sting to the subject that he 
1s tired and sleeply; tha,t he 1s falling asleep, and finally that he 
is a sleep, or by having the subject accept some form of monoto-
no"?s sensory st~mulation- such as fixing his gaze upon a bright 
object before his forehead, or permitting his limbs to be steadily 
stroked - w?ile the princiJ?al maintains rapport by making 
oral suggestions to the subject until he finally falls into the 
hypnotic state. 
. Very suggestible subjects who have been frequently hypno-
tized may spontaneously drop into hypnosis. This intensi-
fication of suggestibility is what makes hypno~s a dangerous 
teaching t~chnique. Yet there are cases in which resort to it 
may be justified. Medical hypnosis for the pu.rpose of break-
ing bad habits, and hypnosis for the purpose of increasing the 
power of recollection, makes its use justifiable. In such cases, 
what is involved is a form of re-education, and hypnosis be-
comes a· form of teaching. 
There are various stages of hypnosis called lethargic, 
somnambulistic, and cataleptic. Anesthesia, hyperesthesia, 
contracture, visions, blindness, hallucinations, and paralysis 
may be induced by subjecting the subject to deep forms of 
hypnosis. 
Perhaps the strangest form of hypnosis, and for many pur-
poses the most useful, is its use in making post-hypnotic sugges-
tions. The subject, for instance, can be told that after he awakens 
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he is to execute some directive- perhaps "to read" a certain 
book or "to feel" something to be unpleasant -perhaps that 
cigar~tte smoking will leave a nasty taste in his ~outh. The 
subject can be told to forget all about the suggestJ.ons made to 
him while he is in hypnosis but simply to execute the suggestions 
post-hypnotically. The subject then does what he has been 
told to do, or feels what he has been directed to feel, without 
knowing why and without recollecting that he was told to do so 
by the hypnotist; and if asked why he does so will give some 
reason which simply rationalize what he has done or felt. 
For dealing with certain kinds of educational problems, 
post-hypnotic suggestion can be obviously very useful, but 
it is, of course, dependent upon complete rapport between the 
student and the educator who uses it. 
6. Inspirational Teaching. Though much of the con-
tent of inspirational teaching may be strictly logical, it is 
intellectual only as a means rather than as the end; its primary 
purpose is to motivate the individual; it is alogical because its 
effectiveness depends not upon the amount of knowledge im-
parted but upon the extent to which what is taught stimulates 
the emotions and impresses enduringly the unconscious mind. 
Inspirational addresses must be a regular feature of every 
kind of planned education, not only to inspire right action 
but also to keep ideals alive. 
Not every teacher, not every dean or principal, has the 
gift of inspirational oratory, though developing and cultivating 
it ought to be a part of their training· as professional teachers. 
But every school and college staff ought to have a number of 
educators with this gift. And to supplement them, visiting 
lecturers whose achievements in the arts and sciences are in 
themselves inspirations, ought to be brought in regularly -
.visitors who also have the ability to communicate their ideals 
to those whom they address. 
But inspirational teaching should not be restricted to 
addresses only. It is true that oratory is supremely valuable 
for this purpose because it can be at one and the same time be 
rich intellectually and deeply inspiring. 
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Inspira~on can also be provided with good music, both 
vocal and Instrumental. The value of music is increased if 
the ~tudents and the student-body participates in it. This 
reqUires teachers not so much with musical talent as with a 
talent for musical leadership. Musical talents mav be limited 
but musical leadership can be acquired. · ' 
It ~ari be provid~d by d_ram~, though only the greatest of 
dramatiC creatw?s wr~l provrd~ It; vulgar, sexy, gangster and 
other films featunng v10lence wrll have the exact opposite effect. 
And to. provide it, th~ught must be put into making the 
weekly services suggested m Chapter 9, in which emotional 
education. is discussed, a really vivifying weekly event. Every 
such service. ought to be . a combination of pageantry and 
poetry, mus1c and drama, mtellectual and inspirational oratory 
whic~ feeds the. soul and introduces .the studens to the greatest 
creatiOns of therr culture and the noblest thoughts of mankind. 
I have had an almost life-long fascination for the problem 
which Balzac* called "Lost Illusions" in his novel of that name. 
The novel is really a searching study of the manner, in which 
contact with the mundane world destroys young idealists, and 
the manner in which the process is rationalized by treating all 
juvenile ideals as juvenile illusions. 
"Lost Illusions" is the story of the life of Lucien de Rubempre. 
Balzac, though we think of him as a mere novelist, was in fact 
a master psychologist, as every great novelist and dramatist 
must be. In "Lost Illusions"· he tells the story of what happened 
to the young poet who is the hero of the. novel. 
In the small provincial French town in which Lucien was 
born, he wrpte ~n epic poem. Into this poem he poured all 
his ardent genius and youthful enthusiasm. Everybody in his 
home town hailed it as a masterpiece; everybody insisted that 
he should take it to Paris - to the literary centre of France 
- and have it published. 
* Honore de B~lzac, "(1799-1850), tHe French novelist~ ·whose novels, like 
Shakespeares' dramas, are better studies in psychology than most psychology texts. 
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Lucien finally made the mistake of doing so. And within 
a few days from the time of his arrival, received an emotional 
and psychological shock from which he never recovered. 
He took his poem to publisher after 'publisher. To his 
amazement he found that none of th.em even wanted to read 
what he had written. Not one publisher to whom he talked 
had the slightest interest in the literary merits of the master-
piece upon which he had lavished so much effort. All that 
they were interested in were two questions: "How many 
copies of the poem would his patrons and friends buy?" and 
"How few copies would they have to sell to the general public 
in order to make a profit from his book?" 
The shock transformed Lucien from an idealist into a 
cynic. The story of Balzac's novel is the story of the disinte-
gration of his character; of the transmutation, as a result of 
·contact with the realities of life in a cynical metropolis, of a 
youthful enthusiast, who wanted to devote his life to writing 
great poetry, into a sordid adventurer and a corrupt journa-
listic hack. 
I have never forgotten the lesson I learned from the reading 
of the novel.· In the fifty years which have passed I have always 
been interested in the psychological problem of lost ideals, 
lost enthusiasms, lost hopes, and "lost ill~sions." For nearly 
fifty years I have asked myself: "How much happier might 
mankind be; how much higher might civilization have risen, 
if men and women could have been taught how to retain the 
faith and the vision of youth throughout their lives?" 
I have studied the enthusiasms which lead the young to 
a conviction that they will be able to abolish ancient evils, 
to substitute beauty for ugliness, to make great discoveries which 
will end traditional errors. All of us seem to be endowed with 
this characteristic in what I have called the youthful emotional 
climacteric, but for most of us, experiencing the realities of life 
destroys it, and finally makes us think of these you~ul· ideals 
as youthful follies to be as promptly as possible forgotten. 
. The tragedies of mankind; the suffering which is inescap-
able in life; the filth, the poverty, the greed, the hatred, the 
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cruelty and violence which is all around us become e d bl 
1 ·f · h ·d . ' n ura e on y I m t e mi st of It all we retain a feeling for the d 
f fi h 'lli . won ers o nat~re; or t e I nntable possibilities of life; for what art 
and science, what knowledge and wisdom might cant 'b t t 
· b 1-r n u e o creatmg a etter 11e and a better world. 
What I am trying to do is to point out two things: 
First, that if this proposal for a system of education which 
ed~cates the w~ole . man and so makes possible the humani-
zatiOn o~ mankind 1s t~ be r~alized, we must not only solve 
the practical problems wtth which education is confronted today 
we must also have faith and vision. ' 
And the second is this, that in all the years I have devoted 
to the study of higher education in America the most terrible 
thing which our colleges and universities do 'to the young men 
a?~ w?men who_ go _to them, is to turn them into an army of 
disillusiOned cymes; mto men and women who know all about 
the seamy-side of those whom they thought great heroes· who 
think enthusiasm, childish; heroism, silly; sacrifice s~upid · 
faith, folly; vision, delusion. ' ' 
Let me illustrate what I have just said with the cases of 
two Americans, both of whom became notorious about ten 
years ago, and both of whom were victims of a system of higher 
education which ·makes no provision for devotion to ideals. 
Many of you may remember the case of Alger Hiss and his 
betrayal of America to the Russian conspirators for an Ame-
rican Communist Revolution. Many of you may ~;emember 
that another American,· Whittaker Chambers, furnished the 
evidence which led to the exposure, conviction, and imprison-
ment of Alger Hiss. Both were graduates of typical Ame-
rican colleges. But neither of them found any outlet for their 
youthful idealism in what their colleges taught them should be 
the activities to which Americans should devote themselves. 
Alger Hiss, after his graduation, quickly made a successful 
career for himself. He had a charming wife; he had lovely 
children. . Even when still a relatively young man he was made 
.Pr~sident of the Carneige Foundation for Peace; President 
i 
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Franklin D. Roosevelt took him as one· of his assistants to the 
famous Yalta Conference with Winston Churchill and Joseph 
Stalin; he was in the American State Department when he was 
made President of the great meeting in San Francisco which 
led to the organization of the United Nations. 
Yet all the time he was thus being trusted by leaders of 
the American people, he was a dedicated, secret member of 
the Communist Party; he was part of a Russian spy-ring; he 
was furnishing confidential papers from the American State 
Department which employed him to those who were plotting 
revolution. 
To me the psychological problem which Alger Hiss pre-
sents is fascinating in the extreme. What was it that made 
him dedicate himself to Communism even when that meant 
the base betrayal of his own country - a country which had 
signally honoured and rewarded him? 
The an~wer to this question was later furnished by his friend 
and fellow-conspirator, Whittaker Chambers; the man who 
finally awoke to the fact that an idealism which confounds 
·me~ns and ends; which resorts to conspiracy, to treachery, to 
perJury, to corruption, and to violence of all kinds for the pur-
pose of creating a "Brave New World," is a false idealism. 
Whittaker Ch.ambers was finally driven by tortures of 
consc~ence to confess the part he had played in this conspiracy, 
and m the course · of his testimony before a Congressional 
·committee· in Washington furnished conclusive proof of the 
·guilt not only of Alger Hiss but of a half-dozen other equally 
distinguis~ed · .participants in this particular Communist 
conspiracy. 
. Chambers was. professionally a writer and editor. In 
the autob_iography ~hich he later wrote and called "Witness," 
he described his conversion to Communism while a student 
~at Co~umbia· University. He was a tYpically idealistic young 
man, from a typical middle-class intellectual family in America. 
But. he was a member of the 'generation which came to full 
consciousness in the midst of the worst depression in the history 
I 
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of America. The great Wall Street boom had collapsed and 
ruined his family. Millions of farmers were bankrupt· hun-
. dreds of thousands were being evicted from the farm~ thev 
had lost. Nearly one-third of the industrial workers of Americ~ 
were unemployed. There were bread-lines for the starving 
in nearly every big city in the land. 
Yet in the college to which he was going, nobody cntl-
cized the worship of the bitch-goddess success; college graduates 
no matter what their professions, were supposed to devote them: 
selv~s to making mone~, and the masses of people were supposed 
~o a1m at the s~me ~~mg. American higher education simply 
1gnored those w1th VISions of a better social order; it dismissed 
idealism as superfluous; it made no demand upon students for 
any kind of self-sacrifice. 
To idealistic young Whittaker Chambers in college, the 
world seemed to be collapsing. Not content with the slaughter 
of World War I, the nations were busily re-arming for the 
slaughter of World War II. 
The colleges of materialistic America had nothing to offer 
to those young ~en who, like himself and like Alger Hiss, were 
desperately anxwus to know how to set things right, and how 
to create a just and moral social order. 
Conventional education in America offered to Whittaker 
Chambers and Alger Hiss no doctrine, no cause, no movement, 
no ideology in which their idealism might function. 
But the disciples of the prophet Karl Marx did have a 
doctrine; they had a cause, and to idealists like himself, they 
offered dangerous and exciting work in the Communist under-
ground . 
So he became a Communist. He deliberately embraced 
Communist dogmatism, Communist fanaticism, Communist 
conspiracy, and Communist ruthlessness. In his autobiography 
he explains why he himself- and so many men like Alger 
Hiss - chose this complete. abdication of all humanism, com-
plete. submission of his reason, and complete devotion of his 
life to an organization of Marxian bigots: 
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"The ultimate choice I made," he wrote, "was not for a 
theory or a party. It was ... a choice against death and for 
life. I asked only the privilege of serving humbly and selflessly that 
force which from death evokes life, that force which might . .. save . .. 
what w~s savable in a society which had lost the will to save itself. I 
was willing to accept Communism on whatever terms it present-
ed itself; to follow the logic of its course wherever it might lead 
me; and to suffer the penalties without which nothing in life 
can be achieved. 
"For it offered me what nothing else in the dying world 
has power to offer at the same intensity -faith and vision; 
something for which to live and something for which to die. 
It demanded of me those things which have always stirred 
what is best in men- courage, poverty, self-sacrifice; discip-
line, intelligence, life, and if need be, death." 
The challenge which we educators face is that of evoking 
in a determining proportion of the whole population this self-
sacrifice, this devotion, this enthusiasm, this dedication of the 
whole oflife to causes which are rational and humane, and which, 
both as to ends and means, are subject to the criteria of the 
good, the true, and the beautiful. 
It is part of the tragedy of mankind that it is much easier 
to evoke self-sacrifice by firing people with hatred than inspiring 
them with love. It is much more difficult to evoke selfless decy-
cation by appealing to reason and compassion. 
But it can be done. 
And it must be .done if educators are to find full compensa-
tion in their work, and be satisfied with the relatively niggardly 
wages they receive. It must be done if doctors are to get their 
satisfaction from healing the sick and not from making money. 
It must be done if lawyers are to devote themselves to seeing 
that justice is done, and not .to. serving clients. who pay their 
biggest fees. It must be done .if engineers are to find compensa-
tion not in serving commercial and industrial greed but in the 
unending task of planning and building a better world. It 
must be done if artists and architeCts are to find satisfaction in 
' 
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creating a more beautiful rather than a more novel world. 
And it must be done if social scientists and philosophically 
minded lead.ers are to devote themselves to creating a more 
wholesome hfe both for man and for society. 
To inspire the necessary idealism; to maintain the necessary 
enthusiasm; to instill a life-long dedication to the work to which 
the educable elite should devote themselves; and to keep them 
devoted to the task of enabling the work which the rank of the 
manually gifted must perforce do, it is of the utmost importance 
that education should rise above specialization ·and mere 
technology; that it should see to it that technology is always 
a means and never an end; that it should keep before every-
body the vision of a sublime and challenging truth - that 
creating a better life and building a better social order can be 
done in orily one way, by teaching individuals to incorporate 
in what they do and in what they build and what they produce 
from day to day, beauty and harmony, reason and truth, con-
cern and consideration, tolerance and humanism. 
I have called attention to some unpleasant truths about 
conditions in America. But I must remind the reader that 
there is not one, but two Americas - the dominant Materia-
listic America dedicated to a higher and. higher standard of 
living which drove young idealists like Whittaker Chambers 
and Alger Hiss into Communism; and the older but not quite 
forgotten America of Thomas Jefferson ·and Thomas Paine, 
of Ralph Waldo Emerson and Henry D. Thoreau, of Walt 
Whitman and James Russell Lowell, of Horace Mann and 
Henry Adams, of William Lloyd Garrison and Abraham 
Lincoln. 
So in every nation. 
So here in India where I am wntmg this. There is the 
Materialist India, the Industrialist India, the Urbanist India 
which is determined to duplicate the Materialistic West -
the worst of the West; and there is the Idealistic India of 
Ananda Coomaraswamy and Aurobindo Gosh, of Rabindranath 
Tagore and Mahatma Gandhi. 
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The lives of all these men, and of countless men and women 
whose contributions have received no such world wide recog-
nition, furnish proof positive that it is possible for a man to 
get full satisfaction out of a life devoted to the realization of 
an ideal. They furnish proof positive that it is possible to 
retain the initial idealism of youth throughout the whole of 
one's life, and to maintain through all the inevitable dis-
couragements and defeats, the enthusiasm which is essential 
if ideals arc to be realised and translated into action. 
If a better life and a better world is realized, it will be 
because teachers and artists and musicians, economists and 
sociologists, lawyers and financiers, engineers and architects 
dedicate their lives to t4e task of right-education in all that 
they do. 
_____ ,._._, ...... ·-----
